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(9 I 2. R, g Q i E g i g g ,S.,

'ul
9-29-79 2 CHAIRMAN ICMENY: Will the meeting please come to
Tape 1

3 order. This is the second series of meetings'of the President's

4 Commission on the accident at Three Mile Island to deal with

5 the topic of agreeing with our findings and recommendations.

6 And, again, this series of meetings will be recorded verbatim

7 so that the verbatim transcript may be released at the time

8 after we have reported to the President of the United States.

9 We are gathered here for several days and our task

10 is very clear. We have to do everything possible to agree on

11 what the official findings should be and what recommendations,

12 we wish to make to the President of the United States. Wo

() 13 have tried to give you some background documents and I would

14 like to ask you how you would like to proceed. ,

IS Ted.

16 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I would like to make a propo-

17 sal. Having read your overview and having found that it was

18 substantive and covered the major aspects of the accident and

19 |I believe most of what we were asked by the President to do,

20 I suggest we start with that, rather than the detailed find-

21 ings. Because I think it is very important to find cut if

22 there are major issues between us. Because I am getting very
3

23i j worried about the fact that we have only three weeks really to I
L

2#
(} come dcwn en the final form of what we are going to submit to

} '* S the President. If there are major issues, I think we should ;
- i

. . - _ - ._
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1 know them today. So, that is a suggestion. Ncw, we could

2 probably find this, too, find out if there are major issues

3 by going through the findings, but there is a tone chat you

4 set in your overview that, I think, is important for us to

5 discuss and find out whether we generally agree with it or

6 not.

7 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: How do you feel about that sugges-

8 tion?
,

9 COMMISSIONER PIGFCRD: I would like to -- before we

10 move in that direction -- just learn from you what is expected

11 to be accomplished during the days we are here. It does effect,

12 I think, maybe what we might do today. For example, I am con-

13

Os
cerned that as of our last meeting, there were several staff

14 reports still not completed and most of those I haven't yet
_

15 seen. I believe we may be getting the cart before the horse

16 in that sense.

17 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: May I remind you on what we agreed

18 at the last meeting _a far as staff reports go. The agreement

19 was that the priority now had to go on findings recommendations

20 in Volume and we promised to send you the staff reports well i

'

21 in advance of the meeting of the 15th and 16th. And that was
>

{ 22 going to be the meeting at which we are going to try to see
i

3 I
23 l

? whether the staff reports are satisfactory or not and we prom-
i

t''g [24 ised to mail them all to you well in advance of that.
(us/ i

1 25 CCMMISSICNER HAGGERTY: The only real problem with

.

- - , - - - . . , - , . . - . , . , - - . , - , , . . < - , , . , , - . , , , . , . . , , . . , -
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rx 1 that is whether there are finding s . I doubt that there are .

.O
2 I would like to come back to Ted's suggestion, because I think;

3 . basically it is a good one. But, I think, Tom, I think we'

4 need to understand what the total sequences are going to be

5 .right along with it. Some of the staff reports have not even

6 been seen and not completed. Are there going to be any things

7 there -- there can hardly be' anything major there. I can't

8 think a major issue, but there still might be --

9 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: The only one I know of is, that

'
10 falls in that category, is the "what if" issue and we are

11 ready to give you a verbal briefing on that today, I believe.
.

12 Is that not right, Vince?

13 MR. JOHNSON: I think so.

14 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: They have asked Bill Scranton to
,

1
15 he ready. They finished research on that yesterday and, '

16 therefore, Bill Scranton has been asked if at. all possible to

17 be here later today to report to you on what came out of the

!
18 what if. That is the only one I know where there are substan-

19 tive issues of substance.

20 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Then I would like to make

21 just another remark on Ted's. I think if we can get our heads

f22 around what the total sequence is going to be and what the
i
U

23g issues-are that remain, such as-the what if scenario, I, too,
i 1

1j 24 sort of feel that it would be productive to talk about yours
. . -

3 25 chapter. I have the following comments. I don ' t find the

|

_ _ - - _ __ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . - . _ _ . . - _ - . .
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4 1

[T I tone objectionable. It raises two significant questions,
\s'.

2 though. One is, all r ight, so you say all of these things,
3 what do you do about it.

4
CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes. The point is that I don't

5 know that the Commission agrees on recommendations.

6 COMMISSIONER EAGGERTY: I understand that. But it

7 does and can effect -- I mean, when one says that you don't
8 find the general tone objectionable, you can't really know
9 what the significance of that is until you know how do you

10 set from here to there. That is number one. The second is

11
that it may be -- one can come down on either side on a so-

12 call,ed "chai' man's chapter". If we can get enough agreementr

() on that general kind of tone, we would be better off not to
I3

14
have a chairman's chapter and have it as a commissioner's 1

15
chapter.

j

<

16 '

CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I quite agree with you on that,
|
1

17
Pat. I mean, I wrote it at this time this way so it shouldn't

i
,

18
even temporarily be identified as yours, since we didn 't have

19 consensus. But if we should get consensus on that, nothing
20 would please me more than if that were a Commission overview
21 lrather than a chairman's overview. Let me assure you of that. l

> 1

! 22 |r COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Then the last comment that5
v

23
$ I had -- and, of course, I saw this stuff last night, so I
I j

r * 2A I

( ? don't know what I have missed. I have a feeling that regard-
'

$" 25
s_,

less where it appears, even if there are 200 findings -- I

___ . _ - ._. __ -_ __ __
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() 1 don't care whether there are 200 -- I mean, I would rather

2 elf.minate the 15 that there is any mushiness about and have

3 185. I think there is great - virtue in the list of things and
.

4 not having to pile through that stack of doc 2ments that is

5 going to make up Volume 2 or only narrative in volume 1 to get

6 the detailed essence of what the summary chapter is based on.

7 I mean, I think that there is a considerable virtue in our

8 original approach of brief finding statements. I see what

9 your dilemma in looking at the ones --

10 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Have you had a chance to look at

( 11 the --
|

12 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Those that were delivered to

() 13 the hotel last night, I have looked at.

14 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes. There are 54 findings in -

15 here so what we tried to do was try at least to go part way in

16 that direction, tried to balance out the areas.

17 COMMISSIONER: Well, I have a suspicion that maybe

18 there is a hundred. Maybe by the time you really get done,

19 you would satisfy what I am saying that instead of 54, there

20 were 100,

2I CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Tom,

l >

h22 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: John, I just add one more
d

23g caveat. I think the approach towards your document -- I mean,
| -l[-} a 24| discussing it is fine, but I do want to point out that when

\_/ i

25 one discusses this -- because these are kind of general sort
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6

} 1 cf statements -- their meaning, at least to the reader,-is
~,- *

2 going to be a little vague until the reader then sees the-

3 supporting part. And, so, if we haven't agreed on the support-

4 ing part, it is very difficult to determine if we agree on '

5 this. So, eventually, it is going to rest, finally -- do we

6 agree on the supporting material. My own view on the support-

7 ing material, it has not been discussed here enough. For

8 example, I have not heard a discussion, for example, of the

9 whole document on the NRC here. If find also missing much

10 more in terms of technical staff reports than just the what if.
11 So, I am a' little less comfortable of our status of our know-

12 ledge and of our development -of the supporting evidence than

! () 13 I think has been presented so far.

14 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Well, really, that is sort

15 of the same thing I was saying. I doubt that there are major

16 issues in those missing items. But I do think how you*.- docu-

17 ment is read depends on that you have agreed on a hundred -
I

t 18 findings and what they mean or 200 findings or whatever they
19 are and then the further supposition that all of the background
20 stuff has been digested into some kind of form that enough
21 people have had a chance to read. Because it is true that,

i
' >

[ 22 the summary statement and how you feel about it, if there are
3 *

23g colorations in the back-up data and if one is looking at it
1

' j 24 this way and one is looking at it that way, we could be agree-
s_

25 ing on the cover chapter and not on the content.
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O)'g 1 COMMISSICNER LEWIS: John, I wanted to strongly ob -
x. -

2 j ect to the tone of the document. I think it refleets, frank-

3 ly, a failure on your part to really test the feelings of this
i

4 Commission. I think the presumption that we all agree that

5 the answer to our energy problems is to press on with nuclear

6 power is not based on any discussion that we have had within

7 this Commission.- We haven't discussed some of the basic

8 issues here and we are suddenly presented with this document,

9 which, I know, is not the final one . But, to me, it does not

10 reflect, I knew, my feelings and the feelings and the feelings

11 of some of my colleagues on this commission. It bothers me a

12 great deal that there should even be considered a chairman's

() 13 overview. I hope that this is not the kind of thing that is

14 going to end up in our final report. I think that the final

15 report should have an opening chapter, which is the Commission 's

16 overview and not a chairman's overview. Because I do think

17 there are 12 of us on this Commission and not just a chairman.

IS So, I want to go on the record as saying that this thing

19 really bothered me. There were presumptions of attitudes and

20 approaches toward nuclear power that certainly do not reflect

21 any discussions that we have had here, because we have never
>

f22 really discussed many of these issues. And I really hope that
1

a
23

f in these few days, we are going to have a chance to talk about

() # them. I hope we are going to decide what the parameter s are

] *n s of our. recommendations. We have never even discussed, as a*

l'
_ _ __ _ _
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1() I commission, what the parameters were of our investigation; now,

v

2 we are kind of stuck with whatever we did. But I think we

3 ought to say, you know, these are things that we do not feel |

4 that it is ..oper for us to deal with and I think that those,

5 things must be said at the beginning of our report, so the

6 public does not believe, if we decide to change the NRC, that

. 7 it is based on the presumption that nuclear pcwer is the

8 answer to our energy needs. The tone of this is a presumption

9 that that is the way the Commission feels and until we have a

10 chance to discuss it to decide whether or not we want to make

11 this part of a report, I don't -- I just found this -- I was

12 really shocked by it. It aopalled. It certainly did not re-

13 flect the feelings that I have sensed in this Commission or

Id at least among some of the members of the Commission. I think

IS what we ought to do is decide what it is that we can recommend

16 and cannot recommend; what are the things that are outside of

17 the parameters as we, 12 members of the Commission, not just
18 the chairman see .it and then go on record as saying we did not

I9 feel it was within our mandate to deal with this question.

20 And I think that when the report comes out, the public ought

21 . to know that we did not -- this was something that we did not
>

22'

intend to deal with. And they should know clearly that what-
d

23
j ever judgments or recommendations we have made are based on

() 24 the presumption that we have to push on or the presumption or

25
i some political decision. In other words, I have not had a
t

._ - - - - - -
- - - - - .- - , . . , , . - - - , , . . - . . - , - ,
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i

l

~9

/''Y 1 chance as a Commissioner to participate in any of those dis-
(m /

1

2 cussions. We have been really pushed into a position that is !

3 going to bother me a great deal.

4 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I think Carolyn has demonstra-

5 ted very well the reason why we ought to look at the overview

6 and find out where there are strong differences, the feeling !

7 about the specific thing about tone. '

8
Just one parenthetic comment and that -- apparently,

9
we read this in slightly different ways in that, I guess, I

10 didn't find a presumption --
)
!

II COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I didn't either. I was go-

12 ing to write a paragraph in which it was just the opposite.

/} 13 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: But I think that is the kind\s
I# of thing that we should get ironed out and that is my reason i

15 for making --

ID
CHAIRMAN KEMENT: May I just have the privilege to

I7
read one paragraph into the record to clear the chairman's

I8 reputation. Clearly, at the moment, I do not know what the

Commission's consensus will be; therefore, this draft will

20 require substantial rewriting after our five-day meeting. My

21 purpose here was to flush out and try to help give you some-
>
1 22

' thing you can tear apart. But, in a sense, to force you tor

d
23

? try to discuss some of the major issues.
I

i

i [~'T f COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: May I read another one?
| N~s| I

,3*
l CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes.

|
,

. -
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(O_) 1 CCMMISSICNER HAGGERTY: It says that to arrive at

2 our recommendations we have taken the following position. It

3 is very close to what you ' asked for, Carolyn. Nuclear power

4 is an important component today in providing electricity with-

5 in the United States and in other parts of the world and some

6 are counting on it to provide even more electric power in the

7 fut ure . Therefore, the improvement of the safety of existing

8 and planned nuclear plants is a crucial issue. It is this

9 issue that our report addresses. While all of us hope that

10 significant efforts will be devoted to the exploration of al- |

11 ternate sources of energy, this did not give us an excuse for

12 avoiding the charge given to the Commission by the President
/~N
I I
\> I3 of the United States.

I4 ' COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Well, that is exactly the pre-

15 sumption that I am questioning because I think that we have

16 not discussed ever in this commission as far .as I have been i

17 here whether that narrow scope is the only scope within our
i

18 parameter s . And that is what I am saying; if we decide as a

l9 total commission tha t that is so, then I think that should be

20 out front. But you are saying that t'e one thing we should

21 be dealing with is the safety and everything else is outside

22 and then I have sensed right from the beginning that there
d

23
J has been an attempt to narrow the scope of this . investigation

I
\_ !

y*'
and narrow the possibility of the kinds of recommendations that

I
s
t4 25 we could make. Now, that I see in this report. What I am

- - - - - _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ -. . . . - .
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\;-~
(m,/ I trying to say is that I would like us to have a chance to dis-,

2 cuss that and if we so decide, fine. I think it should be a

3 decision of the entire Commission. I want to also say that

4 the kinds of the things that bothered me -- when I started my

5 role as chairman, I assumed that my major -- this is also from

6 the report -- I assumed that the major issue would be the

7 safety of equipment at nuclear power plants. This belief was

8 shared by a number of my fellow commissioners. Ncw, that may

9 have been and it was obvious to me that that was the chairman's
10 concept, but it certainly wasn't mine when I came on this

l' Commission and, as you know, I have been pushing very hard
12 right from the start. to say that that is not the issue. And

\, 13 so, you know, I find that the chairman had this narrow view

1# is certainly not something that I would want to trampet to the
I0

rest of the world, because a lot of us felt right from the

16
start that the problems were at the NRC and they were much

17 deeper. There is an attempt here to make us all part of your |

18
view, John, and this really disturbs me . I think this is the

1

19
'

time to discuss what the rest of us feel this commission ought
<

20 Ito be doing. ;

i

21 l
CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I quite agree with you. That was !

>
* 22 1

E the sole purpose of this is to find out what the Commission i

d

| [ really feels on the deep issues.

[) b 24j CCMMISSIONER LEWIS: Well, then, could we -- may Is._ -

3 25
suggest -- I am not trying to be -- I am being argumentative

, , - . . - -- -.
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*

) I and let's say I am -- at some point this morning we decidev

2 what the parameters. What are the things that we feel we
,

3 cannot put in this report because we feel that it is outside

4 our mandate, so that is on the table and it is a decision

5 with a vote by all of the commissioners and then we know that

6 we have, all of us, decided on. And that is really what my

7 request is to you.

8 CHAIR.%Vi KEMENY: Okay. Russ.

9 COMMISSIONER PETERSCN: I think it is important .
1

10 that we very prcmptly take a look at the overview of our study. |

11 I share Carolyn's concern; however, I just received my copy of

12 the overview and I haven't read it yet. I would hope we would

( 13 have a chance to read it before we discussed it. Maybe we

14 could find an opportunity to have a half-hour recess sometime

15 this morning for some of us to read it.

16 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: That would be fine wi.th me.

17 COMMISSIONER TAYLCR: How about now, essentially.

I8 CHAIR M KEMENY: I would be happy to -- I know one

I9 more Commissioner is coming.

20 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: I just want to go back, I

21 think, it was to Tom's question of how we lay out everything
>

h 22 we have to do over the next five days because that decides, in
d

{ 23 part, when we take a recess or whatever. We know we have to
(''% 1

2#(, ,) get through the findings. We know we have to talk in some

j 25 way about how the whole thing gets introduced, whether it is
,

I
i

_ _ . _ . ---
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13

in the format of an overview or whatever and I need to have) ; ,

2 some kind of clarity of, I guess, what the whole agenda looks
!like in order to =ake some decisions now about what is an3

.

4 appropriate time to do this.

|

$ CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes. Paul.

6 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Well, I guess I share some of

7 the views that have been expressed. Number one, I would like

g some clarification as to how we are going to review the find-

9 ings. I feel, I think, as Pat has said, that right now, hav-

10 ing had an opportunity to quickly read through.most but not

11 all of the documents provided us last night in terms of find-

12 ings, that there are some substantive issues in the findings

() 13 which need further discussion. There are also some areas

14 where, I believe, we have had findings which are not summari=ed

15 yet. And that may in part be because the staff reports have

16 not yet been completed. So, the first thing is that I do feel

17 that we have to have some understanding of how we are going

18 to approach the findings because I feel right now quite strong-

19 ly that the Volume 1 should include a list of the findings and

20 whether it is 50 findings or a hundred findings or all 200

21 odd findings, it is something that I think we ought to discuss
>
g 22 as a commission. But right now I feel that it would be inap-
5
U
, 23 propriate to try and mold those findings into a narrative be-
1

('')T
24 cause I think that they will lose the force of the findings ,

~-

3 25 per ha ps , and we also then would be faced with the further

.
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() I complication of having to review that narrat ive in detail to .

2 make sure that it is both ccmprehensive and accurate. I also

3 feel, as I think Pat has indicatec, that having a list of the

4 findings is probably going to be one of the most importan t
5 contributions the Commission has made because the work of the
6 Commission in terms of developing those findings is probably
7 our most rigorous effort, certainly, to date. So, that leaves

8 me with the question again of just trying to get some under-
9 standing at this juncture of how we are going to approach this.

10 on the second point, I share the view that it would

II be certainly desirable to have a Ccmmission overview and I
12 recognize, you know, that your effort here is to give us a
I3 paper for discussion.

Id
The third thing I just want to say is that I have

I5 worked on some specific recommendations with the idea that it
16 provides a basis for discussion, a paper, which also includes
I7 what in my view are some important areas related to the future
IS of nuclear energy in this country, which the Ccmmission has
I9

not had an opportunity to go into, but which I feel we -- I

20
would like to have the Commission consider as to how we expli-

*1' citly indicate in our report that these are concerns and hcw
*

f
3",

far we want to go. I have this short document that I would
6

23
| ! like to distribute to the other Commissioners and when they
! = .

| N i na',) have time they can read it and come back to consideration of! * *

t
1 *'$

what I have tried to put together. These are recommendations
.

m _ _ . _ . _ . . _ . . - . _ . . _ L
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1 which, as you know, I have had a chance to discuss with data '.

2 only with one other Commissioner; namely, Harry McPherson.

3 so, with your cermission, I would like to distribute those

4 now.,

5

6

7
!

S

9

10

11

. 12

13

14

15
,

16

17

18

19

20

21

$ 22
v

23,
2
}
I 24
ii

25,

_. -_- . -. . . - .-..
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CHAIR!WI KEMEMY: Let me suggest what I had hoped we,I \
Edl 1i

I mean basically we have to
'2 .might accomplish in the five days.*#

e
4

3 do three things: Agree en some very major issues en how the'

Commission stands, it will be difficult to make detailed recom-4

mendations until we knew how we stand en some overwhelming
5

6 issues. Secondly, agree on the strategy and if possible the

details of what we iden fy specifically as findings and what
7

8 goes into the text, anc ; had hoped to suggest midway through

late tomorrow af ternoon to take a break where people can have
9

a chance to read and reflect, and we hope to have by that time
10

at least draft chapters of very detailed outlines so you can
;;

Seme-get some feeling of what might be in the rest of Volume I.
12

(" how out of this five-day meeting we have to come out with4

\- 13,

knowing where we do or do not have consensus of overwhelming
4 ja

issues , what. we want to do about findings , and at least agree
.j3

on the draf t of our recommendations. That is why we called a
16

five-day meeting. I mean that is the major purpose.
37

*

So, for example, I would suggest that when we have
18

to break all of us read your draf t racccmendations or anybody
79

else's draft recommendations. I have intentionally not draf ted
20

any, hoping that it would come from the rest of the Commission.
21_

$ 22
And that we then spend the last two and a half days trying to

r
3

$ 23
pin down our recommendations.

-) h24 CC::MISSIONER TAYLOR: I would just like to add one |
a

1 e I think there are a couple of areas that we have not
I j p int.

25
!
<

|

|
t

. . . - , - . . . - - - - ~.. . . . . - . . - - - --,
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sr ~2 covered at all that we should reserve tima for. I would like
1

f a

G
2 o suggest tomorrcw, or possibly today, if Bill Scranton is

set up'to do this, She "what if" situations need to be presented
3

to the Ccenission, both in written and some kind of summary4

form. I suspect that at some point we really need some infor-
5

mation about certain characteristics , present characteristics ,
6

of the nuclear industry.
7

I have prepared a tabular summary of that which, I
8

think, may or may not turn out to be very important when we come
9

* * *^ ^ "8' "#** " '# ** * * *** "9 Y
10

heading in the directicn of saying something about licensing,
jj

and I suspect we will, then I think it is important to have some
12

of !these numbers in mind. I would hope we would get both of
<

J
these information items and any others that other Commissioners

14

think are important before the end of tomorrow.

COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Mr. Chairman?

CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes.
7

CO!!MISSIONER PETERSON: Cne additional ccmment. I

hope the Chairman will discipline us for the next five days so
9

that we don't spend a large percentage of our time on the de-

tails which we have discussed at great length as to who turned

what valve, when, whether four-tenths or six-tenths, er seven->
1 22
e
3 tenths of fatality might result, so that we can step back and

23,
*

1 lock at the big picture, the major conclusiens that we are
2*

' ('M i
's,/ ccmpint up with. Otherwise we will waste our time and wcn' c5

$ 25

;

i

--, ,. -
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,'bp-'} j have the time available to lock at the important things we need
i <

LJ .
2 to conclude. So I hope we don't go back and dig into details

.

3 of these staff reports at this juncture.

4 One other ' thing, we need to find some time to discuss

3 briefly, I hope, this large number of letters that were sent

6 in to you in response to our request for advice from organi-

7 =ations and individuals around the country.

8 CHAIRMAN KEMEW: Yes. I was hoping that your Com-

9 mittee would at some point give us a summary of that. That

w uld be extremely useful for us.10

jj CO!D1ISSIONER PETERSON: I have prepared a summary my-

12 self of those letters to facilitate reviewing them. I would
,

g- j3 like to have the Committee meet and I will get together with

%)
34 them and find a time when we can do so and maybe temorrow we

can make a report to the whole Commission.
33

CHAIRMM KEMEW: Yes. Commissioner Pigford?16

CO!!MISSIONER PIGFORD: May I ask, ' at the las t meeting: j7

there were task groups of different Commissioners to follow
18

certain staff reports. Is there any continued responsibilityj9

n t. hose?*

20

CHAIRMAN KEMEY: We have compiled, of course, a list

f all those reports that are supposed to be published and the>

1 22
.

d heads of task forces have a responsibility to make sure that i

, 23
a
1 all those things are completed . and they are ' mailed :o you. I

x 24
i .

N._) I think our deadline for nailing comes in a week to ten days from
J 25

.

_ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ e
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;('d i no" to have staf f -reports mailed to you, so diat you have angle
\

NJ
2 time to read it before the 15th and 16th. Tom, die crucial

3 decision at the end of the last meeting on timing -- and I am

4 not sure you were here at that moment -- was the folicwing, that

3 we have to have Volume I finished and in a form that can be

6 presented to the President of the United States and the public

on October 25 th. Therefore, for the staff reports it would be7

8 satisfactory to have them ready to go to the printer on October

sic 2S th and come out af terwards. Therefore, we felt that the Com-
9

mission could use the October 15th and 16th meeting to give its
10

final instructions on staff reports. On the other hand, as far
33

as Volume I goes, we really have to move en a faster timetable,
12

that is, we hope at least that the basic principles of Volume I ,

13s
s

l which are the Commission's own report, have got to be agreed on
34

in these five days.
15

COMMISSIONER TA*lLOR: Is there a date for the final
16

release or publication of part I? In other words, what is the
j7

last time at which any changes can be made?jg

CHAIFl4AN KEMENY: It has to go to the printer on the
;9

19 th. Is that correct?
20

;i

FG. JORGENSON: Camera ready copies are to be deli-
,1.

> vered to the *orinter on the 19 th.
1 22
rt

3 COliMISSICNER TAYLOR: How soon before then would you
'

23y
a

| 1 say is realistically the last time that any changes can be
a 24!

! .sm
** *

25--

i
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1 >$ . JORGENSON: He would have to have effective sign-
g {''N;

'- off at the meeting on the 15th and 16th.

COMMISSIOt1ER TAYLOR: Okay. ,

CHAIF24AN KDENY : And we hope that on the 15th and 16:h
>

only relatively minor changes are made in that. This is why I

asked you to try to reserve one extra day on the 9th for one

more look to see if there major changes that have to be made.
7*

CCt1MISSIONER TAYLOR: Are we talking 15 or 16 days to
8

complete the report to the President? From now?
9

CHAIPl!AN KDENY: Yes. We have a somewhat longer
10

period for completing the staff reports.
11

COliMISSIONER MARK 5: I still don't have a feeling
12

then on how we are going to go over the list of findings. In

(~)' 13
'" other words , if the decision is made that a list of findings

la

as we have them now but worked over in some fashicn is to be in-
15

cluded in volume I, I would think that we would have to get on
16

to reviewing those findings during these five days. And the
17

question then is maybe the Subcommittee should take the variou
18

documents relative to their activity, - as a first approach and
19<

come to an agreement that they represent our best final effort,
20

before coming back to the whole Commission.
21

CHAIF1 TAN KDENY: Yes,
,

,t 22
3 CCt!MISSIONER 21 ARKS : I would like to make a suggestion

", 2 2
j on timing, just as a point of departure for a schedule, and
i 24

k''s,,,) I that is to spend today en the basic issues, possibly with an
i 25

_
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;g[Vk j hour or so, if Bill Scranton is available, to hear that reporc,

-2 just whenever that is convenient, to spend tomorrow and half

3 of Mcnday, that is Menday morning, on review of the findings as

4 we would propose to list enen in part I. Then " spend Monday
~

5 af ternoon and Tuesday on recommendations.

6 Now, I think that if we then leave Wednesday for what-

7 ever may turn out to be important to us, that -- I find just by

8 counting pages that that doesn't seem to me to be an unreasonable

9 thing to do, that is a day and a half allocated to the findings

10 in the form in which we got them either last night or this

3; mo rning, I think is a lot of time.

CHAIRMAN KD1E Pl: May I tell you incidentally on the12

(~ 13 findings as to how this latest version was arrived at, just so

^

34 you know historically how it happened? We have spent three

very intensive days going througa the very long and detailed
15

list and we tried in each area to pul. out those that seemed
16

major findings, that is, those that u. auld be pulled out andj7

so identified, as opposed to those things that are better
18

covered in a place where you can write two or three paragraphs
79

n it, r y u may have to write three or four pages to ex-
20

plain the df fferent f..nding which presumably will be in the
21

>2 text of a carticular chapter. ;
I.

-,e i

'

i Stan Gorinson and I did the first draf t and we had jv
, 23
a
! Barbara and Vince help us go over it. Then we checked each

/''s; 3 24
\ ,) i area out with the task force leaders in that area to try toj ,5i .

,

i

1
,

1

|
. ..
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s " N7 1 make sure we didn't'make any major goofs or any mistakes in

U
2 judgments. So this dcas represent the input of a great deal of

3 staff work on it. That does not mean that they are right. So
.

4 wr at do you think of that suggestion, to try to spend today en

5. the major issues plus briefings on things. we haven' t heard of'

-6 yet and then turn to findings and conclusions, then save a large
.

7 bl'ock of time for arriving at our recommendations? I do hope

8 that at some point tomorrow we can take a break. First of all,

9 the NRC Subcommittee needs a break. They have a group of dis-"

J

| 10 tinguished consultants coming in who will be working all day

1I tomorrow and the NRC Subcommittee hope to meet with them to

12 bring back to you from that some ideas which we could convey
1

13 to you. Bruce Babbitt and' Harold Bruff have been working on

| 14 this for some period of weeks to arrange that. That might

also be a convenient time for Commissioners to read the draft154

16 chapters which we hope to have for you. Do we have draft
,

'

17 chapters?

SG. JORGENSEN: We will have some draf t chapters. We
ig

will have something in every area.19
~

CHAIRMAN KEMEMY: You will have something in every
20

area.which may give you a feeling of a more detailed presen-
21

y 22 tation of scme of the subjects.

I
l 23 COMaiISSIONER HAGGER"'Y: Also could we.have a night

a

cuitting. time ground rule? I don't care what it is, whether it
24

f
-~

(' j 25
5 is seven o' clock or eight o' clock, . or any other time but I have

, ,_. , _ _ _ . . _ - - - , . _ _ _ __ _ - _ _ - _.
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sqs, 1 a couple of meetings that I have to set up. I can set them up

2 at midnight but there is no point in doing that --

3 CHAIP24AN KEMENY: No. tie were hoping that we may nor-

mally quit -- with a' five-day meeting that we may normally quit4

5 at 6:00 p.m. and use the evenings in whatever way the co==is-

6 seners may find it most useful to do.
4

7 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Does that mean that we are

8 going to quit at 6:00 p.m.?

9 CHAIRMAN KE:!ENY: I hope so.
.

10 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Then we can make cur plans.

11 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: At least for the first several

12 days.

p;

.s) 13 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: At least for the first several days.

COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: If we can break at 6:00 no14

matter what then that guarantees we have time to think and read
15

16 by ourselves.

CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes, because I am worried that in
j7

these five days you do have time to read and think and talkjg
)

because I think this is crucial if this is going to be a fruit-
;9

,

.

20 ful process.

Well, would you like to start raising what you-might
21

{ . 22
think are sor.e of the major issues we need to discuss?

.s
COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Hell, you knew, I thought we |$ 23

2

$: 24 had agreed more than Carolyn thinks we have en limits but I%
*

c

} 25 think some discussion on limits -- we, obviously, have not

' -.--.

y -, - , - . - - , , , ,
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'9
1

talked about alternative sources of energy. There are a le ~ -2

(G'')
2 things we haven' t talked about. If we have to get . nose clear

3 again, let u:s yet them clear again.

COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I want to interject one more4

5 question. In looking over your draf t, also these new findings,

I know I am going to have to rely in part on discussion with6

the staff. So is it possible for -- does the staff have copies7
.

of these so they can look them over and I can then have a basis8

9 for getting their advice?

CHAIRMAN SEMENY: You mean the fi.hdings and conclu-
10

sions?33

COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Whatever material we have, for
12

e xample , your overview even.j3

CHAIRMAN KEMENY : Yes, I did not dare share the over -

73

view broadly with staff precisely because I knew that we have
15

never discussed some of the major issued in here but certainly
16

in findings and conclusions we have gone over with the staff
37

the areas -- each has gone over their own area, whether at the
18

moment they physically have a copy in their hands I doubt. But
39

we have extra copies available.
20

COMMISSIONER TAYEOR: Nell, does that mean that they
21

will be . distributed to at least some of the staff?$ 22
r
5
v CHAIPL'GOT KEMENY: If you wish it to, we would be

239
a

{ 24 happy to do so.
' e

I COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Is that what you were askingw ,

2 25 |

1,

1

1

- _ _
, |
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(s_-) 10 -
j. for?r''x

.

2 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I would like for the techni-

3 cal staff to have that part of the- overview that reflects upcn,

the technical investigation because I may need some advice.4

5 CHAIRMAN KIMEMY: I would be happy 'o have them have

6 a copy of the whole overview.

1 7 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Can I presume that the overview

8 is what you think the shole report should ste-t with? I mean

i

9 obviously changed, but is this what the purpose of this docu-

ment is?10

1? CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes. Remember a suggestion came

12 ut that we should start with an overview chapter. And I want

13 echo what Pat said earlier, if we can get enough agreementt{}
34 on what should be in here nothing would delight me more if it

15 is a Coenission overview rather than a Chairman's overview. Le:

16 me absolutely stipulate that,

j7 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Let me make a very strong sug-

18 gestion that I think that the opening chapter of our report

39 should set the Three Mile Island accident into its historical
and social setting. I think that this thing of saying, gee,20

the President of the United States tapped us on the shoulderg

y is just too much gee whi: for me. I think that the reason tha:2 22-
r

3 we have our Commission is that this was a serious event, tha:, 23
s
1 it frightened. a lot of people in Middletown. I mean there is.

s 24s

) *

5" 25 no reference to that in this overview that we have. So that
s^

. _._ -- . -- .- -
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1 we have a sense of why we are here, why this is important, whats[ ] l
V

2 are ser.e of the basic issues that are being challenged by the

3 accident at Three Mile Island, the whole future of technology,

4 for example, the f act that people are afraid of it. I think

5 these things must be in that overview chapter so that we have

a sense of what is the significance of all this money and time
6

and effort that has been spent. So to me that is one of the
7

g great things that was lacking in this. It is just at such an

9 ordinary level here, just a little accident that happened, and

10 gee whiz, new we are going to fix it. I dcn' t really think

11
that is adequate. I think this requires the kind of writing

that sets it in its historical background.
12

Number two, I feel very strongly that, as I said
(J'$

j3
w

' earlier, that the opening chapter should say -- and this isja

right at the beginning, not a sort of a little addendum at the
33

end -- what it is that we attempted to do and what it is that
16

we attempted not to do. The fact is we did not go into the
37

waste disposal question. I think we should say in our over-;g

viev chapter, and maybe it will be one of our recommendaticns,
39

this was not part of our mandate but it must be explored. irte
20

can say that we have not explored the questien of alternative
21

t ,,2 s urces of energy. We felt that it was outside our mandate but.
'

?.

perhaps in our discussions we would like to recenmend that
23

.

somebody do it and do it pretty fast.g

<U j 25
,

I th* " rd5' I thi k th^t I * "ld lik* t0 h*"* *I

|

|
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12 ' sense of the grounding on which we make our recommendations. I
3

1: am afraid that the presumption will be that we.will decide,
2

whatevar we decide to do for example with the NRC, that the.

3

presumption will be that we, as a Commission, feel that this is4

a fine way to go ahead and solve the nation's energy problems.^

5

- Y u see, I don't want to be part of that John because I am not
6

sure that that is the answer. And I think a lot of us have7

n t had a chance to discuss that. So that the tone that we set
8

right- from the beginning is to te extremely important because
9

that is what people are going to read. You know, a) the histo-
10

rical thing and b) saying what we will and will not do and that4

33

what we do recommand is based on, for example, I mean we all

know that to press on with nuclear pcwer is a political de-s

) 13

cision. Okay, it is not something that we can decide. The,

President may want to decide it or Congress. I think we ought
,

to say that, that the decision of the future is going to be

made on public opinion and political decisions. We did not
7

feel that that was within our mandate, althouch I think it would
18 ~

be verv nice to have some sort of feeline or sentiment here.* '
19

But I really want to have' a grounding in this overview chapter

and a sense of the significance of what we are dealing with here

rather than just going, leaping . straight into the nuts and>
1 22
e
d bolts of, you know, of the obvious things that we have come out
, 23
a
I with..

'T 's 24

s/ I I would really welcome other people's feelings o-
} 25

1
i

1

.

e
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70

3F iCOD I CHAIF2 TAN KEMENY: I think our paper is serving a
'

TAPE 3
2 useful purpose in bringing out what some of the major issues

3 are because frankly I disagree with several of your statements,
.

4 and I thought I heard other opinions from several Commissioners

5 on some of these issues you have just spcken to. I don't

6 mean that the historical context should be set. You are quite

7 right on that, but for example, I have so far not heard any

8 large nu=bers of Ccmmissioners suggesting that this

9 Commission was prepared to recommend the abolition of nuclear

10 power. That is within our mandate.

11 I mean if this Ccmmission wished to recommend --

12 COMMISSICNER LEWIS: We have never discussed that
n

(m-) 13 issue, John.

14 CHAIRMAN KEMINY: That is what I am trying to flush

15 out.

16 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: W'e have never deal'. with it.

17 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: We got into it somewhat in the

18 attempt to discuss an overall conclusion.

19 Yes?
.

| 20 COMMISSIO:TER TAYLOR: On this matter of whether

21 we should take the position on, as you put it, the abolition

>
3 22 of nuclear power, I think that we have to make sure we say
r
5

$ 23 why.we did or did not take such a position.
*

(~''; f24 Now, I have an opinion. It does not have to de

Ams E

} 25 with whether we should press on with nuclear power or not,

__ _ _ - _ _ _ _
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! I
%.) which I would like to state. Some of it is. fact. Sc=e of..

2 it is opinion, and that is whatever happens in both the

3 United States and abroad there is an inescapable large
d residue of workmanlike, careful work that has to be done to

5 tend nuclear pcwer in whatever state it goes, ranging from an
6 immediate shutdown of all nuclear power plants in the world
7 through the most vigorous thing I can imagine is stopping -

8 everything, trying to ban nuclear frem human activities.

9 There is a complete and almost continuous spectrum

10 from that to saying, "Everything else is no good. We have

11 to press on with nuclear energy because coal is environmentally
12 a night = ore. Solar energy is going to cost too much," and so

.rb 13 on.: (j
14 There is an almost complete spectrum betweer. those

15 two. Now, the opinion, and I think that is more or less a

16 fact, the opinion is that I think we can serve everyone, if
17 this commission is set up to serve which I really believe we
18 were, by having our findings and the relevant recommendations

19 applicable, whatever happens between these two extremes.

20 Now, I am not absolutely positive we can do that,

21 but I think if we can, if we can say, "Whatever happens there
|

} 22 is going to have to be scme tending to nuclear energy," and
3

,

v -
|

23 I think that is a fact, and however it is done we say that,
s

I '24 with' respect to nuclear power plants and what becomes of them, 1
!

25 even in the deco ==issioning process, we would -- this is new

_ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . __
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(-) .
( ,l ' I a slight extension of what is in your overview, John, ~ is that

2 whatever we propose be done, including decccmissioning, if

3 that were necessary, is not likely to be done with the

4 assurance of safety that we demand without fundamental changes

5 in the nature of the industry which is going to have :o tend

6 these things, whatever happens to them and the regulatory

7 process. -
-

8 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I tend to agree with Ted,

9 and I have got some opinions, too. Shadings are probably

10 different. I have one minor recommendation first. Why don't

11 we have a prologue that lists these limitations. It gets hard

12 to get into the Overview Chapter, but you could write a

) 13 proloque which says what we did and did not do, and just put

14 that then, and then that gets it out of the narrative, number

15 one. !

!
1

16 Number two, I think that give all of this shading

17 of fact and the absolute inability of anybody except
J

18 emotionally at this moment to say what choices this society

i 19 is going to need in 1990 or 2000 about energy, any careless,

20 irresponsible statements about whether nuclear power is or
i

21 is not an essential compenent would be the height of

>
g 22 foolishness. We don't have to do it. You are saying that;

5
-23 same thing.g

a
N

I

I 24 Now, I think that'says that the narrowing that we '

j i

3 25 are putting -- in f act, now, I get to my opinion. I don't

1

- - . - _.
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32m(,) I think any person can look at the energy situation of this

'2 country or of the whole blcoming industrialized world except

3 the West and recognize there is a high probability, not a
4 certainty, a high probability that you are going to have to

5 use nuclear.pcwer for some significant portion of your energy

6 in the last decades of this century and the early decades of

7 the next, not a certainty. If everything went every other,

^

8 way, you might not have to, but there are so many

9 uncertaintics, not the least of which is the security of the4

10 country, the dependence on the Middle East. You don't knou

11 the sequence of events that we are going to face over the

12 next 10 or 20 or 30 years.

() 13 Therefore, one responsible course, whatever the

14 set of political decisions, and I think the constructive thing,

15 that we do is to limit the boundaries to what we talked about

16 and come forth with things which are indeed, useful, no matter

17 what part of this spectrum the decision finally f alls in, but -

IP the responsible ~ thing, anybody looking at this whole subject

19 matter, not just our piece of it, has to do is preserve the
.

20 option for the society.

21 We are where we are. We cannot go back to 194 5 or

{22 some other time. We are where we are. Ne have gotten

I
~23 ourselves into the Middle East problem. Listen, the dangers

a

'') f24 this country faces because of that are so much greater than;

i ev/ i

| j 25 what we face from an atomic energy accident that there is

. - -- . . . . _ . . ._.m,_. _ _ , _ . _ .
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I() hardly anything'you could talk'about, and furthermore the
,

2 likelihood of serious threats to the country f rom that are

3 infinitely greater, and the only responsible thing to do is

# to see that the option is preserved.

5 I think it takes many more people, and a lot nore

6 debating than we are capable of doing here to decided how

7 that is done safely.

8 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: I would like to go on record
,

9 as saying I disagree with Pat. I know we have problems with

10 the oil, but whether this is a necessary solution is not

11 something I, certainly, would agree with. I think there are

12 alternatives to this direction.

13 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Carolyn, you don't know what(}
14 you are talking about.

15 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Let us just say that you and

16 I will disagree. I think the energy future book by the

17 Harvard Business School is a perfect example of the fact that
,

18 there are alternatives, if we are willing to examine them.

19 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: You can read the same book
.

20 and ccme to the same conclusion I ' ave. They keep it as ag

21 viable option.

>

[ 22 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: I think.you said that this is
5
v-

g going to be the answer to the --23

iL

l'24 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I did not. I said, "A
'
} - _25 responsible society had to preserve it as a viable option,_

,

;

!

. . . ___ __ _. - ._ .-
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m I; because you did not knew what choice you had to make."

2 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Paul? .

.

3 COMMISSONER MARKS: I fundamentally agree with Pat,

4 and I think the-context in which I would like to see our

3 report set is both a historical one and, also, identifying

6 what I consider as some of the fundamental questions. I

7 think a fundamental question facing the Commission is how to

8 deal wita the uncertainties associated with the application

9 of nuclear science to the generation of energy, and issues

10 such as how much risk is acceptable, and I think that

11 something Ted said is something that should be in this over-

12 view which is that the application of nuclear science to

CA
N 13 the generation of electricity is only part, and I don't know '

14 quantitatively what part, but I suspect a very relatively

15 small part of the total application of nuclear science in our

-16 society, and the underlying principles for going forth and-

17 giving society this option in as safe a way as possible are

18 common to all the applications, and I think that that context

19 ought to , also, be established if we agree in our pr ef ace,

i 20 and I think one of the problems that we may be facing right
i
:

| 21 now in the i= mediate discussion are twofold. On the one hand,

,$ 22 not all of us, I think, have read your overview, and secondly,
i

", 23 without sounding too presumptuous, I would sort of -- you know,
a
1

s 24 I could read into the record what I have written here, but

(_ ''

j 25 I think that I have tried to deal with some of these questicns,

. - - - . . --. .-.
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'i 1 and-I wonder whether we could not take one-half hour now and' I

.. j

2 just read those of us who have not had a chance to thoroughly

3 read your overview, read that and ask people to read what I

4 have written here and see whether we can then focus on some

5 of these issues with regard to both the context and specific
!

6 directions of the overview.

7 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Russ?

8 COMMIS,SIONER PETERSO!T: I agree that we need to

9 maintain a viable option to nuclear energy for sone unknown

10 time, that none of us knows what the future will be like for

11 sure, but I come at this thing a little differently than Pat

: 12 did because I think the probability is very high that we
.

. .( .

can develop within a few decades the alternate choice through13,

,

ion and renewable resources, and the single biggestla conserva

15 obstacle to doing that is if we put all of our resources over

16 further in the nuclear option, and for us to come out with

17 a statement which implies that we can make nuclear fission

18 energy safe, I don't want to be a party to because I think

19 in my,]udgment it is a certainty there are going to be major

20 releases of radioactivity from accidents, and we ought to be

21 talking here in some depth about how the community could cope

f (22 with such things, instead of saying that even the what is
I
", 2 3 considered reassuring because it did not lead to any significant
n

h24 number of deaths, such now it is essential for the prevention("N
A_J s
s

3 23 of future serious accidents; I think we should make it clear

- _ . . _ - _ _ _ _ .
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I that there is nothing in this picture that says that we cans

i

2 prevent catastrophic accidents in the future. We can reduce

3 the probability somewhat by actions we take, but as you no
4 doubt have concluded from my previous comments here, I have a

5 strong mind set that this is damned dangerous business, and it

6 is a threat to life in general, and when you have an alternata
_

7 road to go down, we ought to take it, and if we paint a

8 picture that we can now go ahead with nuclear as long as we

9 carry out Commission's recommendations, then I would be very

10 much opposed to that kind of a recommendation.

I1 CHAIR 24AN KZMENY: Tom?

12 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: John, I think whether I agree

('Ms_) 13 with Pat or Carol and Russ is really not very important
.

14 because I think we ought to get to Carolyn's first question,

15 how narrow is the area of our conclusions.

16 In my view I come to the same conclusion as Russ

17 does in one way. I would find it impossible to reach any
.

18 conclusion that nuclear power is safe. We have not investigated

19 that question.

20 I would find it impossible to -- we have only

21 investigated part of that question with regard to the Three

| 22 Mile Island accident, and it would be impossible for me to
r
3

", 23 join the broader issue.
m

( h It would be impossible for me to join what are24
s
j ' 2.5 acceptable risks unless we have developed something, in effect.

_
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(m) 1 I think a lot of studies, and we have many examples,

2 of them that have been investigations. that have been carried

3 out in recent years, some of them, which have done some good
.

4 work, and many of them have lost their integrity because in

5 writing the summary, and especially the overview they have

6 gone beyond the foundations or the basis for reaching

7 conclusions. In fact, there has even been some discussion

3 of some executive summary report of a fa=ous reactor study,

9 safety study, whereas the safety study itself apparently

10 seems to have some validity, and yet the overview was not

11 well stated.

: .12 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Not only that, the
i

() 13 criticisms of it subsequently of the overview were then

la elaborated to say the opposite of what you just said about

15 the fundamental document.

16 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: So, what I am getting at is

17 I believe that the only way for us to get there is to base

18 conclusions and recommendations on things that we can support

19 from this investigation. I am sorry that our investigation

20 has not gotten into broader issues, and Carolyn knows very well

21 I feel strongly about that, but it has not, and so we have

{ 22 to deal with what we have or else do more investigation.
I
" 23 ' COMMISSIONER LEWIS: I think just to comment on it,,
s

! (~} f24 Tom, I think this is the point. The public is expecting
| (/ g

! $ 25 certain things from us, and I think this is why I mn
|

i

g # ~-w - '
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( j.s I- dis turbed . So, at least let them know right up front that -s_

2 we either did not have time or we decided not to go that.
3 So, do not read into our final decisions -- do not extrapolate

4 certain ideas that we just did not intend, and that is really

5 the whole purpose of what I said.

6 CHAIRMAN.KEMENY: I recognize that, and I will try

7 to suggest that we follow Paul's suggestion.

8 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I would like to make this

9 observation or this state =ent that I think we are not equipped
10 in what we have done to make any statement about whether or

11 not the nuclear energy for power should be preserved as a

12 viable option in the future. I, for one, am not convinced

() 13 that it is required, and I have done a great deal of work4

14 that this Ccemission has not reviewed which has convinced me

15 of a certain position on that, not that we should shut it down,

16 but if somebody says to maintain our security econcmically
,

17 and militarily and so on we have to have nuclear power or keep

la that option open even, then we have to raise a whole lot of 1

19 issues which we have not discussed here at all, and I think

20 if we do, we are going to have a split Commission.

21 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: We have not investigated,
I

b-

g 22 Ted. I agree completely with you. I agree with the general
5
V

-

, _23 statement you made about scope. I think the thing has to be
2

(~')%
-24 n a'r r o w . I think that is why we said that it had to be narrow|

=x-

h 25 in the first place, and you know --|

;

I
,

|

_ _ __. . . - - - . --
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p(,) I COMMISSIONER LEWIS: I don't know who decided that,

,

2 Pat. -I don't remember ever having a discussion of the scope
3 of our investigation.

A COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: We did earlier on.

3 COMMISSIONER LEWIS : I must have missed it.
' 6 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I am not sure we all agreed to

7 it, but we did discuss it.

8 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I think we probably did not.

9 I don't think we had enough discussions about the fundamental

10 questions throughout the entire thing up until our last

11 session. I think I said that often enough, but we certainly
-

12 talked about limitation.

13 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Could I make a suggestion? Can

la I ask, Paul, do you have enough copies for all of us?,

,

15 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Yes.

16 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: May I suggest then that I am at

17 the moment going to declare a half hour recess, that you do

18 two things. Those of you who have not had a chance, read

19 my very rough draft of an overview and that we all read

20 Paul's paper and let me say I tried very hard in the overview

21 to put language in there specifically on the subject of

{22 limitations. It may not be in the right place. Maybe it

b ~ 23g should be up front, and try to suggest language that would ;s
1
a 24 justify our coming out with some recommendations even though,

! ;s '

$. 25 our investigarten was limited. If that language is not

'

|

|
t

I

\
- _ _ __ __ _ _ , _ . . _
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,

p-
IV appropriate, we should very much discuss that because that-is'

2 ane of the key issues.- What were the limitations of this
,

,' 3 -investigation, what it is we are not saying, and what is it,

# nevertheless, that would justify us coming out with

5 recommendations, was to my mind a key issue, and it is one

6 of the main things I tried to work on in this particular

7 draft..

| 8 CHAIRMAN HAGGERTY: May I say one thing, because

9 there is another document that ought to be distributed which !
I

10 I am not distributing one way or the other from a ecce

II indpoint. You will probably recall that Floyd Lewis called

12 wi.2 ting to visit with some Comissioners ahead cf our lasti

13 session. In the same sense in which you did with the

14 Ccngressman you suggested that perhaps it would be better

15 if you did not visit officially but that someof the

i 16 Comissioners might do so.

17 At that time I, at least, had the general impression1

18 it was probably going to happen when we were together in the

19 four days. I got no calls from him, well, I guess Vince
,

20 called me ahead of that to say, would I put a couple together,

i

21 to talk to them if they came. He called me up about a week
>

; _g 22 ago Friday and stopped in Dallas last Tuesday. All he did,
! 8

, 23 really, was summarize what the group pretty much already
R
E

I: 24 knows,-but I suggested that he put what he said in a letter.

25 He has done so. It, too, arrived last night. In fact,'I have

. .. _. . . .- . _-. .. - . .. . - - .
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( 1 done no more than glance at it. A quick look, I would say -

1

2 tduit is all he has done, and it is substantially what he did,.

*

3 but it should be -- I said I would see that that same summary
'

4 was submitted to all the Commissioners since I had the

5 impression that the principal thing he was concerned abour

6 was that all of the Commissioners knew what the oversight
!

I 7 group and what the industry was doing.

8 I see nothing in here that we did not knew, but

9 that is distinctly the impression I had from him that there

10 were many things going on. They had had interchanges with

11 the staff, but they were just uncertain as to how much of

'
12 it had come through to us.

w.,
- t 13 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: We want to make sure that will be

.

14 distributed .

15 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Mr. Chairman, one more

16 comment, please?

17 CHAIRMAN XEMENY: Yes, please?

18 C OMMISSIONER PETERSON: I am anxious for the

19 Commission to seriously consider the recommended major findings

20 that I put in my. letter to you as of September 21.
.

21 CHAIRMAN KEMEN'!: We have got the major-problem

22 that none of.us received that. Russ, at least as of yesterday

", 2 3 I had not seen a copy of yours. That was my big problem.
a

f24 I.have called my office in Hanover, too, and we'

-> ,
[ 25 have checked.

|

!

!

. . , . , - . . . - . , , . - .-
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l I
CO:0!!SSIONIA PETERSON: It was sent here, to this

2 office.
.

O MS . JORGENSON: They have not been received.

#
COMMISSIONER PETERSON: How many got a copy?

5
COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I got a copy, but again I

6 got it on the same basis as one of the things that I think

7 it arrived yesterday as I was catching the airplane. --

0 CO!O1ISSIONER TAYLOR: I got it'in ordinary mail.

9 COMMISSIONER MARKS : Co you have copies?

10 CHAIRMAN KE2ENY: If you have copies, I would love

1I to distribute that. Russ, I have had a huge note for three

12 days since we talked,on my desk, "Look for Russ' major

.
13 findings."

14 COMMISSONER PETERSON: I sent a copy to Stan

15 Dorinson, Vince Johnson and Barbara Jorgenson and Pat Young,

16 too.

17 CHAIFF.AN KE2ENY: I don't know why. I have checked
18 every single day, Russ, and we have not gotten that.
19 We wf make copies of that and distribute them.

,

20 I meant to say that it is not that we ignored it. I have asked

21 every single morning since we have talked, and I have
>
g 22 called my Hanover office in case it went there, and we did not

3
23g get it.

I
24 So, I think it is a post office problem, Russ, and

3 25 we will certainly distribute that. Okay, so I suggest rhat

r

. - _ _ _ - -
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1 we have that copied right away, okay? And I will declare.

2 a half hour recess. I urge you, if you have not read my
)

3 overview, I mean if ycu don't like parts of it, so be it, but

, I think there are some important points in it that we have at

5 least for discussion purposes. Second, we read Paul's.

6 document, and third, we will get copies before the half hour
i

7 is over of Russ ' document.
.

8 COMMISSIONER TAY!OR: Is half an hour going to be

9 enough?

10 CIIAIPFXi KEMEMY: Okay, why don't we recess until

11 11 o' clock?
'

(Brief recess.),' 12

13

1,

le

16

- 17

.

18

19

20

21 .

>
1 22
5
v

i 23,
2

| 1 23

.
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-p l' CHAIR: TAN KE:'E:.*Y : Will tne Commission please cer o |
*

%f . ,

2 back into session. During our intermission you had available '

3 to you, in addition to my very rough draft overview, pieces by

4 Paul Marks, Carolyn Lewis and Russ Peterson, which I hope you

3 have had the chance to look at.

6 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I do not have a copy of .

7 Carolyn's.
.

8 COMMISSIONER HAGGERCY: Here is another one, I have

9 got two.

10 CHAIPJtAN KEMENY: Let me ask you how you would like

11 to proceed from this point.

12 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I would like to suggest going

13 -- sort of going quickly through page by page. You have got-

,

14 at least the way you start, I would suggest having some--
,

! 15 discussion of Carolyn 's proposal, putting certain things up

16 front, and I strongly endorse her proposal. It would be a

17 lead-off. It says something about the historical and social

.

18 context and at the moment I do not know what, but something.

19 Second, what we attempted to do and what we have not

,20 attempted to do, which you have already outlined toward the end

21 of the report. Something it states, what I have written in my

s-
g 22 notes, and I am not sure whether this is responsive to Carolyn
5

$ 23 or not, was . the decision about whether or not to press on with
a
2

! 24 nuclear energy was not, in our view, up to the Commission to-~

V ) 25 determine whether we should press on or not with nuclear energy,

|

|
.

i
. _ . .
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(C)
I Now,.I am not sure diat that is paraphrased correctly.

I

2 I taink that -- let me put it this way, if we do not agree that

3 we want to s ay that there was a consensus that this was not a

d decision for the Co=missien to make about whether to press on
,

3 or not with nuclear energy, if we do not_ say that, then we have

6 to say -- I think we have co take a position on whether or not

: 7 to press on with nuclear energy. It is one or the other.

8 COMMISSIONER LEWIS : Well, couldn't we have a little

9 discussion on that? I mean it seems to me that is one of the

10. things we ought to decide and at least vote on, whether or not

11 we think that is within our mandate, because when we get to the

12 point of continuing licensing with the NRC, we are going to have

} to make -- it seems to me that it is part of our frame, not in13

14 the cosmic way press on, but should licensing continuc. I think

15 it is within our mandate. '

16 Now, maybe a lot of people feel it is not or think ue
i

17 have not done enough work on it, but that is probably one of;.

j

18 the crucial questions before us, and I think we ought to decide:

19 whether or not we feel we are equipped or we should deal with

20 it. If we decide not to, I think we ought to say why.

21 Because I do think -t"st is what , people are expecting
>
g 22 us to come out with, is this thing too dangtrous to push on
5u

23 with. Aside from what we fecide to do with the existing reactorsy
a

:
1 1a 24 and to fix it and to ~ =ake it as safe as humanly possible, there j)

! ~J *
\l 25 is this other question of, given what we now know --
'

"

.

V -

I

|
.

_
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( ) I CHAIRMA:i KE1E:~f : Lat me sugges now why don't you
% /. s

2 stata your position, Carolyn, and then we can discuss it.

3 CO!t1ISSIO::ER LEWIS : All right. :ty feeling is --

4 first of all, I think you all know that I wisa we had not gottea

3 into nuclear power in the first place. I thi.7k Elizabeth

6 Rolph's book has very clearly said that we just did this thing
~

7 because, like a mountain, it was there, and we decided here is

8 this great technology, gee whiz, let's build these things.

9 So, we did, and we did not look too closely at what the potential
.

10 problems were in the safety and the health and so on.

11 They got bigger and bigger and bigger and now we have

12 this problem of these huge, gigantic nuclear reactors that have

{} 13 a lot of faults in them. Okay, we have them. My feeling is

14 that we have to continue with the ones that we have, because

15 we have already become hooked on them'. I do not think we can
4

16 shut off a reactor in Chicago and remove 50 percent of the
;

17 electricity there. I just think that would be irresponsible.

18 Regretfully, I say that, but I recognize the reality.

19 To me the question is, then, whether or not, given what we have

20 learned, we should continue to build what -- the projected plan

21 is 200 nuclear reactors in this country. I do not feel that I

> 22 ma prepared to say that we should.1
r
3

$ 23 I mean I am not saying that we snould never do thac.i

s
I

i 24 Maybe semewhere down the road a piece they could figure out a
b(N | 25 way to make these, but I do not want to see 200 nuclear reac ors: .

i

.- ---
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[sv) in this country, and I think that that is my personal view
;

2
from what I have seen. I think, given human frailty, that you

3 are always going to have some guy who is going to let a |

4
memorandum fall between the cracks. I think that is the way

5 humans behave. I think this is too dangerous a -form of energy

6 to allow the failure of one or two c.uman beings to result in

7 the consequences we know that are out there.

8 That is my feeling. I think it would be interesting

9 to hear.what the other Commissioners feel daout it.

10 |CHAIR G2! KEMENY : What is your proposal? That present

II reactors should be allowed, but that we not license any further

I2 reactors?
s

f1 13 COMMISSIONER LENIS : Yes,
ys

I# COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Could I just -- I think'for

15 the Ccemission it may be useful to quote some numbers that I

16 got day before yesterday f rom the Atomic Industrial Forum on

I7 the present status of things, and I have no reason to believe

I3 that these numbers are wrong.

I9 The number of reactors now operating within one or

20 so is 72. The capacity is 52,000 megawatts, so the average

21 size is somewhat' smaller than TMI, but a few are slightly
>

j [ 22 bigger and a f air number substantial? f smaller.
! 5

| ? COMMISSIONER MARKS : Tct a ; N : ,. that number?23

i
2d COMMISSICNER TAYLOR: Seventy-two reactors, 52,000''}

~~ I h o$ .

megawatts capacity.-

,

w
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Is_ ,/ The number that now have construction permits -- that

2
. dces not necessarily =ean those now under construction, but

3 I think approximately it does -- is 9 2. So it is a

4 significantly larger number than those that are now being

5 operated. .The cumulative -- che total installed pcwer of those

6~ per reactor is somewhat bigger than TMI and corresponds to

7 101,000 megawatts, roughly 100 times the generating capacity-

8 of TMI 2.

9 The number of reactors on order but not with a

10 construction permit as of last month is 27 and their capacity

II is 31,000 megawatts. So, they are slightly bigger en the

12 average than TMI. Let me get one other figure, and that is ,

f%
(,/ 13 the present total electrical generating capacity of the United

14 States is around 600,000 megawatts.

15 In terms of capacity to produce power, not the total

16 electric power produced, actually, the present nuclear capacity

17 of licensed reactors is 8.7 percent. Now, you probably all

18 have seen a figure of 12 percent. That 12 percent refers to

19 a combination of two things, in addition to this, and that is

20 the total amount of electrical energy produced that is

21 nuclear, compared to the total.

>

{ 22 But there is an additional 15 or 20 percent, because
.iu

23
_?

people -- in this 12 percent -- because people go back to the
1

I 24 heat source that is required ca produce the electricity and
5~.

3 25 nuclear reactors are somewhat less efficient than the big coal

- -l

--. - - . .. . . . -. -
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(_) I plants and oil plants. -

n
Mow, I just want to say two things about the rest of*

3 the world, just to give a sense of where we are. The total

4 numer of reactors now operating worldwide is 271 ~- do not take

5 the one seriously. That means there are 200 reactors outside

6 the United States. Their average power is quite a bit lower

7 than the average power of the US reactors.

8 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: You said 271?

9 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Two hundred seventy-one is the

10 world total, of which 72 is the United States, so it is 199 for

11 the rest of the world.

12 COMMISSIONER PETERSON : How many megawatts i,n that?

- 13 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: The world total is 142,000

14 magawatts, which is a little less than three times the US.

15 This is capacity. The rest of the world, therefore, has an

16 installed nuclear capacity which is slightly less than twice

17 what the US has.

18 COMMISSIONER LEWIS : May I ask you a question, Ted?,

19 What ; bout the reports that we already have 30 percent excess

20 electrical capacity? You have seen those figures, that we

21 already --

>

} 22 CCMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I have seen these figures; I
: ,

v I23g have not looked into them carefully, so --

rx l3 24 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: In other words, we already have(~s)) i

} 25 quite an excess capability without building new plants.

.
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[- ) I COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I knew that there is an
%J

2 argument being made, for example, by che Union of Concerned

3 Scientists. I have not seen the report. I have heard about
.

it. They make a review cut of that, what they ca11 excess'd

3 capacity, as an argument .for -- that bears on the rate of-

6 unwind:ag ourselves frem nuclear power, which is what they

7 generally are advocating, but I do not know whether that is a

8 fair treatment or not. I just do not know.

9 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Well, all four of VIPCO's

10 . reactors are down right now in this area. We know that two

11 are down, and many others are down. Ecw many coal-fired plants

12 are being built now?

13 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I do not know.y
14 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: There is a substantial

15 increase in that, as you know. ,

16 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I think we can find out, if

17 you think it is important, Russ, that we find out, because we

18 can.

19 COMMISSIONER PETERSON : Can you get that frcm the

20 same source you got the other one or not?

21 CCMMISSICMER TAYLOR: I do not know.

W 22 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Cora?4
8
U
, 23 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: Well, I guess what we are
a
f

I 24 addressing in this question, should we as a Commission make.

~s] |25
'

any recommendations with reference to pressing en or not4
.

r
I

I
'

|

~ "

!
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(v) pressing on, just to use that phrase for a coment. When I

2 joined the Commission, I: did not have a positien with reference

3 to that issue, and I still do not, and the reason I do not is

4 because I am not sure that our inquiry would lead to a

5 conclusion one way or another.

6 I say that because I am willing to decide certain

7 things about NRC, but even to make recommendations or to make'
,

8 statements about the industry at large, for me, will go well

9 beyond what I am prepared to do at this time. If I cannot make

10 decisions about what the industry at large looks like, it =akes

11 it difficult for me to decide what should be the f ate of the

- 12 whole situation.

s

C.. ../)
13 So, that is essentially where I stand. It may be

14 that it was within our mandate to talk more broadly, but as I

15 see it, our activities have been far more limited and I am

16 willing, then, to stick more with what we have, in fact, ccme

17 up with and thus say, for right now, I do not knew where I
:

18 would stand if I were asked to talk about nuclear energy in the

19 larger setting. '

20 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Is the purpose to decide if

21 that issue is something that should be added to this document?

> 22[ CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Carolyn is raising the issue here. I

5'
U

23-y CO!O1ISSICNER FIGFORD: Well, I suggest it not be

1
.

24
'N; added because of the reascn that Cora gave.

.
5s_-
} 25 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Now I am not even sure what you

-. . - . . . . - _ - - - - -
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(%
i ) I are suggesting should not be added specifically,
s_ .

2 CCAMISSIONER PIGFORD: Well, I agree with Cora, and

3 I do not think we have a basis for reaching any conclusion or

4 recommendation on pressing on. I think it simply takes time

5 away from more important business.

6 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: John, I tend to a gree with

'7 Tom, but I want to point out a possible difficulty if we say

8 nothing, if we make a statement early on in the report to the

9 effect that we are not taking a position on whether to press

10 on or not.

11 It, in my mind, logically follows from that that we

12 are not going to have any recommendations with respect to

(~m. -, ) 13 holding up in any way the licensing process applied to any
v

14 reactors of any kind in any state, and I think that is a

15 presumption at this stage that we may not be prepared to make

16 as a body -- I do not know.

17 But I think it does suggest -- maybe if there is a

18 change. in wording, but I think accepting that right up front

19 in the overview that says we are not going to -- do not look

20 for anything about delays in licensing, about anything about

21 new constructign or not.

>
1 22 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I think you go too far, Ted.
r
5.

$ 23 We ought to make a recommendation that before you do any
a
1

/''} j 24 licensing you straighten out these emergency procedures. We
(ms: a:

} 25 have ample basis for making such a recom=endation, and that is'

.

|

-- - - .-.
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I only an~ example, so I think we can and should mcke recommendations
v

2 on.the things we have bases for.- The things we do not, I join

3 you.

A COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Excuse me. I think Tom has now

5 .gotten quite specific. I want to point out another logical

6 consequence of that. If we say no licenses until certain

7 changes have been made, that means we are saying shut down the

3 industry, unless we say new licenses for construction, or

9 licenses for construction of those reactors that are X percent

10 complete,

11 If we say no licenses, that means shut everything

12 down i==ediately.

- 13 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Now, I would like to say --

14 I said when we began that I thought the problem of transition

15 to whatever the recommendations were going to be was going to

16 be a very difficult one, and it seems to me that we would do

17 better, first, by limiting. Whatever our previous opinions,

18 and Ted has been quite careful to say opinion, and I was quite.

19 careful to say opinion, but we have no debate, no background,

20 no discussion, nothing that fundamentally gives the Commission

21 as a whole any reason to have a basis for it having even an
>

[ 22 opinion.
5
V

23 As individuals we have got opinions , but we certainly,
n
I

'') 24 have not looked in alternative energy sources , we have not
a

$ 25 looked into conservation, we have not looked into the security

_ . .

, _ _ _ . , . _ , e -
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I problems ; I mean there is a million things that we have ~

2 absolutely no basis for. drawing conclusions on.. There.is

3
. going to have L to ta a public debate on the degree to which we

,

4 press on or not press on with energy, and- there is a .whole

5 damned system in the . country, including Congress and all the

6 rest of it, . for getting that done, and they are goin; to do

7 that no matter what we say.

8 We can play a constructive piece in it or not, so I

9 think two things. One, I think we do have to agree more
!

10 specifically than apparently we have -- not even apparently,

11 than we h ave -- on what the limitations are, number one. Number

12 two, I would suggest that as a matter of procedure we are much

' -13 more likely to arrive at the overall -- without deciding it

14 ought to go on or not go on, if the option is there, there are

15 certain things that need to b e done with respect to the safety

16 of nuclear plants that are necessary, but not necessarily

17 sufficient, which you said several times.

18 I think we can agree on that. Having done that,

19 my cuess is we are going to have one hell of a time agreeing on.

20 ene transition to that state. Pieces of it we can agree on.

21 Other pieces of it I do not think we. are going to arrive at

l>
g 22 any agreement. We may have to say how we go frem here to there l

'
5
u
g is something that the- Congress and -- aEe going to have to23

3
I 2'4 settle, because I do not think we have got enough time to-

s

}- 25 settle that transitional problem.-

.

4

, , _-- _ _ , - - = , -, - .m, - - -,
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I Eut I have a notien we can agree, if we describe

x

2 the limitations properly, en those necessary conditiens, which

3
,

is what you have done te a great extent in your overview.

A CHAIRMAN XDtENY: That is what I tried to do, and

.5 I agree-so much with what you said, Pat. You may notice that

-6 while I stuck my neck out on a lot of issues, there is a blank

7 page on^ transition, because I also guessed that -that could be

8 very hard, and I hope we can concentrate en the issue that

9 if nuclear power is not going to disappear overnight, and as

10 long as that cytion is at least there, we have found a number

11 of things that could make nuclear pcwer significantly safer,

12 and I think we are in a position to make scme very important

O, 13 reccmmendations.
~J

14 Then there is the much harder question of what one

15 dces in the interim.

16 COMMISSIONER LEWIS : Are we going to dea'l with whether

17 or not Three Mile Island should go back on line? Is that

18 within our purview? If we say we cannot decide on the whole

19 nuclear industry -- I can recogni:e that we have not done
.

20 enough research on that -- but do we ever deal with whether or

21 not we say, and I think that is one of the things the people of

>

[ 22 Middletown sure enough are sitting there waiting to hear -- I
iu

23 am raising that as cne of the things I think we have to say,,
a
I

rN I 24 yes or no en Three tile Island.
( ) *'

. .
, ,

J 25 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: I think we need to consider
i

-

L i

'
L

|
|

. - - . - - - . ~ . . - .-
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~ (v) the broader picture. If we try to define our charge summarily, -

2 as I think you have dcne here, we are sort of placing the blame

3 en the President for our myopia. Certainly the public is

4
expecting us to look at this thing more broadly, and I think we

5 are qualified to have an . pinion on some aspects of this.

6 For example, we say loudly and clearly that unless

7 many of these changes are made, we consider this pretty unsafe

8 operation. That is the whole thrust of our message, we are in

9 a hell of a mess there. Boy, we have got to make a lot of

10 changes to straighten it out.

II But for us to think-they are going to be implemented,

12 we can just end up with a piece of paper recommending things.

() It is a long way between the recommendations and theI3

I# implementation. If there is anything our study showed, it is

15 that the system did not pay much attention to recommendations

16 from people in responsible positions in the utilities, in NRC,
,

I7 3abcock and Wilcox, and every place.

18 So, it would seem to =e a very important thing to

I9 do something such as this, because of our concern about us and

20 our worry doout implementing the recommendations, that we think

21 our government should consider not giving any more construction
>

'h22 permits for nuclear plants,
d

23
J COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Beycnd those that have now been

L

) g 24 issued?
~_/ 5

25 CCIOtISSIONER PETERSON: Beyond those that have now

- . -.
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.ceen issucc.
. .

( )v
2

COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Beyond the 92?

3
. CO?CIISSIONER PETERSON: Right. Now, that is one

4
place tu cut it to make scme cencrete reco==endntion, and it

5 gives us plenty -- a few decades to worry about what future

6 decisions would be made. It recognizes the possibility, in my

7 view high probability, of bringing through an alternate source

8 of energy so we would not naed to put up with this cencern.

9 As I wrote down here as a suggestion for the ove ~ view,
.

10 and it is pertinent to my last co==ent, so I will read it, if

11 I may. We are convinced that the major public concern about

12 the TMI accident was not about the small release of radiation

() in the neighborhood of the plant, or the 1-1/2 billion dollar13

I4 cost to the community. It was abcut the threat to health and

IS life frem the potential release of a major amount of radioactive

16 material.

I7 It seems to me we keep coming back into this concern

I8 acout the little release of radiation without really facing up

I9 to what this is all about, and that is the potential release

20- of a major amount of radiation that could have devastating

21 impacts on the community. That is going to remain with us, I
|

think, regardless of what we do. That concern is going to f22
s- Iu

23
f continue in different degrees.
I

-{~}/
{24 Sy implementing what we are recommending, I, tco,

| 25s-
4 think we can reduce the probability of accidents, but I quescion

4

u. - -

. - -.. -.
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[ l how much we - can - reduce the ; level of the cencern. Enough said.
i
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3R1 100D CHAIRMAN KEMENY: A:uie?x/

2
COMMISSICNER TRUNK: I was just going to say, why

can't we recommend a probationary period, three years, five

4
years, that the industry clean itself up and fix, you know,

5
get their credibility back, if it is going to stay, because

6 I don't really think people are. going to be happy with the

7
: 92 on the line, and if in five years or three years they are,

8 not safe enough, then we close them down. I just want to be

9 sure that it is safe, and I am willing to go on a probationary

10 period.

II CHAIRMAN KEMENY: That happens to be very close.

12 I did not put it in here,because it is something I thought

(=s) I3 of, and have not talked to any of you, but frankly, I have

Id been thinking along the same lines of specifying a probationary

15 period within which we would look for significan: improvements

16 and if they do not occur, I would be prepared to e along

17 with --

18 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: This might be helpful to get

19 us across this very difficult transition pericd in the

20 following way. If one takes literally the words that are in

21 your overall finding, and then does part. phrasing, it is very;

{22 easy to come up with a statement that nuclear reactors as they
a

23? are now being operated, at least B&W reactors are unsafe

_1& 24 or are being operated in an unsafe way, because we use the
,

i ''}
s_/ l-

} 25 word "necessary" in our overall findings. I think what we |-

1
I
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'
I() need to say, if we are not prepared.to argue that all reactors

2 ~

should be shut down is that we are very uncomfortable about-

3 3 transition period in.which it is going to take a finite

4 length of time to get from where we are now which we believe

5 is unsatisfactory to a time which may or may not be

6 satisfactory if our general lines of our recommendations are

7 implemented, and we are very uncomfortable about that,.but

8 we, because we are faced with a dilemma which is in the

9 literal interpretation of our worries. We seem to be

10 contradicting ourselves the same way that Harold Denton did,

11 I thought, when he said TMI-2 was being operated in an unsafe

12 manner beforehand. That really shows the NRC was just not

('} 13 doing its business at all.
v

14 Okay. I think that sense of discomfort and

15 recognizing that we have gotten into a situation from which

16 one cannot get' extricated cleanly, 'if we agree that shutting

17 down the Middle Western reactors as the Washington Post put

18 it yesterday in their editorial would be a disaster, we have

19 not explored that, incidentally.

20 I don't know whether we have a basis for saying that

21 would be a disaster or not. We certainly, I imagine, have a

f22 number of opinions about that.

8
23 I see a coupling between what has come up several,

.a
L

(~s g 24 times as a possible recommendation, and that is a probation
\)| 5 -

3 25 period and a sense of discomfort. If you put a student on
'~

|
|
t

_ _ _ - _ -
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() I probation, and he is one of your students, you have a state

'2 of discomfort about that student. You don't know how he is

3 going to make out, and you don't like it, but you keep him

4 on to_see if he will change and i= prove, and then at some

5 later time, you make a decision about whether to kick him out

6 of school or keep him.

7 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Will you explain what you

8 mean by probationary period?;

9 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Well, maybe --

10 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I would be willing to.go on. I

11 don't know if we have the same thing in mind, that if we have

12 certain recommendations then obviously we are-not naive

[J\ 13 enough to think that recommendations that will be implemented
.a

14 will be precisely the ones we recommend, but we hope that

15 something like what we recommend will happen. Then we could

16 have a stated time period,and Anne suggested three to five

17 years. I don't know what the right period is. We would say

18 that in effect, this is the period during which we look to

19 changes like the ones we feel are necessary to be made in the

20 industry, and the decision on the continuation of nuclear

I
21 power should depend on whether within that stated period

22 changes like these have really taken place.
'

d
~ COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: What effect would that23

_F
t

24 have on the issuance of either construction licenses or the

j 25 continuation of construction or the granting of operating

, , . _ _ . . _ _ . . . _. _ .- -
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1 licenses?
.__ ..

-

2 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: %311, one suggestion, and I

3 think this has been mentioned by several Commissioners as a

4 possible position, is to recommend no dew construction

5 licensec be issued. I am not necessarily supporting this.

6 I see some problems _with that with the numbers, but just

7' as an example, one could say that new construction is going

8 to be deferred for the X years.

9 CHAIMAN KEMENY: Tom?

10 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Mr. Chairman, it was

11 decided before recess we were going to talk about this . I

12 know it is important to talk about recommendations, but maybe

b>+- 13 we ought to decide what we can agree on before we get to the

14 recommendations.

15 At' least, maybe we should vote on it.

.16 I gather that many people are saying that we cannot go beyond

17 what we have investigated which is certainly what I am for.

18 I don't knew. Does that need to be established by some formal

19 vote or something?

20 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Tom, I think what we are

21 trying to say is that'if we say that it is not within our

f22 parameter to discuss the future of nuclear power, there still

23 is this question of the licensing, and I think this is the
.

(m-) 24 question Ted was raising. We should --
,
w

j 25 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I don't say that it would end

_ . . _ .

-
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J('N- .I( ) in a recommendation about a moratorium on construction.

2 . COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Right, we have to draw lines.4

3 COMMISSIONER _ PIGTORD : I am for or against it

4 depending upon what you actually say, and we are just talking

5 in such generalities I don't think we are getting very far,

6 frankly.

7 It is_the philosophy.

8 COMMISSIONER LEWIS : I think we need more of the

9 philosophy, Tom. I think that we have not looked at the

10 forest because we have been so ' busy with all of the trees

11 in this entire investigation.

12 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: John's document was

( 13 interesting. It got us to looking at scmething real.

14 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Can I speak to the
i

15 document, to your document?

16 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes.

17 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Also, I think that what

18 Carolyn recommended, I would be opposed to a historical and

19 philosophical beginning to our report. I don't feel at all

20 competent to contribute to such a historical philosophical
;

21 statement. I don't know enough about it, have read a couple
,

, :

[ 22 of books, but that is about it. I think from the point of |

5v
, 23 ' view of structure of the report that the opening statement j
s 1

'

1

/~'s i 24 should be a Commission overview, as I told John.
\ ,) =

l 25 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes, I have said that I would much

-

;

-_ _ . _ .. - _ . . . . . .
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\ ) 1 prefer that. . ..

s_/

2 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Yes, I believe that the
.

3 people are expecting us to state our conclusionc right at= the

4 start, A'd that certainly will be the way newspapers and

5 Congressmen and others will want to see. I would begin, I

6 think the first paragraph is fine on the one that begins on

7 March 28, 1979, and then I would skip over tc the fifth line.

8 on Page 5, so as to begin with the Commission has reached the

9 following overall conclusion. We can debate the precise words

10 as we did last time in that overall conclusion, but I think

11 we ought to step immediately into that conclusion and then

12 describe how we got there.
,

( 13 My view of how we got there is that we used this

14 accident, that we did two things. We made an investigation

15 of what precisely happened at Middletown and secondly in

16 making that investigation we found that there were lines

17 leading, causal lines, thought trees, as they say, leading

18 all over the place, to the NRC, to the utility, to the vender,

19 to the way training was done and all those things fed into

20 that 4 o' clock in the morning March 28 event and what happened

21 in the next week, and it was that inquiry that caused us to

I 22 see some substantial faults ln the process, and we cannot
e
d

23 begin to say that the faults we found are all the f aults,
a

{~' 24 there are. There may be a helluva lot more of them
m- ,

$ 25 someplace.

:

[ -~

!
i

*
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. -At the same time, they may be only faults, hairline l

1
,

cracks in a way because at the same time'this reactor was |

0 having a transient, there were 71 other reactors in the

4
. country that were operating.

5 One thing I have tried to keep in my own mind as I

6 ;have -locked at this is a realization that in lcoking at any

7 accident it tends to assume the nature of ordinary existence.

8 I =ean the accident is what nuclear pcwer is, and that is not

9 so ', I believe. If it were, then clearly it ought to all be

10 closed down, and there should never be any other plants at

II all. If everything is going to lead to a TMI-2 March 28

12 situation my own belief is from what I have learned here, that

h 13Q./ that is not necessarily the case.

I4 The danger that there will be more TMI-2's and more

15 serious ones persists and ought to be reduced. What we have

16 done is not, in my v.ew, not to bring ourselves to the point

17 where we could s'ay that the system is too dangerous to permit

18 any further development of nuclear power but that the

l9 current environment, regulatory, economic, practical

20 environment is too dangerous to go on as it is. It can be

21 remedied sufficiently in our view which is why we came up

> 22 with these reco::=endations .g
5
v

23g COMMISSIONER HAGGER*Y: We did not say, " Sufficient,"

24 I mean whe.ther you think so or not, we said, "Significantly,"|N e

. h 25 but in fact, we said, "Necessary, but not necessarily

&
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sufficient," right?'

2 COMMISSIONER'MC PHERSON: Yes, that is right.

3 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: I was going to say, change

#
that and say, what we have here on Page 5 now.

5 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: You see, there is a difference,

6 Harry. I don't totally disagree with you. I mean I think |

7 that before we say, "It can be remedied enough," we have^to
8 say that presuming that this is the way we ought to go which

|

9 is a political decision outside of our mandate, I guess ,this
10 is kind of what I am trying to say is, we have not dealt

II with whether or not we should go this way, and we, maybe don't
12 feel that that is within our thing.

' (*)vI

13(, Then we go on, having said the presumptions or
14 clarified the presumptions on which we pressed ahead, and

15 then people will understand that while we are making these
16 recommendations we are not, also, recommending, because we

17 felt that was outside of our mandate. That is all I have-

18 been trying to say, so that the public will not therefore,

19 say that because we made these reccmmendations we are .all for

20 this thing, and that is the thing that I am afraid will come.

21 out, if we don't chke it clearly.

5{22 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: We agree on that approach.
4
, 23 We are limited. We cannot go that f ar. Isn't that really1

'

h 24 what you are saying? You want to say it out in front... - ( =
. ,

} 25 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: ~ want to say it out in front,

|

-
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_) ~I and I think the ccmmissioners should have a sense of.thet

2 Commission.

3- .CHAIPEAN KEMENY: Excuse me, what should we say up

'A front, just to be specific?

5 I mean it is easy to say what not to say, but what

6 should we say up front?

7 COMMISSIONER PIG 70RD: Carolyn is saying that she

8 wants to say immediately what we have not considered.

9 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: That is right, which would be

10 we do still have to be specific on that. In other words,

11 I guess I was writing this so that it is not that, cur

12 report'is not based on the presumption that nuclear power

(=x[ 13 should continue because that is not --

14 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Or that it should not

i 15 continue.

16 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Or not continue, that we --

17 but I think people will then know that, in other words,

18 we talked a lot about context, I think to set the --

19 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Why don't we decide what to

20 say and let someone else decide where it goes in the report?

21 I agree with you it is very important.

k 22 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: I think it should be up front.
r

S
, 23 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I get the sense that
a

(''i f24 Carolyn says that that should be right up front, and I agree
G

;) 25 with her. In that sense, Harry, you were talking about

f

,, , , , - - --e, . . - , ,
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() I skipping directly from just the introductory paragraph as it .
_

2 is'now directly into our overall conclusion. I would argue ;

3. strongly that we let the readers know irrediately, as soon

as possible in reading the documents that they are not going4

5 to find an overall position on nuclear power anywhere in the
!

6 report.

7 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: May I suggest, I will put

8 a specific resolution and we can argue about that, that the

9 first chapter, prologue, whatever we want to call it, it is
.

10 something that will stand by itself and precede the overview
,

11 discussion. We will include a summary of our charge, a little

12 bit longer than this first paragraph, number. one, maybe a

f )\ 13 page or so of su==ary of what the charge was and second what
%

-

14 we did do and what we did not do, and hence what the report

15 is about and what it is not about.

16 Then we go into the overview.

17 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Maybe we could decide that. Just

18 let me ask, is there any disagreement with Pat's suggestion?

19 COMMISSICNER MARRETT: I don't have any disagreement.
'

| 20 I think it sounds reasonable. I am not sure what gets listed

!
l 21 there in terms of what we did or what we did not do.

f22 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: But :en we could ask
8u
y somebody to -- well, we could put it down, and then we can23

i

f''} i 24 argue about that when it is put down. ;

\_/ g 1

2 25 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Maybe we ought to go further
.

s

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . _ . . - - . - _ _ . .
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.i 1 -and say right now what'we --V' '

2 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: I have something written here

3 if.that will help.
.

4 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Could I test something, Carolyn,

5 on Lthat? Let me ask you then whether my section on

6 limitations, at least, . is a beginning on that, if I can find

7 it? It starts on Page 33 and it is only two pages.

8 I know you, also, want to say what we did do, but

9 -- I think that we will have less trouble with that, Pat.

10 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I have no quarrel. I mean

11 I think this is a -beginning. I think you have to expressly
,

12 say that we do not draw conclusions on whether we should or
,

() 13 should not proceed with nuclear energy as a significant

14 portion of our solution. I mean I think that is what the

15 debate has all been about.

16 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: It is the topic of limits.

17- Take the first one. Here is a case where those words show

; 18 a presumption that the radiation dangers are not very great

19 because you talk about we did not investigate the overall

20 problem, in spite of the accident, a minute fraction, there

21 is radiation that occurs naturally in human bodies. The total

>
g 22 amount in medical practice is not much greater, et cetera.
r
5-

$ 23 Why don't you also, say in that thing, nor did we consider
R

24 .the devastating impacts of a major release of radiation

! h 25 which could have an impact' hundreds of miles downstrear . if
,

~ ~~

f

., . . , . . _ . . ._ _ , . - - - . - . . -.
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.( Ix) the meteorological conditions were right? Me did not do that

,

2 'either. Put that in that ' perspective. This just says
_

3 that a little piddling radiation got out there, and we did

' 4 ot concern ourselves with that because God, it was notn

5 any more than you get in normal medical practice anyway.

6 CHAIRMAN KEMEMY: I did not mean to say that here,

7 and I am sure it can be improved. What I tried to get here,
.

i.

8 Paul, was your point that there is a vast amount of radiation
_

9 around.

10 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Neither tone should be

11 present.

12 COMMISSIONER - TAYLOR: That has nothing to do with

13 our investigation.
; ._<
'

14 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Pardon?

15 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I mean I think that is not

16 appropriate to put under --
.

17 COMMISSIONER MARKS: It does, Ted. It does, because

18 I think we are going to get into, at least we are certainly

19 going to get into a discussion, you know, when we get to

20 recommendations about the whole area of research and support

21 of. education and training, and I think that in that

k 22 discussion we are going to get into the context in which
e

'd
, 23 this should proceed. As you know, i feel'very strongly that
s
1

'I 24 ' iti should' proceed in the context of the total applications

(- I

ll 25 of-nuclear science in our society because certainly_the

. _ . .
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r
(} 1 'research, base, the science base for making decisions is .

,

. 2 common, and' many of the principles with regard to safe

3 application are com=on, whether it is nuclear energy or
.

4 medical applications, and therefore, since we did not get

5 into an investigation into these issues, certainly at any

6 great length and depth, I think this ought to be stated here

7 because it is a limitation, the way I see it on our -

8 investigation and a limitation on how we can proceed.with

9 recommendations based on facts that we generated for the

10 safe application of nuclear science.

11

12
.~

("") 13
v

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

>
! 22
.

" 23'

,
-

- (''h
;24

/--

.25

i

l'
~

!
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I'S. E6 CO!CIISSIO;iER PETERSO:I: We did get -into this area..

2 CO!!!!SSIOiER MARKS: We certainly did. :-io , I am in
,

3 complete support of what you just said, Russ, so -- I me an I am
|

4 just trying to expand this. In other words , I think this

5 paragraph, with some rewording, you knew, covers, I me an eve ry-

6 thing in this paragraph should stay, so to speak.

7 I think we ought to add these two points , the one

8 that Russ made ' nd the one I am trying to make, which is thata

9 there is a ecemenality in terms of research across the board

10 with regard to the application of science, and a cccmonality

11 with regard to certain principles for its safe application.

I2 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I think I would suggest that

,8
l

a-) 13 what Russ is really saying in a ddition to the specifics, we(

I4 ought to avoid the coloration -- this has the coloration of

15 potential insignificancy. I would argue that your use of --

16 and I think perhaps you did it deliberately -- devastating was

17 to show the impact of it. I agree with you, Russ , and I do

13 not think there really would be any argument about th at .

19 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: I wanted to support pat on

20 that, because I, too, thought that it dces have a coloration

21 the re , and we could folicw the first statement with a comment

>
| [ 22 about the scientists disagree about the effects of low level

5
V

23 radiation.y

I
1

( s.) 5 24 COMMISSIO:iER HAGGERTY: More accurately, scientists
\ _/| t

~

g
a 25 do not know.

-_ _ - -_
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I
. \. CO CIISSIONER !!ARREET: Okay, yes, all right.

.

2 CO!CIISSIONER MARKS: I think they do not know. That

3' is -what is important, they do not know. Taere fore , it fol-1cus

4 from that certain possible recommendations.

3 COM 1!SSIONER PETERSON: But . the one . thing that the

6 scientists de letow is that if you get this larger amount of

7 radiation, it has a devastating impact.

8 COMMISSIONER 21 ARKS: In other words , I am again

9 reaffirming my support - for having that in.

10 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I am a little confused now,
i

11 because if we are saying, we are trying to balance these

12 statements about the exposure to natural sources of radiation

~( 13 by saying, on the other . hand, we also did not look at the

14 consequences of a presumed large relear.2, that presumes that

15 we are not going' to pay any attention to that outside report

16 cur that we did not, in f act, follow through with what I was

17 going on, namely, to use the Oak Ridge model to get some idea

18 of what would be the downwind effects under various

19 assumptions.

20 Now, I think -- lt object to that, because that

21 suggests that we are. not going to pay any attention to ar.ything

f'22 except what we actually found within our own staff. I mean we

3
'

23y are ' relying very heavily 'on outside work. We are relying on
3-

[ ) 1 24~ the Eppley Report, which we did not charte r.
A_/ i

3 25 .CHAIRiAN KEMENY: Could I add something to that. ,

I

- - - _ . _ . _
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74p) I( Russ, I certainly agree with what you. said about tcne here, but,

2 to-say a flat statement we did not look or did not take into |,

1

3 account the possibility of a major release, I think, would make

4 our report a little --

5 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Let me just correct that,

6 because if anybody had that idea, I misled you, because I do

7 not think we ought to say that. I was trying to use that to

8 illustrate how inadequate this limitation was. We really have

9- looked into this thing, what it says here, to some extent, and

10 we have all kinds of talk about how much radiatica is cbtained

II in normal medical practice.

12 We have had very little talk dbout something which I
L

( 2.w) 13 think we ought to mention very strongly, and that is the

14 potential impacts from a catastrophic release.

IS COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: If this section is simply to

16 say what we did not icok at, then I do not see that we have to

17 say anything except we did no further investigations of the

18 basic science associated with radiation effects in human. beings.

19 in the biota, period. That is it.

20; _ CHAIPJ!AN KEMENY: Tom?

21 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I think, Ted, that Russ is

> .
.

; 22 saying besides that thing that we did not investigate, we also"
i

5
v

23i ff have not locked at the theoretical release of essentially all

F(~ a 24 the material beyond the centai~ncent, which is the f act. We
L.)] 5

-3 25 have not locked at that and that is what you are getting at.
.
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( ) CO:21ISSIONER TAYEOR: I am sorry, !_ have looked. at -

s_-

2
it. I read --

3 COMMISSIONER PIGFORO: You may have, but I do not see

# ~

that I have seen.that reflected in any finding of any report

5 COMMISSIONER TAYEOR: I think it should be.

6 COMMISSIONER PIGTORD: Then I would change this
;

7 statement. ..
.

8 COMMISSIONER PETERSON : We want to get it reflected.

9 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: At this stage, all I object to

10 is that there is the presumption if we say that we did not look

Il at consequences of a large release, is the presumption that

12 we are not going to have anything to say about that, and I

( I3 think it is toc early to presume that because I, for one,
4

Id think that.we should have something to say about th au.

IS Two aspects of it, so that it is not -- so that no

'

16 one presumes that am saying we are going to say something very

17 scary, necessarily -- there are two separate pieces of

I3 investigation.

I9 ~ CO.T1ISSIONER HAGGERTY: Why den' t we elininate the

20 first paragraph? 3ecause we can cover the base for your

21 recommendations, which I read in our interval, in a different

>

|22 way.
3
6

23 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: See, the thing is, I agree with9

_l
('') j 24 that, _because other things we did not look at --
As,- s

25 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY : Why don't we-just eliminate

.

6.wa

_~ -
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I the first pr.ragraph?

2 CHAIPJtA:* KI !ENY : Okay, can we cut it down and leave

3 out the part of it which speaks of --

#
COsttISSIONER HAGGERTY: If you are going to put we

-5 did not investigate the overall problem of radiation dangers ,
4

6 y .think that is ' true in the overall problem, but I do not knew

'7 that we have to say it. I am not sure that it is going to be

8 a de'batable area, an'd the narrow sectors in which we did do

9 some things, I think will appear in the findings.

10 So, that is all, and I think in this case, I think

II the description of limitation is not necessary to our purpose.

12 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: We have'at least 8 inches of
.,3

h I3 staff reports en the health effects of radiation one way or

I4 another ---a trivial change, military applications of nuclear

I5 energy.

16 COM2tISSIONER PETERSON: A major change. That las t

17 sentence now, we have not dealt with the question of the

18 disposed radioactive wastes, that one little brief statement.

19 I recommend that we use something like I wrote up in that le tte.r

20 I sent to you on September 21st, 'shich -- either there or some

21 other place.
,

f22 I think we need to say accething besides that
5
v

23g fraction of a sentence about this ' subject.

24 COSC4ISSICNER LEWIS : It ought to be separate, too.

( 3 25 ~ We should point out that we are exploring -- I presume that is
.i.

.. .

& ou ^ mo
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' t, ) I still in the works -- the disposal of radioactive wastes at

2 Three : Ele Island, so this is caly the broader issue, and I

3 think -that should be qualified, too.

4 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: The general pro: em of long

5 terms waste disposal.

6 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: You mean specifically beyond

7 the operations of Three Mile Island.
~

8 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Yes, exactly.
,

9 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: But what are you asking that

10 we add, Russ?

11 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Item 5 over here in the

12 letter. I am sure you would want to edit this to use sc=e less

A)
(%)

13 striking words, but let me just read it. P rob ably the mos t

14 hazardous aspect of the TMI plants over the long run, and other

15 nuclear power plants, for that matter, was not analyzed by our

16 Commission, since it lay outside the sequence of events

J involved in the accident we were assigned to study, that is ,

18 the storage of spent fuel and large pools of water i=cediately

19 adjacent to the reactor centainment building.
.

20 What additional hazard this storage might contribute

21 in case .of a reactor meltdown has not been considered. The
>

{ 22 pcols have a capacity to hold about seven ti=es as much fuel
5
0

23 . as is in a reactor any time. While the industry waits for2
a
L; a 24 the govern =ent to finish its 30-year long struggle to determine

~-) 5
2
4 25 how to safely. dispose of these life-threatening wastes ,

.
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( ) I - including the atom bc=b-making material, plutonium,- each
s. /

2 nuclear power plant continues to fill its in-house dump with

3 these wastes.

# Ncw, I did not expect you are going to use those

5 words exactly that way, but I wanted to drive home that point.

6 (Laughter. )

7 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Drop out the adjectives and

8 use the nouns and verbs , and it might go --

9 COMMISSIONER |tARKS: I think we shculd also note

10 that we have not had an opportunity to look into other issues

II related to the fuel cycle, and I think that these are issues of

12 great. consequence to the viability of' the application of

(:x} 13 nuclear power to generate energy and I think we ought to
ur

14 include this in due limitations of our study.

15 CHAIPJfAN KEMENY: Yes , instead of the mining of

16 uranium, it should mention the whole fuel cycle.

17 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Including the mining and

18 disposition of wastes.

19 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: .Tn terms of environmental and

20 safety questions?

2I CO!D1ISSIONER MARKS: In terms of the safety of the

>

1 22 workers and so cn. )
i
U

23y CO 01ISSIONER PIGFORD: tr. Chairman, I agree with that.
l

i
'N I 24 I think since we ought to try to be specific, I think we have |

*

('_J r
} 25 to drop out the words that imply a conclusion. It may be

,

i

i
!

. - . _
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-(^T 1 Russ' conclusion that that is probably the most hazardous i

V
2 aspect, but~ I do not think this Ccqmission can reach that
3 conclusion, and so forth, so I think we should reduce it to a

4 factual statement of what we have not considered, without

5 placing value judgments on it.

6 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I have to add another iten to

7 the list of things we did not censider, and that is the whole

8 matter of all forms of nuclear weapon proliferacion, about

9 which many people have expressed considerable concern.

10 CHAIRMAN REMENY: Would that not be covered by

11 military applications?

12 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: No. No, at least not in my

^j 13 mind, because what that means to me is we did not --

W
14 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Why would anyone think we

15 would have covered that?

16 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Because many people are looking

17 to the Commission to tell them what to do about nuclear power

'

18 in general, and I think we have to --

19 CO U1ISSIONER MC PEERSON : Well, I think the

20 reccmmendations we are making are derived from TMI 2 and I

21 ,do not see any -- I do not see any aspect of TMI 2 that bears

$ 22 on the praliferation in question.
5

$23 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I certainly do.

$
g 24 CO:D1ISSIONER PETERSON: So do I.

Ie s

} 25 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Like spent fuel storage. What
'

-
.

, _ - .- - - . --- 4 ,,.
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,) I is going to become of it if -- I mean TM! 2 in some other

2 country , for example.

3 CO2S1ISSIONER PETERSCN: That was the reason for my

4 phrase in puttir:; the atom bomb-making material, plutonium.

5 CO . .SSIONER TAYLOR: It is just as relevant to say

6 we did not icox at proliferation as to say that we did not look
.

7 at the long term general disposal prob 1rms and opportunities

8 connected with the long term wastes. I think it is just as

9 relevant.
'

10 COtCIISSIONER MARRETT: Well, I guess what Harry is

II raising is something that is beginning to bother me. We could

12 think of any number of things that we did not deal with that

(P
9 13

.

in some way touch on nuclear power, perhaps, nuclear issues ,/

14 and I start getting concerned that we might, after a point, try

15 to b e too -- I think we do need to ask what are the kinds of

16 limits that would make sense in the context of the charter of,

17 the Commission, to start with.

18 I am not su:e where I would stand on that, on what

19 those would be, but I do get worried about our going into a

20 nu=ber of things just trying to come up with a shopping list of

21 what we did not do.
>

.! 22 . COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Is.this part of your worry,;

iu
23y Cora, that if we list a number of things which are hazardous

l
'tt~'T 2 24 that we did not take into account, that list alreadv carries

r

| G g
*

3. 25- some sense of Commission concern about other things , and if

- - - . . .. -.

:
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i ,,) - I that list gets too long, in effect what we are saying is we's

2 looked at safety-related questions having to do with TMI, and

3 we did not look at all these other things that might go wrong.

# I would suggest that maybe, so far as what we did not

5 look at that has to do with the nuclear industry, that we make

6 it in a positive statement, and that. is , we restricted ourselves

7 to an analysis of the safety issues related to TMI an d , by

8 inference, other reactors.

9 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: That still dces not answer -- the

10 public is going to extrapolate. I mean it is not go to the
1

II heart of what I am trying to do with this thing, and I recognize

12 Cora's problem. I think we do have to be a little ' bit -- set

(%. ,J 13 limitations. I think the .public impression is that we are|
.

14 going to come out with a report that is going to indicate which

15 way we ought to go on nuclear power.

16 Now, the f act is we are not prepared to do that, and

17 all I have been trying to say in setting limitations is to let

18 them know up front that was not what we saw as our mandate,
|

| 19 we do not feel qualifiad, we did not do the research, so that
!

| 20 everything that follows is put in that context. That is really
t-
f
'

2,1 all.-- I think it is all right to add these other things, but

>

! 22 I think it-is begging the question.
5
v

23 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I do not disagree with these?
n

/~s 1
) g 24 comments. I just think we want to be very careful in a premise.

s

} 25 we are drawing as to what the public expects. I do not knew
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* hat we know what the public expects and some of the public

- -s s/ '

.t
.%

9
is going to expect -all' of these things we_ are talking about.-

3 I mean I cannot worry very much about what the public expects.
,

# What I think we have to put dcwn is what we have dene.

5 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: I think we run the danger

6 of presumption. The public knows we are a bunch of private

7 citizens, and only a couple of you people have ever had anything

8 to do with nuclear energy and the rest of us have just been
;

9 learning as we go along. To think that we are suddenly going

10 to become a collective head of Zeus, from which will spring

11 all the resolutions of all the nuclear problems and questions

12 that have come up over the last 25 years, is nuts.

13 So, I think it is really protesting too much to say
{a}

,

14 -- in fact, I would have the limitations folicw our original

15 conclusions. I mean let us be as simple as possible. Start

16 off with something that says here is what we found, as I think

17 John is trying to do in the overview. Then after it list a

18 whole bunch of things that we did not icok at.

19 I f rankly do not think the public -- I do not think |

20 there is anybody out there who would remotely expect us to 1cok

21 at a lot of these things that we have just been talking about.

> 221 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: You should read the letters|
t 5

u'

23_y that were sent in in response to our questions, because you ged ;L

I l

j_24 a very different imp re s sic.. .

N._/ | 254 CO:stISSIONER MC PHEPSON: Well, I am sure that a lot

!

- . .

'1
. - - - _ _ - . _ ,

i
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(, ,) of people would like us to suddenly become the forum, a kind ofI

2 con tinuing, floating forum to consider everything, and we could

3 go on for quite a long time.

' COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I think that, you know, we

5 really -- we came , I thought , to a conclusion on this prologue,

6 and it is only a matter of how much you include. It does seem

7 to me a brief statement, and a brief can be a page lon,g, as to

8 what the charge was and another brief statement about what we

9 did and did not do, which is no more than a page, two pages

10 of that, and the more the positive and the less the negative,

11 the more I am for it.

I2 Then you can get much f reer in the overview. I tell

a4
$ff I3 you what I am concerned --

'

-m

I4 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: I do not think it ought

15 read like a 10 (k) statement, I guess that is what I am saying.

16 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Oh, no.

I7 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Offering it in a way that,

I8 is really nothing but negative.

19 Let us not do it that way. Let us start of f by

20- talking --

2I COMMISSIONER LEWIS : I have written something that --

>

[ 22 could I suggest the real thing that I have been trying -- !
5
v

23_y know I opened up a can of worms, probably, with this proposal4

1

/''Y - I 24 - .but this is the kind of thinking I had. Whether or not
Q,,] i

l 25 this nation is to press - en with the building of nuclear plants
,

t

i
.

w# %

i _ '
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T,_) I is a political decision which a majority of this Commissien
|

2 feels is outside the bounds of its mandate from the President.
3 Therefore, .the following recommendations are predicated on a

d
political decision that will lead this country to continue to

5 license and build reactors.
6 Ne are prepared to say neither that that is the right

7 decision nor the wrong decision. I mean obviously worded

8 better and more felicitously, but I think that was the thing

9 that I wanted to say, so that in our saying this is what we want

10 to do, we are not also implying that we are saying we really

11 ought to go this way.

12 It is a political decision, which we are not prepared

13 to make. I felt that was kind of important to say up front.

Id CHAIM!AN KEZENY: Yes, we could be willing to leave

15 out the phrase on it being outside our mandate, because I do

16 not think it was, but I do agree with the rest of what you

17 say that this is something that has to be decided by the

18 political process and not by this Commission.

19 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Yes , in other words , if that is

20 the sentiment of the Commission, which I sense is, that we

21
| feel we cannot make that decision, then we ought to say that,

)

}22 because I do think, regardless of what Harry is saying, that;

! d
23

7 is what people are going to expect from us, and obviously we
S

I 24[ ) feel ~ we are not prepared to do that.
x_/ 'E

ta 25 CO201ISSIONER MARRETT: More than simply saying we have

. _ - ___
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I left it out because it is a political questica, we have left.it

-o
out because we do not have any evidence, cur invescigation has-

3 not led to that kind of conclusion.

# CC201ISSIONER LEWIS: Well, we have not even tried to

5 investigate it. Why we did not is inother question, but the
,

6 point is, we have not --

7 CHAIRiAN KEMENY: No, but I think Cora is making an

8 important here that I feel strongly on, too, which goes some-

9 wh,t as folicws ; It is not true that we have done no

10 investigation relevant to this issue. What is true is by our

11 charge and by our time we have been limited to looking at TMI 2

12 and its consequences, which we find is enough to come up with
. . .

[yli 13 reccmmendations that would help make nuclear power safer, but>

I4 not enough .to come now to a conclusion overall on -nuclear power.

15 Isn't that roughly what you said?

16 CO!c1ISSIONER MARRETT: Yes.

17 COM:iISSIONER LEWIS : So, what you are saying, John,

18 is outside the bounds of _its mandate is maybe -- maybe another

19 phrase there to explain we felt it was outside our abilities

20 within the time limits. or something. We could say it that

21 way. But at least people knew dnat is not what we are implying
>

' " 22 by cur proposals to =ake changes.;

5
v

23_y CHAIR 2921 KIMENY: In a way, what I am t:ying to say
I

/~] ! 24 is, we have done, I think, a fairly in-depth study of a case
s) I

l 25 history, and you can learn many important lessons from a case

|

|

|
|

, . _ - - -
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). I history, out you must no confuse that with thinking. that you
,

,

2 have looked at the overall system and have become experts on

3 every issue having to do with that.

# COMMISSIONER LEWIS: May I say right now that we have

5 missed a marvelous opportunity. It is the first time that 12

6 citizens have had a good icek at the -- you know, even have had

7 as close a look as we have had.

O COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON : You forgot to say as a

9 whole.

10 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Well, I mean it was an
'

II opportunity to look at -- yes, but, you knew, nobody really

12 has ever, this thing has just been barreling along for 25

l. I3 years without anybody, and the Rolph bcok really revealed that.

I4 It was just done because it was there.

IS COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: That is an exaggeration,

16 Carolyn.

17 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: There has never been 12 citizens ,

10 I do not mean experts , daat have had a lock at this thing.
.

19 COMMISSIONER EAGGERTY: Let mc point out something.

20 We have to be very careful. There are three tz.~es as many
1

21 reactors, roughly, in the rest of the world as there are here.

>
22 There are democracies -- and I know the debate gces on else-

v -

, 23 where -- but let us remember that countries like Canada,
1

k/"% =

i (/) 5 24 ' France , England, Japan, Taiwan , Sweden having another debate,
s- 5

25 Ge rmany , they have all had all kinds of issues. They have all

i

!
t ,

~ ~ ..n
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(m'l I gone ahead with it, too, which says -- in a sense, the more
x_/

2 conolithic, the = ore they have gene en with the less discussion _,

3 in-Russia, I =can you can pick them all, it is not true that it.

4 just happened here, that nobody else ever talked about it

5 anywhe re , and that it is just because a bunch of enthusiasts

6 here pushed it. It is just not true.

7
~

that is veryThat there are problems and issues,

8 t rue , and that it is not as clear today as it appeared to be

9 10 or 13 years ago is probably also true, but you are

10 exaggerating the absence of discussion.

11 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I think you are wrong.

12 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Just wrong.

/( 13 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Maybe you think they were not

14 citizens , b.ut I think they were , and I think it has happened.

15 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Maybe they were wrong, too,

16 but what you are wrong about is that this has been such a

17 void. I mean how could it be in all these other places with

18 all kinds of other varieties of governments and everything else,

19 Carolyn?

20 Not in one place, but probably 40 different places in

21 the world.

f22 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: I really am not familiar enough
5

'u
23-g with how they cane to these decisions elsewhere --

I
i 24 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Well', except you have top/ .N, s -

} 25 question every set of decisions everywhere made in 30 or 40

l

|

N

|

l
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I places, that all of them were done with no discussion, etcetera.

2 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: I have never said -- I never said

3 no discussion. I said here was a citi: ens' panel for the first

# time having a lock at this entire thing, seeing how the NRC

5 works, getting behind the scenes. I think this was a very

6 special opportunity that we have all had.

7 I am not saying,there have been ACES people challening

8 generic problems, of course, but we have had a chance to 1cok

9 at how those are challenged and nothing ever happens --

10 COM24ISSIONER HAGGERTY: I will'tell you what I think

II is different about this , and that is , it happened after an

12 accident. What has changed is the atmosphere more than anything

f)i(_ 13 else, and so in that sense I would agree that with two years

14 and a lot more money, this thing could have been a broader

15 investigation.

16 But the charge, you can read the charge as being

17 either very narrow or moderately broad. You surely cannot read

I8 it as the whole deal.

19

20

21

>
1 22'

r

d
, 23
a

b 25
,

t

!

!

!
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1 CHAIRMAN FEIE::Y: I did say from the beginning that

DPJ 7
2 we have been asked to 1cok at a case history in all depth, .we

3 were not asked to lock at nuclear plants overall. Sut we were

4 allowed to make recommendations en any scale as 1cng as it came

5 out of the investigation of TMI-2. I think that is the only

6 possible way to read that charge. I think the President was

7 very clear. He didn't put any limits cn it but it had to come

8 our of our investigation. And what ue were asked to invest

9 gate was the accident at T:iI-2.

10 COM21ISSIOMER MCPHERSON: I think your first three

11 sentences on number three in your limits are good frca my point

12 of view.

,.~

( ) 13 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I think we might drop out sys-
w

14 tematic. I think we haven' t attempted to evaluate alternate

13 sources of energy, even unsystematic, right?

16 CHAIRMAN KFJ1EMY: Yes.

17 CO1MISSIONER LEWIS: Yes, we haven' t even dealt with

18 that.

19 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: That is correct.

20 CHAIRMAN KE!EMY: Quite right. Otherwise is it okay?

21 I mean, I think those are the only factual statements you can

$,22 make. How about the ne::t paragraph or 'wo which really pull

5
*

23 together -- and this is a sery sensitive ene?
?
i

(''] j 24 COMMISSIONER PIGFCRD: It is a little too broad. You,

\_/ g

} 25 are saying our report addresses -- and I am adding words --
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q 2 1j overall issue of safety. I have trouble wich that, of the

2 improven nt of the overall issues.

3 CHAIRMAN KEMETY: Yes, you are quite right. I think

what the last sentence should say, it is the lessen related to4

5 this from TMI-2 hhat cur report addresses.

6 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: I don't like the word important

7 because we are only getting 8.7 percent of our electricity from

8 nuclear scwer. I think that word gives the impressien that it

9 is far more important at the mecent than it really is in pro-

10 viding -- isn't that right?

j; CHAIRMAN KEMENY: But let me go to Russ ' point on

12 that which I have had in mind for six months,
although I didn' t|

(-'T 13 put it in here Russ and I am sorry for that. If there exists |
t. )v

14 one single plant that has the capability of having a catas-

15 trophic accident, taen I feel addressing the issue of how

16 nuclear power can be made safer is an important issue --

COMMISSIONER LEWIS : Oh no. I was talking about --37

CO!!MISSIONER HAGGERTY : N ), she is quarreling withjg

the important as a component --39
.

CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Oh, I am sorry.20

COMMISSIONER LEWIS: I am sorry, John. Nuclear power21

~

is an important eccponent today, and it really isn' t that i=-22
5

23 2 #t""t*
1

,( ,,, Cote!ISSIONER MARKS: Well, you can argue about it. I '
,_.

= -, ,

! j e

i ,5 think at P. hat point you could beccte quantitative. In other' ' '

a .

l
|

l
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: i gg'''\ - I words, the figures that Ted qucted are also the figures taat-

V
2 are: precisely 'from the American Electrical Utility Industry

3 report. They quote, ycu knew, the nine percent and the twelve

4 percent figures and they put it in the centent of the total

-5 capacity to produce the 515 gigawatts, or, you know, 115,000

6 megawatts. I also think that it would be desirable to put in,
-

7 sort of putting things in context, the statecent of what is

8 now cn mind in terms of its potential for generating electri-

!' i c '. ty .

| 10 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: What is on mind?

11 CO!U1ISSIONER MARKS: Yes, During the next twelve

12 years nuclear energy might add a million and a half barrel equi-
.

g] 13 valents a day of oil --e

V
'

14 CO!1MISSIONER TAYLOR: Where are we?

15 COMMISSIOtiER MARKS: No. I am j us t quoting fron. --

16 what I have extracted from the American Electrical Uitility

17 Industry report.-

i

18 COMI1ISSIONER LENIS: What page are you on? ;

19 COMMISSIONER I1 ARKS: This is on the bottom of page
i

20 one, going to page two of the document. !

!

21 CHAIRMAN KEMEtiY: As I understand it, the suggestien'

y 22 is instead of arguing whether it is important or not, and some
r
5

$ 23 are locking for more than that, put in the facts of what is in
n,

i ( - f24 place now and then --,s

-

h 25 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Because the fact is that what-'

.- -

y , , - , m . -- -w _
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t'^;f t' has been excepted in this place -- you shouldn't go into all

U
2 this discussion.

3 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: The simple fact, it generates-

4 so many percent. That is all you need to say.

5 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Well, I am not sure about it,

6 that that is all we need to say because there is another fact, --

7 and that is, total energy consumption at end use, the point at

8 which it is purchased, electricity itself in the Uniced States

9 is ten percent of the total, ten percent. So we are talking in

10 terms of energy at the point at which it is purchased and soce-

11 thing is done with it by human beings. We are talking about

12 roughly ten or twelve percent, ten percent if ycu are talking

13 about the in use percentage of ten percent, which is one per-{
_''

34 cent. Now, that gets to be provocative.

15 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Ted, then there is, of course, the

16 centra argument that seems -- I an about to make an argument

j7 and I am not suggesting that we put it in -- but why I am

18 arguing that we shouldn't get into that kind of detail because

39 then I think the point Pat raised earlier that I feel strongly !

20 about would have to go in, then one could measure what fraction i

l

of the potential production of nuclear ocwer is in terms of the21
!

energy, the oil we are importing rrom overseas, and there it is |
{22
5

23 not a nigligible fraction.u

E

f24 CO21MISSIONER.HAGGERTY: What the choices are going to
'

(~> = :

} 25 be and everything else --
*

>-

_ . _ _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ .
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rOS 1 CHAIRMAN KE:1E:Pl: And what the choices are going to
(| 'e

2 he and then we are off --

~

3 CC!CIISSIONER LEWIS: That is right. I mean this evens

4 it off, right. I mean this gives the impression -- and that is

5 one of the things I think that the public needs to evaluate --

6 the word is out that nuclear power is going to be the answer

7 to our energy. problems, and it ain't. This gives the impression,

a you knew, that it isn ' t, it is maybe one factor in it and that

9 is why I think maybe we ought to just eliminate that statement

10 altoge ther. It says something that just simply isn't true. It

'

ij leaves an impression that it is more important in our total

12 energy situatien than it actually is.

_ 13 COWi!SSIONER tiARRETT: I agree with Carolyn.- I don't.

34 think we really need it. If the purpose of this section is to

15 identify some of the limits and directions of the investigation -c

COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Well, he uses it, of course,16

j7 to do something we did say, the improvement of the safety of
.

18 existing nuclear plants is a crucial issue and he uses the

existence of that many -- and I think it is valid.39

CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Can I try a terribly simple solutio'n20

21 for this which probably won't work? Since there are 72 operating

$ ~22 reactors in the United States and 92 more under construction,

i

$23 1md many more in other parts of the world, therefore, the
_

a

j' 24 i=provement of the safety of existing and planned nuclear plants-

( '; .

j is a crucial issue.
'~

25,

1

1-
e

,-
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s[ m) 1 COMMISS5CNER MARKS : Yes, because I think you have
,

\'

2 to have some context because otherwise why are we worrying about

3 it?

4 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Yes. Well, that is more precise.

5 COttMISSIONER HAGGERTY:' I agree with you.

6 CO!!MISSIONER TAYLOR: Well, if you take the words

7 literally, including the safecy dces not exclude-the~cption of

8 doing so by shutting them down. That is not the way most
'

9 people would read it. Let us face it.

10 CO!HISSIONER PIGFORD: Would you repeat those numbers

11 again? I am not sure your second number is quite right.

12 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I just hope that the 72 operating
-

[.,h 13 reactors in the United States and 92 more have received cons-
%&

14 truction permits --

15 CHAIRMAN PIGFORD: And 92 more? -

16 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes. End there are many more --

17 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: And construction permits have

18 been issued.

19 CC!1MISSIONER LEWIS: Not necessarily. They have to

20 start build .ng those.

21 C0!!MISSIONER TAYLOR: But if it is important there is*

22 a breakdown which I won't give you here because I don't have it

d
23 with me --

I

' 24 CC!1MISSIONER PIGFORD: I hope you will check the~

i ./ ss

$ 25 second nunber.
|

|

|

|
i

-
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S 1 CO!!MISSIONER TAYLOR: I will bring in the source to-
,

2 morrow.

3 cot 1MISSIONER PIGFORD: Fine.
,

~

4 CHAIR!!AN KEMENY: I have a suggestion to just lis t

5 t'. tat there are so many already operating and so many more have

6 received construction permits, and there are lots in other
_.

7 parts of the world, therefore, the improvement of the safety _

8 of existing and planned nuclear plants is a crucial issue. _

.

9 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I have a questien on the last

10 sentence. It says, while all of us hope that significant ef-

11 forts will be devoted to the exploration of alternative sources

12 of energy, alternate sources -- I don' t think this means al-
'

i ..

ternative to Three Mile Island. I think we should say all
(~A(

'

13i

%.
14 sources of energy. I don' t think we concluded that it has to

15 be an alternative to Three Mile Island. I would say all sources

16 of energy.

17 COtiMISSIONER TAYLOR: How about not having that sen-

18 tence at all? That last paragraph? I don ' t ge t much out o f

19 reading it.

20 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Me could quit with the pre-

21 vious sentence. Secause we already said that.

{22 CHAIRMA.i KEMENY: Yes.'

5

$23 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: I agree.

I
^

f 24 COMMISSIOtiER PETERSON: Let me go back to this wasteI .ew
j g

f (m,/ 5

I. 25 disposal. Some place --

c
- - , - , , , ,
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r%8 i CO!CIISSIONER :! ARKS : *There are you now, Russ?
I ;-
%d

2 CO:1MISSIONER PETERSON: I am back on paragrap.. two

3 on page 33. We talked about this at substantial length but

4 didn' t : cake any conclusion that I am aware of.

5 CHAIPPRI KEME:W: Let me tell you what notes I have

6 made then on that one, that I should include your mentioning

~

7 amcngst the lict, the problem of storage of waste fuel within

8 plants --

9 Coli!!ISSIOZIER PETERSON: That is what I wanted.

10 CHAIRMAN KEME!TI: And that there is radioactive waste.

ji I qualified it by saying beyond the clean up operation at TMI-2

12 and that I should replace --

,e , 13 COM21ISSIONER MARKS: May I just ask -- you will have

w'!~

14 no statement in here then as to the fact that we have not
.

15 looked into issues related to alternative sources of energy?

16 CO!!MISSIONER HAGGERTY: No. That is in here. That is

j7 three.

jg COMMISSIONER 11 ARKS : Okay. I thought I heard some-

39 body say let us knock it out.

20 CHAIRMAN KEMEPI: No, the very last paragraph it was

21 suggested --

| 22 C0!2iISSIO!!ER !! ARKS : Oh, okay. Fine.
-

5 CHAIR 2!A:i KEME:rt: And I would feel uncomfortable if23,
m

h we have no =ention here that we haven't icoked into medical= 24s
[

L \s-)- | 25 "S*S' 5"Ch "S*S-

|

4

; |
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'C'N9 - 1 COMMISSIONER MARKS: I assuae we are going to try and
%}\

2 deal with it in a positive fashicn in our recommendations.
,

3 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: On 'Russ ' point I think we ought

4 to go a little further. I thi:Je spent fuel started.as one of
~

4

5
5 the issues at the plant that we haven't looked at. There are

6 many more. Would you be willing to say that? - '

7 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Wall, this sentence had to

8 deal with disposal of the waste. That is why I- thought the

9 storage of spent fuel and large pools of water adjacent to the4

i

10 reactor containment building was important because that is a

11 waste problem, as well as --

COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: All right,| 12

e" COMMISSIONER PETERSON: That is something we haven' t

N_.]%
13

looked at and since there is this tremendous concern all over34

15 the world about disposing of that waste, including laws in our'

16 e untry and some states saying that they are not going to ap-

37 prove any more plants until there is a safe disposal of the

18 waste and, yet, we are temporarily disposing the waste right

next to the containment building. There is enough there,
39

capacity, to. hold seven times as much material as there is in20

the reactor building. 20 year's supply. Personally I and scme
21

4

I 22 friends of mine, can speculate about a series of consequences
r
3v that could result if vcu had a meltdcun with all that stuff23. -
,
a

h24 right ne::: door. We are out there, running around the world,

O .

trying to igure ut hew 'we are going to dispose of it. There
25

_. _.

- -m.- ,. ,,, - ---..--yye--- -- 9 p -.-
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s 'm'10 1 is major noney being spent drilling holes and studying whare weV
2 can put that stuff. In the meantire, we have put it right in

3 the middle of all kinds of communities, such as Three Mile

4 Island. To ne that is a major problem. We haven' t locked at

5 it but I thought we ought to just mentien it.

6 COMMISSIONER MCPHERSON: One of the NRC Cc=missioner''s

7 told me the other day that the disposal problem in the military
.

8 is many times greater than in commercial reactors. Is that cor-

9 rect?-

10 CO!!MISSIONER TAYLOR: In the spirit in which the stata-

11 ment I think was being made, I think the answer is no, it is

12 not. If the spirit in which it was being said that there is a

[l 13 larger quantity of troublesome radionuclei, like strontium 90,V2

14 in the military waste than there are in the spent fuel in the

15 civilian nuclear pcwer system that is not correct. That is a

16 statement that was made about a year ago and it is not correct.

17 Now, there is some uncertainty about when the two were equal.

18 But I have seen a detailed analysis which is not classified

19 that suggests, that concludes that this equality happened in

20 1976. It is the only analysis that I have seen and I went

21 through that very carefully.

I 22 CO!!MISSIONER pIGFORD: I would like an opportunity
r+-

5-

$ 23 at scte other ti.me of providing you some reports frca the
a
i/~'s a 24 National Acade=y of Science which may. bear upon that question

N ,) i

.| 25 and you can make your cwn judgment.
.
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- ; [''') i CHAIFF.AN KEME N: Okay. Can I suggest new -- we have

. Gi
'

agreed I guess that there is sonething like a prologue which2

3 statas.the charge, it states in one page what we did do, and
.

4 states in ene page what we did not do, which we have just dis-

5 cussed in great detail.

'
- CO!CIISSIONER MCPHEPSON: We don't have the page of6

what we did do.7

g CHAIPF.AN KEME2N: No but I think -- I mean that is

a simple statement. I will try to draft that for you.9,

CO!1MISSIONER MCPHERSON: That would include locking10

j; into the licensing procedures of the NRC --

CHAIRMAN KE:1EtN: I think we will simly list there12

what we did do.,Q 13
N?

'

COMMISSIONER MCPHERSON: That is an important state-34

ment --j3

CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I am just hoping that our state-16

ment of what we did do won't be as contraversial as the state-37

ment of what we didn' t do.jg

COMMISSIONER MARRETT: Well, I guess it is going to
79

'

be in Certain Ways because, for example some of the questions
7

that Anne has been raising about the population and the areas,g

we have to be cautious about what we even say we did in reference>

[ 22 ,

to studying Middletown and the surrounding area. So there canv
23

2

1 be some centraversy if we state too generally what we did with
g a 24

~
.

I 25 reference to that, with reference to -NRC, and those areas weN~
2

undertook our investigation on.
i

|
;

|

|

e ? - ,
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^ 12 'l CO!!MISSIONER MCPHERSON: I think we can be a little
(J

'

;
'
'

2 more generous with things like the NRC. We did a study of how

3 TMI-2 got the commission but we also went far beyond that with

4 a great many depositions and a great many inquiries as to the

5 way the NRC operates, rhe way its divisions operate, and so
,

6 on. So there is an awful lot of material.

7 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I am not worried about a lot
,

a of that in the report. I don't think the prologue ought to get'

p very long. I thought our discussion was to get out of the way

10 misleading people so that as they read through a chapter that

1i they th!nk that because we are making a bunch of recommendations

12 that we are drawing a conclusion either way --

O 13 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Harry was trying to argue, however,
\, ]

that the prologue ought to be balanced in the following sense,ja

that we ought to make very clear what we did not do, at least
15

on one page, and what we did do so that people don't think
16

'

that we did a trivial job.j7

COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Oh, I agree with that,;g

CHAIRMAN KEMENY: All right. Let me try out a draft
j9

and then bring it back to you.
| g

l
COMMISSIONER LEWIS: John, may I also say that I 'Jas

| 21

{22 kind of rough on you. I thank you for giving us an opportu-

nity to do this because I really think this is, frankly, I
23

,

gj 'found this extremely useful and important to do.
, 1 -

CHAIRMAN KEMEMY: May I suggest that we now turn to
25

_-_. _ _ .. . . .
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13 1 page five and just sort of go, not on wording but on the major

2 ideas.
'

3 CO!MISSIONER !! ARKS : That is what I was going to do.

4 I like the statement and what I would like to suggest is that --

3 COMMISSIONER MCPHERSON: What page?

6 COMMISSIONER MARXS: The conclusion, fundamental

7 changes, et cetera. I think if we all agree that specifical..

8 the area of, you know, personnel, programs, procedures and

9 practices is what we are identifying as a major shortfall throughc'

10 out the entire industry, both the Government and private sec-

1; tor, that this be an up front sentence. Now, whether you want

12 to put it in a quote or in one of the sentences i==ediately
..

O 13 following that -- but this whole issue that, you know, the
4 sq

;4 human factor has to be the ultimate safety barrier, and this

15 has been really almost completely ignored by the NRC, is some-

16 thing I feel is a major conclusion and ought to be right up

there.;7

i

;g COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I'think I would say that if

39 we agree with this we would be better off to not leave it in

20 quotes, to add the tone about people together, and let it be

21 an up front kind of conclusion statement. I don't think you

y 22 have to segregate this out by itself any more. I don't think
r
5

23 you necessar:.ly intended that but we agreed on :his last time --v

n.

j'24 CHAIM1AN KEMENY: We had a tentative agreement onN

J --

j j thiS' it **5 "lY in th*t S*"S* i" 4" **5 h*C^"S* 1^"* *i * **25

I

i :
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. s g''' $ 1 had just tentatively agreed that that would be our final and
tQ ;

'

2 overall' conclusion. It is in quotes only in the sense that we

3 are quoting our own conclusion. That is the only thing I meant.

4 There is no reason it should be in quotes here.
e

3 CO!C!ISSIONER LEWIS: John, is there any reason why

6 that' doesn't include to prevent nuclear accidents at least as

serious as Three Mile Island? It seems to me that .this sounds7

; 8 like all we want to do is make it, you know, we haven' t really

explored the larger accident --9

COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: That is in there.10

CO!91ISSIONER LEWIS: That isn't in this. I thoughtyy

we did put it in, didn't we? Because that gives a different --g

CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes, I am sorry, I guess this sen-13
%e

tence meant to me at least as serious --3,

* ***"* * ***15

i COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Does it?
16<

CO!!MISSIONER MCPHERSON: Yes.
'

COMMISSIONER PETERSON: One thing that I recommandedjg
'

that we change last time, let me try it again, I don' t think
39

we can say necessarily to prevent -- to reduce the likelihoodg

of nuclear accidents -- because we can' t- begin to tell anybody,

21+

> 22.
we are going to prevent them.

g
a

23g
n

.

5 25

|

:
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{ ^*) 1 CCMMISSIONER TAYLCR: Literally, I think the state-

'% )
9-29-79 2 ment is correct. That fundamental changes are necessary, but !
Tapa 8 )

3 not necessarily sufficient to -- !

4 CCMMISSICNER HAGGERTY: May I suggestion that'if

5 .this weren't standing by quotes and if the statement about
!

6 people being the problem and the sentences which follow imme-

7 diately were all together, it would say what you are saying.
~

8 Read the next couple of centences. ;

9 COMMISSIGNER ?ETERSON: But this is the real key

10 one and you say you can prevent it, I don't buy that.

II MR. MC DERMONT: But yours doesn't go far enough.

12 If you say -- we can do one thing out of a hundred recommen ~

(O"i
I3 dations , if we did one thing we would have reduced the like-

~

Id lihood.

IS COMMISSIONER LEWIS: That is true.

16 COMMISSIONER EAGGERTY: Russ, read the next two

17 sentences and forget the quotes.

I8 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: I have forgotten the quotes.
.

I9 COMMISSIONER EAGGERTY: And he goes on and he says,

20 however, we do have claim that our proposed recommendations

21 are sufficient to assure the safety of nuclear power. I mean,

I
} 22 he is -- whether you want to accept that line or not, he has
8

23
f gotten a lot stronger than what you are doing. It is all one
i

e 94/"% statement. I think you can debate that.'*

(~ )s '

f n$'
CCMMISSICNER TAYLOR: I have a suggestion which I

.

l
1

- . . - -
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T'" 1 wrote'out, which I listed as the cecond finding, following ''

2 that, but it could be incorporated into it. I put it in very

3 positive language, which some of you may object to, and that

4 is, attainment' of absolute assurance -that an accident at least

5 as severe as TMI-2 will not happen again is impossible.

6 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Okay. I would buy ~ that as

7 following it immediately.

8 COMMISSIONER PICFORD: Is that scmething that we

9 have learned from this investigation '

10 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I have through my -- outlines.

11 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: You rather admitted that last

12 t ime .

13 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Oh, I think it is a fact.}
14

.
r COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: It is a finding, a conclusion.

15 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: If it is, I am sure it isn't

16 anything that we ourselve s have turned .out that is all that

17 e arthshaking . It might be an observation. I am a little

18 pu== led that this commission comes out with that conclusion

19 because we haven't made any analysis of probabilities and ,
20 risks and so forth. We have heard other people's analyses.,

I

2I COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: This is an absolute statement,
>-

[ 22 which I think is relatively trivial, but is important to some
,

3!

23| ? people. It is not a matter of probabilities at all. It is
L 1

i
_ 24 a statement that there is no way to have absolute assurance)

a 25 of no accidents at least as severe as TMI-2. All I am saying

|
<

>
. _ . . ._. _ _
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Po4 1 is that if there is a consensus that we believe that as an/ \
.,

2 absolute guarantee, which many people are calling for, that
.

3 that is not possible.

4 COMMISSIONER PIGFCRD: Well, I think that if it

5 goes, it belongs as a qualifier. I think that that as a con-

6 clusion is something that we really have not --

7 ChiAIRMAN KEMENY: Yeah. How would you feel, Ted,
_

8 about sticking it in where I said, given the scope of our

9 charge and the severe time limitation, it would be impossible

10 to arrive at the set of recommendations that would give --
11 note that I said here, nearly complete assurance of safety.
12 And then I think your sentence, that it is impossible to give

% 13 absolute assurances of safety.-

' '
14 COMMISSIONER TAYLCR: Well, there is only one prob-

15 lem with that and that is to say that we did not -- we were

16 unable for one reason or another to arrive at a set of recom- |

17 mendations that would guarantee no accidents. That is slightly

18 dif ferent from saying it is impossible for us to have done that.
l

.I9 'Because that suggests --

20 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: No. I was trying to make two
|

2I points that we could not even -- with our investigation we
22 couldn't even give ones that would give nearly complete assur-

3
23

? ance and then I wanted to add in absolute assurances,.

i

*[ 24 COMMISSICNER TAYLCR: The question is did we really( c

3 25i '
try to get nearly complete assurance through our recommendations.

.

._
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;

{v^}
} I question whether we are really ready to say that we were

2 unable to.
,

3 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: He is saying it would have

4 been impossible to -- didn't even try to do it. It seems to

5 me it is a statement of fact which John has, with the addi-

6 tion that complete assurances --

7 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Well, again, I think Ted
.

8 has a certain point there when you say a nearly complete assu-

9 rance because what is nearly ccmplete? One in 10 million?

10 One in a million?

11 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Well, that is the point.

12 COMMISSIONER EAGGERTY: I know that is what you are
.

. 13 saying.

14 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: It gets us into the whole mat-

15 ter of probabilities because many people would argue with t he

16 new NRC license regulations that, in fact, it is possible to

17 get nearly complete assarance that no TMI again. I am not

18 suggesting that is true, but I don ' t know how we can ----

19 CCMMISSIONER EAGGERTY: Yeah. Because what is near-

20 ly complete?

2I COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Exactly. I don't know.

> 221 COMMISSICNER PIGFORD: I think the Chairman's state-
~

5-

U
23g ment, plus the additional phrase, it seems to me that it would

,

1 |
,

g 24 he a correct statement.| /''N
( ) s ,

>

} 25 '' ' '

l
1

~
i

. ,. . _ - --
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) 1 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: What additional phrase is it i.

2 now?

3 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: The additional phrase was, and no

4 one. could give absolute assurances that such an accident would

5 never happen again.

6 COMMISSICNER TAYLOR: -- and we believe that.

7 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: May I suggest that it would

8 he better to eliminate your sentence given, and the complete

9 assurance, and put in Ted's. I mean, personally, I think Ted's

10 is true . This arrives at a debate at what the hell nearly

11 complete means. I would put Ted's in in place of yours.

12 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Okay. If Ted is willing to give

(s 13 me a copy of his, I will be glad to put that in.

Id COMMISSIONER PETERSCN: Read yours, Ted.

15 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Shall I read it? Let me read

16 it with the slight modifications. We are convinced that

I7 attainment of absolute or we believe -- I don't care which --
!

18 attainment of absolute assurance in an accident at least as

i 19 severe as TMI-2 will not happen again is impossible.

20 COMMISSIONER EAGGERTY: But we are convinced that if

2I -- now, that is a statement that you can buy.
'

>

$ 22 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: We are convinced that absolute
5u

| 23 assurance of -- I can' t write that fast.
,

L
'

2d() COMMISSIONER TAYLCR: Absolute assurance that an

3 25 accident at least as severe as TMI-2 will not happen again is

1
- - - _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ . . . . _ _ _ . - - - - - - - -. . . - - - .-- -----J
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P"'A 1 impos sible . We have not proved that, buc I get the sense that

2 we believe that.

3 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Want to make any statement

4 about that we can't be assured that our recommendations would

5 be implemented. You say, if they are implemented, then on the

6 basis of our study, we want to raise that we would be greatly

7 concerned about whether they would be.

8 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I think that is gratuitous.

9 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: We certainly proceed on the

10 assumption that there is going to be implementation, so it

11 wouldn't really seem appropriate to say you have to take these

12 things seriously.

I

r /"% 13 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: It also depends on what we sayL.)
'

I4 about to whom these recommendations are being addressed for

15 action. They are not all addressed for action by the President
16 of the United States. Or they may not be. We don't know what

,

17 they are yet.

18 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Okay. How about page five?

I9 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: We were asked by the President

20 to make recommendations. I think we recommend to him. If we

21 are recommending something the utility do, it is up to him to
>

} 22 find a way of getting them to do it, it seems to me.
3

{ 23 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: We are recommending to the
f

f 2# President. I do think it is gratuitous to say we don't think
''') ] 2~< anybody is going to pay any attention to us or get anything

!

I ~

. .
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{'') 1 done, even if we believe it.
. \~ /

;

2 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Page 5, a couple of people urged

3 me to put something in about not pretending that we are the

only group looking at this and particularly not overlooking4

5 the Congressional investigations. I certainly agree that I

6 don't have any intention of overlooking that.

7 COMMISSIONER PIGFCRD: Also, the NRC inve stigation

8 is not yet completed, also. I would suggest you add that.

9 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: It is supposed to be ready,

1

10 before ours, though, isn't it?
{

11 COMMISSIONER MKS: No.
:

12 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I would simply add the

|
..

(~/
'i- 13 Congressional --

%
14 . CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I was afraid once I got more de-

1

15 tailed I would overlook an important, that.is why I said we
i

16 are very much aware of the fact that many other investigations
17 of the accident are underway. Scme will examine individual
18 issues in much greater depth than we were able to do and no i

19 doubt additional insights will emerge. I thought the ones --

20 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Skip the next sentence and :

!
121 say, however, -- that is, additional insights will emerge out ;

{22 of these various investigations, however, with our six months '
5
V

23| g deadline. Why do we have to pick out the Congressional one,
i i

f24 because if we do --
i,

E 20
.

COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Leave out the Congressional
%

-.9.
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T 1 i is what he is. saying because up to that moment you -don 't have
\s_/ )

2 to add any more. As soon as you add that one, you really would

3 have to ask whether some of the others aren't going to provide

4 more detailed information.

5 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Harry, you are my political ad-

6 visor. Is it not necessary to give special recognition to

7 the Congressional investigation?

8 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: I think we ought to. We

9 ought to mention it and why can't we mention NRC and the in-

10 dustry as well.

11 COMMISSIONER TAYLCR: NRC, industry and Congress and

12 I think we have probably covered --

( 13 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Any other investigations by --

14 . CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Okay. So, why don't we make that |
1

,

'

15 the sacond sentence and then mention Congressional, NRC and

16 industrial. Okay.

17 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: You are saying many odn er

18 investigations -- |

19 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: That is why I am sticking it right
i

20 at the second sentence in this paragraph. Okay.

21 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Well, I hate to quibble but |

>
| [ 22 the word "none" is really not accurate because an NRC invest- 1

| I
' u

| g igation has been completed and that was the basis for Denton's23
'

i

i 24 proposal to go ahead.)
%J ;

25 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I was suggesting that we are very

. . - - -. - ._ -.
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' {~'i 'l much aware of the fact that many other investigations of the
-d

2 accident are under way. These include several Congressional

3 investigations, the NRC self-investigations and investigations
,

'

.4 by the industry period. And then there is actually better

5 logic, no doubt there will be additional insights. However,
1

6 with our six months' deadline we could not await the results I

7 of those examinations but it is our hope that the result of

8 our efforts may aid and accelerate the progress of the ongoing

9 investigations.

1

10 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Good. |

11 Could I make a comment about page 6? i

12 CHALRbfAN KEMENY: Yes.

-

) 13 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: I wish there were a way i

jc
|

c

I4 for us to illustrate both how we got to our larger convictions

l
15 about nuclear regulation and operation from TMI-2 and how we l

16 recognize that it is not the whole world. We recognize that

17 we can't extrapolate with confidence from this one event, but |

18 it almost seems, without saying how that investigation of this
19 1accident led us to the regulatory world, the utility world,

1
20 the manufacturing world and the governmental world of the

,

'

1
, 21 1state and the federal -- it almost seems presumptuous to set1

>

[22 off with some grand conclusions, such as are here. Maybe
3

! 23
? nobody felt that when you read it. I think your basic point
i

2#
(''N about the mindset is one that can survive. I have a lot of
~ g

a 25 questions later on, but I think' we need a paragraph or so that

.

,, ,_, - - _ , - - , - - - , - - -
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50 says that we looked at this one event and because there seemed1

I
*

2 to bear on it a whole variety of regulatory, economic, manu-

3 factur ing, industrial, whatever, influences or causes that we

4 pursued then and drew certain conclusions about the nature' of

5 this industry. Maybe there ought to be then some sentence

6 that disclaims having understood the entirety of it, the large
7 world out there that we don't know.

8 CCMMISSIONER MARRETT: As earlier Harry had pointed

9 out too, it starts there by talking about what the investiga-
10 tion led us to do. We were asked to look at TMI-2. In doing

11 that we had necessarily to consider the utilities, the vendor.
12 Now, in trying to explore what in those situations produced

('') 13 TMI-2 in that sensc, we came to certain kinds of findings,L'
I4 some of which suggested that the problems rested well beyond
15 that particular utility or tnat particular vendor. But a num-

16 ber of things we did not pursue in that detail. I think that

17 is what you suggeisted earlier to start with that kind of thing,
18 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Now, you would like to have some -

19 thing like that in the prologue, but you would like to have a
20 paragraph here also that says that.

2I COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Yes. It will be hard to
>

$22 do it in one paragraph, but I think it is important because
3 -

23
? we have suddenly leaped to these grand conclusions.
3

(~T f 2d COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I think the paragraph leads
'

i s
N._- g 25

here. I am not as worried about the prologue getting in these.
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[ hl 1- nuance s because "e did do a lot 'with NRC . I don't think weV
2 have to say anything there. I think it is more important that

3 we scale when we get into this kind of thing. I think this

4 is where that' paragraph -- to lead you in that feeling about

5 mindset.

6 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Could I make ons point before we

7 get into the section on mindset, because the way we are rewritr

8 ing this, I had put something into my first section -- I am

9 afraid it is kind of buried in it -- which belongs in the mind;-
.

10 set section. Before you bring up the obvious criticism, let me

11 suggest that you look at the following roughly one page, on

12 page 2. It picks up roughly in the middle of the second para-

) 13 graph and, of course, the order new won't be right, starting
"

14 with equipment can and should be included . From fnere to the

15 end of the first full paragraph on page 3, I think that same-

16 thing likes that belongs in the mindset. Remember, I wrote

17 mindset assuming that this was already here. Because this is

18 my major attempt at statement of the people problem, which

19 will now belong in the mindset section.

20 COMMISSIONER EAGGERTY: I think that belongs --

2I COMMISSIOtTER TAYLCR: Is that responsive to you,
>

22 Paul?

| 22 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I am sure it can be improved --
1

f f2# COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: -- not saying in exactly|
! s- ;

25 this form --
,

--.

- _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - - - - . - -. _
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T^1 1 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I-am sure it,can be improved, but
t r
G.

2 what I am saying is leaving it -- not exactly this form, since

3 we are wiping out this original section, I think this major

a point that was in there shouldn't get lost.

5 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Well, then it can flow from

6 the sort of paragraph that Harry asked for.

7 CHAIRMM KEMENY: Yes.
_.

,

_

8 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: That is that this tree of

9 things that led to this overriding conclusion, because I do

10 think that is the overriding conclusion.

Il COMMISSIONER MARKS: That is right and I would say

12 I would like -- if we are going to put that in, there is
*c

7'N I3 another concept, which ought to be in here, which is thatQ,)1
I4 there are real problems in approaching the issue of safety and.

I5 of prevention in the nindset. In other words, it was contain-
,

16 ment of the consequences of an accident which received empha-

17 sis in whatever effort was going forward in the area of public

18 health and safety. And I fundamentally believe that that is

19 a mistake; that the empnasis should be on the prevention of
,

20 the hazards of radioactivity in the area of health and safety,
i

21 You know, I don't want to get s pecific, but I would be glad to

> 22
h give you examples. For one thing, there is no ongoing epidem-
d

23
f iological . study of workers or populations around the plants to
1

/~'i j 24 determine the effects of low ioniring radiation. I think the
k ,) ie

25
| mindset there is that that isn't an area for emphasis. The

-
- . _ _ _ __ __
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r''l 1 emphasis is on contain ae consecuences of an accident. When,
( )<

x_ '
2 in fact, we don't know and I am not suggesting that there is

3 a major health hazard there, but we don't know whether there

4 is a health hazard there.

5 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: To the workers.

6 COMMISSIONER MARKS: To the workers or the popula-

7 tion. We don't have any long term, ongoing studies to firmly

8 say "yes" or "no". One of the reasons we don't undertake

9 such studies is because of, in part, a mindset because from a

10 scientific point of view, group after group has suggested these
_

11 kind of studies be in progress. And I think --

12 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: What area?

fD 13 COMMISSIONER MARKS: About populations that are
Q)

14 potentially exposed to low levels of ionizing radiation.

15 COMMISSIONER TAYLCR: How do you do an epidemiologi-

16 cal study of something that hasn't happened?<

17 COMMISSIONER MARKS: It is happening. What do you

18 mean it hasn't happened?

19 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Well, you used the word

20 " potential".

2I COMMISSIONER MARKS: We don't know what the effects

22 of icw ionizing radiation are on the population.
3
? 23 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Okay. And you say the popula-
i

I''g j 24 tion has been exposed --
(\~,) *

3 25 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Well, we are all being exposed.,

- -. - - -. . - . . -
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P^^$ 1 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I think the thing that is
-

--

2 confusing is the implication of the relationship between nor-

3 mal operation of a plant. That is not what you are suggesting.

4 What you are suggesting is we ought to be looking at low level

5 radiation and its impact on a much more methodical, research-

.

6 oriented basis.

7 COMMISSIONER MARKS: I am also suggesting that in

8 high risk populations such as workers, the normal operation-

9 of a plant --

10 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Workers. That is why --

11 COMMISSIONER MARKS: I am sorry --

12 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Of which that is one piece.

* 13 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Are you suggesting an in-
1-

14 crease at this stage of --

15 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Where John is saying there are

16 structural prob.'. ems in .arious organizations; there are de-

17 ficiencies in var.'ous processes: there is a lack of communica-

18 tion amongst individuals and groups and there is insufficient,

19 attention to the ongoing health and safety considerations of

20 the operation of nuclear reactors.

2I COMMISSIONER MARRETT: Okay. Where is that?
i
i >
l [ 22 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Top of page 3.

3
23

, f COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY" I have no quarrel with the
! I

$. 24 fundamental point whatsoever. I would like to see a recommen-
)' *

25 dation like that in our recommendations. I have some quarrel

. - . _ - _ . _ . . - . - . - _ . - _ . - _ _ . . - .
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5 1 with it appearing here because I think the -- the thrust of

2 it. Not the one about the people -- but the thrust of the j

!

3 recommendation appearing here, because I think it- will get

4 lost. It will sound too much like it is associated with a

5 specific nuclear plant; whereas, it really isn't except for
!

6 the workers. Because what you are suggesting is much bigger i

7 and more important than that.

8 COMMISSIONER MC PEERSON: I don't think it fits here.

9 I think it belongs in our statement, but it doesn't --

10 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Could we put this in the section

11 on health more generally. Maybe we could put it in'there.

12 COMMISSIONER MARKS: On the overview on health.
..

'

j]<s
13 CHAIRMAli KEMENY: Tom was first and then Russ.

14

15

16

17

18

19

| 20
|

21
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3 TOOD 1 CdMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Page 6, I have troubl~e

2 with the first two paragraphs . It is getting into se mething

3 which I know there is some merit on, but I want to show you

4 how I think these particular messages don't say it.

5 First paragraph on Page 6 is talking about the

6 attitudes of the industry, the Nuclear Regulaiory Commission.
,

7 The second paragraph says essentially --
^

-

8 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: What page?

9 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Page 6, talking about the

10 attitu.ies of the industry, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

11 a very broad group of people and organizations.

12 The second paragraph says that group had the

,f'} 13 belief that nuclear plants are fundamentally safe. Now, of
v

14 course, we know what the belief was, at least I will tell you

15 what I think it was, that the plants had large potential

16 danger which I don't think anybcdy would argue. They believe

17 the actual risks were small, and they were safe.

18 Finally, we come down, the Commission is convinced

19 that this attitude must be changed to one that says, " Nuclear

20 power is by its very nature dangerous."

21 Now, I believe that what our investigation shows is

>
0, 22 that it still first, is the same. It has a great potential
5

$ 23 for consequences, no doubt about that.
a
L

(''x a 24 I don't think we have shcwn that the actual risk
( ) I

3 25 is by nature dangerous. That is what this is saying,
~~'

i

1

1
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I1,v/ . CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I was trv.inc. to .caraohrase
_

.

2 something that~two or three Commissioners said at the last

3 meeting. Instead of starting from saying that t.51ngs are

4 reasonably safe, they should start'by saying that it is an

5' inherently dangerous thing, and hcwever, we do everything

6 possible to contain that danger.
~~'~

.

7 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Ecw do you know that is not

8 what they were saying originally?
,

9 COMMISSIONER 'EWIS : Oh, that is obvious.

10 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: How is it obvious?

II COMMISSIONER LEWIS: That they are not saying it?

10 They presumed it was safe. That is why they did not icok at
pas

'(a). 13 things.

14 COMMISSIONER MARXS: There was no office of public

15 health or safety in the early days o f the AEC.

16 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: But you could read all the
i

17 emphasis on equipment as precisely having said that.

18 COMMISSIONER EAGGERTY: I really think you have to

19 be careful. We are going to be self-defeating here if we

20 are not careful. My word, I mean you can take Rickover and

21- the submarines and all the things he said about inspection,

)

[ 22 et cetera.
5u

23 I don't think you could say that they did not say,
e

/~' 24 it was dangerous. I think they did come up with a view with.
N., *

25 respect to equipment.

|
|
:
>
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('3 .,

s_ ,/ COMMISSIONER FIGFORD: That is correct, and I think .

2
we have to stick with what we know to be the case. I think

3 you are speculating if you.go back towards antitudes

4
themselves.

O COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I don't think we have to.

6 That.As the point.

7 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Mr. Chairman, could we change

O that sentence to say that the Commission believes that,

9 the attitude should be that nuclear power is by its very

10 nature dangerous without saying that, implying that they had

II to change their view or their view was dif ferent earlier?

12 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: I was thinking what we are

) 13 really saying here is to' make thia whole section, instead

I4 of focuing on mind seu on an emphasis on eculpment as the

15 sole means for safety, because there is a problem in talking

16 about attitudes.

17 COMMISSIONER MC PEERSON: Absolutely, I could not

18 agree = ore, and I don't know whether to address this Carolyn

19 or to whom, but people back in the fif ties and the sixties,

20 you are right; you certainly get the feeling from the Rolph

21 book that the whole thing started with a let us get it going.
>

}22 It was a promotional, strong prototional drive, a. d I worked
su

23 on the Hill in the midfifties, and I know that Senatorg
n.

} =

h i 24 Pastore and others really felt that way, but they were not
/ is-

-$ 25 dense. They did not think that this was like a steam boiler

-. -
- . _. . -. - . . - . _ - . - . -
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Nb
1

in the basement of your apartment house. Thev knew
-

\ ,1

2 differently. -Certainly throughout the sixties and.the

3 early seventies, people have been conducting campaigns against
4

nuclear power. You would have to be deaf .aus a post if you

5 were a regulator not to be sensitive to it. So, I would much

6 prefer, rather than painting with such a broad brush that

I everybody thought it was safe; so they did not worry about

8 it, I don' t think that is so at all. There were no doubt

9 many promoters in ERDA and in AEC before it who regarded the

10 union of concerned scientists, and the NRC itself as a

Il bunch of wet blankets at the party, but I don't think that

12 you could say that that was broadly held by anybody who ever

[GT I3 served on any of those Commissions. I know some who did, and

Id I have talked to them about it over the years. I know that

15 they did not feel utterly complacent. That is the view,

16 that the feeling about conviction of safety leads one to a

I7 feeling of complacency. Now, I guess we could argue whether

I8 peop11 really had that or not.

I9 I would much prefer, instead of talking about

20 attitudes of people whom I don't know, as well as some I do,

2I to go Cora's route and to talk about the devotion to design
>

[22 and equipment and once handling that we had a safe industry.
d

?_23 You did not have to worry about it. That was the great

i
24 fault, I think,

s_- t
4 25 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: But, Harry, before -- I agree

|-
! -

.

- - - - , ,
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[mI 1 that this should be modified, but-before we go all the way\_/
2 that route, let us not ignore sone testimony we had under

3 cath at our hearings when wc had the five NRC Ccnmissioners.

4 I think it was Chairman Hendry, but I may be wrong on that,

5 who said that the basic standards for safety were laid down

6 before this NRC was crea+.ed, and they accepted them as being

,

7 sufficient to assure nuclear safety, and that is the point.

8 It is not well brought out here, but that influences. It is

9 very hard to understand what NRC did without getting the

10 point that they thought that basically they had sufficient

11 safeguards in terms of equipment, et cetera.

12 COMMISSIONER EAGGERTY: That is really different from

v(A) you know, I think the valid point of the argument is, if13 --

14 you say that nobody thought it was dangerous or the' industry

15 did not think it was dangerous, et cetera, you open the

16 whole damn report up to all this' debate because why did they

17 put in three layers of safeguards, et cetera, because a helluva

18 lot of people did think there were dangers. What they were

19 was narrow and blind about some things, and you know, there

1 20 is no doubt-in my mind that our points on people and the

21 failures there are the things that are important abcut this
;

[ 22 report.

i

$23 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Ma:' I comment, Mr. Chai =an,
a
1'') a 24 about the dangers, the safety? Obviously throughout these

~. J 5

3 25 .:any. years we have been working like hell to contain this

.
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O( ,/ l- dangerous material. That is pretty obvious. What-I am

2 concerned about is in recent years and particularly before

3 TMI, main message that came through to the community from the

4- whole nuclear industry, as far as I was concerned was this

5 is safe, and we have seen people tell us that. John has
,

6 referred to it. Several people are there telling about how

7 they were afraid that they could not promote a certain idea

8 because they were going to get the community upset about

9 nuclear energy being dangerous. We have heard that from many

10 different people, and we, also, knew there is damn little

11 done toward dealing with the. consequences of any major

12 release of radiation, and I conclude frem that they assumed

[) 13 there was not going to be any because they had taken care

14 of the job. They had made it safe, and that to me'--

15 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: But that is different,

16 Russ. I don't think we disagree with that. That differs

17 from saying they concluded that; so they said, "It was not

18 dangerous." I think that they will argue the .other way

19 around.

| 20 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: John, could I make a
|
|

21 suggestion which goes back to a problem I had with the first
~

| >
I 22 sentence in the first paragraph that bears on what we are

.e
d
, 23 discussing now? I have a problem with that first sentence
a

f >\
24 which says first of all, after many years of remarkably safe

~- e

3 25 operations of nuclear power plants. I don't like that phrase

. - - .. - . .
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) I for the following reason, that we have even had testimony 1
s-

|
,

2 from the head of it all at NRC that prior to TMI-2, TMI-1, !

3 TMI-2 and the other B&W reactors were not being operated

4 in a safe manner.

5 What I propose we do is to substitute for that,
.

6 af ter many years of operation of nuclear power plants without

7. I put down direct radiation damage to the public, and that--

8 is not the right phrase, but the sense of it is, without any

9 member of the public being hurt, rather than remarkably

10 safe, let me amplify that a little bit. The situation at the

11 fermi (?) reactor was not safe in the sense of anybody saying

12 what we did was remarkably safe; the same situation at the

(4_) 13 Atomics International reactor in 1959 in which there was
:

-

14 severe -- -

15 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Brown's Ferry?

16 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Brown's Ferry is a separate

17 matter because in the cases I want to cite, that is the fermi

18 reactor and the sodium graphite experiement which, however,

19 was on line and was a commercial power plant it was small,--

20 it was only 20 megawatts, but that had a severe accident,

21 and by severe, I mean it released radioactive material in the

{22 containment. I don't think there was any outside the
i

f23 containment, but there was severe fuel damage done, and day

5

| .N ]J
(~ I 24 before yesterday I saw a movie of what that looked like

i
'

! } 25 when they finally got in there to recover it. So, I object

1

.

. . __ - _.
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(''} 1 to the phrase, and I think what people keep talking about
,.LJ

2 over and over again as the record is we did not hurt any

3 member of the public.

4 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: How about in the second half

5 of the sentence changing fundamentally safe, changing it to

6 sufficiently safe grew into a conviction.
.

7 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: What he is objecting to is__

8 the first sentence.

9 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I am still in that sentence. I
.

10 am going on with the rest of that sentence. First of all,

11 as I understand, you have, first of all after many years of

12 operations of nuclear power plants without any member of the

| 13 public being hurt, the belief that nuclear plants are{^)},u.

14 sufficiently safe grew into a conviction because I.think that

13 is a true statement.

16 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I am sorry,g2.ew into belief

17 into conviction. Here we are implying we know something

. 18 about people that I don't think we know anything about. Is
i

19 it necesary for us to go that far?
,

20 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: That is still what bothers me,

21 too. In our discussion of attitudes and convictions --

| $ 22 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I did not quite finish my
l r

5

$ 23 suggestion because I think the main thought, as I sense what
s

I h we are trying to get across was that no one in the public was24
(h $

~

h 25 hurt because of hardware considerations. We put a great big

.- - --
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is_) thick container around the reactor in addition to the pressure
I

2 . vessel and so on. Given that hardware, nothing has gotten

3 out, and I think the mind set that, at-le~ast to me is there

4
is not a concern with safety; it is a concern in inherent

5 design considerations that make it safe.

6 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: That is the croductive

7 . approach right there.
~

,

|
8 COMMISSIONER EAGGERTY: I agree.

9 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Get rid of attitudes and

10 talk about what really happened.

2 II COMMISSIONER MARKS: Then I would just'suggest that

I2 we say that they are without apparent direct adverse
d's'

(_) I3
.

radiation effects on the public.

I4 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: That is right, too, because

I5 we don't know.

16 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: That is very g. cod.

17 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Mr. Chairman, may I tie this
.

18 discussion into something we discussed about one-half hour
t

19 ago? It was my concern about our giving the impression

20 that once people implemented our recommendations the nuclear

21 energy industryfwas safe,'and so we talk about thousands of

f22 people for a few decades working in this industry, working

3
23g .hard on these problems, and in recent years it appears to us

.
(~ 24 on the basis of much testimony that people had developed a

t u =

25' _ mind set that they had done the job, and we need not be

i

F

!.
_
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(v) I concerned about the results of a major release of energy.

2 Now, along comes our cccmission for a six-month ef fort, a nd

3 we come up with a bunch of recommendations adding to the many

- other recccmendations that have been brought 15 over the4

5 last 30-seme years.

6 Now, we want to be careful we don' t give the

7 impression that once they carry our recommendations that the

8 industry will be safe, and that was the point I was trying to

9 make before.
.

10 Otherwise, we will be propagating this mind set.

11 So, I just say that somebody in editing this be careful we

12 don't give that message. -

(y').. 13 COMMISSIONER FIGFORD: Coesn't the whole paragraph

14 need to be redrafted along the lines that Harry suggests?

15 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Se specific rather than

16 general.

17 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Does anyone object to t.Se

18 thought being the mind set has to do with mechanical things,

19 with hardware.

20 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: No, as a matter of fact,

21 I think the conclusion we are entitled to draw is that they

I 22 felt that as a consequence of no damage to the public, the
.e
d

23 safeguards predominantly equipment safeguards were adequate.y
m

.
21 CO!OtISSIONER TAYLOR: The engineered safeguards,

gs.-
a 25 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: The engineered safeguards

. . .

O

1

1
1

- -
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were ad' equate._- ,

2 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Right.

3 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: And I think that we are

4 entitled to conclude, and I think from that we, also, are

5 entitled to conclude that -they did not do this job on people,
t

6 and I think those are the two things, and if we will stick to

7 those we won't get lost in these philosophical discussions

0 that are going to defeat our report if we are not careful.

9 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: You are quite right, Pat,

10 and I agree with you. I would quarrel with one of your

II first statements. I don't think the conclusion of safety

12 on the part of the industry, of NRC is based simply upon the ,

13 many years of operation, because on the design basis

Id accident, clearly it is based upon some expected is. probability

15 which goes beyond that.

10 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I would not argue.

17 CHAIPSXi KEMENY: Do we keep in the point that

18 che must continually question whether the safeguards already

19 in place are sufficient to prevent future accidents?

20 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Oh, yes. I don't quarrel

2I with that.

| -22 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Okay, how about the point _on
-

: u

f.23 preoccupation with regulations?
'

(a) 24 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Excuse me, John, are vou
-

w
a
a 25 going . to keep in the last sentence of that paragraph , "The

. . _

- - p, - - , - - - , , -
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[/} 1 health of workers must be the overriding concern?"
u-

2 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I don't dare not to keep it in.

.

3 Paul will shoot me if I don't keep it in.

C COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: I don't think it follows

5 logically from what we have just said. It seems to me that

6 is assumed. What we are talking about is hcw to serve the

7 health of workers and of the general. public, and we are saying

8 that that takes something more than an emphasis on design.

9 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Can we just say that in effect7
,

10 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: *The protection'of the

11 health of workers and-tha health and safety of the general

12 public requires something more than. safe design; it requires

(\ 13 a comprehensive --
v

14 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: It means safe establishment

15 of a complete system in which it is recognized that human

16 beings are an integral part or something.

17 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Could we start one of the

18 sentences with a statement, "Since the health of workers and

.19 the health .and safety of t.he general public must be the
.

20 overriding concern, we feel that the folicwing is needed."
;

21 Okay?

$ 22 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Yes, that is fine.'

5
" 23 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Because I think Paul is making
1
1

('S a 24 a very important point there that I want to keep in there that

x_-)t =
-

g
4 25- that has to be the fundamental concern.

.. _
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/"N'l ) 1 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: I guess Harry is just asking
\_/ -

2
,

about where it belongs. If the purpose of this section --

3 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Yes, I mean it still does

4 not seem to me that -- no one questions whether it must be

5 the overriding concern, that is what we are all in business

6 for.

7 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: But the purpose of the
,

8 section was to indicate the kind of overemphasis with

9 equipment as the sole means of safety and then to follow with

10 the indications of ut.y we say --

11 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Protecting these things

12 requires something more than a safe physical design. It

(Gt 13 requires comprehensive total system in which operators and
vi

14 human beings are treated just as importantly.

15 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Okay, Paul?

16 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Yes, but I feel it should be

17 up here, but I think, in fact, Harry's statement is even

18 stronger and better. -

19 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR:_.Are we going to Page 7?
,

20 CHAIRMAIT KEMENY: The thing that starts on the bottom

21 of Page 6.

I 22 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: What is the situation on

i
u

23 eating?.y
.s

f~' f24 SPEAKtR: We~w.lll go to lunch in a few minutes.
s =.

25 COMIISSIONER TAYLOR: I have a cc= ment on Page 7.

..

.-- ,- y g --9,. , -9
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,Tl
1C/ CHAIM!AN KEMENY: Yes.

2
COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: The fourth line down. The

3
regulations are so complex' that immense efforts are made and

4
so on. I think I know what you mean and that is the

5
regulations are so complex that they require --

6 -

COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: That must be made.

COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Otherwise it is a kind of a

8 .

non sequitur.
.

9 CHAIRMAN XEMENY: That is what I meant, yes.

10 COMMISSIOtER TAYLOR: In other words, the key

II phrase is immense efforts. It takes a lot of work to do that,

12 which tends to consume people's time.
uy

13 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I agree with that. I think

Id there is another point though. It sort of implies that

15 if they were not complex immense efforts would not be made.

16 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: That is why I had trouble

17 with this, and I still have trouble.

18 Is it correct, the point you are making is that

I9 since they are complex, the amount of effort required to

20 abide by t'c,em is very large?

2I COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Just to comply with this-

22 comolexitv...

23g COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: That is right.

24 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: The question I have with

3 25 this paragraph is the concluding sentence, and I thought

!

*
, . _
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('')\ |l\~- you were going to do what Russ Peterson has urged us to'say

2 in many ways. I thought you were going.to say that it is not -

3 -- it would be a wondetful place here-to use one of Jesus'

4
expressions about the law, that life is not the law and that

5 those who --

0 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: The spirit and not the letter.

7 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: It is the inculcation of-

8 an absorbing concern with safety that will bring about safety

9 and not the meeting of narrcwly prescribed and complex

10 regulations. Isn't that the point that you have been driving

II home lo these many months?

I2
. COMMISSIONER PETERSON: I think we had better have
9

%j 13 you and John write this together. You come up with such
.

14 good expressions.

15 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: That is what I was trying to

16 I rewrote that last sentence four times, and I stillsay.

I7 don't like it. We .have heard over and over again that people

18 equated the meeting of regulations with safety, and you need

19 a really good sentence and something like what you said

20 to Harry is what I was trying to say here and did badly.

21 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Does the last sentence-
>
I 22 go then as a result of-this?

I
23 CHAIP24AN KEMENY: Yes, I think something like9

a

_( )
~

24 Harry's sentence.

25 COMMISSIONER ~ PIGFORD : I had problems with it.

.

.c- --m- ~ - w
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I CHAIRMAN KEMENY: What I am trying to say here.is- .

2 that one cannot 'get to the point that somehow safety equait

3 meeting'of regulations. Instead of that you need an overall

4 attitudinal situation where people are continually concerned.

5 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I.think it would be wrong

6 to infer that we are sure that additional measures are needed

7 to significantly improve the safety. I think literally that

8 is right. We know that we are emphasizing the =ain problem

9 which is this operator business, and that is not necessarily

10 an additional measure. It is a better approach to that

11 problem. I have trouble with _the. implication You need some.

12 more safety devices.
,

13 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: We are replacing the last

14 sentence by saying that instead an attitudinal change is-

15 necessary toward safety.
.

f 16 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I have a comment on the next

17 paragraph, and that is the third line from the bottom. There 1

18 is sufficient safety built into nuclear power plants to --

19 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Where are you, Ted, please? ' I

. 20 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Page 7 near the bottom of the

21 page. I . don't think we have any basis for making that
.

{ 22 statement. |

5: 1

, 23 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Right. I had trouble with
,

s
I

.g 24 that-sentence, too.-

'

25 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: We have not-analyzed.it.-

1
~

.
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'
COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: The previous sentence- says<

2
some potentially catastrophic scenarios, such as the break,

3
of two huge pipes -- actually it is just one huge pipe.

#
CHAIRMAN KEMENY: What is a double break? I was not

0 sure'what double break was, Tom.

0 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: It means one pipe, and you
^

7 ~

go all the way through it with a guillotine,'you have-two -

8
_ ands. There is no such thing as a single break, by this

9 ' definition,.at least double ended. That is what they mean,

10 doubled ended.

II
COMMISSIONER MARKS: So, we are striking the sentence,

12 there is sufficient, et cetera?

13 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: But we cannot just leave it

Id that way because then it does not track.

15 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Have these been studied
.

16 extensively and diligently? I mean is this --
.

I7 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: No, no, we are not saying --
.

18 this is the fundamental thing that supposedly every plant

19 is supposed to meet.

20 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: It is the large break, is what

21 -you are saying. |

22 COMMISSIONER'HAGGERTY: Actually those things

23y happen so fast and the signals are so clear that they
,

24
g have clear -- there is no doubt in my mind that that is a

,

t > -

| .25 . great share Of what has produced the problem, and if you are
|
,

.

|

'

- . . _ - . - __-- - ,. .. .
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I going to assume that-that much water and that much pressure ~ ls.

2 and all the rest happens, the cc=binations of safeguards, the
3 signals, everything else are quite different. The potential

,

4 is worse, but the --

5 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Isn't the point that this is

6 what got the attention? -

7 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: That is it.
~ ' ~ ''

8 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: And not, in fact,the kind of ''

9 accident that led to TMI's problems. That is the p'oint,

10 isn't it?

II CHAIRMAN KEMENY: That is the point, and that we

12 vent over and over again.

13 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: I think you are presuming

' 14 that even that was covered enough, which we are not sure we

15 have that evidence, John.

16 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: We did not look at it

17 ourselves.

18 COMMISSIONER LEUIS: Yes, that is why I questioned

19 it.
.

20 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: But people told us over and over

21 again that the huge break LCCA's were studied over and over

f22 and over again.
5u
, 23 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: That is true.
s

-
1/ i 24 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: And that that is the design\~-| g

$ 25 basis for plans. Isn't that true, Tom?;
L

l
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I '

COIOiISSIO!!ER PIGFORD: That is correct.
,

2 COEtISSIO iER TAYLOR: The question is whether those

3 design' basis studies have, in fact, shewn that they are
4'

sufficient.
'

2

-5
.
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I3. TAPE 10 CHAIRMA:i KE:!E::Y: That sentence is strickan. -

2 CC:tMISSIONER PIGFORD: Also, in the previous sentence

3 you say some potentially catastrophic scenarios. :f ow , later

4 we use ' catastrophic to mean something that is catastrophic,

3 like what Russ has been talking about, release of a major

6 fraction from the containment. These particular scenarios, by

7 that definition, are not catastrophic.

8 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Serious would be a better word,

9 wouldn't it? It would be serious.

10 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I mean you can always visualize

11 something beyond the pipe area (?) that will assure that no

12 radioactivity will get out, if you poll them en whether that

/~')s 13 is the situation.(.,

Id COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: These, the containment still

15 operaties, so I think in the sense of catastrophic we are using

16 elsewhere, serious is better.

17 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Well, how about this , the break

18 of two huge pipes were studied extensively and diligently and

19 were the central focus?

' es , but -- one huge pipe with20 COMMISSIONER LEWIS : Y

-21 two ends.

> 22 CHAIR'!AN KEMENY: Yes. I feel the sentence is left"

4
-

J
y hanging if you strike the next sentence, and were used as a23
-

s I() i-24 basis for the design of --
~

s_ ;

$ 25 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: Yes , you would have to because
i

. _ -

-
- _ . .
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Q 1 -the-~ question ,I had thare was it starts with a comment on

2 regulations,, so unless we show its link to what the i=plications
,

3 - were Lfor regulations, it just kind of hangs.

4 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: A simple way to put this is to

5 say' that the most serious accident was presu=ed to be the
,

6 result of a break in one huge pipe and so on.

7 COS!ISSIONER PIGFORD: No,. it is just a design bIsis,

8 accident.- It is not the most_ serious.

-9 COSNISSIONER TAYLOR: No, but wasn't that the

10 presumption?

11 COFS!ISSIONER PIGFORD: It was presumed to be of
,

'

12 suf ficiently low probability and all others _ of lower probabilitt,
'

. 13 that 'is the presumption.
.-

14 CO @iISSIONER TAYLOR: Well, can we say that? Because,

15 I think it is important. There was a reason why the pipe

16 breaks were . locked at.,

17 COFDiISSIONER PIGFORD: But isn't it important here

18 just to state the fact? That is what John is doing. The

19 preoccupation was with this break.
I

! 20 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: Yes, that says it. We are

21- talking.about-two comparisons, a small consideration or a large
i >. .

L .g 22 break,. so in this context we only need to talk about --
! 5

"
23 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: We do not need to say why.

~

E

Yr 24 CHAIM!AN ' RE:1ENY: Excuse me, I have a terriblyJ 1
-} 25_ important - announcement to make. It has just been pointed _ out

:

. . _ _ _ , _ . . _. ._ _,
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) I that lunch'nas' arrived. Iiow about a -lJ-minute break so we can

2 collect it.

3 L(3rief recess. )
4 CHAIRMAM KEMr.!Y : Will the Commission please come

5 back into session. We had just made some ' changes on the

6 bottom of page 7. With those changes is the rest of that

7 paragraph that goes to the middle of page 3, all right. The

8 point we are trying to make is that not enough attention has

9 been paid to the kind of accident that did occur at Three Mile

10 Is land.

Il COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: And I think the last sentence

12 gets replaced by something else. The last sentence of the top

h I3 paragraph on page 7, is that correct?

Id CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes, and we had started already

15 work on the bottom of page 7. We are now on page S. You knew

16 that paragraph we started fixing up about the" -- getting the

17 double break right. and taking a sentence out. The question,

18 then, is, is the top half of page 8 all right?
i

19 COMMISSION PIGFORD: Okay, now, I would like to raise!

20 the question of the sentence in the middle of that paragraph

21 that reads, theref ore , a potentially insignificant incident

>
( 22 grew .into an accident of severe proportions. ::cw , f rankly , I
5_
v

{ 23 . agree with that, but I think we are going to have to bite the

{. 24~s

(/)- bullet pretty soon -- we are talking about a serious accident.
i

x.. .
, -

I 25- of severe proportions.

|

L !
... <
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\
'd I' We need to say what -we mean. It requires sc:.o

2 elucidation. We know that the health -effects from the actual

3 releases were not se' vere, so what do we mean by severe

# proportions ? - The more we use these words that are qualitatively-

-5 vague, I think the more difficult our report is.

6 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Serious damage to the nuclear

7 power plant.

8 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: An accident'sufficiently

9 severe so the NRC identified it as a grade IX accident.

10 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: That is semantics.

II'

COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I understand that, but that

12 is their most severe cathgory..

..(~T . I3 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I think Ted's suggestion, it%

Id grow into 'an accident with severe damage to the reactor. That

I5 is what you are suggesting, isn't it? That is a very clear

16 statement.
.

I7 COMMISSIONER PETERSCN : It grew into the TMI accident.

18 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: That also is right.

19 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: It was severe in every

20 way except in hurting people. It was severe enough to call

21 into question the whole nuclear industry in the minds of lots
>

[22 og people,

d
23

? ' COMMISSIONER ?IGFORD: Eventually we will have to
D.(). 24 say what .we mean by that. We are going to confront that, I

,

.
' 25 que s s', - la,te r on .

L +

. - _
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:( i 1 CHAIP.".A;f KE:IENY : Yes, I tried to confront that

'

w) .
2 later on, yes.

3 CO:01ISSIO:IER PIGFORD: I noticed page 13,

4 CHAIRMAN KE:1E:lY: Yes, that is where I tried my hand

5 at that. Therefore, a potentially insignificant incident grew

6 into the TMI accident. That might be the simplest solution

7 here.

8 CO!?!ISSIONER PETERSON: Usually when there is a

9 billion-and-a-half dollars' worth of damage, we consider that

10 severe.

I1 COff!ISSIOtiER PIGFORD: I do not argue that it is not

12 severe.

m. s

(g,;) 13 CHAIRMAN KE'iENY: The last line is very b;;ief here,

14 but remember we are lifting a whole page worth from the

15 earlier section to elaborate on this.

16 COM'tISSIONER PIGFORD: I have one suggestion on the

17 third line from the bottom. What the regulatory cocnission and

18 the industry f ailed to recogni::e was that hu=an beings, and

19 'so forth. I think we have to be precise, suf ficiently recogni::e.

20 They were not without any recogniticn.

21 Do you care, Carolyn, whether it splits infinitive

>
22 or not?-a

I
23 CHAIPJ1AN KEMENY: I do.

_=
'

| J 21 COCIISSICNER LEWIS: Everybody does.
v- :-

25 CHAIR 21AN KEMENY: So, recognize sufficiently.

.
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/'~'s 1 CO:! !ISSIO:;ER !C PHERSON: I think not do it for the-*

\x_ j -

2 i=poruant safety systa=, but that it was at least as important,

3 that' its safety was at least as important as the equipment.

4 In this event, it turned out to be --

5 CCMMISSIONER TAYLOR: John, back to the first

6 paragraph on page 8, the therefore says that the severe

7 accident, however we put that, was the result of the confusion

8 caused by the equipment failures. I do not think that is clear.

9 That is, I do not think we have established that if
,

.

10 there had been no equipment failures and, therefore, no

11 confusion, somebody wouldn' t have turned off the HPI.

12 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: I have written out here

7')N
13 something that is very clumsy, and I do not like it, but

(
14 anyway I will tell you what I have. Since such combinations

15 of minor equipment failures are likely to occur much more

16 of ten than the huge accident, they deserve extensive and

17 thorough study -- obviously so.

'

18- But the point I felt we ought to make was that the

l19 containment of such potentially insignificant incidents would i

\-

; 20 require more than j ust analysis , just study. It would require

21 operators and managers who understood the entire plan and,

t >
I 1-22 the re fore , could respond to combinatiens of small equipment

r,

t 5' u
23 failures or whatever else. That seemed to be the problen here.,

3
I,

! _ 24 People did not think beyond, think of the whole| je-
r +

\'/
- 25 plant.

.

-- *

-=ws s
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CHAIRMA'I KE*tE:IY: Is it agreed thac we shoult'. addj

such a sentence?2
'

'

' CO:ctISSIO:iER ::ARRETT: Well, it seems like there '

3
.

several things that are going on in this section. On the one4

5
hand, we are ccmparing the interest in large break with small

b re ak . On the other hand, it is a matter of saying even if6

there had been analyses of smc11 breaks, it is the question of
~

7

whether che information would have been transmitted, would have
8

been used, so there may be more than one or two equipment --9

ere are a va ey ngs dat we are taMng sout dere
10

which just need to be spelled out a lot more in this section.
,j,

CO:etISSIC:IER MC PHERSO!!: I' am assuming that if youy
5

e studied the possible combinations of equipment failures and
4 13

small break LOCA's from now until doomsday, you would never

study them all. It must be like the California license plates
15

with that many combinations of three letters. It would justg

keep on going and multiply forever.

,wa es is a Mgheade6ess on de part of
18

somebody in the plant who could be prepared for them.
39

[ *

COtMISSIO:iER PIGFORD: As a specific change in theg

sentence, this was the tragedy of Three Mile Island, where the

i
y equipment failures. I think we mean the equipment f ailures inp . 22

I .e
i d the accident. There were. so many other f ailures that we talked
! ., 23

'
s>

-O' 1 about.
( .3 24
s .

I CCC!ISSIOiER TAYLOR: Well, we are blamine the accident
2 25 -

|

. .-
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(_,) I on confusion en the part of the operators because of the,

n
equipment failures. IIdo not think that is correct. I'

3 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: You may be right.

d COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: 'I mean I think it is much

5 deeper than that.

6 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Well, of course, Ted, if the

7 PORV had not stuck open, then there vould 'have been no rise in

8 pressure --

9 CCI!MISSIONER T;/' LOR: Well, agreed, but it is the

10 statement that --

II COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: It was not just confusion.

12 They clearly did not understand procedures were wrong.
7:.,
(_/ I3 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: There were two things , bad

Id training and then when it did happen, they were not prepared

15 for it.

16 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: In f act , the instructions4

17 were -- you could make a pretty good case -- were counter-

18 productive.

19 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I just object to blaming the

20 accident on confusion.

21 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes , the word "there fore" _ is

>
g 22 oversi=plified there. I totally agree with that. We can come
5 .

u
23 up with something else there to say thatg --

2

1
*

~ ( ',; a 24 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: The attitude exacerbated it,gsf g ,

$ 25 or what -- it was not the cause.

.- _
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% CO:MISSIONER HAGGERTY: Tae series of relatively

2 insignificant material f ailures or equipeent ' failures in the
~3 absence of an understanding of the total system and how it

4
functioned and exacerbated by confusion is what did it.-

5 Again, you have to put the right words dcwn, but that.

6-

is fundame.ntally it. They really had enough information, if

7 they had understood. And they were not just confused by the

3 equipment failures and the bad signals --

9 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: They were confused because they

10 did not know the mean vibration temperature or whatever.

II CHAIRMNI KEMENY: Okay, are we ready to go to page

12 97
m

I3 CO 01ISSIONER PIGFORD: I think the sentence that saysi

Id if the operators had kept the emergency cooling systems on,

15 it says Three Mile Island cculd have been -- I think you might

10 say would have been. Isn't that a little clearer?

I7 CO!@iISSIONER MC PHERSON: Can I go back to mindset

F 18 a minute? Cora and I share the same concern about it. I am

19 worried about stating it as we have, John, because if I were

20 a regulator or the ~ chairman of a utility company, a responsible

21 citizen, I would say beans, I do not have any such mindset.

f22 I am very concerned about operator training and I am very

0 23.? concerned -- how can you get inside my =ind and put =e en a
ii s

( f24 couch and say that I --
'

25 CO:CIISS :ONER HAGGERTY : I may have _ made a mistake , bu't!

|

. .
-- - .
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./mi

\~ l I it is'not because I was -- -

2 CO:CtISSIONER MC PHERSON: I taink it is fair, en the-

3 other hand, to say that the -- that cur investigation has

# revealed a number of circumstances, a number of what? I do not

5 knew, deficiencies that wculd suggest a mindset.

6 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Well, you get a little

7 boycnd that a little further than' that in scme of the testimony-
.

8 The word "mindset" is used. -

9 COMMISSIONER ItC PHERSON: Yes, but it is in the same

10 sense that I am objecting to it here. I do not think there

II is any proof of it.

'12 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Because other people used
,a

; '! )'\ef 13 it. We could say --'

14 ~ COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: No, with respect to themselves.

15 Sort of self-adulation.

16 CO 0!ISSIONER MARRETT: When you move from that to a

17 generali ction about mindset in the industry and NRC as a

18 whole, I think we are going a little far. If we were talking

19 specifically about some people having said in their instances

|

| 20 that is the way they were behaving -- but I prefer to talk
i
.

'21 about the practices that we observed.

>

| .} 22 Having seen whac the practices were, there may be any
5
ui

! 23 number of explanations for those practices, some of which mayp
3

x I

I' I 24 be certain kinds of attitudes .that were held, but you build
is/ e 1

2f -from what Ve cbserved having occurred to try to See what might
|

|
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~I/~'s have been.some explanations for all tho-things.

N-].

2 CO 1:1ISSIO:iER LEWIS : I'think Centon himself said that

2 we were complacent. He was talking about the :iRC. You could

# not have a more bald admission of a mindset. And he said
~

5 that, .he said we had all these . years and we were complacent.

.6 I know what you are trying to say, not to sort of

7'

paint the whole --

'0' COSD1ISSIONER HAGGERTY: Well, you could say -- you

9 know, if you say Centon said we were complacent, I do not think

10 he can object to that. That is what they say.

II CO GIISSIONER LEWIS: Yes, to be more specific is what'

12- you are saying.

i I3 CO:CIISSIONER PIGFORD: By "we ," We refers to?f\
U

I4 CO:01ISSIONER LEWIS: The NRC, becuase that was the

IS question.

16 CO 01ISSIONER HAGGERTY: Then you could say Centon

17 says the NRC was complacent and you have got a quote to .that,

18 and you get a. point across that way and nobody could cbject.
I

I9 CO:01ISSIONER LEWIS: That makes it even s~.ronger

20 because it is more concrete.

2I ' CO!CIISSIONER HAGGERTY: I think we are stronger still

>
-g 22 when we stick to the. fact that nat happened with equipnent and.

5
u.

23 . hat' did not happen with respect to people interf ace, and ue
~

.y w

24 very carefully do not. defeat the real thrust of our report

a| 25(v lj.

with too many of these generalities, that is all. ]

D. - - -
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P('"i-
- I That really lays _ you wide open to exactly the kind

a'
2 of arguments we had around among ourselves, and then that is

3 an excuse for. never paying any atte'ntion to the concrate things
.

A in the report.

5 . COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Is the suggestion to strike the

6 word "mindset" and use something different?

7 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: ilo , I think mindset --

8 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I am not quite sure I know what

'9 it me ans .

10 CHAIP1'Ri KEtEUY: Can I make a suggesticn. Could we

11 use it in the context of some introductory quotes and then

12 shift to the word " attitudes?"

13 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Any time we use it and we,;#$
( ~/~

~14 pick the right quotes from the people, and especially when they

15 are people like Denton, etcetera, can you use that as a

16 lead-in? I -think that is fine.

17 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: How about captioning the whole
.

18 thing attitudes instead of mindset?

19 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: That is just what John said.

20 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: And then. use it in the text'if

21' someone_used the phrase.

f22 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I still worry. If you
5u
y generalize, you have got to say seeming attitudes.23

-

-= I24 CHAIPJ1AN KEMENY: t 'el l , remember, we are trying to

c 25 'docu=ent our main conclusion, I hope,-has in it that there has-

|

|
!
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['- I to be a~ change.in-attitudes.

2 CO:D!!SSIGNER tARPITT: *' ell, no, we are actually- .

3 trying to say there has to be a change in practice. ::cw , if

4 those practices and procedures are the result of the attitudes,

3 -- but that .is what we 'are really af ter, see, because you could

6 be, there is pes'sibly an inconsistency between attitude and
-

. ..

7 behavior, anyway.
.

8 You could get 'a nureber of people whose attitudes have

9 changed, but the practices and behaviors do not. And vice

10 versa.

I1 CO!D1ISSIO iER |tC PHERSO:i: You have faith, but no

12 good works.

M) 13 CHAIRMAN KEMElY: Shall we title in attitudes and'lv
14 practices, or practices and attitudes?

15 COFDiISSIONER MARPSTT: It is okay with me as long as

16 we make sure that it is en that side of the behavior that we
17 want to see altered.

18 CCM:1ISSIONER LEWIS: Harrf has got the right thing,

19 we want all these folks to be born again.

20 (Laughte r. )

21

k 22-
e
b
., 23
- *

24p 1
~J ~

25

.

.

-

'
-. .- . _ _ -
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|

D ' 1 CHAIRhAN KEMENY: Okay. I hava noted that. Could !.

9 9-79 2 we get back to the section starting on page 9, on causes of
Tapa 11

3 the accident. I have changed "could" to "would".

4 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: John , in the first para-

5 graph are you talking about TMI operators?

6 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes.

7 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: We can go beyond that.

8 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: -- about nuclear plant

9 operators.

10 CHAIRMAN KEMEF.: Where are the --

11 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: The third paragraph.

12 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: No, I did not mean to limit that

r5 .13. to TMI.

14 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I think we went beyond TMI

15 there.

16 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes and then we had NRC testing

17 only on what standards are imposed.

I8 COMMISSIONER MC PHER SON: Insufficient attention

19 is paid or was -- was paid, suggests TMI.

20 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I guess I used past tense because

21 you get into this trap that some changes have been made since
>

[ 22 TMI. So, somewhere we need an overall clause that these find-
d

23
? ings are as of the time of TMI.
i

y 2# COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: John, I have a fundamental-

' l )s
i ii

} 25\-
question about structure and that is, I would argue that we

|

|

I
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f~' I are missing a section before causes of the accident and after

2 this mindset. And that is a brief statement about what hap-

3 'pened. I' don't mean a sequence of events in the formal sense,

'

4 but a statement about what was the accident. It is not in

'

5 here anywhere as far as I know.

'
6 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: That really needs to be in

'

7 there, maybe way back at the beginning.
.

8 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: You feel that that should go in

9 a separate chapter. We can't get away with simply saying we

10 have a chapter that describes exactly the sequence. It is

11 hard to do that briefly.;

12 COMMISSIONER MC PEERSON: It sure it.
_

13 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I think you can describe the
. . -

14 important. things that happened in less than a page.

15 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I don't believe that, Ted. Let

16 me try arguing that way. We have seen a bit of the attempt

17 of that. Remember, it is a lay audience. You are going to

18 describe in here what a PORV is, for example; what the primary
19 and secondary system is. It is very hard to do this. I

20 haven't read.it. I am told that Patrick Young has drafted the

21 chapter on this and it is very good, in lay terms, without
>

.[ 22 watering it down, trying to describe the sequence of events.
=

0 23
? But it takes quite a bit of space and diagrams and what not.
g.

<

{~]J
g 24 CCMMIE,fCNER TAYLCR: I don't one needs to go any-

*

*s-
} 25 where near that far, particularly in -the context where, if.

. -

-
. _ _ _ - _ . ~, -
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[^'\ 1 somebody really wants to knov what happened in mere detail,

N s{ .

2 they can go to the main text and then on to the staff reports.

3 But a statement to the effect that there were, what is new
,

4 telieved to-be, some key, really key events. I would, for

5 example, not include anything about the polisher, which, I

6 think, can be put in lay language, that say what happened,

7 what we believe now happened to the core and to radioactive

8 material that was released frcm the fuel; mainly, that it was

9 almost all contained. I think that needs to be said because

: 10 there are some conclusions, some findings implied by that short

11 description. I just find it difficult for someone to be going

- 12 directly into the causes of something that is not described

13 at all.-(~}-(g
Id CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Okay. How do the re st of you

15 feel?;.

16 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: I think it would be useful

17 to have something there. I was looking back at that document

I8 that came from the Illinois committee and what they had done

I9 was a section that described the TMI accident, indicating that

20 there is chronology that is available for more detail and

21 saying that they were not going to go into great detail, but
>

[22 to limit themselves to the main events and, particularly the
S .

23
? main events that would bear on discussion that is important
l'

( ''T f2# here'and this is operator --
*

I s)
I3" 20'

COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Maybe our prologue ought to

i

i

,, - - - - . _ - .--.,n--. e..-y, , , ,,-
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1F^ } 1 have four pages instead of three; the accident, the charge,

-2 what we did do and what we didn't do. !

.

k

3 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: A one-page description of

4 the accident.

5 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I mean, I am oversimplifying.

6 We agreed on fundamentally three pages. I am not trying to

7 say it is exactly three.

8 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: We can probably do a two-pager

9 here if one can defer to the full chapter.

10 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Mightn't that be better in

Il the prologue. I mean the accident, the charge, what we did

12 do and what we didn't do or vice versa, what we didn't do and

('h 13 what we did do is probably the right order; the accident, the
%J

I4 charge, what we didn't do, what we did do.

15 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: A precise, but general

16 and concise description of the accident, if that can be done.

17 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: If it pleases the minimum

I8 of the 12 of us.

I9 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: This is a good mcdel that

20 Cora has brought up and it is one page.

2I COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Where is that, Cora?

22 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: It is the report that was
d

23
j submitted to the Governor of Illinois,

i

- i 2# CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I have it somewhere, Cora, but

s_) i
.a 25 whether I can find it or not is another que stion. Just xerox

'
. . _ _ _
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1- it for me. -I would appreciate it. Just those two pages.

2 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Well, if we agree to put in
.

3 something short - and concise 'that says what happened, go to the

4 causes, then the severity of the accident, which is the next

5 section, one possibility is not to refer to what actually

6 happened, would make that an entirely what if section, in the
i

7 response to the word " potential" that was in the President's
.

8 charter.

9 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I don't agree with that

10 sentence there.

Il COMMISSIONER TAYLCR: Well, it is just a matter of

12 structure. That'is all.

'

13 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD : Do you want to delete causes

Id or keep it in?

15 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Oh, keep it in. Certainly.

16 What happened and what was the cause and then what might have

17 happened. That is all I am saying.
i

18 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: And would you reorganize in

I9 terms of causes to say after what happened, move to the imme-

20 diate causes in terms of operator behavior or whatever and

2I this , whole discussion about practice s, what we have under

22'
mindset.now, does that --

3
23

? COMMISSIONER TAYLCR: -- question because that is

| k
24

{ j part of the accounting of the causes.

g. s.
. 25 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: Yeah. We could talk about

|

|

_ _ ., _--
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f~~ 1 approximate, more distant causes.V}
2 CHAIRMA:i KEMENY: Of course, if we follow Pat's

3 suggestion and put the brief description of the accident in

-4 the prologue to this, then we have that out of the way at the

5 beginning. '

6 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Isn't that the place it

7 really-ought to be?
.

8 COMMISSIONER TAYLCR: If you say write it all down

9 in a four-sentence paragraph - '

10 COMMISSICNER HAGGERTY: Fo ur page s , I said.

11 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: On the accident?

12 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: No. A page on the accident.

{} 13 A page on the --

14 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: A page. Okay.

15 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Please understand the page

16 loosely. A page on the accident, a page on the charge, a

17 page on what we didn't do, a page on what we did do.

18 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I think you have to start with the

19 charge --

20 COMMISSICNER HAGGERTY: Or the accident.
.

2I COMMISSIONER PIGFCRD: Then we are still on the,

>

[ 22 right track here. The causes -- !

3
~ 23

_? COMMISSIONER LEWIS: As long as it comes across.
. 1

i
| (~N j 24 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I would like to make a point
| %. *

3 25 on page 9. In the 6th line from the bottcm, ther e is that

|

-
, -
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T"7 I . sentence, the theoretical background provided. As you know,
.

2 John is a mathematician. I disapprove giving such importance

3 to theory and I would prefer to see and the understanding of '

4 reactor transients on the part of the operators and senior
,

5 reactor operators was insufficient.

6 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: It wasn't really their

7 theoretical background. It was that they didn't have an ade .

8 quate training on how that damned thing worked.
,

9 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: It is not just on transients.

10 Could I make it a little broader, their understanding of how

11 a reactor worked.

12 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: It is really the whole --

13 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: just how the reactor worked,--

14 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: The whole reactions and so

15 forth in the system.

16 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Just said and the training
.

17 provided. Wouldn't that do it?

18 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: And the understanding on the

I9 part of the --

20 COMMISSIONER MC PEERSON: Let me ask a question.

2I It is not a rhetorical one because I really don't know the

22 answer to it. F ir st, it says that it is our conclusion that
d

{ 23 the training of operators is greatly deficient. John says that
i

f 2# he means that to include all operators. The gang on duty at''N
,

|
*

_/
25

| 4 a. clock on the 28th, certainly, that fits and the same for
|

|
|
I

_ _ _

-
__. , _ _ _ ._.
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D 1 tha p;oplo who ccm3 on aftorwardo. Tho NRC has an inadequate , l

2 training branch, but are we able to conclude on the basis of

3 those two things that the NRC is inadequate and that these

4 TMI operators were insufficiently trained, all operators.

5 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: Shouldn't we follow the same

6 format you suggested for this other -- what we really begin -

7 with here is an observation about the inadequate training of

8 those operaters who were on shifts at the time of the accident.

9 And we talk a lot about that and then go on to see how far, in

10 terms of training, can we conclude. We are assuming that the

11 general conclusion about training deficiency is going to be

12 what NRC does. I think , too, what Harry is saying. We know

13 about the problems in NRC, as reflected in those operators --.s

(
'

14 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Makes me want to ask a

15 question. I saw something recently that I hadn't seen before

16 and that is, apparently after Davis-Besse, training of those
17 operators in HPI, etcetera, did occur and nothing ever got to
18 the rest of the industry.

I9 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: No and after TMI-2, they issued

20 new training for all B&W --

2' COMMISSICNER HAGGERTY: Yes, but I am talking about
>

{ 22 clear back after the Davis-Besse --
3 |
| 23 MR. KANE: -- and I can't really assess how valid '

1

/
'

g 24 it is. It is a letter dated May 19, 1979, af ter the accident,,m
g

25'

that encloses a description of their response to the accident.
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F^ "1 1 The bod'y of the letter clearly suggests '-- the body of the
.b'

2 enclosure clearly suggests it was. written after the accident.

3 That it is not a document that was composed at the time of the

4 transient at Davis-Besse. After the TMI-2 accident, this

5 document is written and it does state that they did that,

6 that right af ter the Davis-Besse transient in 1977, they gave

7 retraining to their crerators, particularly emphasizing the

8 dangers of relying on pressurizet level during this kind of .
9 transient. I showed that to Joe Hendry and he almost fell

10 out of his chair during a deposition. He immediately had a,

11 copy run off and gave it to him minions to,run out and invest-

12 igate this because it was never brought to the attention of

13 the NRC in his view and it clearly showed that the system(-v
14 didn't work in that instance and it should not have happened.

15 So, they didn't know about it either.

16 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: This is a very fundamental

17 issue here and that is to what extent on the basis of what

*

18 has been done by the commission are we able to say anything.

19 outside of deficiencies on the part of -- I am thinking nov

20 of vendors and' utilities -- outside of B&W and GPU and Met Ed.

2I CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Before we do'that, I think it is

*

{22 right because we are talking about the causes of the accident.

d
-

[ 23 And this paragraph should be limited to the operators and
i

.y 24 supervisors at TMI. It is really in the wrong context here.-~

(' 's) 5

.$ 25 - We have - some evidence frcm NRC as to the natcre of the training

4

,, ,,- - _ . . -- s- - ,-
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0 1 program. Ws have thic quito fascinating evidence that the

2 operating personnel at TMI-2 were above the national average

3 on all of these tests. So, I think there is some basis for

4 inference, not on all operators, but of the average quality.

5 Len, is that a fair statement?

6 MR. JAFFE: Yes, s ir . I think so. Nothing I did

7 really got outside the TMI area except looking-into the NRC

8 operator licensing branch. We did look briefly at what the

9 DuPont Company does and, of course, it is hard to make a big

10 judgment based on a quick visit. But it did appear that,

11 perhaps, they went beyond the NRC requirements.

12 CCMMISSIONER EAGGERTY: I would suggest something,

13 too. There is one thing that bothers me a little bit about_e 3

( )
s-

14 this. It can give an implication that they were careless

15 about training in the sense that the time wasn 't put in, the

16 act wasn't there, all the rest of that. The real problem is

17 not so much that they didn't put in enough time or have re-

18 quirements. Again, it is really the contents and what they

l9 did, etcetera. I am not sure, for example, that it would take

20
any more time, in total, given the right people and the right

21 training course to provide adequate training instead of what
>

h. 22 they got. I am not trying to draw a conclusion on that. But
3

23
J I have a pretty good hunch that you really could.
#

f MR. JAFFE: I would agree with that also., . fs'

( ) I
~

COMMISSICNER EAGGERTY: That is all I am getting at.

|.
-.

%-
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11 1 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I don't think I said that here.
a

2 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: You really haven''t. It

3 sort of ' leaves the impression, you know, that they don't train

4 operators. That is not really true. The problem is -- in

5 fact, it is sort of the same thing that deceives you again

6 and they deceive themselves with. Since they put them through

7 two years of it and they tell you about all of these things,

8 but nobody has looked at what they teach them adequately.

9 That is the point. We have to be very -- because otherwise,

10 my God, we put them through two years of training. They have

11 to have their senior operator's license. They have to re-
,

12 qualify. The principle is there. It is what is in it that

13 is wrong.,_
( ,,s
~~~

14 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I think we have to be very

15 careful here. We are saying their understanding is inadequate.

16 The question is why was it inadequate. Was it because the
17 training program was inadequate? I think we have fair docu-

18 mentation of that. But I think we need to separate those two.

I19 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Yes, I agree with that.

20 CHAIh>9di KEMENY: At this point, all that is being

21 said in the document is that the training was deficient and
>

1 22 only two points are made; namely, that it may have been ade-
8
v

23
_? quate for normal operations. Insufficient attention was paid
1 .

| { 2f to possible serious accidents and that we have documented.
.

,_s
/ T E

''/ 3) 25
t i

.And, secondly, that . the understanding even of the senior people
:
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$' ^N3 1 did-not prepara Cor this particular ace Liant.
LJ'

2 COMMI3SICNER HAGGERTY: I don'.t really quarrel

'3 with that and when you think about the words you may want to

4 say that the time-put in may have been adequate, but it was

5 the content that had these deficiencies.
.

6 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Okay. Now, I tried to do one on

7 operating procedures and I was very careful in my wording

8 here. That doesn't mean it came out right. Tcm, this is the

9 one you have been probing and I tried. to put in a way that

10 was least confusing and could be read in such a way as to

( Il lead the operators to take the incorrect actions.
I

12 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: What did we ever decide

} 13 about that being legal'y required?

I4 .MR. JAFFE: I talked to the guys on the other side,

15 the legal people, and I didn't get an answer. They indicated

16 that, perhaps, you could justify legal requirements, but they

17 would hesitate to take that one.

I8 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: That came up in the last ii

I9 hearing with Stello and he also promised to provide some ans-,

|
20 wer to that question' in those procedures. Have we ever gotten

21 anything from him?
v

h22 MR. JAFFE: Not that I knew of.t

d

{ 23 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: You might note that scme
1

(f f2# place.
,

=s.t

} 25 MR. JAFFE: I have had some other things from Mr.

I

-
. .
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T'~i3 1 Stello, but --
-

i ).

s2' |
.

2 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I don't think -- he may not have

3 been able to figure it out.

4 .PR. JOHNSON: We have gotten a lot of mater t.al from

5 him, but I have not seen that.

6 CCMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Since the hearing, ycu have

7 gotten material?

8 MR. JCHNSON: There was some. Kevin, you have

9 gotten --

10 MR. KANE: I am trying to recall what I have seen.

-11 I will have to go back and check. I don't think --

12 COMMISSICNER HAGGERTY: Are we in the middle of
-

- '
13 page 10?

I4 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes.

15 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I think your description of

16 what Dunn and Kelly wrote is somewhat inacc urate, is it not?

17 It comes closer -- did he_ really say that we were lucky that,

18 we didn't have a serious accident? Did he really ask questions

l9 as a result of turning off the HPI about training and how they
20 really were treating such things because of the potential?
2I CHAIRMAN KEMENY: No, he goes beyond that. If you

>

} 22 like --
3

23
f MR. KANE: I can run up and get it. The word he
1
: e
* '# uses was that they were fortunate that it was not --,

| 20
x/

' '
CHAIRMAN KEMENY: They were fortunate. I recently

.

.
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|T'k4, 1- tiooked at that quote. It would be nice if we could get it.
- h~s/

2 COMMISSIONER TAYLCR: Let's just assume for the

3 present that that is.it.

4 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: We looked at it very recently.

5 I think a portion of _ it is quoted in that set of findings.'

6 I looked at it very recently and it specifically says that

7 unless we -- first of all, we were fortunate' that it cccurred.
~

,

8_ I didn't spell out the circumstances. You knew, they were at

9 low power and had recently refueled and then it goes on to

10 say that unless we send clearcut instructions to the operators,

11 snt may have an accident, at least a core uncovery, etcetera.

I 12 Is that your recollection, too?

("% 13
: ~ \J
i 14

-15

16

17
'

.

18

19

20

21
,

>-
1, 221
!

,

! 5
v

23
:

-y
x-

a'2d[
\

.\ - Im
'$ 25

.
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( i1- -1 ,MR.:JAFFE: Ke117 ic'the one you-are-thinking about.
~ I':we)e 12 *

J2- . CHAIRMAN KDiEMY: .Yes, Kelly's-is different.
.

3: COtiMI,SSIONER TAYLOR: I have a point'on the preceding

' paragraph, the ' fourth line, minor accidents have not been under--4

5 stood ~ -- this is: by whom?- By TMI management? - Certainly notE

6 by the operators because you say that. But who are we refer-
.

7 ring to? You can ' t say everybody. _

g COMMISSIONER MCPHERSON: Leave that out.

9 CHAIRMAN KD!ENY: I think here we mean B&W and NRC.

10 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Well, no, it was understood by

11 John.

12 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: If we left out have not been

- -,

/''i 13 understood we could get around that.
L/

14- CO!1MISSIONER LEWIS: .Yes.

13 col 1MISSIONER TAYLOR: And just say not passed on.

CO!1MISSIONER LEWIS : Yes,"

16

CO!1MISSIONER TAYLOR: Yes, but then we leave out
j7

another important f actor, many people in the business didn' t
18

understand it and that is also --39

COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: What we really want to say is
20

that ' lessons from previous accidents did not result in appro-
21

$ 22 priate instructions being passed on to appropriate operators. .'

r
5-

Cot 1MISSIONER TAYLOR: Perfect.
.$, 23

f'')i $ ' 24
- CO!!MISSIONER PIGFORD: Is .that the substitute for |

-h>

(,
the last sentence?25

|

- -- . . -
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-CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Lessons of previous accidents did.j" 2 tj.

V-
2 not~--

3 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Did .not result in --

-CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Did not result - . I think the last4

5 sentence on page 10 is accurate, that confusion.that led opera-

tors to. incorrect action existed- both with .tdua Nuclear Regula-
6

tory Commission and within the utility --7

CO!1MISSIONER HAGGERTY:. I think it is more than co'n-8

fusion.9

COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: It is the lack of understanding,
10

COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I agree, yes, it is a potentialjj

for confusion, or whatever.
12 ,

.

COMMISSIONER MCPHERSON: I would like here, if pos-
/ 13
\" N,-

ja

-

)
- sible, to get in some notion of ~the lack of a system within

either the vendor or the utility, or the NRC by which matters
15

such as this got dealt with in a reasonable period of time.
16

COliMISSIONER HAGGERTY: If ycu are going to do this,4

37

this would be the place to get .the engineer, to get the NRC,
18

to get Michelson in.
39

CO M SSIONER MCPHERSON: I personally M n3 it is a
20

g . thing that will stand out more than anything else how in these
,

$ ' 22
huge enterprises do you get attentien and definition, and

r-
B
V - resolution, and-action on safety issues. How do you get it

. 73
n

[ 23 done? I have suggested at the last meetir? nationalizing the
-s .

( )\ ] gg industry and that was greeted uLth less enthusiasm by ever aodT
e .

w.
.

w -- - -
--,
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,r 3[ -- 1 - else.but it'seems-to me --

Q/.- That was un' oubtedly 'overd
~

2 COMMISSIONEF.HAGGERTY:
.

'

3L 'our excitement over the great. qualities of the :IRC and things

4 like that.1

-3 COMMISSIONER MCPHERSON: Well, that is true but
,

6 really- what I am meaning to raise, perhaps it- is obvious but I

~

7 will raise it anyway, we have here a huge private industry with

8 an enormous number of facets, presided over by a small regula-

9 tory commission and we are relying on that system somehow to

10 solve either by self-solution or by resolution by above the

11 safety problems that come up. It is enough, given one's under-

12 standing of beurocracies in less serious things than this to

'% 13 give one great pausc. How do you bring it about? That seems

a
'~

to me the fundamen a1 major problem with nuclear energy.'

14

-15 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: And if you can't bring it about,

16 should you still press on with it? This is my thinking. I

j7 mean Harry is raising something that if you have watched Govern.-

33 ment, this happens all through Government, it happens in large

j9 organizations, and . the f act is that it is there. I don't think

20 as long as human beings are on earth you are going to solve

21 that problem. Something is going to slip through the cracks.

f22 I mean, this is one of our fundamental findings. How we fix

23 it I think is going to take a magic wand. You are raising one
.

. -| 24 of the' reasons why I have such great reluctance to entrust so
-rx =

25. dangerous a form of energy to this kir.d of human * enterprise,''

m
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:sc~r i any human enterprise. I think we'should say.it high up.. I

N;)
-

.

But I would be very cu-
'i

2 think it is one of- our major things.

3 rious to see how Harry can solve it when we get to our recom-

4 mendations. -

3 CHAIFJ!AN KEMENY: At the bottom of page ten we will

6 have a paragraph en the lack of closure being in the system.

CO!!MISSIONER ~ PIGFORD: And are you go.ingzto add some-7-

13 -thing about Michelson? -

C9 AIRMAN KEMENY: I think that is a good example.
9

COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I think you need 3&W, Cres-
10

well and Michelson, all three here. Then the lack of closure --
3;

cot 1MISSIONER: So it is all through- the system.
12

CO!1MISSIONER HAGGERTY: You really have four.
_

13

-,
COMMISSIONER LEWIS: That is true.ja

COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I think they can be mentioned.
15

CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes, because they are dealt with
16

later on,
17

COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Are you on page eleven now?jg

CHAIPitAN KEMENY: Yes.
19

COMMISSIONER MARRETT: Before you go on to t. hat, on
20

page ten where you have -- the top of page ten, one of the
21

. lessons not having been passed on -- that in part touches on
f22
-

2., , the matter of closure but would it be worth also mentioningd
g
3 I

I ' there the orablem of , well, this illustrates the lack of closure
- a 24- -

|; ;r ss

'b f 25- *"d **" "88 'hi" ****P * * 9* * * * * P i"** "*#7 1**#1Y?- l
I

:
i
l i
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q"y 1 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Okay, :and than going on with both
'

t i
%./.

2 ,of-these'-- *
1

3 CO!1MISSIONER 51ARRETT: Yes. -

:- 4 CO!1MISSIONER PIGFORD: On page eleven, down about the

5 b.iddle,.there is a sentence beginning, you will find illus-

6 'trated here both" the lack of attention to the human element and

7- the fundamental conviction' that nuclear plants are safe. I

8 think that has the same problem on our determination of atti-
,

9 tudes of _other people that we encountered before. I would sug-

10 gest we delete, and the fundamental conviction tJtat nuclear

11 plants are safe, and instead insert, and the over-emphasis

12 upon the large break loss coolant accident.
~

-N. 13 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: That is a non sequitor, isn't

'd
la it? Because what we are illustrating is the lack of attention

15 to the human interf ace in the control really.

16 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Well, what I had in mind is

17 that you see a large break accident occurred so quickly that I

18 think there was, therefore, c larger emphasis upon diagnostics,

-19 and at the end of the sentence there where it says, during the

20 course of an accident, I would have said, during the course of<

21 a small break. accident, such as that at TMI. In short, I thin.4

$ 22 there are two points, human element and then insuf ficient
i

- 23 ' diagnostics. I believe that insufficient diagnostics is the
a
I;-ya result of the over-emphasis on the large break.

,_s

(v)' i

} 25 CO!S1ISSIGUER HAGGERTY: Yes, because the signals there
.

I
,

br--
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y 61 1| are so clear'and unmistakeable that'you could make a. pretty
~

-

' \~s' .

there being adequate.. ood' case for what-isg2

3 ICO!1MISSIONER TAYLOR: ! think' Tom has a very good

4 point and .I think 'to make -the_ point, to use the phiase small

5 break, you have to explain a little bit about two kinds of

accidents, one of which involves a sudden large loss of so6

much coolant that everything kind of has to proceed automatical-i7

-8 ly because there isn' t time to think --
,

9 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: And you can' t use the sig-

10 nals --

COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: And the other hind, relativelyjj

12 slowly occurring --
3

COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I think that is the key point.

{ 13

'

COttMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Such rapid changes in pres-ja
.

f5 sure for example, that you can't miss them --

CHAIRMAN KEMENY: You know, we could work that ex-
16

Iplanation into the previous section.
37

CO!!MISSIOt!ER HAGGERTY: I think that is the better
18

place --39
i

CHAIRMAN ;'.EMENY: In the reference, in the reference
20

. here it would make sense.
|

21

I 22 CO!!MISSIONER HAGGERTY: That is good.

COMMISSIONER MCPHERSON: Jchn, is it accurate to say
, 23
,

I that there is almost no' evidence of the impact of modern infor-, r''s- : 24t

( ') 5
mation technology --?.j 25
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[$ :7. -1 COIE1ISSIONER HAGGERTY: There is certainly darn lit j-t !
L/

~

2 tie.

.

3' CHAIPl!AN REliE!ri: If you prefer dann little --

4 COMMISSIONER EAGGERTY: It is certainly very limited -

5 anyway.- \ctually dann little.

6 CO!E1ISSIONER TAYLOR: I see that in two parts. If -

7 .there is a need for something that requires technology that is-

8 new in the sense that it is less than 20 years old, fine, it

9 should be there. But the implication is that it is safer if

10 it is new -- I don'' go along with that --

11 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: The sense in which I was

12 thinking of it fits in with what you are saying, really con-
.

("1 13 temporary technology does call for thinking about the people
L./ .

ja and their relation to the tools. That is number one. Number
.

15 .two, it calls for using automatic reactions that simplify the

16 inf raation as it comes to the people. Three, it calls for

-j7 getting the important things segregated from the unimportant.

jg I would. say that in this sense this control room doesn't meet

j9 any of those. But I think in the sense that you are talking

20 about there is a danger in what we are saying that it will be

21 interpreted that we are just saying that it should be full of

$ 22 computers, and so forth. You could be just as bad if you did:
--

5

$ -23
all f .that and didn' t do the three things we were talking

, a
i abo u"--

, r s- g 24
( }- .e-,
'/ COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I would rather see a reallyj 25

<
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1 | thoroughly -knowledgeable engineer in there with an abacus --

2 (Laughter.)

3 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: May I.suggest that you may

4 have a point. Instead of hammering on the modern and not mod-

5 ern, that we say it shows little evidence of the emphasis on

6 =an-machinery interface, there is little or no segregation of

7 the important signals, there is no attempt to relate saturation

8 which is clearly one of the important factors -- I mean, I

9 think you can illustrate the stuff that is missing, all of+

10 which contemporary technology would make easy to do and then

11 you don' t have to use this pejorative kind of comparison.

12 COMMISSIONER MCPHERSON: Have you ever seen the con-

f) 13 trol room in the Panama Canal? Ancient stuff, beautifully

%''

34 made. It goes back to 1950 and it has been working perfectly

15 since then, the gates, and all that.

16 CEAIRMAN KEMENY: It is precisely the point that Pat ~

17 is saying here and that is really why my last sentence is

18 really watered down in this paragraph and.now it can be changed

~

as a result of this because I think your bright engineer with19

20 an abacus would not necessarily have been good enough here

unless the information was presented to him in a timely fashion.
21

$ 22 .I mean I am not talking here about lots of computers but --

r
5

$ 23 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Al'- I an saying is I don't care
Ia

(^S. j what type of' modern technology you have, if you have people24
t'J r .

'

3 25 who don't know what is going on it is to no avail. That is
.

.
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cr-~f9 -I th@ only point.
! l-

~ '
2 ' CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes. But this is under a heading

i3- basically of man-machine interface of ignoring the human elemen t.

4 .This point is supposed to show that they haven' t paid enough

5 attention, at least on their accident circumstances for making

.6- information available in a clear and.ncn confusing way.

7 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Is this leading the point to say

- 8 what you just said, deficiencies which could have been corrected

9 by use of modern information control technology and was not

10 being made use of. To me that is a little different than just

11 saying everything they had there was old fashioned.

12 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: To say the positive t'1ings.

13 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Well, this was in deference to
I--s.\
v. .e

14 the Chairman's expressed view that the control room is ancient.>~

15 I agree with that but I don' t think it is quite enough to say.

16 There are some things that they could do now that they couldn ' t

17 have done 20. years ago.

18 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: You do knew that my statement that

19 the technology is 20 years old turned out to be false because

20 we have a quote from NRC, a high official at NRC, ten years

21 ago and he said then it is 20 years old. So my statement is

f22 Off-

5
u COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Cn the last sentence on eleven23-
_i

,

h and the continuation en twelve, I think it is interesting but24(~'[ I !
( -) f 25 I just wonder that the detail on that really belongs here? I

_

.

0

.
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's % 10J _; CHAIRMAN KEMENY: .I figured you would probably want
1 1

%''/
2 to' knock it out.but I couldn't resist putting it in there. MayL

3 be we'-could put that in as an anecdote into one of the chapters?.

4 To ce-it is an anecdote. It is a delightful thing, it is an

5 . interesting thing.
<

6 COMMISSIONER PIGF0FD: ON the next paragraph and on -

7 page' twelve -- -

8 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Pat, before.we go past that, here

is the 'second half at least of the last sentence --9

COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: We are in agreement on that.10

CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes. We agreed on the fact that;y
;

12 there are relatively few not very expensive improvements in

13 control rooms that have significantly --''

D'
COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: .It is certainly true of TMI33

because they had the transducers in the reactor. I gather that15

all of them don't have them. All they;really needed was ang

ability to read the temperatures to their actual levels. If37

18 that stuff could have been brought in, they had enough pressure

points, they could have got saturation -- and that would be so
39

easy to do --
.

20
t
'

CHAIRMAN KEMENY: And even sote prioritizing of al-'g

lowances would not be an extensive kind of thing to do.>
5 22
r

d COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I understand some of them
]

! . .

a 24
l- don't have those temperature measuring modes within the reactor.

e~se -

- ) ! . COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I have heard it said that its- 2 25:

|

-

*
---. , - - - , ,, - r -- -, , - , ~ , . - -
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f 11. was ' the most heavily instrumented core in the United Stcas.
3

A )
v

CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Are you ready for~ page 12?2

3 . COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: On the point talking about

deficiencies in operator training, and so forth,' it says, there-4

fore, given all of the deficiencies we are convinced that an5

accident of the seriousness of Three Mile Island was eventually
6

inevitable -- I| think it would be correct to:say we are con-
7

vinced that the Three Mile Island accident was eventually in-
8

evitable. But the seriousness -- I raise this question because
9

we are g ing t confront it now on the next page where it says
10

what was serious about Three Mile Island. The only thing that
),

is said that is serious is the psychological stress --
12

CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Okay, how about saying, would you
\ 33
3,

'"
be happier if we said, an accident like Three Mile Island --

j,

COliMISSIONER PIGFORD: I am completely in agreement.
15

a

COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Maybe I just missed it, thej

personal incident in visiting the control room, I don't really
37

think that that adds anything.*

18

CHAIRMAN KEMENY: No, no, no. I knew you were going

to take that out.

COtiMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Okay.

> CHAIPJ1AN KEMENY: Maybe we can sneak it into one of
,1 22

$ the chapters as an anccdote.
, 23
a
i COMMISSIONER MARRETT: We will take it out of there

('s . 2 24
)\ s

N- too.
- 25

!
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CO: MISSIONER TAR:;S : You should have taken a' vote,
>

'2
.

John, . as to - how many want it retained.

3' (Laughter;)

A ~ CHAIPJ!AN KEMENY: I:am willing to put it-to a vote.
'

.5 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: On this same sentence that 'ns
.

6- : just struck, seriousness , and.said that ~an' accident like Dhree-t

'7
|- ?!ile Island was eventually inevitable, I want Eo suggest'

8 . cons'idering adding something like indeed such an accident was~

9 ossentially predicted by the Rasmussen Study.

10j CO:0!ISSIONER l'C PHERSON: Instead of inevitable, to
.,.

'Il use predictable,
e

:12 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Well, I think inevitable is
'

! B .I3 the ; right word for this. This ceans'it was about to occur, was
+,,)t

-

I4 going to occur some time.

'15 CHAIR:1AN KE !ENY: Tom,I worrf about bringing the

.16 Rasmussen Report without going into great detail. You know the

17 controversies over it.

18 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Okay, I unders tand. I think,'

19 1then, your ' statement here is all right.

4

20 CO 0!ISSIONER MC PHERSON: I would suggest a sentence

'

21 before that therefore sentence. We have -- because it is an
>

i 22 important paragraph , John , in conclusion , and I think ' your
5
v.

];23 . statements are ;right in the fi rst sentence, and I would
-1
j'24 .suggest these deficiencies are attributable to the utility, to--- m y,

). . | 25
.

''
. the - suppliers _ of equipment, hcweve r that phrase ought to be ,4 i

!
1

|

-1

!
,

g - y y . . . - + - ,,.--..- .- ,. . . . . , ..,--m - . . . . , . . - - .
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1
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1s

and to the federal com. mission tha regulates nuclear pcwer.
-v

2
CO:!MISSIONER HAGGERTY: Yes, I nean that it happened

3
in all three places --

4
CO:!MISSIONER TAYLOR: It is a good way to end that

5
section.

6 *

COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: He is suggesting it as' leading
7

in to the last sentence, and that is probably still better,

8
because that, since it occurred in all three places, it certain'ly

9
gives strength to the inevitability.

10
COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: |icw , en the previous sentence,

11
which is the first sentence of the paragraph, it goes en to

12
say practice contributed to the action of the cperators, such

-~ 13
j' ) as deficiencies in their training, lack of clarity in operating
wt

14
procedures. Has this been developed before in this text, the

15
lack of clarity of operating procedures?

16 '

CHAIFF.AN REMENY: Yes, this is supposed to be a

17
summary of what is in this section.

18
COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: It is? Okay.

19'
COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Where is it stated? Because

20
I think it is such an important --

2I
CHAIR.'WI . REMENY : These repeat the same four points

I 22
that we have h ere. I just thought the second was long enough

5
-U

23
f that putting the four points together"would give it more punch.
=
1 -

. r~} } ga
=

Sut-it dces recuire, I absolutely agree --

\_/ j 25
COM'1ISSIONER HAGGERTY: And when you do it --

- -
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f i I sc=ething'tha: says 'that in a little dif ferent sequence =ight
V.

2 geli 1 3etti better, because the reaction I'had, it scunds a
'

-

3 littic bit like this is all ' operator, that is, it is because
.

4 they did not learn from previous actions. So, you might want

5 to get- the sense of the two sentences, you might be able to say

6 it better than the way it is said here.

7 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: Yes, you are right, because

8 it reads as if the operator -~ --

9 COFC4ISSIONER HAGGERTY: Yes,that is what'I was going-

10 to co==ent on, then I realized -- and then Harry said what he

11 said and that is, indeed, what was wrong, but it could be that

12 if the two ' sentences could be put together in a different way,
..

#} 13 then it says it.
b.-

I4 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Okay, severity of the accident -- ,

15 let me just put out front en page 14, the first full paragraph

16 will have to be rewritten after we have the what if scenario

17 there. I just stuck something in for the ti=e being.
.

18 CObr4ISSIONER MARPITT: Well, Tom was making the point

| 19- earlier- about - this question of seriousness, since we are using
.

20 it in several dif ferent respects , and is it here to ask just

21 how serious was the accident in ter=s of release to the public?
.

>
.

[ 22 Since much of this is on health ef fects at the beginning, to
5

,

u
23 begin it or to introduce the section, how serious was it in- p

s
a
E(~'y j J24 terms of- consequences for public health.

-(_ f i
t

$ 25 CHAIR'4A3 KEMEUY : Excuse me, that is what I am doing,,

,

, ,. - - . .. - - - . --.
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I thought. ::aybe I am :.isunderstanding ycu.

2 COM:IISSIO:IER I!ARRETT: 3eginning on page 13?
.

3 CHAIP6:AN KE:C;Y: Yes.

4 CO!c!ISSIONER MARRETT: Yes , j ust hcw serious was the

I accident?

6 CHAIR:Uli KE:C;Y: In our chapter en. the health

7 ef fects of the accident, we conclude that in spite of serious

8 damage to the plant, = cst of the radiation was contained.

9 Actual release will have a negligible ef fect on the health of

10 individuals. The most serious health effect of the accident,

11 was psychological stress, which was quite severe during the

12 accident --

13 COMMISSIO:iER PIGFORD: The first place on this pagef']
N/

14 I raise a question is the third line from the bottom. It says

15 since the accident became serious due to a complex combination

) 16 of minor equipment f ailures and major inappropriate human

17 actions -- new, in the first paragraph we said the only serious
i

18 thing ab( ut it, paraphrasing, is the psychological stress.

19 It is not right that the psychological stress cccurred

20 to the combination of -- complex cc=bination of minor equipment

21 failures. In fact, I think it was due to two mistakes on the

>

[ 22 part of NRC that led to escalation of --
5
v

23 CCMMISSICNER HAGGIETY: You do not really have to sav,
, . .

I
gs {24 -- since the accident occurred because of the complex ccmbi-
\ / 5*x/ 2 25 natton.

.

.- ..
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. pc . 1 COM'!ISSIONER TAYLOR: I think it is.sc=ctaing more
i, )

f' 'v
2 fundamental. than that, and that is that I think we have agreed

3 -that we can use the word " serious" if we are referring to damage

4 to the reactor. Now, we may be able to refer to some otaer

5 things as a basis for using serious, but at least that. I

6 would argue that we should say scmething before talking about

7 . direct financtal cost that says what happened to the power

8 p lant .

9 Secause that was the sericus thing that happened.
.

10 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: He has in spite of serious

11 damage tu the plant, third line. Then he said the serious

12 health effect was psychological. He uses serious again --

.X, 13 CO.T1ISSIONER HAGGERTY:I do not think it is
-

\~)
la sufficient to say serious damage to the plant. I think the

15 question is, what does that mean.

16 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: You want to describe it more.

17 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: You want to describe it

18 somewhere, and maybe we will have described it in that firs:

19 page of the: whole report, in the first four pages, I do not
.

20 know, but I think something which highlights the internal

21 damage is important,'because that, first of all, leads to the''

$ 22 statement of the financial cost, at least to some extent.
r
5

", 23 COM:tISSIONER LEWIS : The fact that it is still, in a
,

E .

v 24 sense, coinc on --
n = - -

I ) i
\~/ j 23 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Well, it may be that,.too.

'

!

\

|

.,. _ - _ _ , _ ,
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I-m. CO:"!ISSIO:iER HAGGERTY: 'I think we could make a good
i 1

~(_,/ -4

,
2

. case for elaborating that' middle . paragraph . a little bit.

3 I .think- leaving ~ that first' line alone, the'se'rious damage to<
.

4 ,the plant up in the third line, but the middle paragraph --

S CHAIPlG.N KEMENY: Should lead off --

6 CO!'C!ISSIONER HAGGERTY: Lead off with what serious is.

7 Describe it a bit. I think it would make it better.

8 CO:1MISSIONER MARKS: For t he record, by the way, I

2 do not think the Commissioners have this yet, but the staff

10 report dealing with the behavioral effects, they have now been

11 able to more completely analyze the data, and the impression

12 with which we were'left in terms of the finding last time is no :

13 quite accurate, namely, you remember we discussed the level of~s.

; K.
4

' I4 distrust having ccme down to be equal to the control group and
15 then more -- Cora suggested that they look at this against the

16 national' average..

17 Just for the record,' I want to tell you that it turns

la out that, as the report now indicates explicitly, the level of

19 distrust was higher among mothers in the TMI area than in,

.

|~ 20 mothers in Wilkes Barre, and comparison of the results of the

21- TMI -study with the national poll results , as well as the
L

>

[ -[22 Wilkes Barre results , suggest that the level of distrust in the
h- a
f V

23 TMI . area continces to be higher than the national average.E ,
i a
l -I'

| .I 24 CCC!!SSIO:iER HAGGERTY: Presumably somewhere they goc
;g- e i

'

' ~ - 2f scCeldata that backs that.up.

.

. _ . . , , . . . , - , . . . , . - - .m -. ~ e . - . . , , - , .
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I(~T CO:CIISSIONER :'. ARTS : ~les, the data are in there. 'le
; i
% ,/

2 are going'te:get the.new data and so on, I guess, in the next

-3
.

I just, you know ----

4 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: There is another measure of

5 seriousness, and I do not know whether we want to get into this

6 here in terms of severity of theaccident, and that 'is what , at

7 least in the view of, the published view of many people in the

8 industry, one serious, severe effect of this has been to lower

9 public confidence in - them.

10 Ncw, I think that appropriately is a ceasure of

Il severity. It is a consequence.

12 COMMISSICNER HAGGERTY: I really think you are quite

I3 right. How to say that --g"3
,

N]
~

14 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Low public confidence in uhat?

15 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: In the nuclear industry and

16 the Nuclear Regulatory Conmission.

17 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: We have testimony to that,

18 hundreds of pages.

I9' COMMISSICNER MARRETT: It is in there. What it will

20 show,;however, is that in a sense, at le as t from the national

21 . polls, there was a declining support for nuclear energy before

>

.!22 TMI, so that scme were saying it was already en the downward
a
v

23 trend, and it simply accelerated.for certain parts of they
3-

,

I 24 population.

(_ ) i
,

' Ns' $ 25
.

'

COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Now, cne step further

|
!

. _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . _ - --
- -
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1 in that, and. this is responsive to - something Stat Anne has|[~s '

v) .s

2- said, and that is,; in this overview . there is really nothing
3 directed .directly to the people at Middletown and the other

4
communities , and'I think if we are going t'o talk about public

.5 confidence'having been gone down -- I was going to say
6 shattered,:at least destroyed -- I think that -~is an appropriate
7 place to be responsive to what Anne has said.

8 Some ' important readers ' of this are people who were

9 in the direct vicinity of the accident, and I think it is

10 appropriate to have something to say to them about the Commission

11 recognizing the severity of the accident to them.

12 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Well, this is kind of what I was

13 talking about, the historical and social -- just to sort of getg-)j%
14 the sense of what happened, you know -- I felt, re ally , to just
15 say there was an accident on March 28, that.maybe that is the

1 16 time, in those few opening lines, to sort of at least recognize
17 that there were people who lived a rather terrible time..

.

18 I think that sets it in historical and social context.4

19 I agree with you, I think to just go into this thing as though-

20 it is sort of an abstraction is really. -- would be. very
'21 unfortunate for us, a nd that is all. I did not mean for us to

-

>
! 22 do a great takeout in terms of sociology at the beginning, butr

3
g 23 to let us have the sense of what happened there and how people
a
.}'

I ~24 were affected.

(_w) 1%' 'a 25 Then this is what we found. I agree with you, Ted, !

.
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1

f% ..
I.(v,) think 'tc - j ust ignore the ceo.cle ---

.

2 CO:0!ISSIONER IIAGGERTY: I do not think we are in any

3 danger of changing people's perceptions , Carolyn. I think.

.

4 everybody pretty well accepts this as --

'S . CO:t1ISSIONER LE*?IS : No, Pat, what I am saying is,

6 reme=ber that this document is going to be read long af ter the

7- _ events that happened. I mean we are really creating, in a

8 sense, an historical document, and I think that we should

9 really lay out, to some extent, why are we bothering with this

10 thing.

11 I do not mean to go. on 'for ad infinitum, but it did

12 create fears among people and I think we should mention that

) 13 somewhere in the -- would that cover the questions you were
v

Id ~ raising, Ted? 'I feel that very strongly, that it is important

15 to say that.

16 CO.'t!ISSIONER TAYLOR: Yes.

I7 COM:!ISSIONER PETERSON : One obvious thing, buc I
.

.

18 think might be worth saying, I think it is important to say,

I9 we have been caught up in the af termath of this and may forget

20 about'the big impact, but something like this. _One of the most

21 important effects of the accident was its impact on millions'

>

} 22 of people, cm the whole nuclear industry, and governments all
3-
v

23g over the world in raising their concern about the safety of
. 1

/s' . ;- 2'2 nuclear clants .j.
_s ,

---

(/ j
2 25 in event . occurred and, boy, we had this tremendous --

*
i
I

9 , - - , , m , - - ^ - <
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( } CC:1:1!SSIONER TAYEOR: "T. lecher or not the cerce~0tions~

.V .

2 of the ~ dange r were the _ sa=c , it certainly did that. There are

3 reams or cocumentation..
. .

# CO Ci!SSIONER LENIS: 'Taich then, of course, leads us

5 into why it was necessary, why the President felt he had to

6 form a Co==ission.. Then it all has a background.

7 CO:@tISSIONER MA2 RETT: 1.~e l l , I think we can easily

8 document sore of the changes with reference to public opinion

9 in general, and some of the changes in the TMI area as a result

10 -- go badt over sc=e of the docu=ents we have on that. There is

II one- other that is sort of interesting and that is a report I

12 Jot- the other day on public opinica response to TitI in Canada.

f)} Cntario Hydro has just completed a big survey to see how did13'

s.

Id people regard TMI in that particular setting.

15 I will send it around, but I think it goes beyond

16 sc=ewhat, since we will not have had time to sit down and talk

17 about the document, but we did ask if there was any way we

~18 should take account of anything that bore en TMI in another

19 setting.
.

20 COMMISSIONER PETERSCN: I have forgotten hcw you said

21 later here, Jchn, about the discussion of evacuation.

>
! 22 CHAIR:9.N KE:ENY: There will be a whole section en
r.
5

- y .

23
_p emergency _ preparations.
i

/''s I 24 COM:1ISSIONER PETEESON: Then in-connecticn with the
*

4

( ) I |
'

-;~_-

25 severity' of the accident, the speculative severity caused a lo:-.

:
,

._ . , . _ _ . . - . . - -
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-of problems , didn't it. I mean the intensity cf concern,

,a 1
-

( ).
V' all knou nov,- vas so markedly heightened accause of the

2
'

speculation en the part of the experts of what might happen.

COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: On the cart of NRC..
4

CO:0!ISSIONER PETERSON: And then the same people say,

well, if _ they got the same data tomorrow from another plant,

they recommend evacuation again. I mean that is a f actor which

we need to wrestle with some place.

COMMISSIONER MARRETT: Rev do we capture it in

discussion of the severity of the accident?

COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: 17 ell, it was severe enough to

cause some temporary of ficial advisories for an evacuation to

ccme out.' That is anocher measure of severity. Now , we want
(~T 13

'w'1 to make _sure that we do not say that those recommendations
-

14

were based' on correct information necessarily, and so on , but -

there were reccmmendations to evacuate and it had something to

do with the severity of the accident.
17

ColutISSIONER PETERSON: It bothers me that these
18

f
supposed experts with a lot of training and responsibility were!

19

sufficiently concerned in this period to take that half-ass
20

information and use it as a basis for recommending serious
21

action.
h 22

j COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Let me interject sccething. I
23g

..
"

i had a -long conversation about the hydrogen bubble calculat'icas
,

7. 2 24 |

\

. (_,/ 5. with someone who was-directly involved in it and has been |2 25
|
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Iy'' ' - deposed en this , and that is 3cb .Budnit:(?) -- this is jus a.

\J
'2 few days.ago. He said that it was not until late Sunday

.

3 afternoon, as a result of scme very sophisticated work by

#
people 1 coking-at.the effects of impurities en all of the

5 things going on'inside the bubble, that they came to a

6 conviction:that the rate of formation of oxygen that would mix

7 with.the hydrogen was very small, that it was not an of fhand

8 thing that everybody who knows about reactors should knew.

9 .That is Bob Budnit: talking.

10 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: It conflicts with Mattson's

II testimony.

12 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I think that Budnit: would 'say

-13
_ j Mattson was wrong. He did not realize the extent to which
_/

I4 things, in addition to what he did, needed to be taken into
1

15 - account, that it was not a sort of conventional wisdom among

16 people that really kn'ew. Some new work had to be done in order

17 to come to this conclusion, and I feel very strcngly about

18 this , - that we be very care ful about saying Mattsen and company
,

19 were stupid -- if they had known what everybody else knew all
.

20 along, they would not have made that mistake.

21 -Because I have it new from two people, one directly
>
g 22 involved at NRC and another one directly involved with it en
5

. v
23

. f the telephone, that is, Dick Garland, that things were very
_

D
i J 24 complicated. They have no basis new for saying that .there.was~s

( ') E.

. $. 25''-
a: danger of an explosion -- I do not want to get misunderstcod.

.

4 , , - ,-
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'
30t' the clarity with unich they developed thats-

2 conviction did not appea:Luntil after some new uork that, as far

3 as they knew, had never been dene before.

'4
- CEAIR:-tNi KEMENY: Ted, could I tell you what shocks

'5 =e on that?' I accept 'everything you say; what shocks =e on

6 that, that calculatien had not been done 1] years earlier.

I CO:1MISSIO !ER TAYLOR: The reason is that no one had

'8 faced a situation with that much hydrogen in contact with

9 '

water under those conditions, uith severe boiling going en

10 inside, and with impurities consisting of the fission products

11
mixed with the water. That had never been f aced before.

12 Those had to be taken into account, according to

I3 both these people, to ' arrive at a firm convictie- L?at no

I# explosion was likely.

15 CHAIRMAN KE!!E iY: But what troubles r:e on that is a

16 kind of mindset, if I may coin a word --

I7 (Laughte r. )

I8 -- that nobody had to calculate in advance

I9 what would' happen if the core got severely uncovered and you i

20 got serious boiling and 'what would result as .1 result of that.

21 That -is what troubles =e about the business.
>

[22 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Well, under those conditions.

J.
. [ 23 COMMISSIO:fER PIGTORD: Well, look~, since, ! guess,

y- s

f - *[ I# we _ are on the record, I: an not going ' to tell : all I think on !
~s- . a.

2k this,. but 'I believe the f acts are -- they are 'in the whole
,

,

l.
' y

4
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I
(_)\ - record of cur hearing and not exactly the sane as have beenI

2- related'by these two people. I do not think it is important

3 right now or 'necess.ary to clear that up. ;faat I would suggest

# is that at the end of the first paragraph, where we say the

5 most serious health effect was psychological stress and so

6 forth, that we add something saying why and how this resulted.

7 ~ I think, I believe, our investigation shcws that it

8 resulted from an evacuation order on Friday,. which occurred

9 from a mistake by tiRC, and also resulted from the incorrect

10 belief on Saturday by NRC about the hydrogen explosien potential.

II I think those are two such important facts, that ther

I2 should be set out here,
w

13 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I actually made notes to put that

.

I4 in after what Russ said earlier. He have to be a little

15 careful. There was speculation on the need for evacuation and

16 there were evacuation advisories actually issued.

17 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: And some reports that meltdcun

18 was possible.

19 CO!@tISSIOMER MAPES: ' fay not save that -- parden ta

20 -- for the e=ergency preparations. But somewhere in here I

21 think we have to say something about the f act that there were

>

}-22 these advisories and people left, and this was a severe effect
au

23 of the-accident.,
.m

' < Q

) {24 COMMISSIO:iER PIGFORD: Yes, I think that is r' ght.
t,

-- ,

3 25 we a.re talking- about a very important part. tinat was the

-
.
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I-[ ). seri0us - ef feet of the; actual accident? - It'is here.and why did
v

2 .it occur?

3 CO2UtISSIO:lER :tARKS : In f act, even in the su:rary of

'd findings of the emergency preparadness report there is no

3 mention of the advisory and the f act that people lef t -- not
'

6 evacuated, but left -- the area. I mean that certainly is a

7 cajor finding, and the number of people that left is a najor

8 finding.

9 CHAIR GN KE:iENY: I have already been visuali::ing

'l0 breaking the first paragraph into two, where the seccnd cne has

II- all the. factors that lead up --
.

12 COM!!ISSIONER !! ARKS: Where are you now, John?

13 CHAIR GN KEMENY: Just back at the top of page 13.

14 That'has t,o be broken up into two paragraphs, but the second

15 paragraph ends with the most serious health ef fect was

16 psychological stress, but before it to state all the things

17 that led up to that' stress.
'

18 COSC4ISSIONER MARKS : Are ' you up to 14, yet?

19 CHAIR:!Ki KE !E:iY: Yes, I hope so.

20 CO2UtISSICNER MARRETT: Excuse me, before that, am I

'21 to understand that you will talk about the most serious health

>

g 22- effect- being psychological s tress , but then there are some

'd
:p 23 indications that there were other dislocations, social and
a
1

rs .I 24~ econcmic . dislocations , that occurred, and these have to do

() I

l 25- with .those produced by people voluntarily leaving, by the
,

.

a w

--n . - r c.- -
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( ):MCOD- CC".MISSIONER MARKS : On 14, the second paragraph,

TMvf 14
2 I recognize that --

3 CHAIRMAN KIME:.*Y: While you were out, I said, "That

#
~has to be rewritten af ter we get -the rough draft." So,

5 I suggest we just wait with that. I just stuck something

6 in here, but I really am trying -- what I am told is that

7 if it is all right with you, Bill Stratton if you are willing

8 to wait until temorrow morning for him to give his report.

9 Is that right, Vince?

10 MR. JOHNSON: That is right. At least when I

II checked before he --

12 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: He could have but would feel,

1'~'s) more comfortable doing it tomorrow morning. I think we have13
~-

Id enough to work on here today.

15 So, let us just assume that that paragraph will be

16 rewritten. I stuck some anything in here. What I really

17 am trying to test is the rest of this.
.

18 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Can I go on with 14?

I9 CHAIPJiAN KEMENY: Yes.
1

20 COMMISSIONER MARKS: I think there is an area of

21 our findings which are not covered and I have been sort of
,

,

> l

g 22 trying to deal with where they could best be put, and it is j
s

'

W

{ 23 something like this. 'First of all, there is the area that |
1

('N{ f24 deals with the deficiencies we found in tef=s of ongoing

\/ j
4 25 . operations of the plant, and this relates to, and in many i

1
,
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I'~

/N ways this relates very heavily to the need for further research,
i i
.LJ

2 for education and so on. For example, the whole design of the

control . panel, that is in here I feel, but the findings
,

4 that there is no complete medical record on workers with

5 regard to x-ray exposure, the findings that we don't have

6 standard operating procedures with regard to the use of any

7 of the available, which are very limited,~ mitigating agents,,

8 to minimize the effects of exposure to radioactivity, the --

9 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: That is in here. Nell, it is

10 in under potassium ion.

II COMMISSIONER MARKS: It is in the, potassium ion

12 but --

-

N. 13 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: It is not said as clearly

x_]
. 14. as you are saying it.

15 COMMISSIONER MARKS: And, also, the. fact that
.

16 while e'ducational materials have been developed they were not

17
'

used or distributed in any effective way prior to the

18 accident. In other words, what I am trying to drive at here

19 is, again, we are -- I don't want us to fall into the trap,

20 if you will, of thinking in terms of containment of the
.

21 effects of the accident. I really would like to see us make

>
22"

.; a statement in ter=s of the need to approach the problem in

d |p .23 terms of prevention, and there are a number of issues that :a i

3 !
i 24 we have found which relate to prevention which were deficient.

I, 'I i
4 25 Now, that does not' neatly fit into the severity of'-

l-

, ~ .
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:r s 3

). the accident, and it certainly does not fit into the handling
~

(

2 -of' the emergency. I wonder if this does not deserve another 1
,

3 page.

4 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: It may recuire a separate section.

5 I notice what' I have I was talking to the handling of the
'

6 emergency.

7 COMMISSIONER MARKS: And there we have the mind set

8 problem. I mean this is not part of the handling of

9 emergency. This is really --

10 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Paul, could we hold it until we

Il get to that part, the handling of the emergency, and I agree
12 with you, it should b'e pulled out of there, and I once more

(} 13 reread this, and I, also, found it was not a logical place

14 to stick it.

15 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Okay.

16 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Could I test on you whether the

17 stuff that follows after the made up paragraph under what if,.

18 whether the handling, no matter what we come up with on what

19 if, if the second full paragraph and the paragraph that is on

20 the bottom and continues on the next page from there to the

21 .end of the section is a rease table way of treating the what if?
>

22*

4 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: May I suggest you eliminate
g

5
Iv

, 23 the "which we have overlooked" because we make no claim to !a
1

(~' i 24 have looked at very.many?

%_/
' 25 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: In fact, we did'a minuscule

--

y -.-.,,.m y . .p. y.~1.aq g p. ~,y
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. , ,. ;
( ) job in this whole area.
\J.

2
COMMISSIONER PIGTORD: May you mean which we may

3 have overicoked.
4

COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: That, at least, has an

5. implication we tried to look at all possible ones, and we
6

sure never did.

_ . COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Mr. Chairman, mau I just
0

comment on this, please?

9 This page has me most disturbed of anything in it

10 because I think it lends our support to the , if I-may use
II your word, it was not in my vocabulary until I got in this
12 group, to the mind set that nuclear can be made safe. We

13 talk about it is reassuring-that there was no biological
I# damage because as a result of the radiation release that is
15 right, but it sort of inplies that there really is no major
16 threat to biological damage, and the whole question about the
I7 what if scenario, we did really a minuscule job in the whole
18 area.

I9
We started out very late in the game, did not

20 even involve any of the nuclear experts who are convinced that

21 nuclear powe.r plants are inherently unsafe, and we are going
-22 to be really clobbered because we have not done that, and

d

[ 23 so the end of that-second paragraph, "Such knowledge is
.h 24p essential for'the prevention of future serious accidents,"

:'d i
4- 2,

and I don't. buy that at all. It is essential for coping with

, __
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. fsi the consequences ~of future serious accidents, but to me thisI

V
2 is the thing that really has caused all the concern. I would

3 like to see you put in here in some appropriate spot the
~

~

4 paragraph I read this morning which is like this. tie are

5 convinced' that the major public concern about the TMI accident

6 was not about the small release of radiation in the neighborhood <
7 of the plant or the S1.5 billion cost to the community. It

8 was about the threat to health and life from the potential
.

9 release of a major amount of radioactive material, and that

10 is why the whole world is upset.

11 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Actually he is right. If

12 that'were inserted where you note is, because that is

{} preliminary, and then I would like to say that in the middle13

14 paragraph, John, the tone, however, we recognize that we
,

15 could not possibly have explored every conceivable question.

16 I _ think you can say, "However, we recognize we explored only

17 a-limited number of these questions in the forr of what if,",

18 and I don't think we should say, "Therefore others may come-

19- up with a plausible scenario which we have overlooked."

20- There are all kinds of them, and it is not a question of --

21 overlooking x= plies it is something you did noe intend to

> !

g 22 happen but happened anyway,
d 1

23 The truth is- we know there are all kinds of )
-

p
n
E.
1 24 scenarios that were not icoked at. So, I would just get_that

-

. g_j- -:
2 25 ~ tone out of there.

~

!
1

,-

w.- -
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7"N I COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: !!hich we have not,I i
. N,) *

2 addressed in this --

3 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Mhich we have not addressed..
I

4 I mean, I think that I do not object without trying to
5 approve every word in terms of what you said, Russ, but

6 something stating that that is indeed what causes all.the
7 excitement can quite properly belong right in approximately
8 where that note remark is and then that leads in to the
9 scenarios we did pursue and it makes sense out of the words,

10 it is reassuring that the ones we looked at are all right,
11 but it leaves the tone.

,
12 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I think I am going to suggest

13S that we postpone much more discussion until tomorrow, the

14 reason-being that it is not a sort of yes or no question.
15 At least that is the way I see it, so far as anything that
16 would cause somebody to be more concerned about some things

17 that might have happened than what actually happened because

i18 let me 'just say simply that there are two subjects associated -

19 with what would have happened if. One is what might have

20 happened to the internals of the system out to containment.

21 There is another set of questions about how that 61gh't have

{22 propagated out, and I think that there are scme substantial
,

a 123 differences in the. outcome, depending on some slight changes,
n

--~ ) 24 in what.actually happened out to. containment, and then there
'( s

.

) 5

s/ 3 .25 has been an effort'to try to understand what would have
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a Iff~( happened after that that might lead to going through
( J-v '2 containment, and if we'look at those separately, and-I think

.

3
_

- they both have to be summarized here because they leave one

: with a different' picture from just saying, "We have~ looked4

5 at a bunch of scenarios, and we found none in which there was

6 any release." We found a lot more than that, even though

7 that statement may still be true. .

8 CHAIRMAN KEMEMY: That is why I asked you just to

9 try for the Ocment to ignore that paragraph. I just stuck

10 something in there.

11 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I. think some things

12 following that paragraph- are going to look different af ter

13 we have heard from Bill, is my guess, that is all.,,

I
14 CCMMISSIONER PETERSON: For your consideration and

15 .not trying to sell the actual words here, but I expressed

16 in this letter I sent to you, ' Item 4 on Page 2 my way of

17 tying in the nuclear experts and NRC in the recommendation

18 to evacuate to this cuestion of what if, and as it says here,

19 the great concern, the accident cost stemmed from the threat

. 20 of.what might have happened.

21 Respected nuclear experts and NRC with special

>
22 knowledge of the TMI plant envisioned such a serious threat"

r

d
23 to the area that they-recommended evacuation of the area.

't-p
.

I 24 Today they say.on the basis of the data available
''N. E-

s/ $ 25 to'them'at the time that they were right in their recommendation,' '

.

+ m . ,- w - . , ,- . - , , , --
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I .and'if they were presented with a similar event.in the future,' '

2 ~

~

they would again recommend evacuation.

.3 CHAIRMAN KEMEIY: Are you sure they are saying that

4 because some of our testimony does not say that?

5 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: I asked that at least three
-

6 times of three different individuals.

7 MR. KANE: Roger Mattson.

8 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: And Harold Denton said that.

9 MR. KANE: If he had to do it again, he would do it.
I

10 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Oh, Roger Mattson did say that,

II I see.

12 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: So.did Harold Denton. So

() 13 did --

Id COMMISSIONER FIGFORD: Let me comment. It is a

15 trap we are in. Let us take the Friday release. Now Harold

16 Denton can say this on the basis of the information given to

.17 him from Barrett, from the other guy. However we know very,

18 well that Barrett and the other guy had the wrong information,

19 assumed the wrong information'in the first place. They thought

20 some' relief valves were open. They calculated a larger

21 release, and nothing of thats. sort had happened. I think

>

-[ 22 Denton is saying if he got that same information from Barrett
s
a

23 he would:do the same thing, but we'know he got the wrongp
s
I

f} I 24 information from Barrett. So, I' don't think you can
N./. - :

#
4 25 prove somethilng just.from Denton's statement, unless oneJ

- :
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[ IV} go'es further.

n
COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Read my next paragraph.*

'3 The concern of the NRC. principals that led'them to recommend
d evacuation ~resulted from a calculation based on an-erroneous
S . assumption in one case, a =isinterpretation of the magnitude ,

6 of the radioactive release reported from TMI in the second
I

7 case and--the assumption of a reaction now considered

8 technically impossible occurring in the reactor in the third

9 case.

10 The point I want to make here is that here are

11- these people with this substantial training experience and
12 responsibility and in the hectic period here of that accidunt

/~ 13
C} they are so concerned about what might happen that they run

14 with these. rumors and false information and recommend

15 something as serious as evacuation, and they say similar
16 data coming to them in the future, they would do the same

17 thing.

18 I believe that it is likely that similar mist ka en

19 information'would also, arise in another emotional situation

20 like this. .

! 21 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: What is the point, Russ?
>
! 22 'I am missing the point.
r

.f.
23 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: The point is that the great,

s.
.

.

.

rx 1 24 concern about what might have happened is.the thing which
f ). 'I>

|'

~ } 25 -_ trigger's of f. the worry of the whole world about this, the
'

''

,,

, .

, n w w , ,
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-(r ~l ;
reason why we are here, and it shows even those people whok)

2- have been most deeply involved in it,. they became particularly '

. -

3~ concerned about what might have happened,-and therefore we
d ought to be really digging deeply into what might happen.
5 I have said this so mar.y times now, I sh'uld have a littleo

6
record to play on it, but to me that is the key' part of our

7 '

investigation, is the what might have happened part. --

i

8 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I agree with you. We should

9 dig in. You are saying that the people most deeply involved.
10 Mattson was not deeply involved in this business of oxygen
11 generation. In fact, even by the time of the second time

12 he came before u's he admitted he did not know that BWR-

('T 13 reactors were not pressurl=ed on this same point.
. \.J

I4 , COMMISSIONER PETERSON: I mean he had a key

IS- assignment.

16 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: You cannot say that that

17 man was an expert in this area. He did not claim to be one.
,

18 So --

19 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Expert in Nuclear-Regulatory
20 Commission area. He is in the world of the nuclear energy
21 business.

>
1 22 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: But he was not expert on the

23 subject. 1They made.a mistake. I don't_know that your7
i
.a-

g 1-24 ' proposition ~that they will necessarily make that kind of;

J. ;-
x_/ } 25 mistake again, but it is reasonable. Then one should say

.

L-
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; as a logical consequence NRC should do something about it
N_

2 so that the expertise which does exist, and there is no
.

3 doubt it does exist; once they got to that expertise they

d got the right answer; so with the' expertise that does exist

5 that is available. That is the mistake, that experts made

6 the mistake. That is wrong.

7 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: I am trying to illustrate

8 how damn dangerous this whole business is. Those guys realise

9 how dangerous it is, and when they get in that spot they4

10 cry out, " Boy, this is so dangerous, evacuate." And they are

11 so frightened about it they go off half cocked and call,

12 " Fire."

3 13 COMMISSIONER FIGFORD: I view it like the problem
)

14 of operator training. Something has to be done. It is a
,

15 people problem. If you are implying the expertise is not

16 available, that is not correct.

17 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: I an implying it is a people

18 problem that is going to persist, is what I am saying, and

19- we had better not slip it under the rug.

20 CEAIRMAN KEMENY: Perhaps we could come back to the

21 main body of the question after we hear Bill Stratton tomorrow,

{22 and I would love to pick up with it, because I suspect that
5
v

23 we would have trouble agreeing on the what if, and this is2
R
I

. ,i .
I 24 why I tried putting in language -- could we turn to the
e I
.

.

;.

3 '25 paragraph that starts at the bottom of Page 14 and go from'~'

.,. .
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(s) =there to the end of the sectio,n? I don't know if~this is
I

2 the right way to handle it, bit I am trying to.make a case
3 chat without necessarily agreeing on how close we came to
4 som.athing we have a basis for reconnendations.

5 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Just one thing about the first

6 sentence. To say, "Why we may differ," suggests didfering
7 among ourselves. Maybe we will and maybe we won't. Wouldn't

8 it be better to say, "Why we may be unsure about" or
9 something to that effect, rather than to suggest it in

10 terms of disagreement?

II CHAIRMAN KEMENY: That would be all right with me.

12 COMMISSIONER'PIGFORD: You are prejudging our

/( )_
13 disagreement, Ted.

14 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I don't want to prejudge that
-

15 we are going to differ. Let us just set it aside.

16 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: We do differ.

17 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Let us agree to differ.

18 On the last line of that sentence which is the top
19 of Page 15, I think, you say, " Accidents of this kind must

20 not" -- "should not" is the right word, isn't it?
'

!

21 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes, should not.

>
1 22 COMMISSIONER' TAYLOR: Is it kind or severity because
I

23 'this kind --.g
1

N, .3 24 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Sorry, no, I meant the severity.
s_) 5!
'

2 25 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: You mean the catastrophic
i

, _ , __ ,- .
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m
I- .ones, Jonni

'

2 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: No, I do not mean, but you remerber

3 the heading of this actually is the severity of the accident,

4 and we are just talking about what the severity.was.

5 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I was confused. I think it

6 needs sor.e clarification when you say, "This kind." I thought

7 you meant the catastrophic. -

8 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Oh, no. Sorry, I "did mean that.
,

9 Thank you, Tem. I did mean that this meant -- this kind

10 referred back to catastrophic.

11 I am sorry...This accident was too serious.

12 COMMISSIONE'R TAYLOR: Accidents as serious as
,

r~y(_j 13 Three Mile Island?,

14 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes, serious as Three Mile Island

15 should not be allowed to occur.

16

17

18

19

20

21
.

= - 22
Q

'

, 23
5

's i 24 )
'

:
I 5 !

I. 1
i 4 25

.

!
.

.

.
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rN1 1 -| CO!'llISSIONER TAY'OR: Instead of months.

x, y 1 : . .

.

.--

2 COiMISSIONER PIGFORD: So it reads, accidents as

3 serious as Three tiile Island --
,

4 . CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes, and here is where I am trying

5 to get the rationale for it.

6 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I think you really mean in-
-

7 stead of saying, many times it was not clear just who was

8 managing the accident -- what do you mean?

9 CHAIRMAN KF21EMY: I got into trouble in the earlier

10 draft whan I spoke of those managing the accident and several

11 people pointed out to me that there were times when it wasn' t

12 at all clear who was managing the accident.

fs 13 COMMISSIONER MCPHERSCN: You mean managing the res-

14 ponse to the accident?
.

15 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Managing the response. '

16 cot 1MISSIONER HAGGERTY: You know, I am not sure that'

'

17 that is true. At what time? I got the impression that there

18 wasn' t much doubt about it, someone came in and took over. I

19 never got any doubt that from that time on he was responsible.

'20 That he didn't_know what to do, or didn't do all the right

21 things -- but I don't.have the impression --

[ 22 CHAIR!!AN KE 1ENY: No, it is not on Wednesday. I
,

23 :think he is talking about Thrusday when there was a large com-
3~

3 -
f 24 mittee there but I am perfectly *.+illing to leave that sentence

,

c\'
.

m

'25 out. |

. _ . . . ._ _
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f'w)2 1 C0!DtISSIONER HAGGERTY: Well, I am not sure how much
;

\_J -
2 evidence we.have. I have asked sometimes how much attention,

3 for example, the perception of Centon taking over, et cetera,

4 and they, you know, they flatly denied it. And I don't think

5 he did. I think so far as the people who were there running it.,'

6 I think they paid attentien when they wanted to. That doesn't

7 say that they knew what they were doing, that is a very dif-
,

8 ferent point. I think you have to be a little careful about

9 whether they felt in charge or not.

10 CHAIRMA'i KEME'rt: Let us just take that sentence out.

11 Let me take the sentence out. I stuck it in because of the

earlier draft.12

C0!!MISSIONER PETERSON: John, where are we go'ing.to
(~)g 33,

%-
ja - cover the hydrogen explosion? Is that going to be a part of

15 the what happened, or is that going to be a part of the serious -

ness, the severity of the accident? In other words, j us t the
16

fact that enough hydrogen was released to cause an explosionj7

which led to a 28 pound per square inch pressure blip the
18

,

calculations indicated there could have been enough hydrogenj9

released so that it could have all got to the container before
20

it was ignited, it could have produced a pressure of 60 pounds
21

f22 per square inch. That is about what the containment building

5
v could stand.3

.? '3
{~24 CHAIRMAN KEMErt: I guess we need "what if" answers

I i e
\2 j -25 to that which I don't have.

-
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PS 3 1 CO!D1ISSIONER PETERSON: Ccn' t ue have that informatio n, '

.

2- Ted?-

3 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Yes.

-4 COttMISSIONER PIGFORD: We have to consider the last
!

| 3 statement that. concludes --

6 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Co you have the number for the

1

7 pressure reading?

3 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Could I suggest on that -- let us

-9 hold that until tomorrow morning. I am sure you will want to

10 have those gentlemen answer a lot of questions.

11 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Let me ask another one then.

12 This deals with the clean up. This is certainly part of the

! 13 severity-of the accident, this is the continuing part of the

'

accident --ja

15 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: If you will read this paragraph,

16 I am trying to give the argument why this accident was already,

37 in our opinion,.tco serious to let things like this happen andi

18 like you mentioned, there is a sentence, we also recognize
4

19 that there still remains a very extensive and potentially
.

'

20 dangerous clean up process to remove i=mense amounts of radio-

21 active material trapped within ' the containment.

( 22 COtiMISSIONER PETERSON: To me that is such-a concise-
r

-5 statement about.one of the most serious aspects of this. I"'

-{ 23>

1 wish we could have a- lot of background information. And we24(' s '=

I *\ ;j talk in great detail'about the amount of radioactivity released25

!-.

.

- -
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,, 4 1 to the environment and'nothing about the tremendous amount{V')

2 within the ' containment building, and the primary coolant water,

3 release in the reactors, that has to be coped with. And the

4 tremendous operation up there in cleaning that up. Semehow, I

3 feel, we have to say that.

6 -COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Were you suggesting amplifying

7 on that --

8 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Putting in here some place a

9 paragraph talking about the total amount of radioactive material

10 released within that containment building. For example, in

11 that write up of mine I said that the total release of radio-

12 activity to the environment throughout the accident period has

V(~T
13 been established as 13 to 16 curies of iodine, 2.4 million to

14 13 million curies of noble gases, 400,000 times as much radio-

15 active iodine was retained in the primary loop. In addition,

16 the numbers of one of our reports -- I didn't convert them --

17 in addition, so many curies of iodine were retained in the

18 containment building, and so many in the au=illiary building,
t

19 In the interim since the accident most of the short-lived radier

20 active iodine has decayed. None of the very dangerous long-

21 lived radioactive cesium and strontium escaped to the environ-

{22 ment. But blank curies of these materials were retained and
i

$ 23 are still present in the p.-imary icop coolant water, so many |
1

f24 curies in the contain .ent building, and so many more in the
. ('~%) .

s/ 5

j{ 25 auxilliary building tanks.
m

1

|-

1

. - \
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ras 5 1 ' COMMISSIONER NCPHERSON:- Is that appropriate in an,

_ (
-

'' - -2 overview statement? It seems to me that the point of this stats-
.

3 ment is.to st=marize the various aspects which make it serious
~'

4 and' make it -- John' uses the word intolerable. -- I am not resis -

5 ting including.what you are saying somewhere but in . this early

I - overview, this is saying . -- to me this paragraph says daspite
. . 6

7 the claims of a lot of people not if but so what -- nobody got

.s killed,-business as usual. This is our statement that what

! 9 happened at Three Mile Island is _ unacceptable. Society can't

f :1o- accept this. It seems to me --

11 COMMISSIONER EAGGERTY: In a way that dilutes the

. !

-12 punch of that statement.

CHAIRMAN KEMENY: May I point --13

COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Use immense instead of the- -

14

15 numb'ers.
|

CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes, I used immense here and let
16

j7 rme point .out the reason I don't have anything on the radiation
1

jg releases is that once you get into that you have to be very
.

| careful, very detailed, and I explained that we have a whole39

20 chapter on it,-which people have been working on terribly hard.'

Every single' number-that will occur will be carefully ex-
21

I* plained and explained in context, hopefully, and make it under-
. y 42
s' ..

$ .23
standable. . But it'is hard to get into th'at without writing. a

.,

2

[24 whole chapter. I think Harry said ~ this was what I was trying
<

,
to do ' here, that what .we _ are - saying here is that af ter having~

25

u

. . . . . _

1 $

.
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(''}' 6 1 said_ that - the -health ef fects . fortunately in this :ase, at least
ss

~ ~

2 the biological effects, were not great, we nevertheless, feel

3~ 'that this accident was extremely serious.

-4 COMMISSIOt4ER MCPHERSON: The sencence that begins,

5 while today the accident is well understood -- .you mean the

6 causes of the accident? Because if we consider the accident

7 as continuing --
.

3 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: There is a lot we don't unders-

p tand about the accident itself.

10 COtIMISSIONER LEWIS: Say fairly well understood?

jj COMMISSIONER MCPHERSON: Aren't the causes understood? -

,

12 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Yes, sure.

~} ;3 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Well, it depends on what you
v

ja mean. Causes of the overheating of the core but in terms of

15 what then happened, there is still considerable uncertainty.

16 COfiMISSIONER PIGFORD: I agree the accident is not

;7 well understood but the causes --

18 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: The causes are.
.

;9 CO!!MISSIONER MCPHERSON: Operator error, equipment

20 malfunction, that akind of thing?

COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Okay. The next sentence I21

$ 22 think has many problems --
r

d CO!1MISSIONER MARKS: Which one?23p
3

.. j24 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Once an accident reaches'a
( ') e
'- stage that goes. heyond well understood principles and puts; 25

.

. .

b

,, - -
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(~') 7 -1 these controlling the accident into an experimental mods.
V

2 potential for a catastrophic ouccome is too high. Maybe but --

3 for' example, what I think it refers co is the issue of the
:

4 hydrogen bubble which was the height of the public concern. Now,I

5 sure to the tiRC it was an experimental mode -- !

6 CHAIRMAN KEiEMY: Tom, may I just interrupt for one^

7 moment? I was also referring to some of the experimentation on

8 Wednesday. You know, they tried to depressuri e it-rapidly and

9 then they turned the pumps back on again, then they turned the.m

10 off again.

11 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I didn't like those operators

12 flying the way they were doing. That was a bad thing.
.

O 13 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: If you like you can put in Wednes-
\)

14 day.
.

15 COliMISSIONER PIGFORD: There is one other thing. You

16 know, earlier we began to define catastrophic outcome I think

;7 reasonably so, the stuff getting beyond the containment. I

18 think we had better reserve judgment on this one that the
.

39 statement was correct. I would agree if it said the potential

for a far more serious accident was to happen -- catastrophic20 -

utcome now begins to be a little well defined but I am not
21

k22 - sure it is correct.
t
5

CCMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: A propos of the bottom of?, 23-
a

f 24 page 15, everything humanly possible must be done to prevent/~(3> e'

' j 25 accidents of the seriousness of Three Mile Island -- I have'~#

<

@
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J'' 3 3
-just' asked to~have~a copy of the paper written by Carroli .. 1 .

.

L'% J
'2 son, the first general manager of the AEC, that was publishSd -

in the' aulletin of the Atomic Scientists this past June, in'3 j

which he quotes from a paper he actually wrote back in 1975 and4

also discussed in Sweden and' in other countries this recommen-3

dation about putting the plants belcw ground, the plant itself -|6

j actually would be 500 feet belou ground. You know, there are

lots of things that are not out of the question.'

g
.

CO!CIISSIOliER LEWIS: Then the radiation would get
9

nto the underground water.
10

CCMMISSIONER TAYLOR: That has a sense for some people
jj

f everything that could reasonably be done if you are very .
12

vig r us, and so on, and so on, but not literally everything

~

{ 13

humanly possible.
3,

CHAIRMAN KDIENY: I think we are talking now about
15

- what is the crucial part of this portion where I tried to cap-j

ture the spirit of what several Commissioners said last time,
j7

* *#* ' " ** E"*** * " * "# * "U9"*9*
18

.

here should be agreed to carefully. Remember we said that some-
9

* * "" " ' ~~ ** * *~~~

20.

people 'are arguing that somehow on- the one hand we .should do

everything possible to avoid accidents, on the other hand, we>
1 22
r

3 shouldn't,.therefore, fall into the trap that accidents wcn't.

, 23
a

~'s '{ happen'. .

g ,-' ,

'~ -[ 25 COMMISSICNER.HAGGERTY: I 'an happy with the two phases.N -

..
,

.

, , .,

i

- - .. - - - - - . . , - - , . , .
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V)9
-I think that the humanly bothered me bu it also reminded me1(

.

2 lof this other -- I would recommend raading the paper. It is an

3 interesting paper.

4 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: So, Ted, would you feel better if I

5 took out, humanly everything possible?

6 CON!ISSIONER TAYLOR: .No. I don't think it makes any

7 difference.
,

8 CHAIRMAS KE!iENY: Okay.

9 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Because everything possible

10 includes such a long list of things, plus things people haven't

11 thought of --

'

12 COMMISSIOtiER LEWIS: Like drought. All of these

() 13 depend on water, what if we had seven years of drought? I have

la this nightmare -- it. is true, rivers do dry up my friends.

15 CO!!MISSIONER HAGGERTY: Then you have no choice.

16 CO!EiISSIONER LEWIS: No, that is why saying humanly

17 possible --

13 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I suggest, at least I am going
,

19- to hund for a phrase that is literally -- I would have less

20 trouble if we said reasona',1y possible but I don't think it is

gj strong enough.
.

f22' COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: How about j ust saying that

5-

$ 23 a'ccidents of the seriousness of Three Mila Island should be:

3'

| .p j 24 prevented.
'

|
''')

| 25 COMri:SSIONER TAYLOR: That is much.better I think.

.

-w .s e

l
-

\
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W(~ 1- CottiISSIONER PIGFORD: We said that earlier. Actually
'

4s ,

2 we.are not saying anything different.
,

3 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Well, we are saying two non

14 sequi' tors ' and'I don' t know how to avoid that. We are saying,v

th're should be no more accidents of this' kind --
.

L5 e

| '6 - COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Then we have to approach ~our ~

7 technical attitudes for the whole . procedure, . I .mean go for the

8 machines and the people part of it at the beginning -- must be

.9 aimed first at making accidents like this impossible. Then

10 two, hav'ing done that, we still have to do everything with res-

11- pect to what you do when they happen. That is what you are

12 really'saying. First, all of your technical procedures are
'

'

13 aimed at making an accident like this not possible~, then second) ,

.14 you do everything equally to minimize the impact if they de

15 happen --

16 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Keeping in mind that it is

!
j7 impossible to prevent it.

18 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I agree, I agree. That is
.

19 what'~you'were saying, isn't it?
,

*

20 COMMISSIONER. MARKS: ' This might slightly change the
,

21 meaning but because' I think just saying accidents of the

~$ 22 seriousness.of Three Mile Island.should be prevensed is not
-

[, 23 enough. 'I wonder if we should say that -- something to this
3- .,

j 24 effect,c well, there is a great: deal that-must'be done to preven i

(_) t .

.
.

d 25 accidents of the seriousness of Three Mile Island, and two --
|,

.

vee o a :-= * 4 - wa4 ..,:. -

y - - ~ , - - . , - - , , - , . , ,
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V; 11. COICtISSIONER LEW:S: Du: ve have said that we can' t1:

2 . prevent them.

3 ColiMISSIONER MARKS: If we are going to prevent t.sem

4 there is a great deal that we have to do.

5 CO!VIISSIONER LEWIS: Okay.

"f CCFDiISSIONER MARKS: And then we have to recognize

7' that the chances of our, you know, really precising anybody we

8 are going to prevent them are extremely remote.

COliMISSIONER MCPHERSON: I think there is so much9

10 truism here-that we really don't need to say it. Eve rybody

knows that we are all for stopping accidents. I am like Calvinj;

Ccolidge was against sin. You know, I am against sin and he
12

5 was against sin. What I think the conclusion ought to be ---
{~s) j3
-

we have arrived at two fundamental convictions and we ha e been33

telling y u about it for the first 14 pages, that in addition
15

t impr vement in design and equipment, that fundamental
16

changes have to be made in the attitudes of all those associ-
j7

ated with nuclear power, .particularly as it affects the under-
33

, .
.

standing of accidents, potential accidents, and the distri-
39

bution of information about that understanding, the training
20

f perat rs, et cetera. Those things have to be done if
21

$ 22 accidents of the deriousness of Three Mile Island are to be --
'Iu if we are to have a -reasonable chance to -orevent them.

23
-

p
aj And'even if we do all that, number two, if all those i'

24
\_/ *j - changes are made, everybody becomes born again, that there is

25

.
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' (V') 12
1 still going to be some in our judgment.

2 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I agree. I think the present.

3 two sentences have so many problems --

4 COMMISSIONER LEUIS: How about saying that we recog-

5 nize that even if everything humanly possible is done to try

6 to prevent an accident, there is no guarantee that one will not.

7 occur? And then we go on to say recognizing that --

8 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I think Harry's comes closer

9 because, look, these statements, they are so shorthand that

10 it was actually your remarks and nine, Russ, that led to -- I

11 recognize now what you are saying. Let me see if I can go

12 back to what we were saying, we said, and I even used some

I'\, 13 words like this, that fundamentally the people concerned, the
L/

14 industry, all three f acets, said we have to make a grade nine

15 accident unthinkable and produced all of the things that in

16 their minds would do so, and then proceeded not to think about

17 what would happen if you had one. So what you really have to

18 do -- and you have gone to some more words, but there is a
.

19 slightly different connotation here and this is what he was

20 trying to say with his shorthand, what we really have to say is,

21 you do, indeed, have to have your system set up so that you make
,

( 22 this class of accident impossible. But then b), having done
r

.5-

$23 so, you also have to do all the other things since you can't

i

g j '24 really make.dr.em impossible.-w ; -

x_ / i

'j 25 COMMISSIONER MAS.KS: Well, that is a little different

l
. -.
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[m) 13.. though.
/

j
k./

2 CO!1MISSIONER HAGGERTY: Secause'this gets to be
.

3 practically a truism here, whereas, what came out of our argu-

-4 ment from two different viewpoints was what John was tsying to

5 put dcwn here. And there is a difference.

6 COMMISSIONER MCPHERSON: You are saying build a per-

7 fect ship and then hold lifeboat practice.

8 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: That is right, exactly.-

9 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: It seems to me there was a ship

10 that did that going down.

jj COMMISSIONER EAGGERTY: They didn't.

12 CHAIRMAN KEllENY: They did not havo enough lifeboats.

m
13 As a matter of fact it is a perfect example for this becauseI )'x

ja the ship was so unsinkable --

15_ COliMISSIONER HAGGERTY: That is exactly right.

16 COMMISSIONER MARKS: I was sort of waiting till we

j7 got all through to come back to some of, you know, what I con-.

sider still an area that I would like to see us further dis-.18

cuss -- go ahead.
39

COMMISSIONER MARRETT: It is just that in trying to20

res lve h w t phrase that, it seems to me you had some phrasing,21

I am having trouble pinpointing it precisely but when you talk22
5

about our presumption in not pursuing the mandate having tov
23

.i

- . 24 do with ~overall safety in a manner likely to prevent future$;. f'"s
t ) -=

x_/. ;

. accidents, such as that that occurred at TMI-2, I-just wondered3 25

- ,

. - .
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14 1 if you might have scme places in this documen that you wanted[m
~

-

2 to pull out.

3 COi!MISSIONER .N!GKS : Yes , well, .in this page that we

4 .are coming back to -- my document, bottom of page six, top of
~

5 page seven, you know, addresses four areas and I don't knew,

6 I haven't yet figured out yet quite how to' fit it in but I

7 think somehow or other I do believe we ought to be specific

about the areas where 'we feel our findings lead to the need8

9 to a much greater emphasis. Now, Harry was trying to do that

I think. Well, the four areas, as I see them, are, one, pro-10

11 cedures to assure the competence of personnel on a centinuing

12 basis at all levels to provide for the safest possible practices;

f-5 13 two, the development and implementation of appropriate design

\ '!'

34 features to optimize the man-machine interfaces; three , assurance

15 f a coordinated response in the event of emergency; and, four,

support of health and safety related research to provide the16

best possible scientific basis for establishing guidelines in;7

the regulatory process.
18

.

Clearly, even af ter you have done all that I think
39

|

that your second sentence is still appropriate and should be
20

included. Now, I am not, you know, I think something betweeng
l

I 22 this and what Harry was saying ought to be the first sentence. |
-

U I would not be inclined to just leave it without some sum up, !
23 .g

1.

] short phrase because I think that is a very important concept ;'

,
("~ 2
(! j i" t*#** f *h* f* t th^t ** ^#* #0""i"C*A "' 9#**t * f #**'

25-
_

\
'

|

. ..

, y ,-w . - -
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'

15j 1 - ' have to go into addressing some of the deficiencies if we' are I
f

2 to prevent further accidents.

3,
,

$.

-4
.
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(

) 1 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Could we get out of it by notg

%1
9-29-79 2 stating this is a two-part conviction, that while we emphasize
Tnpe 16-

3 throughout this document that fundamental changes must occur

i to prevent accidents as serious as this, we feel that never-

5 theless, we must never again assume that an accident of this

~

6 seriousness can not happen. And then cover the rest of it

7 instead of trying to summarize the whole document in that one

8 sentence.

9 COMMISSIONER PIGFCRD: Once more, please.

10 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: To have this paragraph go some-

11 thing like this, that we emphasize throughout this entire
12 document that fundamental changes must occur to prevent acci-

() 13
.

dents as serious as that at Three Mile Island, we must never

14 again assume that an accident of this seriousness cannot happen.
IS Therefore, in addition to doing-everything to prevent such
16 accidents, we must be fully prepared to minimize the poten-
I7 tially impact of such an accident.

I8
COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Earlier, I thought we covered!

I9 this question. Who has assumed that this accident cannot
20 happen? I have no evidence. There may be some people. But

21 evidence shows that, in fact, both the industry and the NRC
>

h22 did recognize that it could happen. The real point is not
d

23
? that they assumed that it could happen, but that they did not
n

[ ) 2#
. give proper weight to it . So, those words "never again u#sume.\/ n.

I-* 25
that it could not happen", I think, are not correct.

s.

. : . . . . - -
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P'~T 1 . COMMISSIONER MC PEERSON: We could say that we can
(m) .

2 not assume -that an accident of this seriousness could not

3 happen again.

4 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: That takes away the business

5 of --

6 CCMMISSICNER TAYLCR: It is also in a new context.

7 It is not the context of the study. It is the context that
_

8 even if there is a change in attitude and so on and so on,

9 even - then, one must still not assume that accidents are ab-

10 solutely impossible. It is a new context.

11 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Okay. Can we go to the next

12 section?

{} 13 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: The second paragraph, next

14 to the last sentence. It is one of the many ironies of this

15 event that the best planning took place during the accident.

16 Best is referring to all emergency plans. We don't know that

17 the actual emergency plan as developed, for example, by Met

18 Ed and reviewed by the NRC, which were applicable to the de-

19 sign basis accident, were deficient. We really mean that some-

20 thing dif ferent, that the planning that took place -- that

21 there was not planning for this kind of accident itself and
'

v
[22 that during the accident more detailed plans were devised,

of '2 COMMISSIONER MAGGERTY: Well, he was really talking
i

2# about the emergency and the evacuation and the absence of

} 25| potassium iodide, etcetera, etcetera.- -That is what he is

I

_ _ _ . _ __ _ ____________. _ _ _____ ._. ___. _ . _.
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/~') I' ' talking about.
'

(v'
2 COMMISSICNER PIGFCRD: My peint is the previous,

3 planning might have been all right if the design basis acci-
.4 dent had occurred. We don't have any basis for denying that,

5 do we?

6 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes, we do. I mean, if an evacua-

7 . tion were necessary, I believe the finding is that the plans
=8 were-not there for an evacuation, Cora.

9 CCMMISSIONER MARRETT: Yes, that is basically --

10 ~ what Tom is distinguishing --

11 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes, but this was not referring
12 to det Ed here.

13 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: .It probably does have to be

14 cleared up that this is referring to governmental plans, the
,

15 plans of the local communities --

16 COMMISSIONER EAGGERTY: That is what I was trying

17 tua say, too. I don't think our statement is clear, but that

18 is what I was trying to say. He really isn 't quarreling with

19 your poir .

20 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: It is supposed to refer back to

2' the previous sentence and I admit it is not clear that we found-
,

>

$ 22 an almost total lack of detailed plans in the local ccmmunities
5
v

23
? around Three Mile Island. So, it is to that that it is refer-

|i
O. *[ 2 # ring.
'N'l j 25

COMMISSIONER LEWIS: -- planning by local authoritie s.

_

,e-- =< '
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7N .1 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: We need a plan for real
(x_-)

2 accidents, -in addition to the design basis.
3 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: John, what do you mean by
'4 planning taking place during the accident?
5 CEAIRMAN KEMENY: They were sitting there and writ-

6 ing out detailed emergency and evacuation plans right through.

7 the accident.

8 COMMISSIONEt HAGGERTY: You know, several of' them

9 said, we have gotten people out.

10 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: One of the problems was, for.

Il example, in the evacuation, the state plan made scme assump -
12 tions about this without having identified the evacuation
13s routes and how would you get the information out. So, the

-

I4 local communities during the course of the accident had to come
15 up with deciding what routes would have to be followed and
16 that is the kind of planning.
I7

COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Is there any --

18
.

COMMISSIONER MARRETT: I was going to suggest that

I9
many of the more detailed plans, but the problem was that

20
details as'it is already used in the previous sentence, but

2I
that I think may be preferable to talking about the quality of

I" 22 the --
3

'{ 2 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: The specific and detailed
I
#*2'

-

I7'). plans only took place during the accident. Is that --
(N -) .) 2$

*
'

.

COMMISSIONER PETERSCN: More planning took place

. . _ _ _ __ __ -- .. . _ . - _ _ _ . ,
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'(W)
.

.

.1 . during the accident than before ,
v

2 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: *de don't even know that,

3 but.we sure know that plenty of the key ones took place during

4 it. There:may have been more. This-is the problem with doing

5 things in a vacuum.

6 . COMMISSIONER PIGFCRD: In the next sentence, it

7 says --

8 COMMISSIONER TRUNK: Excuse me.- I just wanted to

9 add in that planning, it was never tried out.

10 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I am persuaded to take out the

11 word "best". Really, all I am ying to get here is in a?

12. sense the local' communities did more planning during the

() 13 accident than had been done before.

14 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: I was suggesting instead

15 of "best", detailed planning or specific planning. They

16 apparently. got down to cases when the thing started.

17 COMMISSIONER TRUNK: Yeah, well, I saw some of the

18 detailed planning. It was horrible. You know, like from
'

19 Middletown, it was terrible.

20- COMMISSIONER MC PEERSON: You mean even the stuff
!

2I done after the accident.
>
j22 CCMMISSIONER TRUNK: Even now, I don't like it.
3<

, f. 23 COMMISSICNER MARRETT: -- bcfore. That was the

( -) 24 -whole issue, that is is specific, but without talking about
.-

} 25- the quality of the planning or whether or not it could have

m - . _ _ _-- _. ._. __ _ _ _ - _ .. .
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)"^1 -1 been implemented.- It does seem to be dif ficult trying to I

t !
LJ

2~ get that phrase.
.

3 COMMISSIONER PIGFORL: In the next sentence -- are

4 you ready for the next sentence -- in this' case the most danger .

5 ous portion of the ~ accident extended over a period of a week.

6 Ncw, it appears to me that the most dangerous portion extended

7 over the period of sometime in the first day and it was only

8 a mistaken perception, but a very important mistaken percep-

9 tion, that the most dangerous portion extended over the period

10 of a week. So, I am suggesting that we separate the fact from

:

11 the perception here. It was the perception that led to plan-
:

12 ning -- perception of the most dangerous portion, the incor--

/r~'s 13 rect perception.
%A

I4 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Yes, because they thought it

15 might get dangerous, but it didn't.

16 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: You could say it was incor- U
.

17 rectly perceived that the most dangerous portion of the acui-

18 dent.

I9 CCMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Doe s -- I am sure we do --

20 does -- and I just can't remember -- does our Volume 2 include

2I a reference to that GAO report that came out -- j ust happened
>

h22 to come out right after the accident called " Areas Around
d

23
? Nuclear Facilities Should be Better Prepared for Radiological
}-

G, d 2# Emergeccies"?
~) 'j 25

| COMMISSICNER MARRETT: Yes. As a matter of fact,

i

.-

l
,

.

1
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q"^7 1 some of the recommendations ---
1 )

,

.2 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: All I was trying to say here was
|
|

3 that here people had the perception that they had time to I

.

plan, but that in another kind of-accident you really can't4

5 count on that.
1
1

-.6 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: We ; '. , that'is a good direct

7 statement. In the last sentence, probably the last phrase,

8 where it says, lack of advance planning, you mean insufficient.
;

'9 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Wouldn't it be better also

10 to say with the first hour or first day? Because some of the
1

11 real critical things seemed to be coped with almost immediately. '1
12 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: No.,

13 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: You knew, this might be a good
14 place for this whole suggestion on the unpreparedness of peo- I

15 pie to even understand what was happening to them or what
16 might happen to them. I don't know. Maybe that is getting
17 a little off this thing.

18 COMMISSIONER MARKS: I think we ought to deal with

19 that in a separate thing.

20 COMMISSICNER LEWIS: Oh, in a separ ta e thing.
21 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I think there 11 a section missing

>

1 22 here.
5
U

23
? COMMISSIONER LEWIS: I withdraw --
i
1

24- j COMMISSICNER MARKS: There is this whole thing we ar5
a
*- --.
J 25 leading up to in terms of reorqanization recommendations on

.

-, , -- _ w ,a- -.- -- , _ ,_ . - - . - _ . , - ,,
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/''1 1 .the-federal level. I think scmething has to lead into it in
.t i
\_/

2 this documeht.

3 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Okay. I will withdraw that.

- 4 It just seemed that part of the reason that this was perceived

5 as dangerous was also unpreparedness on the part of the popu-

, ,
6 lation and everyone else. !

7 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: You presumably are saying

8 we made a recommendation that would fundamentally change the

9 philosophy of picking appropriate sites, you have made an

10 assumption --

11 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I am trying it out for argument's

12 sake. That is all I am doing. Similarly, there were sugges-

() 13 tions last time about the centralization of the emergency
14 plans, so I put it in here to try it out.

15 COMMISSIONER MARKS: I would assume, for example,

16 what might be considered a fundamental change is if we were

17 to make a recommendation that siting determinations have to

18 inc'.le new considerations, say, of agencies and HEW, related
19 to health and safety or something. That is a pretty funda-

20 mental --

2I COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Or that they had to be re-

22 mote or that they had to be underground or -- I mear, all of
3

23g them would be.

L= 2# CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Or remote site s. You see, this

} 25
''

should be replaced by a less vague statement. I am putting
i. !

<

. . -. .- _ _
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/
~

~ 1 it-in!herejbecause --
. N,) '

2 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Well, in the second sentence

'3 of that paragraph, it says, we have concluded that the limita- ;

*

tion of siting -considerations and the required emergency plan-4-

5 ning to a small radius around the plant is inadequate. Now,

6 I think, ' literally, the siting considerations are not limited

7 to a small radius --

8 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Theoretically, they are not.

9 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: The data in the PSAR show

10 some analyses and other reports that go far beyond the plant,
11 so, maybe -- I don't know really what we mean here, but I

.

.12 think this statement is literally not correct.

{~}
13 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Let's see. What is it? We were

14 struggling with that yesterday and put it in one of the NRC

15 findings. I think it is that most of the outside consequences.

16 only have to be considered for a small radius.
.

17 . COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: That certainly was said in

18 one of the cases, remember?

19 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: And we icoked up, I think, the

20 regs on that --

21 COMMISSICNER LEWIS: 2.2 miles, wasn't it.
>

! 22 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes.
5o

23y COMMISSIONER'HAGGERTY: I remember --
i

2d''} COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I think that is true, yes. '

O y 20
In~the case of a design basis accident, limited only to that,

i

|
,, . , _ _ . . . _ . - . ,- - . . - ~ . - - - - - - - - - - - -- --- ~~
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0 1 they calculate the low populations on, which is relatively

2_ small. It.is-not correct to say the other offsite consequences
3 are limited to that. They are not. The environmental impact

4 goes beyond that.

5 _ CHAIRMAN KEMENY: But, that is true., so this has to

6 be corrected. Oh the hand, for example, you remember evacua-

7 tion plans don't have to exist. That was true specifically

8 in the case of TMI-2 was ruled out of order because they only
9 have to --

10 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I agree and I think a state-

11 ment could be made more precise.

12 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: And if something, ccming into

13 the recommendations, but it is talking about the effort under-
14 way to develop bases for emergency planning zones and it goes
15 on to say that these efforts indicate the low population zone
16 should not be regarded as sufficient for planning such protec-
17 tive actions at the evacuation of the public. That is where

18 the misuses come in, assuming that the OPP is sufficient for
.

I9 emergency planning. That is what I think it is getting at in

20 here.

2I CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes and I was trying to connect
>

j 22 with siting because I would think that if evacuation has to
3

23
-? be considered well beyond an LPG, that would have significant
#

{ 24 impact on where you can put a gewer plant.
.

I 25.
. COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: That is a direct statement
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/"'1 1 ~ 1 that I think is obvious and logical and correct.3 -

( )v
2 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: I think, Mr . Chairman, that

- 3' we at this particular juncture in planning about coping with

4 an emergency, we shouldn't base our conclusion on it not being

5 possible for a major release to occur and, therefore, I would
-

6 like to follow the recommendat ion of that Von Hipple (?) repcrt
,

7 and put a sentence in here after, around the plant is inade-

8 quate, this. With the right meteorological conditions, a

9 major release could have sericus impact for hundreds of miles

10 from the plant.

11 CCMMISSIONER MARRETT: Well, in terms of that, in

12 looking over this area, I think some of our documents come up

g 13 with using that suggestion from the GAO report that there should'
uJ

14 be a requirement of 10 miles zones for planning purposes.

15 And when I was looking over that, it seemed to me that that

16 was getting f ar too specific for us to come up with any parti-
17 cular figure like that; in part, because of what you are just
18 proposing. That essentially what we are saying is that there

19 will need to be some consideration of a range of possible
20 events that might cccur and take those into account in the

21 development of a plan. So, I guess that is where it fits into

$> 22 some of the discussion.
5 |v

23 4

_? CCMMISSIONER PETERSON: Well, I have come to think

h 2#(''g that if we really contain these accidents as they are planned,'*

t f w
'

'.
\_/ } 25 then this whole populativ. zone planning really makes some.

. .
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,(~'\2 .1- sense. But if you assume-there is going to be a major re-
Qf

2 lease and it is not going to contained, then I think it is
-

3 ridiculous to talk about 10 miles and 20 miles, because of
.

4 the wind blowing the right way, it could go a hell of a lot

5 longer in one area.

6 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: You mean a catastrophic

7 release.

8 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: I mean a catastrophic

9 release, right. If we are going to outlaw catastrophic re-

10 leases in this Commission', we need to say that. But if we are

11 g'oing to leave the door open for a catastrophic release, then

12 I think that we ought to say to the community, you had better

I3
} be thinking about that and have some plans for coping with it.

I4 , COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Well, we haven't yet conclu-

15 ded that we had a catastrophic release.

16 COMMISSIONER PETERSCN: You are not going to catch

17 me agreeing for the fact that we can't have one on the basis

18 of the information that we have available tcday or likely to
19 have today.

20 COMMISSIONER TAYLCR: I guess this goes back to the

21 question of our tw'o-part statement. Are we really talking
>
g22 about nothing as had as TMI cr so much worse that a lot of
d

23j radioactivity would be released. Bec?use if that is what we
!

(''}' f2# have in mind, as a basis for emergency planning -- if we are
f - 25 I

\~'

going to stop with the seriousness of TMI, by definition, there

.. . . _ - . - _..- - - .
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(~)3 1 is no.need for-emergency planning. So, we either want emer-
U

2 gency planning or we don't. If we want it, it is because
;

|
3 there has been a serious release. If there has been a serioust,

4 release then attention to what .that cont .sts of is required4

5 and it is in the nature of some of the radioisotopes that, at

6 least one of them, under certain conditions, tends to propa-

7 gate "ery long ways and is also more likely than others to

8 come out; mainly, iodine. That has all kinds of implications..

9 If you assume that the thing we are trying to legislate out of

10 existence does, in fact, happen and then, I agree with you,

11 20 miles emergency response -- kind of begins beyond 20 miles

12 and goes on to whatever is appropriate, which might be several

13 hundred.

I4 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Here, I think, is our problem.

15 A low population -- is there the design basis accident. Let

16 me assume that is the accident for the moment, because we are

I7 talking for that as a reference point. Now, it seems to me

I8 that what we have learned here in terms of emergency response

I9 is that even for that accident the idea for evacuation in that

20 mode is not realistic. Why do I say that? Because outside
i

21 the low population zone, those people are going to get their
>

} 22 irradiated. In fact, they will get irradiated up to the neigh-
3 !

23
f borhood of.25 rems, whole body; 300 rems thyroid 'right at the
#

[~ ) '[ 2# outer edge of the icw population done. Those are the people i
kJ *

} 25 you- decide not to evacuate . That is a hell of a lot of

.__- _ _ - - --.
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i('''l
N 4 1 exposure and so it see=s to me-that we have learned from this

2 that people --
.

3 COMMISSIONER' MC PHERSON: This is in the event of

4 .what- kind 'of a release?

5 COMMISSIONER PIGFCRD: A design basis accident, far

6 greater than Three Mile Island. I think we have learned --

7 and the Three Mile Island release was fai smaller than that
8 and, yet, people -- we can see the state, and the NRO, and

9 the public talking about evacuation far beyond that to protect

10 the public against far smaller exposures. That is a real

11 thing. It seems to me, the important thing is the --

12 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Not because of that, T,om ,

() 13 but because of the point that Russ has been making, of the
14 fear that there would be a large one.

15

-16

17

18

19

20

-21

s

3 22
I
u.

23p
3

- E

f"T i 24
\ ,| $

$ 25
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1 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I don't know. I am not
00D.

2 sure the Friday evacuation is on that basis at all. I think

3 it was 1200 millirems when they saw a single burst disc and

4 they said, "Let us-evacuate."

5 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: They thought it might continue,

6 though, wasn't that'it?

7 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Sure, if it continued. That

8 is not going to b'e anything like the doses I am talking about.

9 So, the first point, I think is that the concept that you

10 can limit evacuation in an accident out to the level of where

11 somebody will get 25 rems and not worry about that is wrong.

12 Why did they do that, because they said, "It is a suitably

13 improbable accident." Regardless, the evacuation plan is
f3
( )
x'/

la based upon that, and that would have been completely untenable

15 here. So, I think the first thing we have learned is that

16 you must expect that if accidents happen you evacuate out to

17 protect people to much lower levels.

ja Then the other point is if this apprehension and

19 so forth of the. catastrophic release comes up and of

20 uncertainty, that might, also, cause you to want to evacuate

21 and the icw population zone which is calculated for cuite

$ 22 a different accident is not applicable.
e
3

$ 23 Soth of'these points need to be taken into account
a

9. 4
in emergency planning. They have not been before. I think

=,,

/ i i
'

\_ / j 25 they are simple factual conclusions. ,
:
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"(~Nc 1

. :{f CO."JtISSIONER MARKS : Yes, but in both those

2_.
_.

instances 'you- are talking about areas significantly beyond
3

five' miles, right?.

s
COMMISSIONER PIGFORD- No, I am starting at the

5 low population zone which is two miles or something like two.
0 Is it'2.2 miles?

-

.

7
COMMISSIONER MARKS : Yes, but I mean I may'be

8
unclear as to the implications of your statement, but if.in

9
fact there is a catastrophic release or the potential ~for

10 a catastrophic release which makes consideration ofr

II evacuation beyond the 2.2 mile area necessary, then what I am-

12 unclear on is do you see the 5, 10,-20 mile concept makes

|(f 13 sense? In other words, if 2.2 is not enough, is 3 going to

~IA be enough?

15 cot 1MISSIONER PIGFORD: I.think you cannot tell until

16 you get into the mode because nobody can tell you what
I7 accidents are going to occur. You must be prepared, and there

18 has to be some method of diagnosis and prediction, and I
19 think this is what we have learned that advance predetermination

|-
20 of the evacuation zone and saying that is sufficient is not

21 .enough, and I agree'with that.
.>
l.22 Ancther- thing we have learned is you want to
b
9 20 1 evacuate.to lower levels'than have been prescribed.1

1
(O 2 '24 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Right, I agree with that.
. ) ew .

.$ L25 .ColiMISSIONER PIGFORD: Now, that leads you into the;,

n

e

_
- _. . _. . .
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I' ') - following problem if we are ' going; to try to deal with_it,
I

8,1

2 which we may or may not: try to deal with,- which is that right
'

3 now, many nuclear plants are sited in such a "ashion that

#-*

certainly within the 50-mile radius of the plant you have
5 cities of a size for which evacuation-is not:a feasible --
6 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Have we demonstrated that?
'7 COMMISSIONER MARKS : Indian Point is 36 miles from

8 New York City, and New York City is not evacuable.1

9 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Has that been shown?

10 COMMISSIONER MARKS: That has been shown. I have

11 been told ~and the staff can -- that there is no plan for
12 evacuation for New York City.

; . 13 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: That is not-the same statement.

14 COMMISSIONER' MARES: Because there could not be.

15 In other words, it was analyzed, and they decided that there.

16 was no way of developing a plan.

17 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Paul, I thought you pulled --

18 COMMISSIONER MARKS: That is right and when they --

19 no, that was in terms of a military emergency, in other words

20 a threat from a foreign power, and that assumes a certain

21 amount of time to get . people out.

k 22 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Twenty minutes,r

3
, 23 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Twenty minutes to get frcm
a
i

I 24 Mid-Manhattan.
_ n) I-

3 25''
. COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: To get the faculty out?

.

m - -, w w m - ~m , y ,w or , - e-
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COMMISSIONER MARKS: Faculty first.
-

,

2 COMMISSIONER HAGGEROY: You have to be a little
1

I

3 . careful. I think you are asking a. good cuestion because I )
-

i

4 believe that conclusion was d. awn in connection with a bomb
5

attack.

6
COMMISSIONER MARKS: That is right. So, the point

7 is, what.I an --

8-
COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Let us not fall into the

9 conventional wisdom trap.

10 COMMISSIONER MARKS: I don't want to debate right

11 now, because I think we ought to find out the facts, but what

12 I am concerned about is that following Tem's reasoning it

<s 13
( l see=s to me that you then place the Commission in a position
w/

I# where we have to come to grips with the fact that evacuation

15 psychology, if you want to call it that, in terms of

16 containing the accident may be even more wanting, so to

I7 speak, in its potential effectiveness in protecting the

18 general public than we have recognized. '

I9 COMMISSIONER PITERSON: At least you could say that

20 if they had a catastrophic accident at Indian Point or a

21 major release of nuclecr radiation and the wind was blowing
>

g 22 toward Manhattan, you would have one hell of an. evacuation

0

[23 assignment, wouldn't you?
1

3 24~ COMMISSIC.4ER MARKS : I think you would have to gof, y
.,

%d
25 beyond that, P.uss. I mean the point is if in fact, you cannot',

,

...
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I( )_ 'then there is a different strategy and a different approach
'

r/

2 in- terms of protecting the public that' would have to be,

3 considered.

# CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I mean, isn't it possible to

5 consider whether under such circumstances in New York City
6 you. order people to stay indoors? --

7 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Exactly. Potassium iodide,

8 and you are also going to bite the bullet and accept a

9 certain' amount of biological ef fects of this kind of situation.

10 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Moybe you start up a new

II nuclear plant in some rural part of New York and shut down

12 Indian Point.
.

13 COMMISSIONER MARKS: What I am saying is this is a

14 overv, very, critical discussion, in my view, that we are having
15 now, and it is one that I know we have raised. Cora has

16 raised it before, and I think it is very, very critical.

17 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Ted?

18 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I find it incredible that

19 this Commission can come up with a set of recipes -that 'have
.

20 any numbers in them about what an emergency plan should

21 consist of.

| $ 22 I think what we can do and should do is to recommend
r,

1 =
; a

, -23 strongly that an assessment of various situations be carried,

, a
R
1-

]rN ' a124 'out as a basis for setting up these plans.
\_/ *-

.} 25 Let me give.an example. I think that one possible

-

!

|
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[) -- quote, catastrophic accident, at least with the potentialI

u
2 for being catastrophic is to have a- core meltdown. That

- 3 is done under those circumstances once it becomes clear that
d

that.is going to happen or is very likely to happen or has

5 started to happen; this is not a bingo, all of a sudden it

6 happens event in scme cases. Those circumstances have to
7 be analyzed thoroughly and carefully to determine what is

.8 the rational response in terms of evacuation criteria and

9 so on. .

10 What I am suggesting is that various classes of

11 things leading up to a decision to evacuate be exanined

12 thoroughly, that we have not done so but that they be

(~ examined as a basis for, as one of the bases for setting upy}- '13

14 formal emergency response plans which I would -say are not.

15 going to be simple rules of thumb about 20 miles or 10 miles

16 or 2 miles or 200.
.

17 What is going to have to be part of the emergency
18 response will be to very quickly respond to the actual

19 circumstances of a real accident and then respond acccrdingly.
20 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: That is what I had understood

21 1 ,m's earlier point to be as well, that what ''is accident.
--

> -

L } 22 ,' COMMISSIONER TAYLCR: I ar. s ;r ry . I guess I was
! J

23 not'here..g,

t =
x,

.J 24 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: The accident demonstrated- ,q.
r ;, -

.

l- - N~ j
. ] 25 -za for the first time some of the problems with the assumptions'

!
.

' ^ p
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{ . 3made -about preparation of plans. We have not subsequently ;

.

y-

2 bien able to deter =ine what should be the bases, but it is !

3 obvious something needs' toe be i ne differently from what'

4 was going on before,'~and that...is fundamentally all I think
-5'

we are trying to indicate, and given that there are, I don't

6 ~ know, about; 50 or 60 different groups right now ' coming up3.

7 .with questions about establishment of bases, what he was

8 suggesting is that if you are going to use a. technical

9 consideration about what is going on in the plant you have

; 10 got to do a lot = ore work than has gone on before, and that

j 11 seems to me to be the -kind of conclusion we are all. agreed.

12 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Is it fa'ir to sum it up by --

h 13 CHAIRMAN KE!1ENY: Excuse me, could I add one thinga

14 to that because I did understand,-and I agree with Tom's

15- point. I think Ted is adding a possibly new point which seems,

16 also, important to me, namely, that in addition to what Tom

17- said, we should not want the trend in the future of having
18 a single evacuation plan, but having a sort of series

; 19 depending on the seriousness of the accident.
,

t

-20- COfftISSIONER TAYLOR: Does it sun it up to some
t

21 extent to say that what is needed is work to develop an:

'k ~ 22 : emergency response plan, not an energency olan, that the
r
n
0

23 key word.is response?,
- -s
'

Q.

!. 24 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: And $he response keyed.to what.<

- \_/ s

3. 25 the actual conditions are.

, .- _ __ . _ _
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1 COMMISSIONER MARKS: And.it cannot be limited to-

Y' )t
'

2 just thinking in-ter=s of evacuation.

3 CHAIPJtAN KEMENY: That is correct.
1

4 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Absolutely.

-5 COMMISSIONER FETERSON: Or to something within 10,

6 20 miles of the plant.

7 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes. I think that is an

8 interesting set of ideas to bring together.

9 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: The way I see this thing

10 coming down now toward tomorrow's meeting, we have already

11 been told that a 45-minute or hour longer delay in turning

12 on the high pressure injection pu=ps would have led to a

(*) 13 major core meltdown, and now we are talking about if there
%,)

14 had been a major release we would have had these other
,

15 considerations.

16 So,now, temorrow we are going to consider on.the

17 basis of the assemptions made today what is the probability

,

18. of going from major meltdown to a release, right?

19 COMMISSIONER FIGFORD: Right and how long do you
|

! 20 have, how many days before you-have to decide or hours, or
!

1
! 21 seconds or microseconds?
|

'

( 22 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Can I ask a question? I know
r
5
*

L 23 Bruce Babbitt would ask it if he were here because he spoke
L $
1

I
|

I 24- to it at an earlier meeting, but I think we have a goed
(, w). i
' ~ ^ ' ' } 25 approach to emergency planning here or to the kind of

.
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.|v) . _ recommendation we should make. 'Is the. commissioner, also,
2 willing to~ consider some statenent'on siting of future
3 plants, if any,- because I think it, also, has implications
#"

for that?

'S COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: One comment, and that is

6 don't forget that the sites for 160 plants are already
7 determined, and so if we are going to talk about new siting
8 policy, we are talking about the next round of reactors

9 beyond --
.

10 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Right, unless we say

11 something radical, which is to say that new siting
12 considerations should apply to those to whom construction

{~} 13! permits have already been granted; in other words, that the
we

I4 site at which they were authorized to construct --

15 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: That means revoking the

16 License and siting consideration.

17 COMMISSIONER MARKS: I understand John's statement
18 in here is sort of to make sure we don't forget that point.
19 I would vote strongly to keep it there.

20 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Let me suggest that we have
t

21 the same problxm and that is that is that it is, I think,
>

.

1 22 entirely. feasible that we can arrive at a set of recommendations,
. r

d |
"

! 23 with respect to future siting; then the problem is transitional',
-a
It

| I 24 again, and I think that will prove to be much more dif ficult.!,,-~)L i~
''

* ~/ t
4 25 COMMISSIONER MARKS: I just want to say something.

! I
'

I
.

, _ _ . . _ , _ - ~ .
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.

We may only arrive at a process for restructing the siting

2 < considerations rather than the actual definition of a
s

3 restructuring.

4 COMMISSIONER' TAYLOR: If the purpose of this

5 discussion is-to boil up issues on which there is a big

6 . difference of opinion, I think we have got one right here.

L 7 I would like to make the case which I thi.kk war, also, made,

8 perhaps not-directly by Bruce London, as I interpreted it,

9 against siting out in the boondocks, and that is to attain

10 public confidence in the system.

Il COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Stick in the middle of Columbia

12 University.
,

(~) 13 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: No, I did not say_that.'

-

! 14 If we go in the direction of large, isolated plants that are

15 guarded and sort of a fortress, that we are, at least, tending

16 in the direction of removing from immediate view and

17 involvement by ordinary people this activity that is going
.

18 on.

19 To me, this smacks of the old AEC and the things
i

; 20 coing on behind closed doors.
!
1

21 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: My feeling is that I think

>
1 22 sitine, and I think I said this before, is a critical sort of

-e
5- u

| - , 23 issue,.but I am not prepared to know exactly what should be
a
1.

_ [^'N, 1 24 the resolution of the issue, and I think the suggestion
I' "s / 3-

| } 25 earlier seems reasonable,' simply.to indicate that there are
|

g ._

!

- . - .
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_(m) I a number'of issues centering on siding because you could go
~J

2
,

one way or the other about what the location should be.

3 COMMISSIONER OAYLOR: The question is are we going to ge

4 one way or .another, because if we are, then I think new is

5 at least one time to get some different viewpoints.

6
- COMMISSIONER LEWIS: I think this requires a lot

7 more in-depth discussion.

8 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: When are we going to have it?

9 COMMISSIONER ~. LEWIS: Isn't it part of our NRC

10 debate?

11 Do you want to do it now?

12 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: No, in a way it comes out to me --

[~') 13 to me it comes out of the e=ergency planning. May I say why
,

y

14 I stuck it here? Because my worry about siting is on the

15 emergency planning, and that does not necessarily mean

16 sticking it in the middle of the desert,'but on the other

17 hand there is the Indian Point problem. So, what it raises for

18 me is whether if one recc== ends certain kinds of approaches

19 to the emergency planning, does that not eliminate some

20 sites without determining what the right sites are?

21 I have a feeling in my mind that there are certain

>
g 22 places I rould not put a nuclear power plant, and if that is
5
U

23 the case, I would be prepared to vote for somebody's gecdg
n
I

i 24 recommendation en that subject, and then I even have seme
-
n .

gs-_

4 .25 worries about sc=e of the plans that are now in the CP stage.

.. . - .-. -_ _ .- --
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/ I
( COMMISSIONER PETERSON: And the one recommendation

n
that I have been toying with is our recommending that the-

3 government set up a new Commission agency with some authority
4

over the siting of nuclear plants, and they would weigh these

5 various factors. ' For example, we have the plants on line.

6 We have th? 92 in the pipeline, and we have an interest in

7 building others. It might make sense, for example, to hurry

8 up and finish the construction of one plant semeplace in order

9 to shut down Indian Point, to illustrate it, but we cannot

10 make that decision here, but maybe if we promoted a mechanism

11 for coping with it in the months ahead that would be a worth

12 while contribution.

{ 13 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes, Tom?

14 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I really think that about

15 all we can say -- this is separate from the recommendation

16 but in terms of conclusion on siting is that this new point

17 of view on er ergency planning will obviously affect siting

18 and should be taken into account. '

19 I don't think we have any investigation that goes

20 any'beyond that. We cannot mention any findings beyond that.

21 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: I reach a personal one.

>
U 22 I agree with you that we '.; ave not done enough. We have not
r
=
Q

23 got the backup, but it seems to me that it is the third legg
n
I

) i 24 of the stool, one being design and ecuipment; one being
/

8

f 25 a change in attitude and training and so on, and the third
s,s

|
i

l
i
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(''} 1 thing is to get the things away fro = pcpulation centers,
'v

o
on the assumption that despite the success of the first two,'

3 there will be accidents and that the further they are away
#

from large numbers of people the better.

5 CHAIP3 TAN KEMENY: Okay, but Tom, as I understood

6 him only says that we cannot have a -finding to that, but we
7 could . attack it with a recommendation.
8 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Obviously we can go beyond

9 in the recommendation, but Harry, let us be specific. Does
10 it mean move Three Mile Island away from the population
11 center? I don't know any basis we have for that. Certainly

12 the facts there show that they were prepared to evacuate at

(~} 13 the levels that we are talking about if somebody finallyv
14 decided to do it. We don't know if --

15 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Wait a minute now. I don't

16 know how you got to that conclusion, but I just did not buy
17 what you just said.

18 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: They have the plans. I guess

19 where we are having problems is --

20 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Yes, they had developed

21 the plans, but we are told by the Governor and so forth that

>
1 22 thev could have evacuated if thev wanted to., . -

5
V

23-g COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Not as far out as necessary.

1
f'*g 3 24 COMMISSICNER PIGFORDi Oh, is that right?
( ) 5s_-

25 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: No, t,;ey did not have any.
t

i
l

l
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|

[m} I
.olans for scme of those communities thev were then talking-,g -

2 about by the time it was really getting critical, and there
.

3 is a discrepancy between what those,say,at the governor's

#
1evel and those in, say, the Middletown area Civil Defense

5 agree en what they could have done during the time.

6 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: What I am getting at is

7 whether they could have developed those plans and carried

8 out the evacuation if they had had the proper planning or on

9 the other hand is Three Mile Island in a place where you just

10 could not evacuate in some one of these accidents like this
11 one. I don't know that we can conclude that. Therefore, I

i 12 would not suggest that Three Mile Island necessarily is a

(~)\
13 site that should be moved, and I don't know what to suggest

u,

14 about other sites.

15 I think all we can do is suggest this is an

6 important consideration, and somebody else looking at siting,
.

17 existing and future ones is all I can see.

18

19

| 20

21

1 >
1 22
r

a
23y

s
I

i i 24

N_i i 25

. .
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L CO!!MISSIO:IER MC PEERSO::: It seems to me terribiv%J ~

2 impo rt ant to the future safety of nuclear pcwer, and I do not

3 know, I am sure that we do not have the basis , the data, to

4 make any firm recommendations about it.

5 CHAIRMA:i KEMENY: Could I suggest we come back to

6 this in the stage of arguing about recommendations, particularly

7 since I knew Bruce Sabbit:, at least at one time, felt strcngly

8 abcut this issue.

9 COMMISSIO:iER MC PHERSC:i: Dces he feel the same way

10 about the MX missiles? In order to get friendly with it, we

II ought to have it in downtown Washingten?

12 CHAIPP.AN KEMENY: I think you misunderstood which

l(' ) direction he feels strongly.I3
s

14 COMMISSIO:iER LEWIS: That is an idea, ge a movable

15 nuclear plant.

16 COMMISSIO:!ER TAYLOR: Well, I will tell you this,
,

17 that it seems to me that if the general conclusion is that you

18 cannot build it in Middletcun, that leads te to tend in the

19 direction of saying that says you cannot build them anywhere.
.

20 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Well, I would respond to

| 21 that in the same way that I think we did to Harold Ienton when
!

i >

$ 22- he said if you do not want me to go ahead with licensing, I
!

5
1 u
! 23 have already got 72 plants en line, what are ue going to do-y

I
/ ! 24 about those? It is illegical to stop the licensing process.
''

\ -}< s
gs

4 25 I find that logic of a bureaucrat.
,

_.
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7-) 1 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I am saying something quite
I, /"'

2 different, that if it is unacceptable in Middletown, it is

3 unacceptable anywhere. That is dif ferent.

4 COMMISSIONE1. L2iIS: I agree with you, I will agree

5 with your statement. That is exactly what I just said.

6 COMMISSIONER -IC PHERSO!!: Ycu mean because Middle-
. _

7 town is as far away from a population center as you are likely

8 to get?

9 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: No, because the distance from

10 a population center, there is not a magic distance from a

11 population center, if you are going to make siting -- there are

12 sone aspects of siting that certainly need attentien. You do
.

~3 13 not want to put them on an earthquake fault and there are lots
I

~/
'

14 of other considerations, I am not suggesting that.

15 With respect to --

16 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSCN: Dist ance frcm population is

17 of no censequence?

18 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: No, I did not say that. I

19 picked Middletcwn, I am not sure about Indian Point, Indian

20 P oint is an ancmaly -- there was a fairly careful study.

21 CHAIRMAN REMENY: Aren't there sites where there is

( 22 water and where there is not any city of the size of 130,330,
,

5

$ 23 let us say, within 50 miles?
a

h
'

a 24 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Not in New England.
, ~%
('

e
; *

* *%./ 2 CO!O!ISSIONER LEWIS: Not in the East.

i
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' [%).
I CO ' i!SSIONER TAYLOR: I am sorry, not in Connecticut,l

%s-

2 Massachusetts and' .tode Island.
.

3 CHAIP2G27 KEMENY: That is what I was afraid, because
.

4 I an afraid I know places where there are --

5 COM:tISSIONER TAYLOR: 07 ell, I do not want to

~

[ '6 contaminate those with cesium, either, whether there are

! 7 people there or not.

8 CMAIP21AN KEMENY: Neither do I, Ted.

9 I think we are getting too far off our subject. Let

10 us come back to this when we try to formulate the recommendation.

11 ComtISSIONER HAGGERTY: Let me suggest that as a part

12 of it that you read the Carol itertzel(?) thing -- that is why
(

- 13 I brought it in -- because if you are willing to jump beyond.

14 the present sites and the present plants and all the rest of

15 that, and if you are willing to imagine that we may have to

16 have an option of using nuclear energy 15, 20 years from now,

17 I have not seen the studies, he refers to them, of putting

18 plants underground.

19 Now, there are lots of places where plants could be

20 put underground. There were studies made about putting them

21 underground, and my recollection of those studies is that,;

'

>
g 22 you know, they were f airly 'avorable f rem the safety standpoint.
5 Iv

23 :fobody would talk about doing it because of all the previous !,
a f

1
2 24 conceptions.
s.
3-

a 25 But if unst we are really -- I wanted to use it as a

f

w ,- - - ,
- - - , - - - - , -.,,e, --- m-----e --, ,-r
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j/s\ different kind of illustration about cur own mindsets and the
\v/

2 business of keeping open, because ue talk -- the Presiden:

3 proposed spending 30 billion bucks jus t to get ' started on

&

synthetic fuels.~

5 Well, for God's sake , I mean you could spend quite a
;

6 few billica'wie.h much more certainty on already developed

7 plants, putting them underground, and ge ~further with

8 generating energy. The thing is that we have to be very

9 careful about our own mindsets , even if we conclude that the

10 present ones are not safe.

Il COMMISSIONER LEWIS: What happens to the radiation

12 when they are underground?
!

h, 13 CHAIRMA:7 KE2CiY: I think Pat is on to somethinc-
v

14 important , but let me try to broaden that, that there is a

15 tradeoff here between siting and hcw much you are willing to

16 spend en the plans to be a lot surer to contain your radiation

17 than you new are , and I think the what if group is going to get

18 into that.

19 That is, I think, what Len told me, that they have got

20 some ideas of perfectly practical things that -- you know, it

21 is never 100 percent -- but that could make it vastly more

>
c 22 likelv that even a core teltdown would be centained. There arer -

5
'

0
23

i
_y interesting tradeoffs here.

,

,

| 1
'

i 24 CO:0!ISSIO:iER PETERSCN: John, folicwing up new cn what
4 e

v) 3' 25
. r

Pat said a minute ago concerning whether we should put nuclear

!

. . . - .- .- . . .

*
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[) plants underground and so on. T$cre is another part of chisI
w,

2
. analysis, how much we could do by conservations, who would need

3 that nuclear plant, or how ::uch we can get frem renewable

4 sources of energy, or wheth'er we should use coal, an alternate

5 solution to building the nuclear plants underground.

6 For example , just .using a caulking gun in our homes

7 is calculated to be equivalent to building five nuclear plants,

.

8 so I think when you get to that concern about burying the

9 pl ants , there are a hell of a lot other higher priority things

10 to work on.

11 COMMISSIONER PiGFORD: Pat, are you suggesting we
~

12 do anything about this?

13 CHAIMGli KEMENY: No, I think what Pat was leading
,a

14 to, as I understand, what Pat is suggesting is that all we can

15 recommend in this area is that others should take a serious loc <

16' at this problem and that there are a number of options that

17 should be serious explored. Isn ' t that what you --

18 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: That is exactly right.

19 CHAIR:Gli KEME ."l: It is in the same spirit that I

20 threw in, you know, core catchers, or whatever, that there are

21 a number of other things that somebody ought to explore to see

>
22*

; what can be done here.
5
V

23 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I guess I would just add that,
1
I

24 there have indeed been lots of analyses undergrcunding, and there(''N =

G]
I 25 is a good reascn why no one has then come out with a clear

.

|
|

|
- , _ .
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'

[') I conclusion, because the conclusions are not clear.
x/

2 CO:'2!!SSIO::ER HAGGERTY : And the answer is, in sc=e

3 places it is a very good idea, probably, but sc=e other places

4 it is not.

5 COM:iISSIONER MARRETT: Where are we in the docucent?

6 CHAIFl!.AN KEMENY: Yes, could we take the paragraph

7 that starts at the bottom of page 18 and covers the first third

8 of page 19 and stop there.-
.

9 CO 01ISSIONER ?! ARKS : Where are you new, John? So r:y .

10 CHAIRMA: KEME:N: The paragraph, it is a long

11 paragraph, it is the bottom third of page 13 and top third of

12 page 19, but I would like to stop there for a reason.

O 13 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Well, that really deals with
%)

14 response --

15 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: With reference to the top of

16 page 19, we are back to Ltis matter about the assumptiens that

17 were made, etcetera, it may be that in some of the cases there

18 was an assumption that there would be accidents. The problem

19 was that some of those who were planning did not really know

20 the nature of any such accidents, so they were not assuming that

21 there were not going .to be anything, but their understanding

>
1 22 of the possibilities might have been limited.
r
3
y

23 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I agree with you. I think,
a,

I
'

(''} * 24 that last statecent, in fact, too many individuals assured that-
\_/ 5

} 25 accidents cannot occur. I am sorry , I find that in the reports

;

I

!

.
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(A - frc= tne utilities, when they are themselves working outI
s

2 evacuations, they seem to take it seriously. It is just that

3 they do their own thing, they limit it to the design basis

# accident. So, I think the f act o f it , as I knew it, is not

0 that they assume that the accident did not occur, but, again,

6 they were just limited by the concentration of a large break

7 design basis accident. That is it.

8 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: And they have no respcnsibility _
,

9 really, for the general public. They have a myopia, really.

10 You cannot say we can rely en utilities to protect the
~

II community from nuclear energy. That is, I think, what John is

12 saying here, is that too many individuals and organizations ,

( 13 he means all of us , not just utilities.

Id CHAIR:4A'T KEMEMY: Yes, as a matter of fact, I did not

15 nean the utilities.

16 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: No, he was talking, I thought,

' I7 there especially about the public of ficials in Pennsylvania

18 and in the county, but even there the existence of the plan

19 frem the sureau of Radiological Health from the State suggested

20 that they really did think there was a pcssibility.

21 The only thing is, they j ust were not sure about the

>
g 22 dimensions of those possibilities and were not planning in terms
5
y

23_y of certain kinds of actions that might occur.

f

7- i 24 CHAIRMXI KE CNY : f.*e will change that.
I 2

| m/. t
|

'

2 25 Let's see, new, en the last paragraph en that page,
I

'

!
I

|
!
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O I I would rather not take it up in its form, because it scena to
. \q ,,i

2 me this 23 the one tha is shorthand for what should be a
.

3 whole section, and that is the missing secticn.

4 CO:0!ISSIONER !APJCS : Right. You want to rewrite
1

5 something there?

6 er pyA: KZJiE !Y : If you would be willing to come

7 up with a draft for something here, I would be very grateful.

8 You know, I fudged this, as you say, by saying we have made

9 recommendacions concerning procedural changes that are necessary,

10 as well as long range studies. You see, what I a= doing -- it

11 really is a reminder which I stuck in somewhere that we need

12 something-good on this,

h 13 CO:CIISSIONER MARKS : What you say here, I think, isy i,sj

14 gcod --

15 CHAIRMAN KIME:iY: It just needs to be expanded.

16 CO:41ISSIONER MARKS: Expand another paragraph.

17 CHAIPJWI KEMElY: And I really think you are right,

18 it does not belong to emergency planning. It should be a

19 separate section on health questions.
.

20 CO!G1ISSIONER MARKS : Also, deal with the issue of

21 the cooperation and collaboration among federal agencies with

! 22 radiation-related responsibilities,
r
5
V

23 CHAIPJG2; KEMENY: That applies not just in cny
n

l
'
'

a 24 cmergency, but outside, so that is why I think it does not
!

\v. *
2 25 really. belong in this chapter, but should be expanded into a

.|
-6

- - . -- -. .- - -. ..-
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- [J section by itself. You knew, we are doing che same thing in

2 terns of the separate chapters, and I should have followed the

3 same for=at here. We have a chapter on health consequences

# of the accident, we have another health chapter, and an

5 emergency chapter, and I think I cannot avoid having the same

6 thing in the overview.

7 - So, if you would be willing to draft something --

8 COttiISSIONER MARKS: Well,I will work on that tonight.

9 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: Just one other cctment in the

10 part of handling the emergency, I think this came up ence

11 before, this right now is referring to the handling by the

12 public' officials, although, as Tom has continued to mention,

p 13 there was some handling that was going on inside the plant,
\_/

14 handling the accident in that sense, and I guess if we are

15 going to keep it with the public, we just have to make sure

16 that it is clear that that is the part that is being talked

17 about .

18 We are not even addressing in here the part that the

39 plant was playing in responding, or in informing the public

20 of ficials about what was going on. It might not be necessary,

21 since all that is in the chapter --

>

1 22 COMMISSICNER PIGFORD: Well, Cora, I do think that in
a
u

3_ 23 the whole section en emergency planning we have to include the

1
r'' s 24 planning that is carried out by the utility and reviewed by
( iw_ a

4 25 the NRC. That part of the planning does af fect the siting and
1

!
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I(''s so forth, unless the kind that will af fect it in the future.
I.rv

2 So, don' t you think that needs to be added?

3 CC:!!!!SSIO::ER IGSSCTT: I would prefer to see it in

d here _ about the utility's plans for -- well, you, first of all,

5 say the plan was having to do with the design question -- but

6 in terms of an accident, what did the plan look like and what
,

7 was the response? -

8 It seems to me that is appropriate in this section.

9 I was trying to see whether it is in the section on the
~

; *

10 utility, but I do not think it is.

11 COMMISSIONER MC P*iERSON: I would just like to quote

12 at that point from an article in Fortune, called The Way to

ys 13 Save Nuclear Pcwer, by someone in the NRC staff, named Brightsoa.
I1w/,

14 It says the absurdity of the previously held notion that a

15 utility company could develop the resources necessary to protect

16 large populations against the hazards of massive releases of

17 radioactivity, which could easily extend over many states in

18 several decades of time, has now become apparent -- the

19 absurdity has become apparent.;

20 CONMISSIO iER TRUNK: I would just like to ask one
,

21 question. It has been bothering me, and I have not gotten~ an

>
1 22 answe r. What happens, what emergency response do we have for
r
5
U

23 people who are contaminated? You know, had we gotten dosed in,
a
i
a 24' Itiddletown, what would have happened to us? Do you know, Paul?,s

( ). i

$ 25 CO.vC1ISSIO:IER |O?5S : Well, first of all, it depends
'

<

n
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. f{ } on the level- and the nature of the contamination, but -- in

2 other words, 'if your clothes had been contaminated or --

- 3 CO:OIISSIONER TRUNK: What I mean is,, a shcwer will
~ 4 not clean off contamination. I mean we got more than a shcwer

5 can take off.

- 6 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Oh, you mean if you got more than

'

7 changing your clothes and a shower would take off.,

8 CHAIPl4AN KE:ENY: Paul is saying that there could have

9 been a lot more radiation and still a shcwer and changing

! 10 clothes could have taken care of it.

II CO!!MISSIONER MARKS: Oh, yes, Well, it could have

12 taken carc of a lot of it. Mcw, the -- so any external

,~j) 13 contamination, you knew, a great deal could be done. If it was
,a

14 internal, the only mitigating procedure we have available to us

15 is for iodine in the thyroid, and that would be the administra-

10 tion of potassium iodide in advance of or, I think, the best
.

17 thinking right new is it is probably useful up to three hours

18 after exposure.

19 For other kinds of exposure to radiation in terms of

20 ingestien and censumption, we have no means of mitigating the

21 reponse to it.
:

>

i 22 CHAIRMAN FI:iENY: Can you treat the symptcms?
5
v

-_g CO:SiISSIONER |iARKS : Well, you can treat symptccs of23

I

/~'s 2 24 acute radiation poisoning and I think that certainly in -- with
(.,/

25 modern approaches a gccd deal can be done to -- in fact, en

:
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10
'( i I record I :nin% there have been individuals in a nuclear olants/ -

2 accident, I think in Yugoslavia I knew about, who have received
;

3 what are considered ordinarily. lethal doses of radiction, and

'4 I think at least one of three, or maybe two of three, were

5 treated and survived..

6 That is one extreme , that is a very extreme case.

7 Tne other thing you have to retember is that the data to date

8 indicates that a relatively small proportien of people exposed

9 to a given dose show clinically adverse effects of that

10 exposure.

II COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: It depends en the dose.

I2 CO!?iISSIONER MARKS : No, of the sublethal, sub -- you

) 13 know, acutely toxic. I mean the long range dose effects. In

I4 other words , but levels significantly higher than, cbviously,

IS anybody experienced in the accident, the consequence of the

16 accident at Three Mile Island.

17 So, the answer to your question, unfortunately, is

I8 very complicated, ccmplex. There is no cne simple answer,

19 because it depends on the nature of *he exposure, the amount

20 of exposure --

21 COMMISSIONER TR'JNK : Well, let us say we had a core

>

[ 22 neltdoun and the government decided to evacuate us , but it was
5

* v
23g too late, and we got really highly contaminated. Wculd they --

1
# I 24 I am sure they would not let us go out of :tiddletcwn. Jus:N ,)/ i

$ 25 what happens to the people like in a catastrophic accident?

i
"

i

t

:- -
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(A)
.

1
\_/ Uhat happens to the people who are close to the plant?

'

And they have been dosed very well.

3 CO:CIISSIONER :GRKS: nell, if you are talking about

4 acute radiation illness, in other words you have been dosed to,

5 the point where you get the ef fects of acute radiation illness ,

- 6 2then I think that in addition to thorough external decen-

7~ tamination, you treat the ef fects of radiation, which may or

8 may not develop even at a given dose level in a given

9 individual.

10 They are what we would call symptomatic or remedial.

11 You cannot do anything to essentially prevent radiation that has

I2 reached inside the body at a site. We can treat the ef fects
,a

I2 of it. Am I answering your question?

I4 COMMISSICNER LEWIS: Isn't there a risk to those who
i

IS do the treating at some point? I mean isn' t there a point at

16 which a decision has to be made that this person is so

I7 heavily dosed tha,t you have to write him off and you are not
I8 going to risk medical persennel to treat him?

I9 COMMISSIONER |tARKS: No, I do not think so. I think

20 that a doctor can always approach the patient -- new, a doctor

21 may be risking something approaching the al ?, but not the
>

h22 patient.
O

!
23

J CCMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Paul, isn't it fair to say that
I-

(x) {24 the range of exposure within which, if you do not do scmething,
s_-

, ,

something very bad is likely to happen to the pcrs,Cn, and the.

: 1
'

*

I

|
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f%
(_-) I - point at-which you really cannot do anything is a relatively

2 from a. few 13 's of R :o a few 100 's of R; S:at isnarrcu range , ,

3 a factor like 10, compared to the dif ference between the dose

# levels at which you would want to evacuare, and the point at

5 which you start getting clinically observable resu .ts.

6 In other words, the likelihood of getting an amount

7 of radiation, such that medical treatment is important, except

8 for the potassium iodide, is quite small. In other words , the

9 difference between getting enough to sort of. kill you for sure

10 and make you very sick is not a huge range, compared to the

Il difference between the 1 R per hour, or scrething like that,

12
.

which -- whatever it is -- when evacuation is clearly signalled ,

'

<s
km,1 13 and those clinically observable effects.

14 COMMISSIOiER MARES: I do not really have any idea

15 how aevore the accident would have to be to reach levels of

16 contamination in, say, five miles, so that ycu would be - faced

17 with acute radiation illness problems. Do you have any idea,
1

18 Tom?

19i

i

i 20

| 21

>
1 22
r
3-

; V
23s

\
y
s
I

'( 2 24
\- E

l 25
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O). 1 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: What kind of a release would(
Li
9-29-79 2 you like to have? Tens of r per hour?
Tape 19

3 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Yes.

4 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Well, I think we don't have

5 a scenario, but let's just imagine one. Let 's imagine some-

6 thing happens to violate the containment and so you distribute

7 the strontium around, the plutonium and the cesium and it is

8 certainly going to be tens of r per hour. What does von

9 Hipple's ccmpilation show?

10 COMMISSIONER TAYLCR: It is going to take awhile to

11 get it.

12 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: But I think the answer to your

(,r s,) 13 question is that as you go the range what you actually got

14 was really negligible. Ten times that much would not penetrate

15 bad. One hundred times that would have been really serious.

16 At a thousand. times, you are just beginning to get to the

17 borderline. At ten thousand times, you need serious .aedical

18 treatment and at a hundred thousand times that, you are dead.

19 okay. So, what you said, there is a very, very wide range
,

20 in which you don't get it, in which you don't even need medi-

21 cal treatment and by the time you need medical treatment, you i

> 22j are approaching that range.
3
Y i23 ;

_? COMMISSICNER TAYLCR: Well, I don't think we ought
1 .

( j 24 to leave an impression that in that wide range from say a few
x ;

25 tenths of r per hour to tens of r per hour, we don't do i

l
i
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anythi.}g. The reasoning for that is that then there is this1

2 statistical statement about how many people eventually will

3 die from cancer. They can't come to you and say you are going

4 to die from cancer if you dcn't do something. But there is a

5 statistical statement about some number of people per thousand
.

6 that are likely to get cancer.

7 CCMMISSIONER MARKS: The other -way_of putting it,
.

8 the concern about acute radiation illness -- in other words,

9 being so contaminated so that you cannot be evacuated is a

10 concern relevant to only a really -- Tom is looking it up,
11 but it is a v ry unusual rate, which would allow that degreee

| 12 of cu ntamination in the environment. But the much below that,

[^)N 13 the exposures are significant in terms of long term effects%
14 and that is a statistical thing.

-

15 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Some unidentifiable fraction
16 of the population. You can't say you and you and you are going
17 to b( ifected, but some fraction of all of you will be.

18 CCMMISSIONER MARRETT: But I thought where Anne

19 when she raised the question earlier, too, was asking at that
20 level of acute radiation illness, that would have happened in

21 Middletown if you have the few doctors who are left; they have
>

[22 been irradiated . Is anybody going to come in to pro ide thev
d

23g creatment to people in the area or as I gather they were cen-
1

['') j 2# cerned about at the time, is somebody just going to block off
\._/ *

} 25 Middletown and say you can't get out.

. _

y - - - - - w &.,e- g --e- ,* w e ry v r-
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5-
1 COMMISSIONER MARKS: I would say that it depends --

2 the strata'gy there depends in part of the state of Middletown
.

3 in~the event of such a catastrophe.

4 COMMISSICNER TAYLCR: I do think that Anne has a

5 good point.

6 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Sha has a very good point.

7 That is why I am struggling with it. I don't feel that I am

8 doing it justice.

9 COMMISSIONER TAYLCR: We have- a specific statement

10 somewhere -- I forget where -- to the effect that National

11 -- were told that at a certain level, which is what we are

12 talking about, then you wouldn't have to go in to help anybody.

13 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: That is not true and subse-

14 quently been proved since then.

15 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: We have had a letter on that com-

16 plaing about --

17 COMMISSIONER TAYLCR: That is not true?

18 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I think it was exaggerated. Let's

19 put it that way. I don't believe that under those circum-

20 stances, would somebody have stopped Anne irem getting into

21 a car and driving out of there,

a >

1 22 COMMISSICNER MARKS: No, but I assume that -- no,
i
V

23 I don't think they would because the fact that an individualg

3
24

( } is contaminated doesn't necessarily mean that individual is

3
* 2*' going to contaminate anybody else.

|

t
- _ , - . - _ . . . . . - , , - - , - . , - - .
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.[-s p 1 COMMISSIONER TRUNK: That is what the people of
s

v

2 Middletown think.

3 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Then we ought to clarify that.

4 CEAIRMAN KEMENY: I assumed that she would have been

5 allowed to get out and get out of the area and go to a hospi-

-6 tal.

7 COMMISSIONER MARKS: If you were so terribly con-

8 taminated that you were a potential danger to a person near

9 you, that would be a type of contamination that could be

10 markedly diminished by changing your clothing or taking a

11 shower and so on because what you already have in your body

12 is not going to be a source of danger to anybody else, so to
("%
(_) 13 speak. If you are well enough to get in your car and drive

14 that would be the only criteria.

15 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: One example, someone in an

16 accident about 10, 12 or 15 years again got 10 times the dose
17 that would kill somebody. They died 48 hours later, but in

18 the course of that they were in a hospital bed, with nurses --

19 COMMISSIONER MARKS: No, in this Yugoslav accident,

20 which you referred to, these workers received lethal doses;
2I yet, they were able to be transported frcm Yugoslavia to Paris

>

[ 22- to be treated and all the people that have to come in contact
3

23
? vith them, you can imagine. Getting them into the airplane,
i

(j) f24 flying them there, getting them off the airplane, getting them
| 25

~

a to the hospital. And I think two survived and one died.
|
i

.
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,C 1 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: But I think that the' key questionV
2 and you can tell your neighbcrs, no, that does not mean --

.

3 as a matter of fact, they would tell you to get out of ~ there.
.

4 I mean, take a shower, change your clothes and get out of

5 there.

6 COMMISSIONER TRUNK: Well, I know ' hat we had road

7 blocks. The cops on the Turnpike had geiger counters. They

8 were checking us. And I heard them College -- before you can

9 go into that town, you had to be monitored or they wouldn't

10 let you in. So, I just wanted to know.

11 ~0MMISSIONER LEWIS: Well, Anne, this is an anec-

12 dote. .I got back frcm our visit to Harrisburg, I found that
'

.

[~) 13 people said, hi, Carolyn and stepped back several feet. So,'wr
14 I said, what are you doing that for and they really thought
15 that I -- did you get the same thing, Cora? They admitted

16 that they thought that I was t .iating contaminated radiation

17 anu they didn't want to be near me. So, we are really all

18 very ignorant about it.

l9 COMMISSIONER MARKS: That you can reassure your

20 neighbors on. That is not going to be a problem.

2I
COMMISSIONER MARRETT: That is what I think will be

>

h 22 one of the important outcomes of this kind of inquiry because
d

23
f that is very much of a concern that a lot of people have, not
2

(} f2# just Middletown. And in some way -- I don't know how exactly
k 2 *" you get it into the document, but it seems important to me.

I
i

,
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.l\ -) 1 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Isn't it correct that even
.

2 at Hiroshima or those that were killed by the blast and the

3 burn- and all the rest of that that the actual increase in the
4 number of people who were that ill -- it is a lot of people,

5 but it is a small percentage, even the're.
.

6 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yeah, but I think Anne's point

7 should be somewhere -- maybe in the health chapter we should

8 speak to this point because if enough people believe that, it

9 is important somewhere in one of the health chapters to add-

10 ress this.

11 Okay, could I suggest that we move on in the dccument[

12 and fortunately the next section is totally a non-v ntroversial
j%(,) 13 -- I am being funny because every time we have gotten to this

.. .

14 particular topic we have had a huge argument within the Com-

15 mission. That is why I made the remark.

16 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: The first sentence in the

17 second paragraph. We don't find there was a systematic attemp:
13 for coverup by the sources of information. I agree with that;.

,

!19 however, one thing that concerned me a great deal during the
27- accident, before this Commission came into existence was that

21 info mation that I knew was in the heads of people in NRC, at
>

[ 22 least, about the nature and extent of ccre damage that they |
5
v \

{ 23 had already convinced themselves had taken place didn' t find
|
i

5 i

! { 24 its way into the general news media, was not discussed in any js/ s
<*

2 25 I

of the open meetings of the Commission for the next two weeks --
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T'' I the NRC Commission and I found that mysterious. And I think I

2 there is some evidence that people didn't want to talk about
.

3 the amount of zirconium that had been involved, che extent

4 of the involvement of the =irconium and so on. Now, I am not
..

5 passing judgment on whether that holding back of information

6 was justified or not.
,.

_

7 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: The arg' ment under-questioning
. .

8 I think in the spositions, a lot of these guys said, well

9 nobody ever asked us, so we didn't off the in formation . This

10 is the tfpical kind of bureaucratic fudge on it. Now, whether

11 you want to call that a coverup or not. They did not offer

12 that information and if any of the reporters who were there,

,("] 13 who obviously didn't know what to ask, had asked, they would
t;m

14 have told them. So, I think there is a question whether --

15 I don't know whether you would call that quite a coverup.

16 Withholding of information might Le more precisely what they
17 were doing of important information.

I8 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: But I tried to put in the informa- -

19 tion that we got from Dave Reuben's group report two sentences

20 later that there wa. an attempt to minimize the significance

21 in spite of substantial evidence that it was_ serious. Later
>
g22 that week, the opposite would occur,
d

23
? COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Going a little bit further
i

2# and saying that 10 days folicwing, following March 28th, therz

. 25 was still no statement by NRC, that I am aware of -- and I

._

D
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/~'l 1 ! have _ looked very hard for it -- or by the utility giving theirU ,

2 picture that they had at that time of what had happened to

3 the core. And that was still in the minds of many people and

4 it was a question. How high did temperatures get? Did it

5 come close to melting and so on? We now knew that there were

6 a number of calculations that se d that temperatures got up

7 in the range of several thousand degrees. There was some

8 speculation at that time that it might have exceeded the melt-

9 ing point. And this was not in the newspapers. I can't say |

|10 why it wasn't. All I know is that I looked very hard for it '

11 and have looked since then for it and couldn't find it. But

12 I do know that it was in people 's minds.

13 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: I thought that the overview
;

14 chapter is, in essence, to give some sense of what the rest of
15 the report is going to look like, the kind of supporting mater-
16 ial from there. If we don't have that kind of information
17 in the part on public information, it becomes somewhat dif ficult,

i

18 doesn't it, to talk about it here of the failure of the press
!

19 to --

20 CHAIRMW KEMENY: I was trying to summari=e here, but

| 21 in maybe too brief of a form --
| >

| [22 COMMISSIGNER TAYLCR: Is that observation then
! 3

{ 23 really not in the staff report?
.I

b) $ 2# CHAIRMAN KEMENY: You see, they basically lcoked
|

\- s

25 at the coverage for the first week.

_
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IP"9 1 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: Thac is right.
/ '

2 CCMMISSIONER LEWIS: John, may I make a suggestion.

3 I think the key word in what you have written is correct, that

4 there wasn't a systematic attempt to coverup. But maybe we

5 could add a phrase that says, although some individuals did

6 not offer significant information to the media. In other words

7 there were examples of people who knew that that core was un-

8 covered and did not -- we have that in our timeline and we

9 have that in the deposit.ons. In other words, we al. not say-3

10 ing there was a system atic attempt to do so, but certain in-

II dividuals said, well, we weren't asked, so we didn't tell any-

12 body, which is an individual decision that that information

13 was not anything you wanted to let out.O,x
I4 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: If the Commission wishes to, I

I0 will be glad to put it in. It wasn't in your findings.

16 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Would you put in scme did?

I7 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Nobody did on the core uncovery,
I

I8 not for days.

I9 COMMISSIONED PIGFCRD: Somebody called me. |

1

20 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: You are not a member of the

21 ,

press. <

is

h22 COMMISSICNER PIGFCRD: Then you want to say, did !
3
V

23
J , not offer it to the press.

'

1 I2# 3
$ COMMISSIONER LEWIS: That is what I cm talking about,e

(w ;

5\- * 25 to the media. Gh ye s, we were talking about -- that is

i
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20

r^i 1 exactly what Ted was saying, that this was not offered to the

v)o3
i

2 ?ress. It was on the site. They knew that the core had been

'

73' ~ uncovered, but it was not offered to them.
~ ~

4 COMMISSIONF.R MARRETT: What was your statement again?

5 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: I think that John's point that

6 there was no systematic attempt to cover up -- in other words,I

7 the operative word being " systematic" although scme individuals

8 failed to offer significant information to the media -- failed

9 to pass on --

10 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: That effectively says that

11 they were covering up. The way that you have put it in the

!
'

12- same sentence and I don't know that they were covering up
l
; -

| /~% 13 or not. There can be so many reasons why they didn't offer

14 it.

15 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Well, but in the testimony

16 they said, yes, we knew that. Asked why didn't you offer it,

17 most of these people said, because nobody asked.

18 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: That doesn't even prove

19 that they were around the press.
,

|
'

20 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Well, on the public's right

21 to information is a question about how much information is
,

! > ;

( [22 prudent for the public to know. It is established that at i
d

23
? the time that the decisions were being made the following,

I i

('']N
{ 24 April 2, 3 and 4, hcw do we go to a sort of long term conduc-
*%.

25 tive cooling mechanism, there were very serious discussions

|
|

k
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['''}l -1 about whether various schemes would work because of the se-
J

2 vere damage that had led to a belief that -- to a concern that

3 there would be serious blockage of the ficw of the water and i

!

4 that was not made public. I guess, I believe it should have

5 been.

J~

6 CCMMISSIONER PIGFORD: The first sentence is about !

7 Do we have any evidence anybody covered up, system-coverupj
8 atic or not? Coverup has a clear meaning, I think.

9 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Yes, a coverup normally is an

10 ex-post facto thing. You did something wrong and you tried

11 to hide that you did it. Maybe the use of the term is a

12 problem.

/' 13
'

N ') COMMISSIONER PIGFCRD: What was sinister about it?

I4 Do we know anything that anybody covered up?

15 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I would like to turn that

16 into a question.

I7 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Well, the utilities were less

13 than frank.

l9 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: There is something very spec-

20 ific I wanted to report and that is that if you read carefully

21 through all of the transcripts of all of the meetings of the
>

f22 NRC Commissioners, both closed and open, to April 5, following;

! 0
23( f the accident, there is in that record that we have in the

| 1
241 -

! Commission, no detailed discussion of the srate of the core.
(_ i

$ 25*
I have gone through that very carefully trying to find it.

|

_ _ . .
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/^^;2 -1, COMMISSIONER PIGFCRD: What does that have to do !

U
2 with a coverup? A coverup is some willful concealing of

3 in formation . Is it established?

4 COMMISSIONER TAYLCR: No, but what I think is es-

5 tablished is in all of the transcripts of all of the meetings

6 of the NRC Commissioners, there was not discussion of thir

7 subject, which seems to me incredible that it should not have

8 been discussed.

9 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: You are suggesting that they

10 did discuss it in private, but kncwing that that tape recorder

11 was on -- I mean, that is your implication.

12 -

.

u,

i

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

>
I 22
r

'h
, 22
2
1.
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(~''g l 1 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I an not sure. I am concerned
i ,) 20s

-

2 about the fact that it is not in the transcript.,-

3 CHAIRMAN KE?ENY: Okay. I suggest that'the improve-

4 ment might cone down.'

5 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: So I gather though that there

6 was some real hesitation in support of the followup statement.

7 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Yes. I agree that it wasn' t

a systematic but there were some individuals who just simply with-

9 held certain information.

10 CO!1MISSIONER EAGGERTY: Well, some of those indivi-

11 duals weren't at the press conference.
,

j2 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: The whole question is that that

13 is information that should have been passed on to the people

14 who were informing the press if you are going to agree that

15 the press ought to know --

16 COMMISSIONER EAGGERTY: No, no. What I am worried

j7 about is going from your statement that some people knew thin ~gs

18 and their response was, they weren't asked. It doesn't hold

jp that they were in any sense trying to keep it from anybody. It
.

20 just dcesn't.

21 CEAIRMAN KEMENY: If I may it to a bit of an extreme,

I 22 I am sure both Tom Pigford and Ted Taylor knew things during
e
3* that accident that the press didn' t know, and ye t , to the best2,, .

2

f- 3. 4
of my knowledge neither one of them issued statements to the

.

''''
25 press. Yet, I wouldn't accuse either one of them of cover up.

,
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f^s 'l CO:01:SSTIONER TAYLOR: Well, as e matter of fact I

s- .

2 did.

- 3 CHAIRMAN KE'1EL~l: Oh, you did? Sorry.

4 CO!!MISSIONER LEWIS: You were one of those confusing

5 sources.

6 COMMISSIO!iER TAYLOR: I was called by a reporter on .

7 the Detroit Free Press on the Tuesday following the accident
;

8 and there wss a three-way conversation, a conference call,

9 Carl Walsky, the President of the Industrial Forum, and myself

10 and this reporter. He said that he understood from somebody,

11 I don't know who it was, that I was arguing on the basis of

~

12 what had been said about the hydrogen bubble .that somewhere ~

"s 13 between a quarter and a half zirconium had been consumed to

14 produce that hydrogen and he had never heard that before and

15 was quite interested in the subject. Now, that was news to

16 him. I also found by reading the Post, the Washington Post and

17 New York Times that there was no reference to anything like a

18 quarter to a half of the core having in effect lost it and I-

19 thought that was a very important matter.

20 CHAIR 21AN KEMENY: Well, could we wait on this matter

21 till Dave cor.es down because there are two questions, one,

$,22 were people talking to the press who knew things that they with-

5

$ 23 held, and two, even if that is true, do we have it in the-

s
I

1

* evidence that the task force collected? And I can't answer
'

,I ' $. 24
j 25 either of those questions.A

.

* e-

1
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/~* 3 1 COMMISSIONER MARR$70: But I do have a small one onk

] 2 that first statement where it says, the sources of information,,

3 I was clear until our discussion I had thought tha: that'was

talking about the official spokesten from NRC and the utility --y 4

,

5 official spckesmen to the press and, thus, it was not talking,

!- 6' about just any source of information that a reporter might have
. . . .

' ~ . g.

i, 7 used. Then in terms of the official spokesmen to the media

8 from NRC and the utility there was no evidence that they cohered

9 up anything systematically. Is that the interpretation?

10 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Well, you see the problem is for

11 the guys who were briefing the press had to rely on the' experts;

37 at the scene --
;

13 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: All right.

14 COMMISSIOtIER LEWIS: Now, if the experts at the scene<

15 decided they wouldn't pass the information on to the press,

16 there was no way the press was going to get that information.

37 Is that a cover up? Or is it just saying, you know, that was !

'

18 not a question that was being raised?
.

! -

j9 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: But where we got into a prob-

: 20 lem a.while ago is in talking about what the experts -- what
-

-

we mean by experts that what Pat had said earlier is that there21

h 22 were some experts who knew particular things and the information

23 never got to the media. One explanation is that there was no.

.

={ 24 direct line to them in terms of the media. My concern was
)

.J 5

} 25 ma ing a distinction between those e::perts who had official

__ . .

-, - - . . - - .- - . - . - _ ,_. -
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(''T , j responsibilities --
1 s

%)
2 CO:::1!SSIONER LEWIS: Official expert sources then

3 may be a better way to put this whole thing.

4 COMMISSIONER PIGTORD: One word or enis I just nate *

5 is expert. I con't think we have founc an expert yet anc I

6 think it is an elusive thing. A:.c we lay an awful lot to the
.-

7 feel of experts without knowing even what they are talking

8 about.

COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Uhy don't we say some of the9

fficial news sources?10

COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Were confused?jj

COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Were themselves confused, isn't
12

that right? I mean the NRC in Bethesda was saying different/" j3U,
things.ja

COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: And then you can say there were
15

ma r disagreements among the officials.
16

COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Yes, right.
17

COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Among some officials. Youjg,

can' t go too far because I am not sure that some of it is notj9

disagreements.
20

COMMISSIONER LEWIS: I said scce of the officialg
.

I 22 ews sources, I agree with you. '

r

d COMMISSICNER MCPHERSON: We could use so=e phrares
2a,y

a

1 dear to the hearts of editors like so-called, and self-urs-
24

'

h 3
\_ / 5 -j Claimed.

,

,

.
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.is

.p5 1 . COMMISSIONER LEWIS: While it is true en the first

V
'2 day of the accident there was an attempt by the utility and' the

3 local NRC officials -- I think we need to be more precise there

'

4 because I think you lef t it a little loose.

5 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Well, that bothers me. You

6 are saying that there was a conscious attempt to minimize --

7 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Yes, there was.

8 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Do we have that?

9 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: We do.

10 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: On Met Ed we do. I am not sure

it whethe.r the local NRC people were then talking. That again is
b

12 why I would like Dave to be here to be safe on this.
,

.

/ 13 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: No, that is true.lNI
w/

14 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: But they could be seeing what

15 Met Ed was saying without themselves consciously attempting to

16 minimize..

17 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: The utility we knew was because

jg they admitted that themselves.
.

19 COMMISSIONER MCPHERSON: The second half of that

20 sentence I don't quite follow. Was there later that weekend

,

21 an opposite phenomenon? Was that an attempt to maximize the

$ 22 significance?
! I

j 23 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: That isn't quite accurate. .;

,

f24I I mn sure what you are,saying is that there was a lot of

('s) =
'# j agitation with no or little basis, whereas, early there was25

,_ _ __ _ _ _ . _ _ ._.
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-1 little_ agitation when there was some basis.}$
2 CO!21ISSIONER TAYI.OR: Well, I don't think that is

"

3- quite- fair because the story we got consistently- from everybody-

4 was that no one was terribly worried about the accident, most

5 people, until Thursday evening. And it was Friday morning

6 when we had our first hearing when all the phone calls started

7 going out and at that point people got very serious. They were

a not worried particularly until Thursday afternoon, late Thursday

9 afternoon.

10 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I don't kno't what that means.

11 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: All I was trying to say really --

12 it should be rewritten -- that you may feel that in the early

('5 13 stages there is some evidence that people were holding it down.
k)

14 But actually a few days later news was given out that in that

15 respect turned out to be nighly exaggerated.

16 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: Yes, but the inconsistency

there is that we sort of stuck in about the first day the *i-
37

.

18 lity spokesmen were minimizing the significance. And the
.

utility spokesmen didn' t change towards the --19

COMMISSIGNER PIGFORD: Are you saying that some of20

this other source con clously exaggerated it towards the end?
21

( 22 CHARIMAN KEMENY: No.
t
5

$23 COMMISSIONER FIGFORD: That is what maximize means,

n

/'' f24 if minimize means --

\ )~ 5 .

COMMISSIONER MCPHERSON: Different people were doing'' j 25

i

, - - - |

_
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r'~N 7 - 1 the minimi:ing than the maximizing.
-6 )v

2 - COMMISSIONER LEWIS: That is right.

-3 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: All I was t_m(ing to get across here

4 is that it is not a case where - all through this pecple are

5 playing it down of playing it up but that early in the week

6 we have some evidence -- -

7
' COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: That they were playing some-

8 thing dcun and playing it up too. And that is what I really

9 think was going on. I think that is something different from
,

10 minimi=ing ,

jj CHAIRMAN KEMENY: David, can you join us?

12- QOMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I think the problem with this --

p>N j3 we keep saying it, what was not taken seriously before the,
U

~

presence of the hydrogen was recognized generally, had to doja

with the core uncovering and the' recognition by a few people15

that an exaggeration had developed. It is not that people16

reversed themselves on that. It is that a new subject came up,37

maybe the hydrogen bubble because there was not a reversal themjg

about maximizing, or saying much more alarming things about '

39

the state of the core. I am objecting to the fact that that20

didn't persict and cone out publicly. The hydrogen bubble is
21

'

! 22 another subject.
r
5
v CO!!MISSIONER HAGGERTY: Then there had to be dis-p 13
a

} 24 - satisfaction with what was being reported on Wednesday and

.! ,5 -
Thrusday because of the feeling of lack of information and'

.

.

v
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s?--8 1 micinformation right along. That is all I am saying and I

b'~ '
2 think there is some basis for that.

3 CHAIN!AN KEMFv": David, could we ask a couple of-

4 factual questions? We ara going through the public information

5 section here and M ' was actually written before I saw your

6 final version. The first question was, I had.the sentence some-
.

7 thing like, while it is true that the first day of the accident

8 there was an attempt to minimite its significance in spite of

9 substantial evifence that it was serious -- that goes to the

10 utility doing it, but was there anybody besides the utility

11 doing it?

12 MR. RUBIN: On Wednesday?

CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes.J% 13i

U
MR. RUBIN: Most of the utility on Wednesday andja

Thrusday to some extent, the NRC| Region I people were on site,
15

Higgins, although Higgins was more forthcoming than the Lieu-
16

tenant Governor.j7

COMMISSIONER MCPHERSON: Ynat about the Chairman to
18

,

Congress on Thursday:j9

MR. RUBIN: Chariman Henry to Congress on Thursday,
20

I w uld have to go back and look through the records.
21

* CHAIRMAN REMENY: There is a second question that
1 22
r
5

$ 23
came up a little earlier, I quoted something that came out at

a

} 24 least in the earlier versien, that you did not find a systemati,c
is .

! attempt for a cover up hv sources of information and then I._- s 25 *

_ . . - . . .
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/~ J 9 1 follow that by saying but they did minimize the importance the
V

2 first day. The question came up whether there were any indi-
.

3 viduals where you have evidence that they withheld information

.

4 from the press. And I couldn't answer that.

5 MR. RUBIN: I have been wrestling with the language

6 to put this into and I will just tell you the problem and you

~ '

will have to make the decision. You know, thi~1ine between a~

7

8 cover up or the willful withholding of information you know to

9 be true, versus the ability to deceive yourself as to what may

10 be happening I think is a delicate line. A number of utility

ti people admitted to us that they were reluctant throughout the

| 12 accident to disclose what they knew to be pessimistic infor-
,

!

(~/'3 - 13 mation. And we found a number of instances in which what yet
n

j4 might view as optimistic information was more forthcoming fron

15 the utility than pessimistic information.

The reason that the gave was that given that it was16

j7 pessimistic information, or if you will, information that may-

he utility's position was not good and would be alarming, they18
.

said that they wanted to be absolutely sure that that was the39

20 case, such as the extent of the core damage, they wanted to
!

i

be very sure before releasing the information. So that the
21

$ 22 question then is how sure is sure and mixed up in all this is'

| r
5

$ 23 the fact -- and I think this is something Commissioner McPher-
-mj son mentioned the last time we were all together, and some

24
> -)' -

c

3 25 things.that some reporters have pointed out, that maybe you

- |

:

_ -
I
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r4 10 1 can't expect the utility to be as forthcoming, or any business
[ts}
'~#

2 to be as forthcoming as we would like with that sort of infor-

3 mation.

4 Now, we, as we outlined in the timeline, there were -

: 5 instances in which Met Ed people knew, or thought they knew

6 about core damage and the extent of it just as early as a

7 variety of NRC people knew. Yet NRC people were more forth-

8 coming with the information. Now, does that mean that Met Ed

9 people were covering it up, or does it mean that for insti-

10 tutional reasons they were less willing to admit it to them-

.

11 selves, or does it mean that they honestly felt that the infor-

12 mation was not nailed down enough to make public, or does it

'

(^5 13 mean that they were covering it up?

k.)
ja COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: When was this , Dave, that

15 NRC people were more forthcoming with the core damage?

MR. RUBIN: pretty much Thursday that that was hap-16

j7 pening.

COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: If you have examples of state-18
.

39 ments made either at press conferences or primarily appearing

20 in newspapers about the character and extent of the core damage

as of Friday, I would be very interested in seeing it because
21

(

f22 I 1 oked for that all through the accident and found none. But

: 5

$ 23 if y u have some I would be very interested in seeing that.
2

h MR. RUBIN: I think we do.
24'N

s_J 3 23 COnxISSIONsR TAYtOR: Not just the extensive core

. -. - , , ,
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l

(~T 11 1 dar. age but the character of it, what they really thought was !

\~ I |

2 happening and talk of temperatures of several thousand degrees, i

3 and so on.

4 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: David, one of the people who

5j said that, and you are much more familiar with this -- I remember
!

6 reading about it, who said that they knew that the core was

7 uncovered or something but they didn' t tell the media because-

8 they weren't asked --

9 !!R. RUBIN: No. The comment about not tellin g the

10 media because they weren't asked was in relation to radiation

ij reasons --

12 CO!UiISSIONER LEWIS : Oh, okay, I understand.

13 MR. RUBIN: And that happened on Wednesday. I don't()
ja know if the statements we have are going to tua as specific as

15 the ones you are looking for but I will see what we have.

16 COMMISSIONER !!CPHERSON: Could I raise again a ques-

j7 tion that I raised sometime ago, that is , what we think about

18 the obligation of people in positions such as Denton's to

fully advise the public through the press of what they think is39

going n, what they are recommending. If we adopt a public20

has the right to know everything view, we are saying that if
21

k 22 Centon and Madsen, the senior staff of the NRC believed on

5

$ 23
riday that there is a hydrogen build up and possibly an oxygen -

e

{ ,, build up, a potential.for an explosion, but they are not sure.

I-: a -

( 5

} 25 they.are very cencerned about that, that is , in fact, at say,'-

| ten o' clock in the morning the state of their minds, the state
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/, \ 12 ; of their beliefs and they are asked about that by the press, inV
2 some way someone gets hold of them, what do we think their obli .

3 gation is? The public needs information for its safety --

COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Who is going to decide what you4

5 are going to tell them?

COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: He is raising a very important.'6
.. -

7 question.

COMMISSIONER MCPHERSON: What I am trying tio do isg

to try to get our view of what should be done in these situations9

where there is a good deal of confusion. Now, if you know very
10

well that there is an explosive situation you are certainly
33

under an obligation to say so and to tell the governor, and12

() get everybody moving as quickly as possible. But here they;3

thought that was the case, they were not sure.74

COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Now, let me put it in a dif-
15

ferent frame. You are standing at the rear of a theater, theg

doors are locked, there is a way of telling of people if you
j7

see a fire starting. Do you yell fire? When you know what is;g

going to happen? Or do you go and do something else so they
39

*" 9" "
20

21

>
1 22
r

23,
m

I' 24
5 .

U

} 25
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COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: You tell them eventually

2 you don't yell, " Fire." I mean look _ you just cannot answer the

3*

question except in the. circumstances.

d< COMMISSIONER LEWIS: The circumstance is one of the
5 things the public had the right to know was that the experts
6 did not knew anything, and I think that that piece

._-

7 of information was vital for them to know, and if we say
8 that the confusion should not be made public until all these

-

9 guys get their act together'then I think --

10
3 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: It seems to me that the

11 governor and Hendry, that stuff, I saw it in the paper on

12 Th'ursday. That is one of the reasons the President called

() 13 that they said that their information was abysmal.

14 Now, it is a little hard to say -- you have to

! 15 conclude from that people did not know. One of the things

16 that was surprising to me was those statements that they did

17 not know. I am a little puzzled.

18 COMMISSIONER MARRETT : It seems to me though we are

19 identifying slightly different issues. The case you are
.

20 talking about, you. might have the information.. You have to

21 ask what is the appropriate behavior; what is going to be

>

[ 22 the response to it when you give out this information.
5
v

23 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: The answer is it all depends,g
a

h h24. COMMISSIONERMARRETT: Whatyou are talking.about is in'

\/ .5
$ 25 a case where you really only have guesses. You think this

|

;

!

|
_- . . -. . . _ _ . - - . . _- , - - . - - - - , - . . ,
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I
i might be the case, and what is your obligation or commitment-

2 to pass on what, in essence are suppositions about.what might

3 happen, and I am not at all certain about how I would stand

4 either.
.

5 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Can I make a specific

0 example of this, because I think you have got a good question.

7 Suppose that there had been an instrument that would measure

3 the water level in the core the afterncon follcwing the

9 accident.

10 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Wednesday afternoon?

II COMMISSICNER TAYLOR: No, Wednesday afternoon when

12 decisions were being made about evacuating, not evacuating

I3 and so on. Suppose that there had been an instrument that -

I4 recorded that at that time, at 3 o' clock that afternoon the

15 core was uncovered, should that information have been made

16 public? Just to make a very specific question.

I7 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: As such without any

I8 claboration of what that meant?

I9 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: No, but with some appropriate

20 elaboration, but should that fact have been made public if

21 it had been known to be a, fact.

> 22} CHAIPl'.AN KEMENY: Let me express an opinion on that.
d

.?.
23 I don't think it should be made public until somebody could

I-s
'l I 2d(V explain to the general copulation what kind of danger this'

ii

} 25 represented.

. .
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\x,)) COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: If at that time the'v did not5

1

2 really know, should it have been made public, that is what
_

3 this really meant in detail?' .

# CHAIRMAN KIMENY: My inclination would be to say

5 that we have a serious situation en our hands, and as soon

0 as we have a thorough analysis of it we will give you just

7 how serious it is.
'

8 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: You are saying that they

9 should not.

10 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I am saying that bold fact, seven

11 months ago that would have meant nothing to me without knowing

12 a great deal core,
,

(n} COMMISSIONER LEWIS : You should always put it in13

14 context. I mean I think that is what John is saying. That

15 is understood.

16 CHAIRMAN KEMINY: It is not just context, but you

17 have a bold fact there which to Ted Taylor means a great deal

18 because he can calculate what it is likely to be. I don't

19 know without somebody at least seven months aco, I would not
.

20 have known without someone being able to tell me does this

21 mean the place is going to blow up within an hour or does it

>
g 22 mean that within the next two weeks something has to happen

-. j
, 23 or it means you can control it completely and not be worried
a
R

N I 24 about it?
IN-
3 25 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: In fact, six months later,

,

_ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ._
- - - - --
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,r~' 1 five months later we are waitina for a what if cot =ittee to..C ~

.

2 tel2 us.

3 ' COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I raised that particular

4 question because it happens that as far as I know there has

5 been no analysis during that period that says what the
6 implications of that for evacuation would be because that

7 part of the analysis is now so difficult and so complicated

8 and involves so many assumptions that we, for example
9 have not done it. As far as I know, no one else has.

10 To me that would be very important if I were living

11 in Middletown, and I will say I just hot-tailed it out of

12 there as fast as I could go.

13 COMMISSIONER TRUNK: But if I did not know what it
'

s

14 meant --

15 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: No, if you did know that what

16 that brings up is the po'ssibility of higher fuel temperatures
17 and a core =eltdown, and you don't know what is going to
18 happen after that, and you get discussions unresolved, what .

19 would you do? Then that bears en the question of whether it

20 would affect your behavior, and you think you have a right to
l

l

21 that knowledge that would affect your behavior, then it

>
g 22 follows that ,if you think you should know, then everybody
5u

' , 23 should know.
n
1

24 I am not necessarily making a case for all the-- .

\)'

25 infor=ation being made public, sort of on line, but I think
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/^% I'N ,) we need to explore that question because it has a great deal
l

2 to do with what we recommend, what we talk of, say, about,

3 one infor=ation source as opposed to lots of possible

4 information sources and so on.
5 It is a vital issue.

6 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: I think w [would all agree~

-

7 that the utility and the regulators ought not to lie,''but

8 what is their positive obligation in a state of confusion?

9 They are themselves confused, and when, if they take the

10 dark scenario, they could cause a panic.

11 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Or think they could.

I2 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: I would assume that
w

) 13 somebody might have thought there was going to be a China_

14 syndrome any minute and might have said so. There is one of

15 our members who thinks that. Now, should that be expressed

16 in the press?

17 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: You see, the problem is if

18 you leave the public in the. dark until the confusion is

19 straightened out it could then be too late. I mean you have

20 this problem of timing. As it is it took them many, many

21 days to figure out what was happening, and they kept finding

>
1 22 new risks and new dangers, and chey were divided,
r
3u
, 23 Now, the question is, you know, I feel, frankly,
3
1

(/ ~i i 24 that people ought to know as much as they can know, and those
i \m / y
,

| } 25 who are dealing with a situation that has potential danger to

|

!
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I the public ought to tell, and if what they say is, "I don't--

2 know," or "We are still working on it," I think the public

3 has a right to know that. I really feel on principle that
.

# we should not treat the public as a bunch of fools. You know,

5 we should let them make the judgment, let them have the

6 information in context, and then let them decide how they

I evaluate that information. -

8 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Is there an analogy to be

9 made for what the weather bureau says or announces with

10 respect to a hurricane? If you are living in Corpus Christi,

11 Texas, and the hurricane is 150 miles away, and it is headed

,.

due north; it.is going to miss you; then it turns and hits -12

/~'T
U 13 northwest --

14 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: At least you know one is

15 coming.

16 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSCN: And that information is

17 given to you in a hurry. So, the corrollary I guess is that

18 you be provided facts about hurricanes, such facts as you

19 know.

20 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: With respect to hurricanes,

21 as far as I know, it is the. exact situation and the

>
g 22 uncertainties, I believe, are made public all the time
5
y

7
right on line, however, bad it may be if they miscalculate,23

() 24 and Corpus Christi is evacuated or buttoned up, and it
s
a
4 25 hits nowhere near Corpus Christi. That has happened.

,

1 1
'

1

'

. ._ , - _ . _._.1
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g
() 1 We accept that,-and I think more than that with respect to

2 hurricanes we demand it. New, what is the difference between

3 that and a state of uncertainty about a core melt?

4 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Mr. Chairman, I have been

5 trying to folicw this discussion, and where is it relevant

6 here? Which sentence are we talking about?
,

7 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: A missing sentence _about our

8 views of what the public needs to knew.

9 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: I think this is kind of

10 essential. It is a value judgment by us as to how the NRC
.

11 3nd the utility and others should have responded, and to use

12 words like cover-up or confusion and what they told the public,
,

.

() 13 all that has to be judged, it seems to me in terms of what

14 we think they should have said given the light of their-

15 knowledge.

16 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Are you ready to propose some

17 changes in this?

18 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: I am trying to get you and

19 everybody else here to say what we think the standard ought

20 to be.

21 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: I will make a statement.

[ 22 I don't think we are going to be able to reach'any conclusions
I -

$23 about a standard. I am willing to take our description of
,

i
'

{V''}
j 24 -the situation; this'is what happened. Now, it n.ay be we
y

j 25 are thinking of some evaluative things, but I have difficulty

|

_-. _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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(. I I
m./ knowing exactly how that kind of evaluation would fit into

2 the document. So, I am much more willing to go with what

3 the findings from those staf f reports are saying with reference

d to the way information was processed. -

5 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Aren't we being sort of

6 silly? We know that very responsible people, including the

7 governor, right or wrong were confused and themselves gave.

8 conflicting stories. Now, how the hell under those

9 circumstances -- I mean I just cannot see the trying to make

10 a big case out of a cover-up. It is confusion and all the

11 rest of that.

12 COMMISSIONER LEMIS: That is not what Harry is
,

() 13 raising.
,

14 Harry is extrapolating. I know what you think.

IS Of ten the results of the truth and the truth of this

16 situation was confusion are dangerous or potentially

17 dangerous, and I agree with you. How much people know about

18 a situation. 22n be extremely dangerous, and I think, however,

19 anything which suggests that there should be rigid self-

20 ' censorship or imposed censorship to me is even more

21 dangerous because then you leave yourself open.to who is

>

[ 22 going to make that decision of what should be withheld,'and
5.
U

23- I think I would rather risk the fact that people are going, p
a
1

(''T ! 24 'to be somewhat confused.
\ ,) _ =

I ~25 I think very strongly that if you have a press thata

-
_.

- _ -
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(~N j
( | kn'ows how to handle this information, misinformation, it would
x_/

2 have helped to evalusta it and put it into sore kind of -

3 context, and if the sources had been better at communicating,

4 but you are asking the question that. one answer to me is

5 totally objectionable and I don't know what you think should

6 be done. to you think if these guys think there is a potential

7 for danger they should withhold it until they are sure?

8 How do you feel about that?

9 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Could I back up Harry's hurricane

10 analogy because I think it is a gcod one, and I have been

Il thinking about it? It seems to me that the weather bureau

12 announces it when they are fairly sure there is going to be

() 13 a hurricane and they can give some useful information as to

14 where it is heading and who is in danger. I mean if they

15 simply announced that the barometric pressure has new dropped

16 to such an'd such level at such and such degree icngitude

17 and such and such degree latitude, I don't think it would

18 be very helpful to the citizens.

19 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: They do announce that. They

20 do announce the very beginnings of a hurricane, any suspicion

21 of a development of a new tropical stora, and it is finally
>
1 22 given a name, and so on. Just to put a focus on this, I would
iu
, 23 like to'make a specific proposal and that is that we say .

\a
f '

('N\s)) .

I 24 that at least in the case where there is a delegated official i

*)
3 2f who is supposed to know the important things about what is II

i

|

,

!

|
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| going on, the public has a right to know everything he knows,- -

2 at the tice he knows it, given whatever one has to say about

3 the mechanics of getting the information out.

# COMMISSIONER MC . PHERSON: It is Denton Friday

5 morning-at 10 o' clock. He knows that he, Stello and.Mattson

6 think there is enough oxygen around to have an explosion

7 pretty soon, but others, Hendry and his boss do not think

8 so, and he has called a bunch of laboratories around to

9 run some tests or run some models and give him their answer.

10 Now, Denton is the spokesman. He walks out and the

IIl press says, "What is the state of this thing? What is going

12 on in the reactor?" Does he say, "Well, three of us think
s

13- it is going to blow up, but our boss does not think so"?
;

I4 . COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I would say, "Yes."

15 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: You would say, "Yes."

16 COMMISSIONER LEWIS : Of course, we have a right to

17 know the truth, and that is the truth of their estimi::ation..

I8 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: David Rubin wanted to say something,

19 MR. RUBIN: My point was not on the point just made.-

;

20 I don't know-whether you want to get off, but I was just

21 going to say I like the hurricane analogy, and I think

f22 it is going to be a useful one, but it means the next question

d
.

23 you need-to grapple with is what is the equivalent of the,
n

- 24 US Weather Service for this sort of an accident, because that

;i 25 1s, I gaeh.=, a pr.ety cr.eib1 1=st1tu=1on. a=e p.op1. wou1e.

..
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n)i
(_,/ * I believe it on hurricanes. -

2 COMMISSIONER MARKS: I don't'know what the. hurricane
3 analegy is. I think that is a failure to understand the state

,

4 of the science and also, the state of public information about
5 -the science. I think the public is much more likely to

6 understand changes in barometer and' temperature and even

7 wind' direction and speed, et cetera, and the significance
8 of those in terms of hurricanes than they will where there is

9 so much oxygen or temperature and the primary coolant has

10 reached a certain limit. I mean that does not mean a thing
11 to the public right now, and I really don't think there is an

12
.

easy answer to this, but I think the public has a right to

() 13 know. There is no question about it, but also, don't you
.

14 think the public really wants to know something they can use?

15 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Absolutely, it should be put

16 into scme meaningful context.
.

17 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I don't think.it is quite

18 cle ; to say that this is all out of context and the public
19 does not know what to do with the information because it seems

20 to me it would have happened under those circumstances if

Leverything that is intelligible was said to the public, that21

>

[ 22 it would, also be said that we have three people who say
i

{23 that we should instruct or advise the governor of the State

-i1

[-ni I 24 of Pennsylvania to order an evacuation out to so many niles,'

x_)! e

25 and we_have two people who say, "No, we should not say that. "

.
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I think that is a. level of information. -

2 ~ COMMISSIONER MARKS : First of all, that is mixing

3 apples.and. oranges 2 little bit.

# COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: That is part of it.

5 COMMISSIONEa MARKS: What Harry was saying had to

6 do with estimates of what was going on in the containment,
.

7 okay, specifically, not the implications with regard to

8 evac'uation.

9 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: No, I think the implications

10 have to be -- I mean that is part of his story.

II COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Yes, that would be, and

12 what were you saying?

() 13 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Not to say that they arei

14 x curies o* some obscure isotope in the at=ssphere.
4

15 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: That is meant to include

16 the rest.
*

17 - Just where do you come down on that

18 situation where Stello, Denton, Mattson think there is a danger

19 of imminent explosion and Hendry thinks not?
4

20 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I think the public 'should know

21 that at the time when that discussion is going on.

>
I '22
r .

|

9. 23 j
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I CHAIR *4AU KE:iI;iY: As I remember, it is Denton and .,

2 Mattsen who think so, and-Stello and c.cndrie who'do not.

O CC:r1ISSIONER LEWIS: Then the public can say I trust

#
'these guys and I do not trust these guys, or I am not going to

5 take the chance until they figure out which is right and which

6 is wrong, and I think that is a decision that- people should- have
*

7 a right to know, rather than waiting for these guys' to get their

o
8 act together.

i 9 COM!ISSIO:tER TAYLOR: People not understanding the

10 =eaning of gan=a rays and dose levels and so on, we have gotten

II ourselves into a situation --

12 COMMISSIO:iER HAGGERTY: We are surely making damned
,

() 13 simple moral judgments about people without taking the whole
Id situations.into consideration. It always all depends, and it

15 depends on how uncertain they are and so forth.

16 COMMISSIO::ER TAYLOR: You say the more uncertain they

17 are, the less --

18 COM:!ISSIO IER PIGFORD: It is an unresolvable point.

19 Mhy don't we conclude the point is unresolvable by us?
,

| 20 COMMISSIO:iER PETERSON: It would seem to me that the

21 ce=munity needs to have some mechanism for deciding when they
b

[ 22 are going to evacuate, some authority who ought to decide that,,

! 5
! u

L p .23 an'd it ought to be precediated =echanism instead' of waiting
I

/' I 24 until --
( e

-s
} 25 COMMISSIO:iER hAGGERTY: The business of response, as

. - - - . . . - . - - . _ . . . - - - _ . .-
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I
- (_,) To= brought it in various kinds of acts and various stages,1

2 that -is a cceplet317 dif ferent situation, and t hat I agree

3 wieg,
.

# CO:0!ISSIONER PETERSW: !aybe we ought to be

3 recommending seme kind of a rechanism for doing this. Hell,

6 the Supreme Court makes much more important decisions on a -

.

7 5 to 4 vote than whether or not we are going to evacuate.
.

8 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I thought that was all part

9 of the response, that you really had to work on your response

10 situation, and that it depends on the kind of accident and

II the place you are, and all the rest of that.

12 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: How much of the truth of what
i ,

13 is going on you actually tell the public depends on all that?

14 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: It depends en the consequences

15 of what is the truth.
.

16 COMMISSIONER LEUIS : The * uth is a divided opinion,

17 that is the truth, and that should be understood.

18 CCMMISSIONER TRUNX: I do not want to know what the

19 reporter thinks, and I do not want to know what the NRC thinks.

20 When he knows that it is explosive, that is when I want to knew,

21 COMMISSIC:iER HAGGERTY: That is different.
>
! 22 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSO:i: Suppose two guys think itr
5u

23
7 is and two guys think it isn't, of the main guys in the NRC.

h 24 CCM2iISSIONER TRUNK: Then they should just say we
%/ i

3 .25 have a serious accident here at the plant. Be prepared fur

.
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: m)I, 1 sc=ething, but I cannot see being scared. I.know o.7 Friday,
.

w
2 this is_from my friend,'the first-thing they did when they'

3 heard. the spout of radiation, they went for their guns and they

a started moving. Now, that scared a lot of people and they were

5 just _ worried and they thought, well, I am going to get out of

6 here one way or anoth'er, even if I have to shooc =y way out. .

7 That scares me when the press is giving you
,

8 information that, you know, frightens me, and I am going to be

9 cat in motion to run.

10 CCMMISSIONER LEWIS: Supposing the bubble was

ex? osive and they had withhel. that information, and then it11 l

12 had blown up? I mean the fact is, you know, we are darned lucky

(n) 13 it turned out the way it turned out, that those guys were wrong
,-

14 and it was,not possible and so on, but I think --

15 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Well, I do not know if you

16 can say we are lucky or not.
.

17 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: I tean we are lucky that that

18 particular disaster was never possible.

19 CHAIRMAN KEMINY: But, Catoly, you are overlooking a

20 very important fact here. Even those that believed that it

21 could happen, did not believe it would happen in five minutes.

>
22 S o , the re fo re , they felt they had some time to try to checka

;

i
v -

23 on these facts.g
2
I

i 24 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Say that.

/^)T\'

R =

3 25 MR. KANE: Then nobody has time enough to recen=end

_ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ - - - - _ _ - - _ .
-.
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D) . I
( evacuation. You want to use that time to move people.
s_-

2 CC CIISSIONER TAYLOR: ''Te will give you r. advisory..

3 We do not ~ knew. If they really believe, if they are reasonably

4 sure that the most pessimistic calculations, information, is

5 that it cannot possibly do anyching for two days, tell people

6 that, and we are desperately trying to find out whether it is

7 two days or two weeks or infinte, and as soon as we know, we

8 will make that 'nown.d

9 C0!ctISSIONER MARKS: I guess the problem I am havi.ng

10 with this is that we are assuming that the transmission of

11 whatever anybody is thinking at the moment is a good and has

12 no danger.
.

[)%
13 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: I did not say that.

%.

14 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Well, but the point is, somebody

15 is going to have to exercise judgment the minute you do not say

16 that, and judgment is what we are talking about. If you say

17 that public of ficials , given the responsibility either because

18 they are elected tr appointed, are not to exercise any

19 judgment, but they are to give you the reading off the meters,
.

20 there is something that is dangerous about that. It is not

21 without danger.

>
g 22 It is just like the discussion we had the other day.
5u

23 Let me just finish , please. It is like the discussion we had_y

1 -

s- a 24 the other day where David had great trouble accept |ng the

| 25
%-

concept that maybe the presence of 530 press was contributing4
.

|

l

-G-- -- - e
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\_ r 'o an' increase in the severity of the accident and couldn' t

.2 we consider sc=e recom=endation that would -- without limiting

3 the public's access tx: information -- limit the number of press

# on site.

5 At first it was my impressien your reaction to this

6 was out of the question, okay? So, I am saying the same thing

7 here. There is a judgment, you know, and I think that I elect

8 my public officials and I like to see the public pay for the

9 Centons in this world to the extent that they are doing their

10 job, and part of their job is not to withhold information, but

11 to exercise, judgment as well.

12 And where does that fit into this thing?

13 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Was that exercised appropriately
,

14 by Harold Denton?

15 COMMISSIONER MARKS: That is another issue, Ted, and

16 do not get off'this one, please. Let us deal with this one.
,

l

17 That is another issue, whether Centon personally exercised good
,

18 judgment. That is not the question you are asking.

19 CO CIISSIONER PETERSON : Mr. Chairman, could ue go bac.<

'20 to what Dave Reuben said before, he asked the question, what is

21 the agency which is the counterpart of the weather service?

f-22 It seems to me we need such an agency.
5
v

23 CHAIPP.AN KEMENY: That is an important issue. Could9
a

w I
) ! 24 we try to resolve this by a shou of hands? It seems to me the

s_/ g
a
4 25 issue we are coming to is there is one group that feels -- I do

i

I

e

.
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. /m\( I- I not' know the size of the two groups -- one group that feels

2 that the public ~of ficials have knowledge of cor:ain information ,

3 even if others disagree with it, they have to release that

4 information as quickly as possible.

5 The other group feels that they have a right to use

6 judgment to release it' at the time --

7 COM:1ISSIO:iER MARKS : I not.only think they have got

8 a right, . I think they have got a responsibility to use it, and

9 it has got to be good judgment.

10 CO.TtISSIONER LEWIS : That is a very loaded way to

Il raise that question.

I2 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: John, I think this is not an

(
by 13 either/or. I certainly do not want to vote against people'

Id exercising' good judgment. That is not the question. The

15 question is, should information be withheld until there is some

16 official unanimity about what the implications of that

17 information --

18 SPEAKER: No, no.

19 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Well, then, what is the issue?

20 CO:StISSIONER LEWIS: Well, Harry, youare the one who

21- raised it, come on.

>

[ 22 CCMMISSIONER MARRITT: I cannot vote on the issue,
5
v

23

t'''y
_p not just because of the way it is phrased, but because, again,
1

i 24 I am not quite sure how it fits into where uch of what we are8
i%.j e

.

$ 25 doing -- we are at a very philosophical set of questions right

.. - _
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I) I now, and it would help re a lot more if we had some crecisev .

2 examples from the T:!I case that we are talking in the context

of[ Uhac are the instances where the officials had information3

# which, they did not pass on that had consequences for the
i

5 public? I could deal a lot more easily --

6 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Well, the point is, it was

7 not right information, but it was information. It was believed

8 by the majority of the NRC staff that there was a danger of an

9 explosion.

10 COMMISSIONER LEWIS : And Henderson got that information

11 and, you know --

12 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Well, take the rest of the'

O)( 13 sequence, the confusion for two days, the governor says ,

14 know, who is there. He calls the head of the NRC. All of

15 this happens in an hour in a context where this is not supposed

16 to be that vital from time, and gets a different answe,r, you
17 know.

18 When you take the real situation, people were trying

19 to use judgment. You can argue about their judgment, but they

20 were trying to use judgment. I agree, that is what you expect

21 from a public official, is judg=ent.

>

! 22 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: The next question is, if in a
5u

23_y public official's judgment, a public official who has
i

| [/) I 24 responsibility for safety of the public in the case of a nuclear |

s_ ; i

} 25
'

energy incident, if in that person's judgment something has
1

o -

i

I

- - - . ,
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'' 1 happened which is hatardous to the public safety, then -I.

2 believe that persen .should =ake that' information available to

3 the public.
.

4 Eut before that person arrives at making a- judgment,

5 then I think he could do more harm than good by speculating.

6 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: For how long? Ecw long is he

7 going to speculate?

8 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: He has to decide whether he

9 has any information that merits calling the public's attention

10 I do not see how any person can just say I heard a : =or that--

11 so and so happened. 'You cannot go around telling that, can you?

. 12 COMMISSIONER LEWIS : I think Russ has cot a coint.- -

( '' 13 We are not saying here that you should blab everything that

14 goes throu'gh your head. I mean this is silly going through

15 this little dialcgue about judg=ent. Obviously there is some

16 judgment you exercise'in what you think, at the moment, is to

17 tell.

18 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Well, let's just be specific.

19 Suppose somebody had called up Victor Stello on Wednesday

20 afternocn, some reporter, and said .I understand tha* you think

21 that the core was uncovered. Should he tell the reporter, yes,

>

[ 22 I . thought it was uncovered, yes or no?
5
v

23 CO:E4ISSIONER LEUIS : Absolutely.9

[V) a. 24 CO:'J1ISSIONER EAGGERTY: I think it all depends.i

'5
$ '25 I think it all depends en whether, by agreement, his boss was

|
.

m+ -- e . - - -- .,. _. - -.-
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\ l
x/ 3 supposed to give the information or not, because there are

2 other factors in addition to that which have to be weighed.

3 I do not 'think every guy out there has to answer -- in fact, I

'd think one of the worst things possible is if everybody in the

5 whole . situation is supposed to ^ respond to every damned newspaper

6 reporter that gives them a telephone call.

7 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Pat, I can see where you are

8 coming from. You are drying up all my sources. -

9 MR. REU3EU: It seems to me that you cannot identify

10 within the various organizations we are talking about people

II who have risen to a high enough level such that they are suppos ed

12 to be able to exercise j udgment and, as a result, are the ones
j-

(- 13 who ought to be knowing how to give this information out, how

14 much should be given out, and basically they should come into

15 it with a mindset that the public has a right to know everything

16 that they need to know to protect their safety, and that is an

17 awful lot, f rom my perspective.
,

18 Now, the more that those people are saying to the .j
1

19 media and to the public, the more visible they are, the more |

!

20 they are out there, and I am talking at people like Denton and I

21 Stello and Mattson and Hendrie and Irvine and all those people,

f22 the more they are out there, and they are paid, it seems to me,
5
V

23-y to do this, that go to the 90,000 a year salary, .the nore they |
1

% #

) i 24 are out there, the less the press uants to go to the peoples-- -

25 that Co==issioner Haggerty is talking about, lower level people '
,

1
|

|

. .- .-. . - - ..
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( )- because they have gas sources that they can trust. Jut that is
I

2 not what was happening in the first few days of this' accident.

~3 As a result, if the press cannot talk to Stello, and
.

4 Denton does act exist for the press until' Friday, and Irvine

5 is being~ obtuse and also not very much available , they have no

6 other choice and they do go to other sources , and Co==issioner

7 Haggerty is right, often these sources only see part of the

8 elephant and as a result, that is what they talk about.

9 COMMISSIO:iER HAGGERTY: I have no difference of

10 feeling about what you have said whatsoever. We are having- some

II stupid philosophical argurents here,. trying to make judgments
|

12 in the absence of the specific circumstance. ,

) 13 CHAIRMR; KEME1Y: Let us take the section on evacuation <

14 That seems to be a crucial test case. The Governor of

15. Pennsylvania has the constitutional responsibility to decide

16 that. The question is, as long as the Governor is given all

17 the facts and he is making judgments , should individuals who

18 disagree with the current judgment of the Governor making

19 statements about evacuation. If the Governor says we do not

20 need an evacuation at the moment, should somebody who feels

21 otherwise come out and mah a statement, yes, we do?
>

! 22 COMMISSIO:iER LEWIS: Well, how are you going to
5

' u
j 23 mu::le semebody? I me an , you know , that is the point, John.g

_

12 24 CHAIRMA'T KE:E IY : It is not a question of mu:::: ling.
- %-) i

$ 25 The question is -- I thought I heard the argurent that if

_
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( ') 1.

Centon falt 'that there should be evacuation, he should have se.id'-

2 .

and I- feel he had absolutely not businessthat to,the press,

3-
doing that, because that was the ' decision of the Covernor of

4 .

the State of pennsylvania.

5
CO:CIISSIONER HACGERTY: That is right, and he is the

6
man who was responsible. That is my whole point, it all

~

depends..

8
CO:CtISSIONER LE'!!S: ?Te ll, if you~ lock at the

9
recommendations , which I think you all were given, that we

10
were proposing, if you want to get the thrust of it, and I was

11
being f acetious before, uhat happened at Three :lile Island

should never happen again. I mean , you know, everybody should
\

have told everything there, because there were no confirmed''

14 ~

sources and nobody knew what the heck was happening, so we have

15
been proposing that there be three key sources of information

16 in the future, one for radiation, one for evacuation, and one

17 for utility, each of then which would have a specialty and a

18
special knowledge and, the re fo re , if you have a situation where

19
the press knows that I am going to get the right information

.

20 on radiation here, and the right information on what is going

21 on inside the reactor here, and the right information on-

( 22
r evaucation there, they are not going to bother calling up all
3 ,

0
23

f these other people.,

O b e4
'

x ,/ j This is not what occurred at Three :lile Island the~

3 25 radiation information was not even dispensed, so that you

.

- -, -
- , ,
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'(p) I really- lef t yourself open to a situation where people were

2 calling'up anybody who would tell them.
,

3 .CC:DtISSIO:iER HAGGCRTY: But.isn't there a danger --

# this is scrething you can talk about -- but I would point cut
.

3 that there is a possibility there, if 'semebody is responsible

6 for evacuation, the radiation information, without being fitted

7 in to that responsibility, can be a problem, too. You'cannot

8 just say that, Carolyn.

9 Since radiation can be the determinant .on evacuation,
1

10 and you are saying there are going .to be cwo different outputs,

|
II I think you really have to say if somebody.is responsible for

12 making the decision on evacuation, then the information that

( 13 is related to that, that is the man who has to couple that in.

14 You have some difficulty in separating that.

15

16

17
.

18

19
f

20.

21
.

# 22
r
3
0

23y
s
)

[ ! 24
i -

I bu/ ~E

| } 25
!

!
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(A,) COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Except that. the state of ficialsI

~2 basically do not- really --

3 - COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: New you are defining who itL

' 4 is. You have got to have a system. I am really not quarreling.

5 I think you are going' to beat this thing by hcw you set it up.

6 But I'really think that when you say that a man has a ~ piece of

7 .information he should give it out, it is somebody else who is

8 supposed to be responsible for that evacuation thing, and he

9 has not yet had a chance to call him for whatever reason, then

10 you really have to be very careful doout that.- If he knows he

11 has provided this --

'

12 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Fell, there is no reason why

1 ) 13 semebody cannot say that I am going to check with semebody else

14 and I will get back to you. No one is saying you should blab.

15 We have not even suggested that. There has to be scme sense

16 of responsibility. If you absolutely know that a core is un-

17 covered and you do not bother to tell press, I think that may

18 be a little bit --

| 19 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I think that is the point.

20 t~e have gotten into a big discussion about how many people should

21 we tell and how many people is it appropriate for the press

k 22 to be able to call and get " official" information. That is ae
3

23 separate issue. As I understand it, the issue that was raisedg
a

| .

a 24 is if there is uncertainty or some facts in people's minds
i

!
,
( :

, 25 that in one way or another are established as the official

-

.. .
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4 I source of information -- say, Earold Denton who was established'

-s

2
by. the White House as the guy to ask. Suppose he knows certain

3 things about the state of the core - at the time of a press . con-
4 ference that suggest considerable uncertainty about what is
5

~

'going to happen ne:ct and he does not know, I an arguing that he
6 should make that clear to the press. There are the following

7 things about the situation out there; here is what we understand
8 e are trying to figureand here is what we do not understand, fe

9 out what to do. We do not yet know and we will tell you as

10 soon as we can.

II COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Can I ask you a question?

I2 Let's say that this conference comes at a moment when he has
(
t 13 got this uncertainty. One side of it immediately calls for

I# evacuation. On the other side of it, it doesn't. He has not

15 yet had time, for whatever reason, to give that information to
16 the man who in fact has to make the decision to evacuate or

I7 Should he tell them that then or should he postpona thenot.

18 news conference?
|

I9 MR. RUBIN: Yes. Actually, that is what happens

20 very often.

2I COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: That is what you do; you use
l

22 judc=ent.
d i

{ 23 MR. RUBIN: The press was kept waiting. They do not

2d mind too much.

20
| COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: That is the same thing as

|

|

_
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p) 1 .not telling them.tv
2 MR. UBIN: You do not keep them too lone. It takes

3 15 minutes to call the Governor and say,"I am about to go out
|

4 and say this . "

5 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I think that is not a fair
.

6 scenario for the following reasons. If one is in the situation

I7 of calling a press conference, there' is scmething about the .
_

8 mechanics of getting the press.- I had these two uncertainties !

9 facing me. If we evacuate and, on the other hand, if we do

10 not evacuate. If I have not communicated that to the Governor,

11 I hold up the press conference and call the Governor and then

12 I would openly say what I just told the Governor. But I do
_

..

Q,em 13 that forthwith.

14 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I think that. all depends on

15 whether you do it forthwith. It also depends on what the Gover -

16 nor has to do and what the consequences of his decision would
.

17 be. This may take two hours.

18 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: No, because I can see that going

19 on indefinitely.

20 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Let's say that the decision
,

21 to make an evacuation will take 40 minutes. Let's say though

{22 that for this to be safe, it means that police have to get

a
23 into position, fire, doctors and the whole business. If itg

I

I 24 starts the same business as in a theater when you yell fire
t
% j

3 25 and everybody jams up and gets killed at the door, do you want
!

|

. - . . - . . - -.
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p'
t )' I- to take 9.at responsibility. That -is the Governor's responsibi- |..N s .

2 lity.

3 - COMMISSIONER ~ TAYLOR: That is not the analogy with

4 Three Mile Island. That -is too extreme.

'5 CHAIRMAN KIMENY: Let me. try a different view of

6 approaching the problem. It is clear that what we are- talking

7 about is not relevant to what is now in the text. I thought

8 it might be relevant to recommendations.

9 Carolyn, I need to be convinced. I have just quickly

10 reread your recommendations. Let us not get into the question

II of whether there are two sources or three. I do not want to
,

12 get into that. But, given this, is there anything in your re-
4

13 commendation to which our present discussion is relevant?

14 COMMISSIONER LEWIS : We have not dealt with this

15 philosophy.

16 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: It seems to me that I could vote
:

17 for your recommendation with the slight hesitation that there

18 should be two or three sources without having to resolve the

19 issue we are now facing.
4

20 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Right. I think Harry raises a

21 question that maybe should be part of our deliberations. I

>
g '22 tried to put that in. I think the public has a right to know

$
, 23 everything. The question is at what point in time does it have

-hp = 24 a right to know.
\J I

.$ 25 COMMISSIONER KEMEMY- Excuse me. It is Ted who

|
.
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> I raised. the question that Harry was responding' to.

2 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I thought I 'was responding to

3 Harry's' question: What is the public's right to know?

d COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: I am trying to get us to
.. !

5 agree on standards by which we would. judge the performance of 1

1

6 all these people.
~ ' - '

~|

7 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: no you suggest, Harry, that we
-

8 should make ' a statement cf what the public's right to know is

9 in the recommendations?

10 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: That is certainly strongly

11 implied in the determining the public's right to know. The

12 President inplie.d that we say something about the public's right

13 to know.

14 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: It needs to be stated. I

15 think Dave did the best job I have heard anybody do so far. I

16 hope it is on the tape so we can get it back.

17 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: What did you say, Dave?
,

18 . Jt . RUSIN: I said that I think tnat it would be good"

19 and necessary for the Commission to come up with a strong view
,

20 on the public's right to know. My own view is that they have a

21 right to know everything. They certainly have a need to know

> 22 some things more than others. For example, the notion o f radia.-g
3
y'23 tion release is very high on the list of what they need to knowr,

/'' j
( ,s)- g 24 because that relates directly to their safety.

.l 25 I think we can make it clear that there are individuals

|
|

i.

,
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'I at the various-institutions, that we are going to recom=end

2 exist and that will come out of all this, who have as part and

3 parcel of their job the clear and major obligation of serving
-

4 these public information responsibilities. We expect that they

5 will exercise the good judgment they have or they would not have

6 reached those positions. But their mind set ought to be that

7 the public has a right to know everything about this accident,

8 or at least a good explanation of why it is not known at this

9 point; and where they do not know the answers, they should say

10 they do not know the answers. The more visible these peoplo

11 are and the clearer they are as credible sources to the press,
,

12 the less likely it will be that the press needs to go to or does
,.

, ( 13 go to sources lower down, who may not have the same view of what

14 is happening or as clear a view or have as good information or -

15 as good jedgment. As a result, if we can identify the sources

16 who have this responsibility of providing information, I think

17 what the public has a right to know and need to know will more

18 likely be served.

19 COMMISSIONER LEWIS : think number 19 really goes

20 to this. David has done a much better explanation of it. Do

21 you have the list of our recommendations? The public has the,

> 22 right to know everything. What is most important for people to1
e
d
g know is information on radiation and on the possible need to23

2-

\ ! 24 evacuate. The technical details are of less immediate signifi-
) e

25 cance to the locil populace in terms of health and safety, but

u
|

-.- - .__ -- -, - ,.
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h I they must be made available just the same. - -

2 So, what we are trying to do here is say they have a

3 right to know everything, but the. things that are going to di-

4 rectly affect the health and safety are the things they most

3 need to know. This gces to what Ann is suggesting. In other

6 words, if you set an order of priority in an emergency situation

|
7 of the things you really ought to get out fast and the things

8 that are likely to endanger the people 's health, then you can

9 go into the technical details lower down. It seems to me that

10 if there is a core uncovery and that has the potential for health

11 risk, the fact of the potential of health risk is the thing

12 they have a right to know immediately. But there are other

['
(_)\ 13 things lower down that may have to wait until we find out the

14 engineering principles at stake.

15 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: I would like to emphasize the

16 need to know, because it is consistent with the document on

17 emergency preparedness. The argument there is that the public

18 needs to know enough information so that members of the public
f
'

19 can make decisions about how they are going to behave. Fo, in

20 a general sense, it is not of whether they have a right or not,

21 but it is a need to get information on which to base responses.
, >
!

[ 22 I think that is consistent with what we are talking about now.
3
Y

.

23 COMMISSION.ER LEWIS: Does that help to clarify?p
m

(m-) * 24 COMMISSIONER MC PEERSON: I will say just a few more
;

3 25 sentences. I am prepared to rest with that; that is fine. It

_ . . __ _ __
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.(.m_) 1 leaves unanswered the question that I posed.: I think that i

2 question is a real one for people in ' the position of a Harold

3 .Denton or ^ a Joe Hendq( in a situation like this. .I de not know
~ ~

4 if we can offer them any particularly sage advice.

5 My guess is if the situation had been reversed and

6 Hendry thought on Friday that there was a real danger of imme-

7 diate massive release of radiation and the other commissioners:
.

8 did not and his ' main staff did now, and i' he under this rubric

9 of the public having the right to know everything if he then

10 said,"Nobody else in the Commission thinks so, but I think t' tat .

11 this area is in danger of a massive catastrophe at any mcment",

12 .there is no question what would happen. Everybody would run

() 13 like mad, even though it is only one guy who thinks so.

14 I am assuming that he has the judgment. He has risen

15 to this august position because he has judgment not to say that.

| 16 He will say, "We are studying the situation. There could be a

17 bad problem. At the moment, the majority of. those who are

18 looking at- it think there is none." That would be the judgment

19 that he would exercise, instead of saying "I think there is

20 going to be a catastrophe." I do not believe he would do that.

21 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: What if it is the other wal
>
0 22 around, Harry. If his whole staff says there is going to be

-r

3
2 23 one and he does not think so, what should he say?

-2

(s') .f,24
~

COMMISSIONER EAGGERTY: It all depends an why he

3 25 does not think so.

.- .. __. ._. ..
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-Q_ l'- COMMISSIONER LDTIS : Mhile you are all dithering it

2 could blow. " hat is what bothers me.

3 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: It all depends on why he does

4 not think so .

5 COMMISSIONER. PIGFORD: I suppose this can be settled

6 by some vote.

% CHAIRMAN KEMENY: That is what I am trying to get.

8 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I am not going to move this

9 formally, but I think it is non-resolvable . Ne might conscious-

.:s #)
10 ly conclude that it is unresolvable. It is aY. important issue.2

%

ji If it is useful, I would mova that.
.y

12' COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: You want to move to move on, I

13 think.

14 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: I am not going to protest

15 it, if you are all satisfied with recommendation number 19 here .

.

16 It covers a lot of my concern, but not all. Sut I will abandon

| 17 the rest of it and I will not raise it as an issue.

18 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Are you asking us to accept

19 19?
I

20 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: I thought you were prepared

21 to do so. .

f22 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: 'io, Tommy is trying to argue for.

3
23 the position that this Commission is not going to resolve the,

a
I

I 24 issue of whether the public has the right to know everything.
(- .;

-

-3 25 That is what I understand.

._ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ ..
_ __ . - . - . - .-
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U 1 COMMISSIONER LEWIS : The public does have a right to

2 know.

3 COMMISSIONER MARKS : But the public does not know

4 what we are doing here.

3 (Laughter. )

6 COMMISSIONER LENIS: Yes, they will.

7 COMMISSIONER MARKS: They will, 'but they don' t now.

8 If somebody were to ask you as you walked out the door, would

9 you tell them? If a newspaperman came up.

10 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: There is a reason for the pre-

11 sent situation. As far as I know, nothing that we are delibe-

_
12 rating about here has to do with an immediate issue of danger

# 13 to the public health and safety.

14 C'OMMISSIONER MARKS: That is a judgment you are making.

15 That is what we are talking about. It is a very difficult

16 thing to put in here; but without it,it is not the real world.

17 People are alwa.ys making judgments. I think if we want to make

18 a recommendation that is a guideline, I think it has to be

19 structured.

20 This is a wonderful statement and one that I would

21 like to be able to include in the recommendations to be imple-

I 22 .mented. But, in fact, by the time you get all through it, ite
d

23 really will not be. What do we really want that can be imple- i,

( ,N f/~
/ = 24 mented? Because the public has a right to know everything. i

e

25 DR. LEWIS: We do not say at what point though. That
:

_ . . -. - -
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l I is the question. Obviously, it has to be left to judgment.
J

-2 COMMISSICNER MARKS: Okay, well then we are coming
,

3 together. I am inclined to agree with David that we ought to

4 resolve it. I was going to vote for Tom, but I think this is

5 semething we could try to resolve and it is very important.

6 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Okay, let me try resolving it by

7 a ruling from the Chair and you can overrule me if you wish.

8 I rule that this subject has gotten as much discussion as is

9 useful at this stage. We should return to it when we consider

10 Carolyn's proposed set of recommendations. Given that tha

11 issue has been left open, we will try to preceed at least

12 finish the end of the section. Is there any cbjection?

() 13 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: I think,'tr. Chairman, we

14 have a right to know what item 15 through 18 is in Carolyn's

15 document. We skipped from 14 to 19.

16 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: I am sorry. You are right. I

17 was so tired when I was writing this.

18 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: You are not covering up?

19 (Laughter. )

20 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Are they just out of sequence

i
21 or are they missinc?

I

{22 COMMISSIONER LEWIS : No, none are missing, but I

a
23p was uissing when I was typing this because I was so tired.

i
(''T, i 24 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: So you are talking about

,

V g

2 25 nu=ber 15 then?
|

|

- _

_ _
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/
'L;) ~ 'Il COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Yes, * hat is really 15. I am.

2 sorry about'that.

3 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Okay, could we take up from "due

4 to misinfo::mation" and in one case the hydrogen bubble to the

15 Commission of Scientific Errors, et. cetera. Is the rest of that

6 paragraph all right?

7 COMMISSIONER LEWIS : We are on page 20.

8 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: Again, to follow up on the

9 bottom of page 20, Tom's earlier statement is that we need to

10 hesitate with the use of experts and probably the precision

11 on to whom we are~ referring here.

12 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Official source 3.

13 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON : It is the third line from

14 the bottom on page 20, the word " expert".

15 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: It begins on the second sen-

16 tence of the thing. I would be happy with "of ficial sources"

17 and " disagreements among these officials".

18 CHAIR'4AN KEMENY: Okay, let's note generally that

19 instead of ex erts, we will say " official sources" .

20 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Is the Met Ed official?

21 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: They were made officials.
#

>
0 22
r

a
p 23
a

>
-

.

$ 25

,

, _. -
_ _ . _ . - _. , - . . _ -, ..
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[(a'j 1 COMMISSICNER MARRETT: Not necessarily public --

9-29-79 2 officials -- any officials who --
Tapa 24

3 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I was only trying to make two

4 terribly small points here, which seemed relevant. That one,

5 in the early stages people were underemphasizing the accident

6 and in the later stages that there were statements being made

7 by official spokespersons who, which as we now know the fact, - -

8 made the situation icok worse than it actually was. This is

9 all part of the context that newspaper reporters were getting

10 information that was not accurate. That is the only point.

11 Yes, Dave.

12 MR.. RUBIN: The sources in charge were Met Ed and,

O() 13 the NRC. They didn't need to be expert. They were simply in

la charge.

15 CCMMISSIONER PIGFCRD: In the third sentence, we

16 have already pointed out that a --

17 CEAIRMAN KEMENY: No, no. That is going to be all,

18 changed.

19 COMMISSICNER LEWIS: Yes, you have interchanged

j 20 those.

2I CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Okay. So, this was giving out

> 22"
; bad information. The next point I am trying to deal with,
5u

23y which is a major point in the information thing is that even
i

(u) {24 when they were givine the right fact s , they were expressing it
,

} 25 in a way that the press couldn't reasonably be expected to

i,

)
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} 1 under stand . And I will change experts. .

/

2 COMMISSIONER PIGFCRD: Expertise is okay. When

3 you say the true experts, some different noun is needed there.
.

4 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: False experts.

5 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: What do you want to call.them?

6 officials, spokesman --

7 COMMISSIONER TAYLCR: Where are we? -

8 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: On page 21, the first full para-

9 graph. What I am trying to say here and we need here

'

10 slightly different wording, there are two kinds of things

11 happened as the report says, that first of all, it is often

12 the people who would speak to the press had not briefed by

() 13 those who had the knowledge. And even then, those who sup-
,

14 posedly had the knowledge spoke, spoke in a way that the press

15 couldn't understand.

16 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Why don't you say that when

17 those who did have the knowledge spoke?

18 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Just say, their statements

19 were often couched, because their refers to the previc as sen-

20 tence, doesn't it?

2I CHAIRMAN KEMENY: No. The previous sentence is
>

h 22 those who did most of the briefing.
5

| 23 COMMISSICNER PIGFCRD: Oh, all right. I understand.
L

2j CHAIRMAN KEMENY: This is a Denton reference, when
,

" 25
Denton comes on the scene and presumably knows it, we are

|

|

:
_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ -- _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _.
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' (m) I told' from the study that he will use jargon to- the- point where
x_s

2 the press couldn't reasonably understand.

3 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: So, then, those who did have

4 the knowledge.
,

5 CHAIRMAN KEME!TI: The rest of the paragraph, try to

6 work in a point you made a couple of times.

7 COMMIS 'iONER MC PHERSCN: Without making a j udgment

8 of our own . Is that correct? As to which was better or worse.

9 CHAIRMAN KEME!PI: I think he said it flew in the

10 face of a long tradition of the press of checking facts frcm

11 multiple sources.

12 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: -- centraliring. It stopped

I) 13 the confusion.V

la . COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: The first sentence in the

15 last paragraph, it says, nor are the media themselves totally

16 blameless. There is a different vs.ining there that somehcw --

17 it suffers just a little exception. They were blameless nor

18 were the media themselves blameless.

19 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Yeah. That is right. It is

20 redundant.

21 CCMMISSIONER FIGFORD: On the last sentence.of that
>

[ 22 paragraph, where it says and scme of the visual images used
$ '

23
-

in reporting tended to be sensational, I would suggest that,

(} 24 the some te .ded to be sensational and others were dcwnright
s_- a

3 25 fraudulent.

.

*
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( l' 1 COMMISSICNER LEWIS: Downright what? -

2 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Fraudulent, incorrect:

3 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: What are we referring to here?

4 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Technically, others conveyed

5 false information. Is that a better way?
,

6 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Why is the steam coming off.

7 COMMISSICNER LEWIS: What are we referring to --
:

8 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Water vapor coming off the --

9 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Others conveyed false inform-

10 ation. I would like to say it very nicely.

11 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Contained false impressions,

12 I think --

O) 13 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Information. I gave you one(_.
14 where they had these bright spots which are presumably the

15 radiation taking --

16 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Oh, yeah. That was --

17 COMMISSIONER MARKS: In the sentence before that --

18 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I would just as soon have it in

19 the factual base --

20 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Tend to be misleading.

21 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Given the circumstances the
>

! 22 media showed restraint overall, rather than remarkable.
a
v

23
? CHAIRMAN KIMENY: Okay.

| i
! .f ) f 2d COMMISSIONER LEWIS: We think it ..s remarkable to
| s. _a

2

i. 4 25 find the -- that is what Harry wanted in there.
.

- . - - - - - - ..,.,a,, , . , - ~ , . - - . , - . - - , .
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/~T.' ; 1 CHAIRMAN.KEMENY: I would like to make an addition

.2 to ,the fir st sentence. These were written before the findings.

3 The first sentence should have added to it and did not have

available to them pecple who could explain this -- something4

5 like that.

6 COMMISSIONER TAYLCR: What does excellent press

7 mean?.

8 COMMISSICNER PETERSON: Where?

9 CCMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Good story.

10 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Page 22. We, therefore,

11 conclude that the media coverage made excellent press.

12 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Good story, good copy, good

( 13 reading -

14 ' COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I guess I don't know what

15 that means. What is good copy?

16
; COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Sold a lot of papers.

I 17 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: I think it is probably

18 unnecessary.

19 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I don ' t know -- is that a good

20 thing about the press or a bad thing about the press that we
21 are saying or what is the substance. -

>

h22 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Neutral and meaningless,
d

{ 23 really.

() 24
COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: We know that it sold newspapers.

25
CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Okay. I am taking it out. We

.

4
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( )\ 1 therefore conclude that while the extent of the coverage
s_.

2 would justify the combination of confusion and weakness in

3 the sources of information and lack of understanding on the

4 part of the media resulted in the public being poorly served.

5 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: I have one question on this.

6 Does much of this -- the first sentence on this page says,

7 even the national media, but much of the orientation seems to

8 be towards the national audience and not whether the public

9 in Middletown was getting information. I don't know whether

10 it makes a difference in the way it is presented. But how

11 well, for example, was the public information of the local

12 po pulation.
.; .

() 13 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSCN: I thought that the radio

14 study was very interesting and I d2 ink it is worth a sentence

15 in here.

16 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: I think we should put that in.

17 CHAIR &tV KEMENY: That was the trouble. I had to

18 write this section early and I didn'* have the late results.

19 COMMISSIONER LEW'S: We have some recommendations

20 on that.

21 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Also, I would say there is

22 nothing in here, John, about the role of the public relations
i
v

23_y officers of the NRC and the utilities.

\ l
2'] CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I guess I lumped them together in-

| } 25 to the official sources here.
j

|
.

- . . _ _ .- - - .. __
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/mb' 1 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: On this, do we want to get

2 into that.
.

3 CHAIRMM KEMENY: I mean, there will be a whole

4 chapter after all.

5 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: -- that phraseology is

6 turned around to fit your paragraph. It does say something

7 about the public information.

8 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Are you ready for the third

9 paragraph on 237

10 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Um hum.

I1 COMMISSIONER PIGFCRD: The fourth line, application

12 of nuclear power, I suggest energy instead of power.

p
t 13 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: In a fear that existed

I4 in a human being with respect to nuclear energy --

IS CHAIRMAN KEMENY: That is what I meant --

16 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Third line of that para-

17 graph, vitally important to remember the innate fear with re-

I8 spect to nuclear energy.

I9 CCMMISSIONER LEWIS: Innate sounds like a warning.

20 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I don't mean innate here. I meant

21 to be clear or something like that.
>

1 22 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Just remember the fear or
5v

J something like that.
I

J f.
'

COMMISSIONER FIGFCRD: We aren' t going to debate

$ 25 the last part of that.

- .- . _ -
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fp 1 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I erled to doctor the issue by- -
\, /

2 recognizing the problem here and at least arguing for signi-

3 ficant advance preparation and then saying in this case it

4 did not. occur .

5 COMMISSIONER PIGFCRD: I think it is a scod state-
6 ment. It has been expe'rimentally verified.

7 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Do you think if I moved accept- .

8 ance of the next section --

9 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: The NRC?

10 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: It might be since we are running

11 late maybe we can do the NRC first thing tomorrow morning

12 and let's see, we have discussed the limits of the investiga-

()/ 13 tion and that now goes into the prologue. I don' t have any-

14 thing on the transition. One-third of a page is on transition ,

15 just to remind you that scmetimes you may or may not want to

16 deal with that issue. So, the only thing left is if you think

17 it is worthwhile putting in something like the concluding
18 few pages here.

19 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: You said about the NRC, we

20 would take up tomorrow. There is the utility in here, too.

21 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Oh, I skipped that. I am terribly
>

}22 sorry. I did not mean to skip that at all. I turned too
3

23
7 many pages. I
i. l

24
; COMMISSIONER MARRETT: Page 29. |

25
| CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I am very sorry. They are all One
l

!

!
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1 same color.

2 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: -- filling in .

3 COMMISSICNER MARRETT: Oh, I don't know. I thought

4 we- had gone over it.

5 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: John, could I just make one

6 little interpolation that Dave has suggested on~page 22, the
.

7 coverage was full of mistakes and statements so garbled as to

8 make the stories useless as a source of information. We are

9 really sort of giving a rap to everybody. Toward the end of
.

10 the first paragraph on page 22,

11 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Oh, of course, yes.

12 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: What was the change?

() 13 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: To make most of the stories --

14 or many. -

IS COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: You could get the fact that

16 there were not dangerous doses of --

17 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: They didn't put it in context.

18 It was a severe flaw about all the media, many of the stories.i

19 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: It is a more careful finding that

20 there were almost none that did not have serious misstatements --
21 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: In terms of putting it in

>

! 22 context. The facts were right, but they were not meaningful.
5
v

23
_? COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Suggest that it would have
I

(-s) been better if nothing had been published.24
i

25
i COMMISSIONER LEWIS: No, no. Obviously not .
|

|

|
,

.- .--
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0 1 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Are you willing to go to the
v

2 utility?

3 COMMISSIONER PIGFCRD: On the first sentence on

4 page.29, I think the idea is important, but literally the

5 utilities didn't treat nuclear pcwer just like conventional

6 power plant organizations. For example, quality assurance

7 was forced upon them in a far more rigid structure than ever- -

E seen before. And they were required to set up separate organ-

9 izations on that. And there are a few other things. They

10 were required to have an in-house committee to review safety
,

11 and so forth. So, there are differences.

12 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Not sufficient, but there

(} 13 were differences and they vary like heck among the companies,
..

14 too.

15 COMMISSIONER MARKS: You could say it quite differ-

16 ently. You could say that they were placed in the hands of

17 the existing electric utilities who did not treat organiza-
18 tionally these new responsibilities on a commensurate --

19 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: You haven't found that. You

20 can only look at Three Mile Island.

2I COMMISSICNER HAGGERTY: There are all kinds of --
>

h22 MR. KANE: For whatever it is worth, I just read --
3

23
? COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: You can make the point and
i

f2# you would be right philosophically over all, but it is not\

-) *
25 right completely.

.

, , - -- -
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(a11 1 COMMISSICNER MARRITT: It seems that it would take ,

2 so much to try to fix up the plant to qualify it, but maybe

3' the pc.nts that we want to get to are really beginning in the

4 next paragraph about the division of responsibility for deci-

5 sion making. I know it is a different thing .

6 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I think that you could say

7 that it would appear that there is an inadequate amount of

8 attention.
,

9 COMMISSIONER PIGFCRD: I agree with that, but I,

10 think we must limit it to Three Mile Island unless we have
11 some data from another utility.

12

( 13

1,

15

16

17

IS

i 19

20

214

>
1 22
b

- 23g
1

.

.

} 25
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Ts
! 22 i000 I CHAIRMAN KEMENY: If,'again and again in theirv

,
TAPE 25 positions and testimony that people felt that this wa's one-

3 of the problems and I'may not have stated it'quite correctly
d here.

5 COMMISSIONER MARKS. Right, it is in that article,

too.

7 So, at least I think we should make it specific

8 to Three Mile Island and then we should put a few caveats
9 because it is a little too sweeping.

10 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: How would you do that?

II CHAIRMAN KE2'ENY: I agree it is too sweeping, but

12 how do you make it specific to Three Mile Island?
.s

) 13 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I think you might, for(,

14 example, drop the.first sentence and say, start with the
15 second sentence, "In the creation of nuclear power, of a
16 commercial generation of energy, utilities tended to treat

17 this new source of power as another fuel similar in many
13 respects to coal and oil," and I think probably we are

19 talking about a tendency.

20 On the last, the third sentence, from observing

21 the GPU organization there appears to be insufficient

f22 attention paid to the development of a massive support
5
v
7-23 system of scientists and engineers. Nuclear power requiress
I

fh I 24 =anagement qualifications and attitudes of a very special
\m / 5

%a 25 character. You might say that --

__ _ _ _ . - - _
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I COM!!ISSIONER TAYLOR: Can't that be the first/ s

! !v
2 sentence?

.

3 CO!!!!!SSIONER PIGFORD: Sure, but at least that is

4 the way I would structure it making statements that are either

5 cbvious or else specific to Three Mile Island.

6 ' CHAIR!!AN KEMENY: Yes, I think specific maaning

7 drawn specifically out of Three Mile Island but not necessarily

8 li:.tited to it because you said, "From our examination of

9 GPU."

10 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Yes, sir, that is right.

Il COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Again, I think you can quote

12 sources. That is all right.

13 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I am trying, in effect, to build

14 a background *. tere for what has been suggested as a possible

15 recoc=endation.

16 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Is the thought here really

17 that what happened in the TMI case that to first approximation

18 an ordinary utility which had been in the business of producing

19 power with fossil fuels which sort of delivered a nuclear

20 steam supply system and then tried to fit it in to their

21 previous way of doing things, I mean is that the thought?
>

[ 22 CHAIRMAN KE:ENY: The first approximation, yes.
5
u

23 I mean I re. guessing that sc=e were ready for that and sete,
a

! 24 were not.s
( ) *
' ''' 25 CCMMISSIONER TAYLOR: What I am concerned about is
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I

(v) that any utility, I might add, could come back and say, "Look,

2 here, we have got a whole roce full of documents indicating

3 that in the licensing process and our decisions, where to

4 build the plant and transfer into the moisture creek and so

5 on, nuclear, nuclear, nuclear affected what we did, and we

6 were not treating this as just another slightly modified

7 fossil fuel plant."

8 So, the question is what is the important message

9 we are trying to get across?

10 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Perhaps not enough emphasis

11 on the use of it. I think you can say some things like that,

17 but you have great difficulty with overdraw. They are not --

13 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: We can get a long tale of

14 woe, I think much.of which is well taken about an unending

15 series of meetings with ACRS and the licensing people and

16 so that would have never come up if they had been burning
I17 coal. The question is what is a real point, and I guess part

i
18 of it is centered around to some extent the control room.

|
!

19 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Operator training is where I an )
20 putting my major emphasis here.

21 COMMISSIONER HAGGERY: Look, John, we have picked

>

[ 22 up Ted's point. Again, to say, "They treated it the sane,"
i
V
, 23 their regular utility coerators don't have to co throuch i
n | 1

I

f"'s i 24 two years of training to get a license.
i 5 e
\_/ -

3 25 The point is these flat statements, they can say,

.

Q
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f') "You don't know what you are talking about. That is not the
I

'a
2 point." Whatever they have done, it has been insufficient
3 to __ ,

4
COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I am wondering if we can take

0 a more positive pointof view, and that is to say that nuclear
6 energy is special. It concentrates a capacity to produce a
7 great deal of energy from a small amount of material. It is

8 associated with radioactive products. That is what we mean
9 by special, and therefore it needs to be managed for what it

10 is, that is something quite different from fossil fuels.
11 With that as a lead in -- pardon me?

| 12 COMMISSIONER FIGFORD: I think trying to justify it
|

| /*h 13 is going to be so hard.

14 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Trying to justify what?

IS COMMISSIONER PIG 70RD: You know, why it should be

16 treated differently.
.

17 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Oh, I think that is another

18 thing .

19 COMMISSIONER.PIGFORD: John's approach just stating
,

20 it needs to be treated differently.

21 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: If everyone will accept that,
| w'

[ 22 it will be fine.
5
v
, 23 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Why don't we reverse this,
i

$ 24 as semeene suggested and start like this , nuclear pcwer requiresjeg
\ ,) E

2 25 management qualifications and attitudes of a very special

_ _
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.v) - character, as well as a massive support system of: scientists
2 and engineers. We feel that an insufficie..I attention was
3 paid to this by the utilities. There was a tendency to treat-

# this new source of power as simply another fuel sbnilar in
5 nature to coal or oil.

6 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I agree until you said was

7 treated by the utilities. We have not examined the other
8 utilities enough to conclude that.

9 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Okay,by TMI.

10 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: By GPU.

Il COMMISSIONER PETERSON: By GPU. Fine, that is better.

12 COMMIS,SIONER MC PHERSON: Do we have depositions or

/ 1 13
.

other testimony or other evidence to justify saying that
V)3

14 about GPU?

IS COMMAS- JNER TAYLOR: It.is not literally true;

16 that is the thing that troubles me.

17 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: That GPU treated nuclear
18 as if it were just another plant, an electricity producing
19 plant, no different essentially from coal and oil.

20 MR. ROCKWELL: I would say that the thrust of the

21 depositions is that they did treat it differently, but they
>-

[ 22 not treat it differently enough.
5u

23 COMMISSIONER FIGFORD: But that is Russ' statement9
n

L
's 24 that not sufficiently.
i

$ 25'-
COMMISSIONER PETERSON: We feel that insufficient

.

l

|,

. - -
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Il ) attention was paid to this by GPU. - - -

2 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: It is that middle sentence,

3 I. guess, we are all balking a little bit about. There was a

4 tendency to treat it as just a new ource of simply another.

5 fuel.
,

6 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: I thought you could tag it

7 in in the end, b'4t obviously we have to leave it out.

8 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: I heard that from a whole

9 bunch of people, but it has been speculation or --

10 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: It is not really true, but

11 insufficient attention to the differences is clear.

12 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: I visited quite a few of

i r~w
f 13 these plants when I was at CEQ, and the management of those

14 utilities would make that point, how I came up in the ranks

15 of the utility business and I hired this buy who knows

16 something about nuclear energy to take care of this. So that
.

17 just permeates the whole industry, and there is a con =on

18 discussion among them about the fact that they have put most

19 of their management, key people who came up through the ranks

20 in the old utility business.

21 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: That is what Schlesinger

>
1, 22 told us.
5

23 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: You cannot say that about |
v
,
-

I

("')) i 24 Wisconsin Electric, for example.j

\- i[-

| 3 '25 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Yes, I can 3ecause a neighbor
,

i

..
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(~^ I of mine who is now head of Wisconsin Power and Light Ccmoanv
\,,

~

2 took me around in his helicopter, and he was one of the guys
3 who_made that statement. He came up through the ranks as a

.

4 coal-fired power plant operator.

5 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: But not his executive

6 VP, Sol 3erstein.

7 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: I know, but he is not the

8 head guy. This guy was telling me that key parts of their

9 company were oriented toward coal-fired plants, and they had

10 to get more nuclear scientists into their organi=ation. That

11 is the point he was making.

12 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: But that is a ccmpletely

'^7 13 different thing. That could be just as well used as
? -J

14 justification that they recognized it was different. -

15 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Oh, yes, they recognized

16 it was different.

17 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: That is the point, really.

18 I just don't think that they perhaps recognized it enough.

19 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Schlesinger, the point that

20 I got from him at our very early meeting was that the

21 people at the top of theiutilities tended to be veterans of the

k22 coal-fired or oil-fired system or financial people, that the
t
3

$ 23 nuclear people were hired experts to run that, but they did
a-
1

i 24- not have the standing in the entire utility that these other[ s\ =

f 25 guys did, and so far as the commitment of resources as being'-''

,

i

1

|
- |

_
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j.

able to call on the resources of the entire utility for the .x

2
special needs of the nuclear entity, that was insufficient

3
in the case of many utilities.

A
COMMISSIOMER TAYLOR: That could be quite reasonable

5 ~

to say that a utility does not want to hire somebody who
6 grew up in the postwar period as a reactor engineer to put
7 into the context of running the utility which requires a whole.

+ 8 lot of other talents not known to any reactor engineer.
9

CCMMISSIONER PIGTORD: Let us look at the system

10 we have data on, GPU. At the head is a nuclear engineer,

II I think, Cecamp. So, already we are confronted with some

I2 exceptions to what we are seeing.
[ 13 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Herbein is in between.(

I4 His president, Kreitz, was weak and not knowledgeable, but
15 on both sides they really work.

16
I think all we are really sa' Eng is we should not

17 generalize this much.

I8 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: In summary, though we cannot

I9 even say the same thing about, make the point about -- let us

20 not make it then.

2I COMMISSIONER MARRETO: I thought originally Russ'
| >
! } 22 statement was moving from we feel that insufficient attention

3 -

23
| ? was paid to this fact by GPU to then going Sack consequently
i i .

(''S { 24 GPU did not have enough technical expertise available for!

N/ j
a 25 handling the accident which occurred at TMI so that we are

>

L
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L.))
talking about the industry in general, but then that last

2 question I don't know. Are we saying that, that GPU, Met Ed

3 did not have sufficient engineering capability to handle the
4 accident?

5 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I think so, particularly

6 ' te people on board during the day cf the accident. We have

7 already made conclusions that they were not properly trained.
8 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: If we do that we don't have

9 to get into whether or not this was the result of a tendency
10 to treat coal and nuclear.

Il COMMISSIONER PETERSON: In other words, ve say

12 that nuclear pcwer requires management qualifications and

13 attitudes of a very special character, as well as a massive

14 support system of scientists and engineers, and we feel that

15 insuf ficient attention was paid to this by GPU.

16 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Massive is ma.ybe --

17 COMMISSIONER RAGGERTY: Extensive?

18 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Okay. Massive has got a

19 peculiar type of concept. It certainly takes an extensive
.

20 system.

21 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Is it a result of the
>

{ 22 above, of the first paragraph that there is a divided systen
5
v

23-g of decision making?

I

i 24 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I thought so, in that we heard7s
| \ i

3 25 again and again the GPU did not have it on their own. So, theq
'-

|
'

.

I

t

L
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l. ,-N had to contract here, and they had to contract there.>

(
\

' 2 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: It is a divided system.

3 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: This divided s.ystem exists

# even if they did follow their own engineering like Goodwin
5 does because Duke still relies upon B&W, and so the second

6 paragraph is not really a result of what we said in the

7 first paragraph.
.

8 COMMISSIONER EAGGERTY: There is a divided system.

9 COMMISSIOh!ER PIGFORD: There is a divided system

10 of decision making.

11 CHAIPJ1AN KEMENY: Incidentally I just looked back

12 at the Wilson article which goes much further than my
13je original statement, in case you want to know. I mean he has

>

I ~

Ld 14 explicit examples of where they treated it just like non-nuclear
16 power and said, for example, that the control room problem

16 goes there and that they have no recognition that this is

17 very different from coal ;ower or oil power.

18 COMMISSIONER HAG 3ERTY: But that is quite different

19 from saying -- you see, we are making the statement -- I think

20 he can be wrong. You can make him wrong, too, when you say

21 that they treated them the same. They did not treat them the

>

[ 22 same. They did not treat them differently enough which is-
3
0

23 quite a difference.y
a
I

i 24
% i

Y 26%s
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J''' 1 1 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Now, I think if we are on 30,
/a 26

'#
2 the first full paragraph -- oh, I am sorry, returning to the

3 previous page, I hope the second sentence might be made a

4 little more explicit that it refers to GPU because -- I am sorry,

5 the third sentence, saying, our report contains a number of

6 examples in the case of GPU, because the first two sentences

7 are generalities which I think are correct.

S CO!!MISSIONER HAGGERTY: TMI rather than GPU. That

9 involves GPU but I think it was always under T:iI.

10 CO!!MISSIONER PIGFORD: All right. Now, on page 30,

11 carrying this same thought --

12 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I have already changed the second

13 sentence, however, Met Ed did not --

14 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: All right.

13 COliMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Then again, the same thing,

16 they do not have sufficient place to carry out the training

17 program --

18 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes, I just changed that.

39 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: All right.

20 COliMISSIONER MCPHERSON: John, what is our basis for

21 saying that B&W felt no responsibility for quality control of

y 22 the total training program?
r
5

$ 23 CHAIEFaN KEMENY: They testified to that in consi-

i ,

j 24 derable detail that what they did was , they carried out what ;

: r's i.
l ? n G

L (_,/ j 25 they were contracted to do. They contracted not in any way --

t
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2 1 COMMISSIONER MCPHERSOlis Could wo undorlino total?

4s !

2 Maybe it is all right.

3 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I think there is a problem.

Your statement is absolutely tree but there is an implication4

that they should have been responsible and the truth is they5

6 are only responsible --

CHAIRMAN KEMENY: No, no. I didn' t mean to say that.
7

g I am trying to say the opposite, that B&W does have the ex-

pertise but they did not get a chance to look overall as top

10 what the training program --

COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Why not say they had no
11

responsibility instead of they felt none, they had no responsi-
12

bility for quality control--
13

CHAIRMAN KEMENY: That is fine.
34

ComiISSIONER TAYI.OR: And underline total, I think
15

that is important.
16

COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: There is a comment at the
37

end about the simulator. I think, I mean I have no hesitation
18

in my own judgment with respect to the simulator training
39

being inadequate and not properly set up. I am not sure though
20

about. the significance of it not being exactly the same that
21

this putting it in this fashion doesn't put more emphasis on
22

that point than, in fact, it justifies. I would say something
23

a
else that gets the point across -- being e m ly similar isn'tj- 24

, o
j nearly as important that the functions have been simulated andg

.
_

!
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_1
the actions and reactions that are involved in a variety of(''' 3

i N

2 things, the f act that they are exactly the same wouldn't make

3 much difference.

4 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: The conclusion I come to is that

5 the same data differs in certain significant ways.

COMMISSIONER EAGGERTY: Well, I am not sure of that.6

I think what the problem really is that the simulator program'7

doesn' t simulate the actions and reactions that are involved8

in certain kinds of accidents. I don't think the significance
9

is that there are some differences between the arrangements in ;
10 ;

the simulator and the arrangements in the control rocm.
11 ,

COMMISSIONER PETEFSON: Since they hadn't envisioned
12

this chain of events.(^3 13
,J

COMMISSIONER EAGGERTY: See, I think they can be''
ja

quite dif ferent in physical location, and all the rest .if, in
15

fact, the man was trained in the actions and reactions. That
16

would have been much more important than that they were sinilar.
j7

CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Let me ask you, I mean is it really
18

good to say that a B747 pilot -- that in a cimulator it wouldn' t
j9

be important that the controls are in the same place as in the
20

Cockpit?p

COMMISSIONER EAGGERTY: Well, you have a different
$ 22
r

d situation I think. You know, I don't think that is nearly as
, 23
s
i important as the other an t , John.
a 24("%

A~ ' E COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Well, why don't you add the
1 25

_
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' s p,; 4 1 other point? It seems to me this is one point. It is not the
/ \
V

2 same.

3 CCMMISSIONER MARRETT: It is a subject of a lot of

4 contraversy right now over how to design simulators for dif-

'

5 ferent kinds -- whether the design has to be exactly the same

6 as someone will ena 3unter and generally the functions have to

7 be such that --
.

8 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Well, I think it is just a state-

9 ment of fact that it is different.

10 COMMISSIONER EAGGERTY: You see, the problem would be

11 if this is so important, you really have to either make them

12 all alike or you have to build a new simulator every time if

13 they have to be alike. What is important is that the functionsg-)
(&") ja be all duplicatable and that these actions and reactions are

13 programable and are programmed. That is where really there is

16 a deficiency.

17 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Well, we looked at some simu-

jj lators for Westinghouse and Western Engineering, and so on, to
.

19 get some idea whether this is unusual.

20 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: You know that a lot of the

21 plants don't have simulators. They only have the simulators

{22 that they can rent. Now, that situation is changing. So it

i

$23 stands to reason that they are not identical. I can ' t s ay

b 2

.f 24 anything about whether they duplicate functions adequately or

(ms,) jw not. But since the plants aren't identical, and there isn' t25
.

!

, , _ , -
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gg 5 1 one simulator for every plant, there would have to be' some
i )
\ '

2 differences.
'

3 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Well, we can make the observation,

4 it is an important one that for various reasons there are

5 significant differences between the simulator, the B&W simu-

6 lator and the TMI control room. What that tells me is' some-

7 thing about operator training that goes beycnd procedures ; 'and

8 so on, so that in spite of that dif ference they kr.aw enough -

9 about what is going on so that thcae differences are not im-

to po rtan t. That suggests something about an additional aspect

11 of the training, not that there should be an identity --

12 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I think that is really what

13 I am trying to reach for. I am not objecting to making.the

;4 point that there are differences. That, if anything, . makes it

15 even more important to say something about what the real in-

16 adequacy is --

CHAIRMAN KEMENY: That it was not programmed.;7

18 COMMISSIONE PIGFORD: That is right.
.

MR. JOEUSON: I think it was established that part ofj9

20 the training also occurred at Three Mile Island there they are

21 supposed to get detailed familiarity with the actual layout.

I 22 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: What we are looking at is not

5

$ 23 the room but the centrol desk you * appen to be sitting at. I

a

{ 24 think they are called consoles. I have been toying with the
,

/"
(,N :

) possibility of recommending that there be a simulator at every25

.
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6 1 power plant.fms.,

N ,]. *

2 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Frankly, so was I.

3 COliMISSIONER LEWIS: Mcw much do they cost, do you

4 know?

5 MR. ROCKWELL: . About three to five million.

6 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Three to five millien?

7 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: This is in the context of

S another aspect of recommendation, and that has to do with the

9 whole character of what is going on.

10 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Frankly, so was I and that is why

jj I was interested in that point.

12 CO!!MISSIO!!ER MARKS : On page 31, the top paragraph,

r'^i 13 and, therefore, the theoretical content of the instructional

LA" ja program -- couldn' t we just say, and therefore, the content,<

15 because I think it is probably both theoretical and practical
|
|

16 that was deficient. '

j7 COMMISSIONER MCPHERSON: Isn't that situation mirrored

in the NRC too? That the training office is sort of out ofjg
,

j9 the way of the main stream?

20 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I know our NRC findings have it.

21 I now forget if my NRC section here has it. But we certainly

$ 22 make a major point of that in the NRC findings.
9

CO!1MISSIONER MDPHERSON: It seems to me that outght |2 ,23
.

$ 94 to be -- |
=gs -

;

(-) f .25
I

COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: You mean that related to the

i _

..

|
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7 'I understanding of physics and engineering principles, and so
g-'];g\
'''

2 on?
.

3 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Theoretic is the phrase someone

4 suggested before in the overall understanding of the operations.

5 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: .Ycu might say the content of

6 the instructional program does not lead to sufficient under-

7 standing.

8 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: I agree.

9 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Because it does do other things.

10 COMMISSIONER MARKS: You want to add at the end of

11 the next paragraph that no mandatory licensing, something like

12 that? That no continuing -- I think it is a very important

rT 13 aspect of the quality of operations to have a continuing pro-
LJ

14 cess of evaluating the performance of operators.

13 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: That is it. The problem is they

16 have a mandatory requalification exam but they j us t don ' t

17 monitor it very much.

18 COMMISSIONER MARKS: We could say -- where you say
.

19 the licensing --

CHAI5tMAN KEMENY: Let me come up from our findings?O

21 with a sentence for relicensing. Okay? Because one has to be

$ 22 careful. It is required it just is not very good.

I
", 2 3 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I would suggest, we are talking
2

f 2's about the second paragraph on 31, that you also add something--o
} 25 that says that NRC in evaluating the training of operators to'

_ _ . _ __ ....
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J' ' 8 1 carry out emergency procedures has not adequately evaluated --
/ )

\ /' '''

2 has not recogni:ed the basic faults in those procedures at T:tI .

3 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Well, I think -- let me see, the

4 next paragraph I hope deals with that because I do know that

3 that is a major point.

6 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I don' t see it. -

7 COMMISSIONER MARRET:': Ocesn't that really belong in

a the section on the utility?

9 CHAIRMAN KEMEt."l: Well, maybe I missed your point.

10 What is your point?

11 COtiMISSIONER PIGFORD: Well, the second paragraph on

31 doesn' t deal with NRC. So my point is that when they12

13 evaluate the trrining program they have it on record that they
gg

\
'

evaluate -- one of the things they do is evaluate the ability34

33 of the operators to carry out emergency procedures, which

16 means they have to look at emergency procedures. And they

j7 foun.d no fault with them. We found an enormous fault.

18 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I see.
,

CO!!MISSIONER HAGGERTY: Which is the real trouble.39

COMMISSIOtiER PIGFORD: Sure. So here is our old20

case where they claim they have evaluated that the operator
21

$ 22 training is all right to carry out procedures, no problem with
:
5

the procedures, and yet we know there is a problem. So theyv
23

2

( 3.4
missed that one there.

,- ,,

| ( i e .

'

h 33'w/I
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2 we can : a%e the same criticism. I think ::.'.C and industry wou,id

/

3 both say of course all electric utilities do not auta=stical$h
4 have the necessary technical expertise. I think the thrust of

5 what you are saying is the standards ought to be higher than

6 they are. There is no debate about it.

7 Turn it around the other way, that on the basis of

8 our examination, our findings, we are forced to conclude that

9 the standards need to be higher than they are.

10 CHAIR *G.'i KZ:!EN'l: Obviously my last sentence is

11 guessing as to whether we coce out with a reco=cendation like

12 ene you once proposed, and if we do not, I will take it out.

J|| 13 COM:1ISSIONER HAGGERTY: Higher standards implies
t

14 that, it seems to me. If we say standards need to be higher

15 than they are, I suppose we are going to say something --

16 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: I hate to raise for the

17 thirtieth time today the danger and risk issue, but I would

18 think diat the word "potentially" ought to go before dangerous

19 high technology plant in that centext. |

20 CO!C1ISSIONER PETERSON: But isn't it always

21 dangerous?

>
# 22 CO:CIISSIONER MC PHERSON: Well, that is wh'*? I hate ter
r #

5 I
v

23 raise it again. For the public reading this, it means , wnen ychp
a
I

(~x ! 24 ay a dangerous plant, cost dangerous things ought to be go::e.4
> < .
"

/ 5

$ 2f rid of, done away with.
'~
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| ) ,0 ,. .a. S .Ch. . , - . . e .sS C. . : . . , , . . . .

..e-., tnat is tne wno ev .. o . e r, cr ..,

x/
o
* question right now about this.

.

3
CC:OiISSICMER MC PHERSOM: That is right, anc that is

4
why I want to say potentially.

5
CHAIP2Gli KEMEMY: Well, to me, frankly, da.gerous

6 and potentially dangerous say the same thing, so I would be
7 happy to put dangerous in there.

8
COMMISSIOMER MC PHERSON : Could I raise a question,

9
a question I do noc know enough about, and I do not know

10 whether we have enough material to justify the sentence. I

II
have the feeling, I have heard that until Three Mile Island

12 the industry did not consider suspensien of decoc=issioning

jd| 14 a serious threat from the NRC, virtually no matter what
I# happened. -- of ccurse, outside the earthquake fault suspensions.
la

Is that so, and would it have gotten the attention

16 of the industry toward correcting safety defects or short-
I7 comings, generic safety issues, and so on, if there had been a
I8 greater threat of suspension or decoc=issioning?
19 In other words , I do .cc know where the question --
20 where it belongs -- either on the NRC or utility side, but it
21 seems to me it is something that I have heard about and most

>

[22 people have heard about, and probably would be expecting us to
.

0
23

_? say something about, whether there are teeth in the MRC's
I

,r 3 y24 regulations, the regulatory supervision of this industry.
'

; 5
'v/ ) 25 COMMISSIOMER PIGFORC: Well, do we have any evidence

.

t

,

1
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[) I on that subject?
!

s

2 CC:C!ISSIO:iER !!C PEEP.SO::: I ar asking.

3 CHAIR:WI KE:1ENY: We know about the suspension of --

# MR. GORI:iSON : I do not remember specifically. I

5 do not think there has been --

6 CHAIR'1A:I KEMENY : There has been either ::ero or one

7 suspension of an operating license before the ones this year

8 that were for earthquake reascns. I forgot if there was zero

9 or one before then, but I know it was not nore than one before

10 that.

II COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: The d.fficulty I have with that

12 is that it is hard to disconnect that with the standards and

|f 13 so on within NRC, because if there is a suggestion that NRC

14 really knows what they should do, and has been lax in doing

15 something very vigorous because they do not abide by the rules,

16 there is a long list of violations, mostly minor, of NRC rules,

17 and I think anything that carries the suggestion that if sonehov

18 there had been, or there were, some license revocations or

19 something, that then everything would be all much better.

20 It carries the suggestion that NRC's regulations, if

21 abided by, are plenty. I am just worred about getting that

>
! 22 coint across.
r -

5
V

23 CO:CIISSIC:iER HAGGERT?: The real problem -- it is,
a

f'm i 24 hard to put your finger on that h aving been the real proble.-
; / 5

w. / j

a 2f here. The real problem here is that same conceptual one, again,
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'

I
) :o: doing anything about pecple, really not, 'fou know -- it is

v
2 not the matter that they saw sorething urcng and let it go

3 en when they had officially an objection to that --

# CO:"!!SSIONER MC PHERSC::: Except for the generic

5 safety issue.

6 COMMISSIONER HAGGERTY: Well, that is a postponecent

7 kind of issue. .

8 cot!MISSIONER LEWIS: If you notice in the Rolph book

9 they switch the AIC to the :iRC. The reason was they wanted all

10 those generic safety issues settled, and they are still sitting

Il there on somebody's desk.

12 CO CIISSIONER HAGGERTY: Well, I, think some of them

f|| 13 have been.

14 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSO:i: Every federal regulatory

15 agency has seme revocation of license power. They do not

16 exercise it much. FCC takes somebody's radio station license

17 any from them because they have nothing but hard rock, or

18 perform sete other indecency, and the CAS will jerk somebody's

19 license because they have not been serving, so will the ICC

20 for truckers.

21 The NRC --

)
! 22 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Is what you are getting at
;

0
_y something like this, this is also a thought about a possible23

I

I 24 kind of recctmendation, and that is b/ analogue '. tith autecobileex
,

! .l
,

.
A''r- 25 driver licensas, in sete sta:es like :taryland, a tally is kept,4

- _. _ - _ . -
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I weighted by the severity of ycur violations, and at scme poin:
;

s.
2 you lose your license. It is automatic. Everybcdy kncws what

3 that is. It seems to me that scrething with that flavor, but

'

4 in a context in which the regulations are rational and the

5 management of NRC is appropriate and so en, it seems to =e --

6 COMMISSICNER FAGGERTY: The absence of some kind of

7 identifiable reliability system, I mean evaluation of LER's,

8 goals, all the rest of that, to me, that is the deficiency.

9 CHAIP2Gli KEMENY: We did not kncu what to do with

10 that one. I think we did not put it into the major findings ,

11 as I remember. We did put in sorething that there is a great

12 deal of evidence and a quote frem GAO, namely, that even

gg 13 its fine-giving powers were hardly used, and at a very Icw

14 level. We did put that into the major findings, because that,

15 in a way, is very telling, I think.

16 COMMISSIONER HAGGERY: I really think that one of

17 the overwhelming ones , though, is the absence of any kind of

18 organi:ed and centinuing approach to measuring quality.

19 CHAIPF.AN KEMENY: Talking about quality, I realize

20 one topic I lef t out since I drafted this before I saw ene set

21 of findings. There is a major emission here. I have to add

>
g 22 a paragraph. Ic is on quality centrol at the plant. We have
iu

23 got new very good data on the lack of quality centrol --,
.

i |J 24 CCMMISSIO.iER MARRETT: That had been the cuestion I '-m
/ ; ~.
i ! 9

3 25 had, because in reading through the section en the utility,
' ' - ' '

1

1
1
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1 there is the first part that mentions the limitations with,
,

! i
x/ -

2 reference to management. Then it talks about operator training i
1

1

3 and a lot of the rest is on N20, and if *ie want to build a case
1

4 about managerial problems in the utility, it seems we now have

5 several findings that have to do with quality control, with the
1

6 failure to follow through en infor=atien about what was going

7 on in other plants, and those things seem to be specific to

8 the utility.

9 CHAI%G.N KE:CY: !!y problem is I could not close the

10 cycle for myself. I did this before we did the findings, and

11 I did not have a chance, then, to go back as to what major

12 things, but one that just hits me, that we have very strong

i 13 stuf f on quality control which is not mentioned here at all.

14 There may be others.

15 CC:CIISSIONER HAGGERTY: Remember the absence of the

16 syster.atic one. Each utility would have had a great problem

17 in developing an adequate one, but the ind.stry as a whole, or

18 NRC, could have and clearly should have. The thing that

19 struck me from the beginning, the first time we talked to the

20 Ccemissioners, is that nobcdy said to us that the industry is

21 safer than it was for the following reasons.

I 22 I mean our measure of this is, you know, so many
r
e

23 incidents of this grade and these are the things wt are doing

i

j 24 to reduce them, and it has had this impact en it. Then we could
7_3

( ) i

'-r ' j 25 argue about whether those were sensible or not, or adequate,;

.

|
,
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r^N j
( ) but tha complete absence of it, to me, was shocking,
v

2 CHAIFliali KE:!E'iY : Okay, are you willing -- ! pror.ised

3 we would break at 7:30, no matter what -- are you willing to

s'

spend 10 minutes on the last section, and I do not know what

5
happens to it in light of this, but I think there is a point

6
to be made there.

'

Remember we had talked about the limitations section --

8 CO ciISSIONER HACGERTY: You mean page 37?

9 CHAIFl41CT KE:iENY: Yes, 37.

O CO:C4ISSIONER MARKS : We aru finished with this?

11 CHAIRMAN KE:CTY: I hope so, yes, and the limitations

12 section we talked about in great length and it will be a

13 different form in the prologue.

14 CO:?tISSIONER HAGGERTY: Do we anywhere reference

15
~

the.. .) other reports that we are talking about here in our

16 Volu=e II?

I7 CHAIFlWT KEiENY: Well, the problem is a new one

18 comes out every day -- I cean these are the ones since TMI 2.

19 COM21ISSIONER HAGGERTY: I understand, but we are

20 making a very general statement and I do not know the specifics

21 of the findings, I am not sure I would disagree. I know that
>

g22 the first one from :iRC wa.: very limited and so on.
5
v

f All I am getting ar is I suspect what you say is
l
* 24("'\ ! completelv true.: *) s'

g-,

! CHAIFl4127 KE:CTY: Yes, and I would feel =cre"
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I-(''} ccmfortable ~ at the beginning cf the second paragraph, we have
't -v

2 an o verriding cencern about scme of the reports we received so

3 far.

# CC:CIISSIONER HAGGERTY: Then do we , in our Volume II,

5 identify those reports?

6 CHAIP21AN. KE iE:IY: I do not know that.

7 MS . JORGENSO:i: As a catter of f act, I think the idea
.

8 of this was that this was cn area that we had talked about we

9 wanted to somewhere put in the report and did not know exactly

10 where to put it. It was a point we wanted to make, but it did

II not fit anywhere.

12 CHAIPEI KE iENY: Yes, I meant the problem here i s

13 that precisely what people will ask us, well, have you icoked(')
K) 14 at all the, reports in great detail, and to what extent have

15 they already recommended what you are recommending and so on,

16 and there is no wdy we can review all the reports that are

17 coming out one a week.

18 So, the question is whether we want to stay mute en

19 that subject, or at least say something about it.

20 MR. JOH:iSON: Some of them are referenced.

21 CHAIPJ!A:i KEMENY: Scme of them.are referenced.

>

$22 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSOi: Are we in a position to
5
v

23_y say they do not ccee to grips with the basic problem?

i

I 24 CCt!:1ISSIONER HAGGEP"": If they are in our data, I

j; ,

^'i/ '25 am perfectly willing -- I mean I will put anything in, but I

.

t , , - ~ , , . -
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(~N, ~
I think we navo to be very careful abcut the statements that are

''w!
2 not in our Volume II or anything, that is all.

.

3 COMMISSIONI:2 MC PEERSO:i: :Ir. Chairma., I would urge

# that, having been at this for a long ti=e, that we not wrestle

5 with this tonight. I think the point is makable in that we

6 can say that there will be, either have been or there will be,

7 a lot of recommendations for changes, and we welcome them to

8 the extent. that they will improve safety, but unless they

9 address --

'

10 CHAIRMXi KEMENY: That is what I am trying to say.

II COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Mr. Chairman, there is one

12 thing up here. You say the nation will be all the better
,

13 se rved. I suggest you delete that, because it will be all theg

14 better served if the conclusions are right, and all the poorer

IS served if they wrong.

16 But the next sentence takes care of that anyway,

17 doesn't it? Several groups have the same conclusion.

18 COM:!ISSIONER liAGGERTY: Well, really, doesn't this

19 have to be rewritten to make it -- I think Harry's approach is

20 the right one. You hava it here for that purpose rather than

21 these paragraphs anyway.

>

[ 22 COMMISSIO:iER PIGFORD: In the rewriting at least I
5
V

23_y would like to point out a sentence here which I think maybe
I

24 we should recensider. In the seccnd paragraph, on page 33, it=gs
t t =

' v/ I4 25 says we.have not r.ound su:...::clent cause to recommend the
.

.
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_ ) elimination of nuclear power. I think that will hang us upI

rs

2 so' badly -- it implies we have investig.ated the issue --~

,

i

3 ICHAIPliAN KE::C::Y: Yes, we are now treating that

# completely differently. Our whole approach to that has changed .

5 CO: MISSIO::ER EAGGERTY: I think we are running out

6 of suggestions. I think we ran out awhile back.

7 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Bill Stratton wanted =e to

8 mention to.you that he has left here his writeups on the

9 what if. Did you want to distribute them tonight?

10 CHAIRMAN KEME::Y: What is your wish on that? Oo you
.

11 want to try to read what if tonight? Look, why don't those of

12 you who wish to have -- are there copies 'run off? There are

N 13
( some upstairs. You can pick them up if you like, and in any

14 case we are asking him tomorrow to make a verbal presentation.
~

15 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: What time are we meeting
. .-

16 tomorrow?

17 CHAIRMA'i KE:'ENY: Nine o' clock.

18 There is a suggestion chat in deference to Sunday,

19 we meet at 9:30 tomorrow. It did not come from me.

20 ColetISSIONER PETERSON: Mr. Chairman, our sub-

21 committee is going to meet at 3:00. We would prefer to meet
>

g22 at some time in the middle of the day if you had an hour bred:,

d
23 li' e 12 : 30 ?,

2

1 243 CHAIP2tA': KEtENY: Yes. As a catter of fact, we hope
Nr I-

a 25 tomorrew to break -- I should mention this -- we hope tomorrow

_ . _ . . ___ _ _-
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;I '! to break at 3:30 p.m., partly because we are going to give you
,/

2 a whole bunch of stuf f to read and partly the NRC subec=mitcee

3 is meeting with a group of censultants and the only time we

# could get them in was --

5 COMMISSIONER LEMIS : Where is that meeting going to

6 be?

7 CHAIR".AN KEMENY : I will tell you. I do not know at

3 the moment, but I will tell you.

9 We will break for today, so I suggest you can -- I ar

10 suggesting that you use that period for reading or subcc=mittee

II meetings specifically.

12 We have to break about 3:00 for the day, because'

13 of the'NRC thing.[''}
s <

% )" Id . COMMISSIONER PIGFORD : Can you tell ..e a little bit-

15 about Monday, because it af fects my schedule for temorrow?

16 What is the schedule for Monday?

17 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Look, could we -- let me suggest,

18 since this is only a questien of when to get together next,

I9 let me adjourn the meeting of ficially at this time, and we can,
,

i
.

20 straighten out our schedule.

1

1 21 Che meeting is adjourned.

>
[ 22 (Thereupon, at 6:57 c' clock, p.., the meeting was,

| 5
0

,y
recessed until 9:30 o'cicek, a.m., Sunday, September 33, 1979.23

U
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